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THE REDISCOVERY OF GROUNDED THEORY: STRATEGIES FOR 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN ADULT EDUCATION 
Wayne A. Babchuk, Ph.D.
University of Nebraska, 1997
Advisor: Sean Courtney
Grounded theory is becoming an increasingly popular research 
methodology for use in adult education and other forms of educational inquiry, 
yet there is currently considerable disagreement among its co-founders 
concerning the implementation of this approach. Reflective of this ambiguity 
and to further confuse matters for the potential grounded theorist, educators 
who have used this methodology in the field often operationalize grounded 
theory’s procedures and practices according to their own interpretations and 
contextualiy-specific research needs. Moreover, these analysts often do not 
thoroughly document the specifics of their research, often failing to provide 
information concerning the methodological decisions they surely must have 
made, rendering the use of their research as a model difficult or impossible for 
other educators interested in adopting this method.
This study provides a detailed examination of grounded theory 
postulates and practices in terms of the history and development of this 
methodology over time and across disciplines, framed within the context of 
educational research. Informed by this broad literature base, the main thrust of 
this inquiry involves the totality of issues associated with the implementation 
and practice of grounded theory analysis in adult education. Accordingly, a 
step-by-step discussion of grounded theory issues, procedures, and techniques 
is provided drawing from the work of grounded theory methodologists, 
educational researchers, and the author’s own experiences with this 
methodology. Given its focus on generation of theory from data collected in the
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field, grounded theory seems ideally suited for adult education, a discipline 
characterized by a lack of a well-developed theoretical foundation and a strong 
commitment to the world of practice. Grounded theory not only offers adult 
educators a time-honored qualitative research strategy as an alternative 
approach to more traditional methods of investigation, but provides a viable 
means for scholars and practitioners to generate theory grounded in the 
realities of their daily work.
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Researchers and practitioners in the social sciences and in education 
have witnessed a rather dramatic increase in the past decade in the use of 
qualitative methodologies for conducting research or, more properly stated, 
exploring "areas of interest" (Glaser, 1992: p. 22) within the research enterprise 
(see Lifvendahl, 1995, who systematically documents this increase through the 
study of qualitatively-organized doctoral dissertations in adult and higher 
education and the subsequent decline during this period of quantitatively-driven 
research). Grounded theory-along with case study, ethnography, 
phenomenology and other related approaches (e.g., ethnomethdology, 
phenomenography, symbolic interactionism, etc)--is a specific type of qualitative 
research which continues to gain momentum in educationally-based inquiry yet, 
as will be discussed in detail throughout this inquiry, its potential as a heuristic 
tool or methodological framework for exploring areas of interest within the field 
of adult education remains largely untapped. Moreover, as any serious student 
of grounded theory can attest, there is currently considerable disagreement 
among its co-founders (Glaser and Strauss) concerning underlying 
assumptions of this methodology which hold serious implications for its use.
Grounded theory as a research methodology, as well as several key 
elements of this approach (e.g., constant comparison, theoretical sampling, the 
coding paradigm), have been uncritically embraced by many researchers 
across disciplines who have shown little interest in evaluating it as a research 
strategy or explicitly detailing why they chose this methodology for their 
research. These researchers often do not provide information as to the choices 
they must have made throughout the course of their research relating to their 
use of various aspects of this methodology or to the conclusions they ultimately
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reach, leaving the critical reader wondering why this methodology was selected 
for their research in the first place or what elements or whose approach (i.e., 
advocated by Glaser or by Strauss, or the researchers' own interpretation of the 
procedures jointly introduced by them in their earlier work) were utilized. 
Graduate students and experienced researchers interested in adopting this 
methodology for their research are left with few systematic guidelines to follow 
or examples in the literature to help inform their efforts.
In their pioneering text, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies 
for Qualitative Research. Glaser and Strauss (1967) outlined their emerging 
approach to scientific investigation which they believed successfully maintained 
much of the integrity of more traditional modes of quantitative investigation (i.e., 
its focus on systematic data collection and analysis) while at the same time 
incorporating potential advantages of qualitative research primarily relating to 
data used to generate theory rather than to verify or modify it. From this work 
and several that proceed it (see for example, Becker, Geer, Hughes, & Strauss, 
1961, and Glaser & Strauss, 1965), the authors went on to publish a number of 
articles and books alone or with other researchers in the next twenty-five years 
which, it can be argued, has led to two divergent tracks or types of grounded 
theory analysis. The first is that of Barney Glaser which evolves from The 
Discovery (1967) through Theoretical Sensitivity (1978) to Basics Pf Grounded 
Theory Analysis (1992); the second can be seen in the work of Anselm Strauss 
and can be traced from The Discovery (1967) through Qualitative Analysis for 
Social Scientists (1987) to Basics of Qualitative Research (1990) (with Juliet 
Corbin), although Glaser’s Theoretical Sensitivity (1978) was also influential to 
Strauss' thinking in subsequent publications. To confuse matters even more for 
the potential grounded theorist, each of these tracks contains a number of
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shared elements which seem open for interpretation by researchers as well as 
rather divergent ideas regarding key aspects of this methodology.
Adult educators who wish to use grounded theory for their research are 
therefore faced with no clear-cut guidelines from which to work and the 
possibility of confronting two somewhat different methodologies with their 
contrasting epistemologies and attendant procedures. Moreover, a review of 
grounded theory articles in education reveals a virtual grabbag of elements 
associated with this approach which are often interpreted differently across 
disciplines and among researchers, many of which appear in practice to be 
situation or context-specific in their application. Few attempts have been made 
to sort through these conflicting interpretations of grounded theory seen in the 
literature or to systematically assess the potential of this methodology for adult 
education research and practice. Given these limitations and the seemingly 
profound impact this methodology will have on the field, a critical analysis of 
grounded theory is badly needed.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to provide an analysis of grounded theory as 
a qualitative research methodology in adult education. This encompasses two 
central tasks important to the on-going development of the field: (1) a critical 
assessment of the value of grounded theory as an approach to 
educational inquiry, particularly to the field of adult education; (2) 
initial steps toward the development of a framework for conducting 
grounded theory specific to adult education problems and settings. 
Within these guidelines, several key issues which are mentioned below will be 
addressed throughout this manuscript.
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Grounded theory as both a research design and a set of epistemological 
assumptions will be critically examined within the overarching framework of 
qualitative research. This encompasses a comparison of assumptions 
commonly associated with quantitatively-oriented research with those 
characteristic of qualitatively-based inquiry and considers how grounded theory 
is both similar and unique among qualitative designs. It will be argued, for 
example, that grounded theory provides many of the advantages of other 
qualitative forms of research (i.e., concerning inductively-derived description 
and explanation of socially constructed realities from the point of view of the 
participants), while at the same time offers a cluster of unique attributes 
associated with this methodology. As a case in point, grounded theory's 
emphasis on simultaneous and ongoing data collection and analysis, 
theoretical sampling procedures designed for the elaboration of theory through 
feedback, and the generation of theory from data in the field seems ideally 
suited for furthering the link between research and practice in adult education 
through the systematic development of participant-centered interventionist 
strategies.
Another important and closely related focus concerns the historical 
background and theoretical development of grounded theory over time, 
consisting of two major areas. The first focuses on grounded theory methods 
and techniques by Glaser and Strauss and other researchers and is concerned 
with the origin and development of grounded theory principles and practices. 
Toward this end, a "Grounded Theory Time Line" is progressively constructed 
through a series of tables which delineate the various attributes of this 
methodology as conceived by Glaser and Strauss, accompanied by in-depth 
discussions of perceived differences among these researchers concerning the 
specifics of this methodology. Analysis of this literature base also includes a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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discussion of grounded theory methods by researchers other than Glaser and 
Strauss as well as critiques of this methodology.
The second major area takes into account over twenty-five years of 
research which has utilized this methodology in whole or in part across a 
diverse range of problem areas and practice settings. Although grounded 
theory has been widely used in fields such as sociology and health care, to 
which its origins can be traced, this analysis is informed by grounded theory 
studies in education, including those which specifically focus on the adult 
learner. This second body of literature serves as the basis for the construction 
of a fairly comprehensive series of tables focusing on "Grounded Theory 
Studies in Education“  which are used to illustrate the specifics of this research 
as reported in the literature.
In light of these considerations, the main thrust of this dissertation 
involves the totality of issues associated with the implementation and practice of 
grounded theory analysis in adult education. Accordingly, a step-by-step 
discussion of grounded theory issues, procedures, and techniques--the 
selection of grounded theory for research, choosing a research area or 
problem, the use of literature in grounded theory analysis, theoretical sampling, 
constant comparison, open, axial, and selective coding, memoing, collaboration 
in grounded theory, and evaluating grounded theory research-wili be provided, 
drawing from the work of educational researchers as well as the author's 
experiences with this methodology. Examples will be given and a new 
technique of coding data designed for grounded theory analysis will be 
illustrated. This discussion will focus on the potential of this methodology for the 
study of adult education problems and settings and offer guidelines for its use.
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Initial Questions Guiding This Inquiry
Based on my experiences working on a grounded theory research team 
(Courtney, Jha, & Babchuk), the initial goal of this inquiry was to try to answer 
many of the questions that had confronted us throughout our research, it was 
hoped this process would help clear up many of the problems we had faced in 
our project as well as facilitate the development of a systematic set of guidelines 
for the use of grounded theory in adult education. Initial questions included:
• What is grounded theory and how does it differ from more traditional 
quantitative approaches as well as other qualitative designs?
• Which grounded theory procedures/practices are potentially most effective 
for adult education research and practice?
• How should grounded theory be conducted in adult education? Which of 
the grounded theory procedures are most effective for this type of inquiry?
• How appropriate is grounded theory for collaborative research efforts? How 
and why should such efforts be facilitated?
Over time, this focus began to broaden into a more holistic and 
interdisciplinary analysis of grounded theory principles and practices involving 
the juxtaposition of the methodological literature with research studies from 
various subdisciplines of education. This approach allowed for a critical 
assessment of grounded theory in terms of how these principles and practices 
differ among the co-originators as well as among other methodologists, and 
how they were interpreted and operationalized by educational researchers in 
the field. Consistent with the Statement of Purpose and framed within this 
broader context, this inquiry explores the potential of grounded theory for adult 
education research and practice and takes initial steps in the development of a 
systematic set of guidelines for its use in a wide range of educational settings.
*
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Definition of Terms
There are a number of terms associated with grounded theory that will be 
used repeatedly throughout this manuscript. Based on the work of Glaser 
(1992), Strauss (1987), and Strauss and Corbin (1990), these terms are 
defined as follows:
Axial Coding. Strauss’ term for the delineation of hypothetical 
relationships between a category and its subcategories, and between the 
category and other categories through use of the coding paradigm (i.e., 
conditions, action/interaction, strategies, and consequences).
Category. A type or grouping of similar concepts. Categories are 
generated via comparison among concepts and represent a higher level 
of abstraction.
Coding. The data analysis process in grounded theory.
Constant Comparative Method (Constant Comparison).
Fundamental operation in grounded theory in which data are constantly 
compared to each other on the basis of similar attributes or 
characteristics. Involves the labeling and classification (i.e., coding) of 
incidents into categories, subcategories, and properties.
Core Category. The central phenomenon, pattern, or process around 
which all other categories are integrated. The core category should 
appear frequently in the data, relate easily to other categories, and hold 
implications for the construction of the more general theory.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Dimensions. Refers to the specific location of a property or properties 
along a continuum. Dimensionalizing is the process by which properties 
are broken down into dimensions.
Grounded Theory. A qualitatively-oriented research design or method 
which utilizes a set of procedures and techniques to develop an 
inductively derived theory of a phenomenon, grounded in the data.
Memos. Written records pertaining to data analysis. Memoing refers to 
the process of writing memos and then analyzing, comparing, and 
discussing these with co-researchers, colleagues, and/or participants.
Open Coding. The initial coding process in grounded theory which 
involves the breaking down, analysis, comparison, and categorization of 
data.
Properties. Attributes pertaining to the characteristics of a category.
Selective Coding. The process by which categories are related to the 
core category, and these relationships are validated against the data. 
Becomes the basis for the grounded theory.
Story Line. Another way of referring to the core category or the 
conceptualization about the central phenomenon of the study.
»
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Theoretical Sampling. Sampling of elements such as events, 
persons, groups, or activities according to the nature or "theoretical 
relevance" of the emerging theory.
Epistemological Framework of Qualitative Designs
There has been a trend in the social sciences and in education toward 
the increasing use of qualitative research designs as means for exploring 
issues germane to research and practice. Qualitative research is generally 
viewed in education as "an umbrella term to refer to several research strategies 
that share certain characteristics" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 2) or "interpretive 
practices" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 3). Strictly speaking, qualitative research 
is not a field of study (Wolcott, 1992) and is often limited primarily to a 
description of different types of methods. For the purposes of this inquiry, 
however, qualitative research is defined as an overarching paradigm which 
encompasses fundamental assumptions or characteristics generally associated 
with a cluster of research designs which share "qualitative" as a key descriptor 
of their similarities, both epistemologically and in practice. In other words, 
qualitative research is anchored to fundamental assumptions associated with 
interpretive, naturalistic, or critical theory and evokes a number of overlapping 
terms or phrases including phenomenological, symbolic interactionist, 
ethnomethodological, descriptive, inner perspective, constructivist, 
hermeneutics, language analysis, and the like (Bernstein, 1976, 1983; Bredo & 
Feinberg, 1982; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Soltis, 1984; and see Bogdan & Biklen, 
1992, pp. 50-52). These assumptions differ in rather important and fundamental 
ways from the epistemological underpinnings of what is commonly referred to 
as the traditional or mainstream approach, generally associated with 
quantitative research methodologies. These two camps will be contrasted in
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this section and serve as a backdrop for a discussion of the early development 
or history of grounded theory which is to follow. This discussion also serves to 
introduce some of the unique aspects of grounded theory as a qualitative 
research design which is a recurrent theme throughout this manuscript.
The sociologist Robert Merton, in his now classic Social Theory and 
Social Structure (1948,1957), provides one of the most thought-provoking and 
frequently cited account of the traditional or mainstream view of the social 
sciences, although the first edition of this text is now almost fifty years old (see 
for example, Bernstein, 1976; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Wolcott, 1992). 
Employing hypothetical-deductive reasoning as a model of explanation and the 
Popperian notion of falsifiability—-specifying that a theory must not only be 
testable but potentially falsifiable in principle to be scientific-he outlined central 
tenets of the empirical position by means of a reformulation of Durkheim’s 
theory of suicide as well as other arguments extracted from the rich history of 
the social sciences. Although Merton recognized that there may not be a single 
instance of an invariance which fully satisfies the criteria necessitated by true 
sociological laws, he was able to effectively illustrate the relationship between 
sociological theory and empirical research emphasizing the interrelationship 
between explanation, prediction, testability, and precision. At the heart of his 
essay, however, was his well-articulated argument that the only really critical 
difference between the study of natural and social phenomena (i.e., the natural 
and social sciences), is that theoretical development and data gathering in the 
social sciences is literally "billions of man-hours of sustained, disciplined, and 
cumulative research" (Merton, 1957, p. 6) behind what has been amassed in 
the physical sciences. To him, scientific progress is a cumulative enterprise in 
which scientific theories continually increase their explanatory power through 
the successive accommodation and assimilation of "those small parts of earlier
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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theory which have thus far upheld these rigorous tests of empirical research" (p. 
4). Such theories of the "middle-range" have cumulative value in that they will 
eventually enable the social scientist to develop sociological laws which begin 
to explain and predict human behavior. In time, he argued, this type of progress 
will mirror development in the physical sciences and produce "great precision of 
theory and experiment" (p. 6).
Merton's belief that the aims, process, and product of scientific theory 
should be the same in the social sciences as it is in the natural sciences is a 
central assumption of more contemporary accounts of the empiricist or 
mainstream approach (Arygris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985; Bernstein, 1976, 1983; 
Bredo & Feinberg, 1982; Homans, 1982; Skinner, 1982). Also referred to as 
positivism, logical positivism, logical empiricism, and a host of other terms 
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Bredo & Feinberg, 1982; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; 
Deshler & Hagan, 1989; Dilworth, 1981; Eisner, 1983; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; 
Miles & Huberman, 1984; Soltis, 1984), this approach is generally considered 
as providing the epistemological framework driving quantitative research 
designs. Simply stated, quantitative research is based on several critical 
assumptions most often associated with the empiricist or mainstream tradition 
which contrast sharply with post-positivist ideologies at the heart of more 
qualitatively-oriented research.
In addition to the belief that the study of the social sciences should mirror 
that of the physical sciences, another key assumption of this tradition concerns 
the nature and scope of human rationality and the distinction between 
objectivism and relativism (see Bernstein, 1983, for a detailed discussion of this 
topic). In the positivist or empiricist tradition, this distinction is manifest in the 
idea that there exists a super-theoretical reference scheme which is universal 
and not bound by time or space. In other words, there exists some fixed and
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determinate criteria or standards of rationality which can be used to evaluate 
scientific inquiry and assess the viability of competing claims (Bernstein, 1976, 
1983; Bredo & Feinberg, 1982; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Consistent with this 
thinking, empiricists argue that the notions of rationality and objectivity 
underscore the means by which scientific inquiry should proceed. To them, 
rationality is secured via the scientific method and its strict reliance on rigorous 
and systematic standards of data collection and hypothesis testing which allows 
for intersubjective agreement among observers and acts to minimize research 
bias. This instrumental focus is related to the belief borrowed from the natural 
sciences that a sharp distinction can be made between "knower and known" 
reflective of the belief that an objective reality exists which is independent of the 
observer and can, at least in principle, be known. Furthermore, the social 
scientist strives to maintain a value-neutral stance in his or her investigations of 
social phenomena. Even if difficult to achieve, empiricists argue that the self­
corrective mechanisms inherent in the scientific method help minimize potential 
distortions. According to proponents of this approach, the social scientist's 
primary responsibility is to describe and explain reality rather than change it.
In sum, quantitative methodologies are often associated with the 
positivist or empiricist tradition and are based on several fundamental 
assumptions. These include the belief that models drawn from the natural 
sciences, and from mathematics, are the primary sources of legitimate 
knowledge; that there is an objective reality made up of "facts"; that there is a 
critical distinction between knower and known which can be discovered through 
the process of value-neutral scientific investigation; and the cornerstone of this 
tradition is the scientific or hypothetical-deductive method which attempts to 
ascertain cause and effect relationships between variables and employs 
survey, experiment, and correctional designs to test these relationships.
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Conversely, qualitative researchers tend to view human action as distinct 
from behavior in the empiricist or positivistic sense of the term, suggesting that 
this latter perspective is limited to the observation and description of physical 
movement and therefore misses the rich layers of meaning which permeate 
human action and interaction. This view calls into question the idea that an 
objective reality exists which can be accurately and reliably measured, placing 
more emphasis on the belief that humans are self-interpreting beings whose 
actions are framed within a socio-historical context which is subjective, 
situation-specific, and contextually bound. Reality is mind constructed and truth 
is contingent on socially and historically conditioned agreement. Of central 
importance, the researcher is immersed in the phenomenon of interest and 
attempts to understand the meaning of human action as interpreted by the 
actors themselves, framed by the actors’ descriptions and interpretations of their 
own actions and the actions of others (Bernstein, 1976; Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; 
Bredo & Feinberg, 1982; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Smith & Heshusius, 1986; 
Soltis, 1984). For the most part, the primary goal of qualitative researchers is to 
develop an understanding of the rules and practices shared by members of a 
culture or subculture which serve to shape and define human action and 
meaning-making structures. Although they may not need to be as concerned 
with reliability and validity as those employing quantitative methodologies, they 
do need to exhibit the same amount of rigor in their research (see for example, 
Corbin & Strauss, 1990, or Strauss & Corbin, 1990, for comprehensive 
treatments of this issue in relation to grounded theory analysis).
In other words, qualitative researchers uphold that positivism is grounded 
in a naive epistemology which mistakenly assumes that there are fixed, 
objective, or determinate standards which can be used to evaluate competing 
claims. Instead they believe that multiple social realities exist which are
*
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situation and context-specific, are historically shaped or conditioned, and are 
subject to multiple interpretations. Further, the researcher cannot separate his 
or her own biases and values from the research process and jointly creates or 
reconstructs reality with the informants. Thus, knower and known are 
inseparable in this approach. Qualitative research is inductive, descriptive, 
evolving, and flexible, and relies on subjective or intersubjective data collected 
via observation, interviewing, and document research. Rather than relying on 
measurement of relationships between variables in terms of quantity, amount, 
intensity, and frequency as is characteristic of quantitative designs, qualitative 
research is founded on the understanding of socially constructed realities. As 
summarized by Bogdan & Biklen (1992), qualitative approaches (a) are situated 
in natural settings which are the key source of data with the researcher serving 
as the primary data collection instrument; (b) are descriptive and not based on 
the quantification of data; (c) are concerned primarily with process rather than 
simply with the products of research; (d) tend to involve inductive data analysis 
rather than the verification or falsification of hypotheses (although this is 
possible); and, (e) underscore the centrality of meaning in the construction and 
reconstruction of the informants' perspectives throughout the research process.
Within this framework, grounded theory is unique among qualitative 
designs due to a cluster of features which can be associated with this 
methodology (Babchuk, Courtney, & Jha, 1994; Charmaz, 1994a, 1994b; Stern, 
1994). Stern (1994), for example, lists several ways in which grounded theory 
is different from other approaches. These include: (a) the conceptual framework 
of this approach is generated from data rather than from previous studies; (b) 
grounded theorists attempt to discover the dominant processes at work in a 
social setting rather than focusing on detailed description of specific units under 
study; (c) each and every piece of data is compared with every other piece of
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data throughout the process (i.e., called qualitative comparative analysis, 
constant comparative analysis, or constant comparison) rather than to totals or 
indices; (d) data collection is continuously modified according to the emerging 
theory; and, (e) the research process demands that researchers be engaged in 
a matrix of overlapping and roughly simultaneous activities and tend not to 
follow a series of linear steps (p. 119).
Echoing these distinctions, Charmaz (1994b) stresses that grounded 
theory differs from quantitatively-organized approaches as well as most other 
qualitative designs in that researchers using this methodology depend on 
emerging theoretical categories to guide data collection as well as structure the 
concurrent and on-going analytical process of open, axial, and selective coding. 
She believes that this technique underscores the methodology’s commitment to 
the analysis of phenomena that are actually observed in the field, a process 
which allows for the emergence of recurrent themes in the data. These themes 
often take the researcher in unanticipated directions and permit a degree of 
flexibility not often found in other research designs. In particular, Charmaz 
(1994b) cites a cluster of four distinctive strategies unique to grounded theory: 
(a) data collection and analysis are simultaneous activities; (b) both the 
processes and products of research are informed by the data rather than 
preconceived theoretical frameworks; (c) the methodology does not adhere to 
"traditional quantitative canons of verification" (p. 97), yet involves rigorous and 
systematic comparison between observations; and, (d) grounded theory 
involves the study of process and, at the same time, assumes that theoretical 
development regarding social life in itself is also a process.
Babchuk et al. (1994) also discuss unique attributes of grounded theory 
in some detail including, among others, the observation that its reliance on a set 
of procedures and techniques tend to give this methodology more of a
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formalized structure than that associated with most other qualitative designs. 
This structure has the potential for particularly rigorous data collection and 
analysis, making it a particularly attractive methodology for quantitatively- 
oriented researchers who are interested in adopting qualitative approaches. 
Moreover, certain aspects of this technique (e.g., constant comparison, team 
meetings, memoing, etc.) are particularly amenable to collaborative forms of 
research, which helps establish grounded theory as a particularly viable 
strategy for exploring issues of central importance to research and practice in 
adult education. Following a brief discussion of the history of grounded theory, 
other unique attributes of this methodology will be discussed in more detail in 
relation to its potential importance for educational inquiry.
Historical Background
The epistemological roots of grounded theory can be traced to a number 
of sources, including American Pragmatism (Dewey, 1934; Mead, 1934), 
Symbolic Interactionism (Blumer, 1969; Park & Burgess, 1921; Hughes, 1971; 
and for further discussion of the relationship of symbolic interactionism to 
grounded theory see Hammersley, 1989; Williams, 1976; Woods, 1992), 
research on the sociology of work conducted at the University of Chicago 
(where Strauss was trained) which emphasized extensive field observations 
and interviews as data collection techniques, and research on the development 
of innovative quantitative research methods and the testing and verification of 
theory at Columbia University (where Glaser received his training) led by Paul 
Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton (see Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 5; Glaser, 1992, 
p. 7 and p. 125; Glaser & Strauss, 1967, pp. vii-2; Strauss, 1987, pp. 5-6, 
Strauss & Corbin, 1990, pp. 24-25, Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 274). Of these 
influences, none were more important than Robert Merton, whose arguments
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pertaining to scientific method and the development and testing of "middle- 
range theory" (outlined above) came to represent to Glaser and Strauss an 
almost dogmatic emphasis on verification of theory at the expense of theory 
construction or generation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Hammersley, 1989):
For many sociologists, however, undoubtedly there exists a conflict 
concerning primacy of purpose, reflecting the opposition between a 
desire to generate theory and a trained need to verify it. Since 
verification has primacy on the current sociological scene, the desire to 
generate theory often becomes secondary, if not totally lost, in specific 
researches.. .  Merton was preoccupied with how verifications through 
research feed back into and modify theory. Thus he was concerned with 
the grounded modifying of theory, not grounded generating of theory. 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 2)
A solution to this problem, according to Glaser and Strauss, was to 
devise a research method which would stimulate the generation of theory 
through careful, systematic, and ongoing investigation of social phenomena 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Hammersley, 1989). They believed that ideas 
developed throughout the course of the research process would provide a 
better "fit" with reality than theory devised elsewhere. More traditional methods 
such as those outlined by Merton (i.e., those relying on quantitative data and the 
testing of hypotheses via the hypothetical-deductive approach), they argued, 
often result in the forcing of data into pre-established theoretical categories 
which preclude any change in direction once the research design is in place for 
fear of contaminating the test (Altrichter & Posch, 1989; Hammersley, 1989). On 
the basis of this background, their collaborative field work on dying patients 
while at the University of California-San Francisco (Glaser & Strauss, 1964, 
1968), and Strauss' earlier involvement in the study of medical students at the
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University of Kansas (Becker, Geer, Hughes, & Strauss, 1961), Glaser and 
Strauss introduced their approach in The Discovery (1967).
In the years following this seminal work, grounded theory gained 
momentum and achieved acceptance among qualitatively-oriented scholars 
across disciplines and in consideration of a wide range of problem areas and 
research applications (Bogdan & Bikien, 1992). In terms of a historical overview 
of this tradition, subsequent research can be grouped into two overarching 
categories or foci (Babchuk et al., 1994). The first includes studies which deal 
with theoretical issues relating to the development and use of grounded theory 
written by Glaser and Strauss and Juliet Corbin, as well as work on grounded 
theory methods and techniques undertaken by other researchers. This 
category also encompasses several critiques of this methodology. Examples of 
this line of research includes Altrichter and Posch (1989), Bulmer (1979), Brown 
(1973), Charmaz (1994b), Corbin (1986), Corbin and Strauss (1990), Glaser 
(1978, 1992, 1994), Hammersley (1989), Hutchinson (1986b), Smith and 
Pohland (1976), Stern (1985, 1994), Strauss (1987), Strauss and Corbin (1990, 
1994), Williams (1976), and Woods (1992).
The second overarching category or foci consists of research studies 
which utilize grounded theory in whole or in part in fields such as sociology, 
health care, and education, including those which specifically focus on the adult 
learner. Grounded theory studies in sociology have been undertaken by Daly 
(1992), Heinsler, Kleinman, & Stenross (1990), Martin & Turner (1986), Miles 
(1987), and see Glaser (1993), to name just a few, while those focusing on 
health care include Charmaz, (1994a) Chenitz (1986), Chenitz & Swanson
(1986), Ham's (1986), Harris & Stem (1986), Hutchinson (1986a), Mullen & 
Reynolds (1978), Stem (1982, 1986a, 1986b), Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982), 
Stern & Cousins (1986), Stern & Harris (1986), Stem & Pyles (1986), and
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Thompson (1992). In education, grounded theory has been employed to study 
academic change (Conrad, 1978), reference group socialization of secondary 
school teachers (Gehrke, 1981), teacher burnout and stress (Blase, 1982), 
instructional innovation in higher education (Kozma, 1985), decision-making 
strategies of elementary school teachers (Parker & Gehrke, 1981), "thesis 
blocking" among graduate students (Rennie & Brewer, 1987), adaptive 
strategies of expert teachers (Campbell, 1988), the role of departmental 
chairpersons in enhancing faculty research (Creswell & Brown, 1992), the 
nature of leadership in rural communities (McCaslin, 1993), participation and 
persistence in baccalaureate nursing programs (Thompson, 1992), and life in 
an adult basic education classroom (Courtney, Jha, & Babchuk, 1994, 
Courtney, Babchuk, & Jha, submitted for review).
An examination of these studies, however, reveals that relatively few 
researchers have outlined the specifics of their research regarding the actual 
process employed or discuss the methodologically-related decisions they 
surely must have made. Moreover, it is usually not clear which of the grounded 
theory publications (i.e., Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Glaser, 1978, 1992; Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994) was used to guide 
their work. Their use of grounded theory ranges from picking and choosing 
certain aspects of this method to utilizing many but not all of the recommended 
components to simply offering themes and hypotheses in lieu of full-blown 
theory. This wide range of applications may reflect differing interpretations by 
researchers of how to use this method, lack of researchers' ability to effectively 
employ grounded theory procedures and techniques, little agreement among 
experts as to how to conduct grounded theory, ambiguous and poorly 
articulated guidelines which vary across researchers and publications, or 
simply a great deal of flexibility inherent in this methodology.
*
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Glaser vs. Strauss: Framing the Debate
Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss are sociologists who began their 
collaborative work when they were hired by the dean of the first doctoral 
program in nursing in the United States. Soon after, they obtained a grant to 
study patients dying in hospitals; this resulted in two of their initial works, 
Awareness of Dvina (1965), and Time for Dvina (1968). As they became more 
involved in this study, they began to develop a new approach to scientific 
method which would serve as the basis for the Discovery (1967). This text, they 
claimed, had three purposes: (1) to offer a rationale for a theory that was 
"grounded" in data collected during research, (2) to suggest the logic for and 
the specifics of grounded theories, and (3) to outline a method based on 
systematic qualitative research in the social sciences (Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
Glaser and Strauss went on to publish a number of articles and books 
alone and with other researchers in the next twenty-five years. Of these, the 
best known are Glaser's (1978) Theoretical Sensitivity. Strauss' (1987) 
Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists (1987), and Strauss and Corbin's 
(1990) Basics of Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and
Techniques. Glaser's (1992) most recent effort, Basics of Grounded Theory 
Analysis, however, is the most controversial of these author's publications. 
Here, Glaser provides a scathing critique of the Corbin and Strauss text and, to 
a lesser extent, Strauss’ 1987 text, as well as a systematic and relentless attack 
not only on the scholarship but even the morals, and ethics of both Strauss and 
Corbin. Personal matters aside, Glaser claims his goal for writing this text was 
to correct errors made by Strauss and Corbin and to help researchers get on 
the right path toward theory generation. He states:
i
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To publish an article on the misconceptions would also be ineffective as 
it would be too laborious and cumbersome to present in one paper all the 
errors and misconceptions found in Basics of Qualitative Research, and 
again, it would be too distracting to the job of ongoing research. Thus it 
is better for the reader to just follow a corrected version of Strauss' book 
and get on with their research with the confidence that it will produce a 
grounded theory. Basics of Qualitative Research cannot produce a 
grounded theory. It produces a forced, preconceived, full conceptual 
description, which is fine, but it is not grounded theory (p. 3).
As is clear from the preceding quote, the central argument which 
emerges from Glaser's rewrite of the Strauss and Corbin (1990) text is that 
these researchers have deviated so completely from the path set out in the 
Discovery (1967), that they have developed their own methodology which 
Glaser has labeled "full conceptual description." Further, Glaser argues, it is 
now obvious to him that Strauss never understood grounded theory from the 
beginning. Thus it seems that Glaser sees two directions that grounded theory 
has taken since its inception: (1) his, in which the evolution of grounded theory 
naturally progresses from the Discovery (1967) to Theoretical Sensitivity (1978) 
to Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), and, (2) Strauss’, in which 
grounded theory becomes full conceptual description via Strauss’ Qualitative 
Analysis for Social Scientists (19871 and Strauss and Corbin's Basics .of 
Qualitative Research (19901. As becomes apparent here and in subsequent 
chapters, there are critical differences between the two approaches which can 
have profound effects on how researchers and practitioners conceptualize and 
operationalize grounded theory. A few central points of contention are 
mentioned below, and serve to introduce the debate between Glaser and 
Strauss which will be continually revisited throughout this inquiry.
)
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The most important of the differences between Glaser’s and Strauss’ 
approaches to grounded theory concerns what Glaser describes as "full 
conceptual description", which refers to what Glaser believes is the byproduct of 
Strauss’ (and Strauss and Corbin's) most recent endeavors which stand in 
sharp contrast to grounded theory. As he sees it:
Grounded theory has the purpose of generating concepts and their 
relationships that explain and account for and interpret variation in 
behavior in the substantive area under study, which behavior is most 
often hinged around processing a problem for the subjects. Conceptual 
description has the purpose of describing the full range of behavior of 
what is occurring in the substantive area irrespective of the relevance 
and accounting for the variation in behavior, (p. 19)
At the heart of Glaser’s argument are what he calls "pet theoretical 
codes" which become so important to the researcher that he or she begins to 
miss the relevance of the data and starts to force the data into a preconceived 
framework. Important to this notion is what he describes as Strauss' 
overemphasis on the six C family (based on causes, contexts, contingencies, 
consequences, covariances, and conditions) as a coding paradigm by which 
the grounded theorist develops categories by determining connections between 
categories and their properties and, ultimately, between these and a core 
category (see Glaser, 1978, for an in-depth description of eighteen theoretical 
coding families of which the six C's are a part). In other words, Glaser believes 
that the method of generating categories and relating them to their properties 
and to other categories (i.e., open and axial coding) advocated by Strauss and 
Corbin (1990) is fundamentally flawed, over-ambitious, and forces data into 
preconceived relationships which result in full conceptual description at the 
expense of grounded theory. Glaser (1992) states:
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Needless to say, theoretical coding families emerge as connections 
between categories and their properties. If one category is a condition of 
a property, then this will emerge as such. But the trust to such an 
emergence is not in Strauss' method of conceptual description. He 
requires that the analyst utilizes a coding paradigm involving conditions, 
context, action/interaction strategies, intervening conditions, and 
consequences. This kind of elaboration is easy to do, but it is not 
grounded theory. These codes are imposed on the conceptual products 
to put them together however the analyst wants. They are not emerged 
only when relevant and when they work, as we do in grounded theory. 
Strauss loves the six C coding family and sees all description in terms of 
it. In grounded theory generating, any of these codes are only utilized 
when relevant and they saturate as such. (p. 62)
Glaser (1992) also makes theory generation versus theory verification a 
central and recurring theme in his text. To him, grounded theory is not 
verificational; that is, conceptual hypotheses and theory need not be verified or 
validated, as Strauss and Corbin (1990) have repeatedly emphasized (see also 
Corbin & Strauss, 1990, and Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Instead, grounded 
theory is for the discovery of these hypotheses or theory. This becomes clear in 
the following passage:
This verificational model is exactly what we had tried to get away from in 
Grounded Theory where the focus is on generating hypotheses as they 
emerge through theoretical coding of the data. In grounded theory these 
hypotheses are then made more plausible by integration into a 
theoretical formulation by densifying the formulation, and saturating the 
categories. But they produce nothing more than a grounded theory: an 
interrelated set of hypotheses grounded in the data and emerged from it
i
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by constant comparative coding and analysis. It is up to verificational 
studies later on to test whatever hypotheses may be warranted for such a 
study, (p. 67)
Another potentially important difference between Glaser's and Strauss 
and Corbin’s versions of grounded theory analysis concerns the distinction 
Glaser makes between a research problem and a research area. In Chapter 2 
of Basics of Qualitative Research (1990). Strauss and Corbin suggest several 
sources of research problems (i.e., suggested or assigned, technical literature, 
and personal and professional experience) and go on to argue that: "The 
research question in a grounded theory study is a statement that identifies the 
phenomenon to be studied. It tells you what you specifically want to focus on 
and what you want to know about the subject" (p. 38). Conversely, Glaser 
emphatically states that the grounded theorist chooses an area of interest and 
begins study without identifying a research problem. Glaser argues:
The underlying principal in grounded theory which leads to a 
researchable problem and its delimitation are discovered or emerges as 
the open coding begins on the first interviews and observations. They 
soon become quite clear and structured as coding, collection, and 
analyzing begin and a core variable emerges and saturation starts to 
occur.. .  Remember and trust that the research problem is as much 
discovered as the process that continues to resolve it, and indeed the 
resolving process usually indicates the problem. (1992: p. 21)
The final difference which will be raised at this juncture is directly related 
to the last point of contention and has to do with the use of literature in 
grounded theory. To Glaser (1992), the literature in the substantive area under 
study should not be used in the initial stages of the research because it has the 
potential to "contaminate, be constrained by, inhibit, stifle, or otherwise impede
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the researchers' effort to generate categories, their properties, and theoretical 
codes from the data that truly fit" (p. 31).
These and other differences will be discussed in more detail in 
subsequent chapters. It is argued that the Glaserian ontology provides an 
excellent supplement to the existing grounded theory literature by attempting to 
realign it with qualitative epistemologies and procedures that need not be 
evaluated according to the canons of quantitative research or positivist criteria 
of traditional science. Glaser's warnings against forcing data into preconceived 
frameworks also appears to be an important consideration in grounded 
analyses, as is flexibility of interpretation. That this flexibility has proved to be 
the hallmark of this method, is stated by Strauss and Corbin:
As with any general methodology, grounded theory's actual use in 
practice has varied with the specifics under study, the purpose and focus 
of the research, the contingencies faced during the project, and perhaps 
also the temperament and particular gifts or weaknesses of the 
researcher. . . Individual researchers invent different specific procedures. 
Almost always too, in handing the difficult problem or conceptual 
integration, they leam that advice given in the methodological writings 
and/or grounded theory seminar requires adaptation to the 
circumstances of their own thought processes. Personal histories of 
dealing with particular bodies of data also affect adaptation of the 
general methodology. (1994: p. 276)
Importance of Grounded Theory for Educational Inquiry
In spite of the possible limitations of grounded theory which will be 
discussed later in this chapter, there are a number of important and interrelated 
factors which contribute to its seemingly widespread appeal and serve to
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underscore its potential as a viable research methodology for its use in the 
fields of education and adult education. Some of the attributes listed below 
overlap with those of other qualitative designs, yet the complex of 
characteristics which will be discussed is unique to grounded theory and its 
application across disciplines or problem areas.
(1) Grounded theory has gained popularity in fields such as social 
work, nursing, and in various forms of educational inquiry partly because of its 
emphasis on the generation of theory from data collected in the field resonates 
well with those in practitioner fields (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). These 
practitioners can readily see the use of discovering theory through practice 
rather than trying to fit practice within more traditional confines of theory. In 
adult education, for example, educators tend to be receptive to research 
strategies like grounded theory which are both meaningful and applicable to the 
kinds of issues and concerns which characterize practice settings.
(2) Related to the first point, certain fields such as adult education do 
not have a well-established research base or theoretical foundation and 
welcome a methodology that seeks to generate and develop theory rather than 
test theory derived from other disciplines (Merm'am, Beder, & Ewert, 1983).
(3) Grounded theory has become an increasingly popular research 
methodology partly because it has proven to be amenable to a wide range of 
research issues. At the same time, this methodology has been especially 
resilient to criticism.
(4) Unlike many other forms of qualitative research, grounded theory 
involves a set of procedures and techniques specifically devised to guide data 
collection and analysis and to stimulate generation of theory. As mentioned 
earlier, this makes it an appealing "transition" methodology for quantitatively
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trained researchers or practitioners who are interested in trying out qualitative 
methods or supplementing quantitative with qualitative data in their research.
(5) As pointed out by Glaser (1992), grounded theory is particularly 
well-suited for use in conjunction with quantitative methods because of its 
emphasis on the generation of theory and hypotheses which can serve as a 
basis for detailed quantitative research. In other words, it readily provides 
testable hypotheses grounded in the data (and see Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
(6) Because grounded theory procedures emphasize comparisons 
between emerging theory and literature in the substantive field under study as 
well as other sources, grounded theory provides a means of synthesizing or 
organizing a large number of existing studies around the core variable(s) and 
therefore provides a bridge for seeing the same process and problems in other 
areas in new ways (Glaser, 1992).
(7) Grounded theory is designed so that it enables the researcher to 
capture the relevance of the phenomena under study, which minimizes the 
possibility that important data are overlooked because the researcher is closely 
following a pre-established and relatively inflexible research agenda. In 
Glaser's view of grounded theory, for example, the research question is 
determined by the method during the course of the research as opposed to 
more traditional approaches in which the research question necessitates the 
choice of research methodology.
(8) As mentioned by Glaser (1978) while discussing Mezirow, 
Darkenwald’s and Knox's (1975) classic study of adult literacy in which he 
played a part, grounded theory enables analysis of the "data as it is as the 
theory emerges" (Glaser, 1978, p. 54) rather than dwelling on the data the 
project failed to collect.
•9
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(9) Certain aspects of grounded theory have been adapted for use in 
conjunction with other forms of qualitative research (Charmaz, 1994a; Glaser, 
1994; Hadden & Lester, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
(10) Grounded theory can be effectively adapted to study pre-existing 
data (i.e., data that has already been collected) in new and meaningful ways 
(Courtney, Babchuk, & Jha, 1994).
(11) The process of grounded theory (i.e., its emphasis on memoing, 
constant comparison, open, axial, and selective coding, and generation of 
theory) appears to be particularly compatible with collaborative forms of inquiry, 
enabling researchers to engage in an on-going dialogue at all phases of the 
project and helping facilitate a form of internal triangulation and peer review 
(Babchuk, Courtney, & Jha, 1995). In fact, Strauss, in his book Qualitative 
Analysis for Social Scientists (1987) devotes an entire chapter to "Team 
Meetings and Graphic Representations and Memos" in which he discusses a 
special kind of memo writing which occurs when two or more researchers are 
discussing the emerging data.
(12) It has been argued that grounded theory can be used as a 
strategy to help reduce ethnocentrism because it accentuates the importance of 
human experience and allows for the emergence of culturally relevant inquiry 
which serves to minimize researcher bias by eliminating the need for the testing 
of preconceived and often culture-bound hypotheses (Spradley, 1980).
(13) Grounded theory’s explicit focus on the actions and interactions of 
social actors are consonant with the recent emphasis in adult education on 
learning in the social context (Babchuk & Courtney, 1995; Courtney, 1992; 
Jarvis, 1987).
Further, the use of grounded theory as a research methodology for the 
study of practice settings enables educators to see ways in which they might
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restructure learning environments in consideration of the diverse needs of adult 
learners. Interviews, observations, triangulation of data, and direct feedback 
from students in the form of member checking can be employed to facilitate a 
greater and more meaningful understanding of specific adult learners, 
categories of adult learners, and the unique educational and sociocultural 
context in which learning is situated. Thus grounded theory is particularly 
useful for practitioners who can readily see the application of research to 
practice in a manner which is grounded in the reality of their particular 
educational contexts and in consideration of the situation-specific actions and 
interactions of teachers and students.
The Critique of Grounded Theory
In the assessment of the value of grounded theory as a tool for 
conducting research in adult education, it is important to address some of the 
possible shortcomings which became apparent to me as a result of my own 
hands-on experience with this method as well as some of the criticisms raised 
by other researchers. One important criticism or caveat relates to the on-going 
debate between Glaser and Strauss regarding specifics of the methodology. As 
mentioned, the recommended guidelines and procedures vary among 
researchers and across publications, and in the case of Strauss’ (and Corbin's) 
work, have changed over time. Grounded theory studies conducted in the 
1970's and 1980's cannot be judged by all the criteria laid out by Strauss
(1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) because some of these criteria were ogi 
yet in place at the time of these studies were undertaken. Conversely, other 
more recent studies are subject to criticism by Giaserians if they adhere too 
closely to the procedures advocated by Strauss and Corbin. This chasm over 
methods may serve to confuse researchers who have little experience with
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grounded theory or other qualitative methodologies and may preclude its use 
for others, a point made by Smith and Pohland (1976), who think that grounded 
theory may be too complicated for use by beginning researchers. It may also 
confuse experienced researchers who are not sure where to look for guidance. 
This ambiguity suggests that researchers employing this approach need to 
clearly articulate the specifics of their methods and delineate the choices they 
make throughout the course of their research so that others can better 
understand their work. Unfortunately, a review of the literature in this area does 
not provide much evidence that researchers are inclined in this direction 
(Babchuk et al., 1994). Moreover, it appears that grounded theory researchers 
often take the liberty to simply apply grounded theory in whole or in part 
according to their own interpretations and research needs.
Over time, grounded theory has received criticism both in terms of its 
epistemological underpinnings and its potential for social and educational 
research (Altrichter & Posch, 1989; Bulmer, 1979; Brown, 1973; Hammersley, 
1989; Smith & Poland, 1976; Williams; 1976; Woods, 1992). Brown (1973) and 
others (Hammersley, 1989; Woods; 1992) have posited that Glaser and Strauss 
have failed to clarify the link between theory and data and have used theory 
incorrectly to refer to categories, properties, and hypotheses. Potentially more 
damaging, Brown argues that grounded theory may only be effective for 
studying certain types of data (i.e., that of a classificatory nature or related to 
processual analyses) that are more amenable to inference. He states:
Sometimes it is possible for an investigator to believe that he can get a 
sense of the causal links between events by direct observation and 
reports of the participants of what is going on. It is possible to observe 
nurses behaving differently towards the young and the old, the black and 
the white, and be reasonably convinced that these attributes have some
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influence on the nurses’ behavior. In conversation, they might even tell 
us why they behave as they do. Like all causal imputations, it is still an 
inference, but one that may be reasonable to make-and one for which 
no alternative explanations readily come to mind. But not all processes 
fit the paradigm I have just outlined. Some phenomena involve much 
greater discontinuity in either time or space or in the level of systems 
studied. In such circumstances close contact with the phenomena may 
not produce much in the way of a theory-at least one that can be held 
with any confidence; or if theory is developed, alternative explanations 
may come readily to mind that cannot be settled by the investigators’ 
greater immersion in the situation. (1973: p. 6)
Thus, Brown believes that not all relevant behavior is readily observable or 
easily reported and can be missed by the researchers who may rely too much 
on their hunches regarding the phenomena of interest. Further, he believes that 
alternative explanations may exist which may have equal or greater explanatory 
power than the core categories, yet grounded theory provides no means for 
choosing between these explanations. In fact, he posits that any theory that 
results from Glaser and Strauss' methodology is bound to be uncertain, and 
advocates a better balance between exploration, formulation, and verification 
(see also Woods, 1992).
Williams (1976) also takes exception to Glaser and Strauss' view of 
theory as extending to a set of propositions, conceptual categories, and 
properties, and claims that "such a stance cannot be used to answer the central 
question of the relation between theory and research where a particular model 
or theory is being advocated as the relevant and proper model" (p. 136). He 
goes on to wonder how researchers can see and accurately describe patterns 
in the data. Bulmer (1979) raises questions as to Glaser and Strauss' "tabula
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rasa" view of inquiry believing that this type of pure induction overstates the 
researchers ability or propensity to enter a study free of preconceptions, 
knowledge, or biases, and is especially unrealistic in previously well- 
researched areas within the researcher's field. He also raises the point that it is 
difficult to know when categories are sufficiently well-developed to end the 
process of category development. Like Brown (1973) and Williams (1976), he 
sees problems with Glaser and Strauss' use of the term theory and suggests 
that grounded theory might be more effective for generating concepts rather 
than testable hypotheses.
Similarly, Altrichter and Posch (1989) argue that the type of "naive 
inductivism" advocated by Glaser and Strauss (1967) is unrealistic, and in some 
fields, undesirable to begin with. They feel that in practitioner-oriented fields 
such as education, for example, that teachers cannot and should not undertake 
research in their area without pre-conceived or relevant knowledge that they 
have developed through experience over time, knowledge which, they argue, 
may have provided some of the initial motivation for the research. To elaborate, 
they see a return to this type of inductivism as "a relapse behind the level 
already reached by the discourse of the philosophy of science" (1989: p. 26). In 
addition, they provide a pointed critique of Glaser and Strauss’ distinction 
between research and practice citing these researchers' belief that practitioners 
"cannot generate sociological theory from theory work. Only sociologists are 
trained to want it, to look for it and to generate it” (The Discovery. 1967, p. 6, 
cited in Altrichter & Posch, 1989, p. 25).
Other critiques of this methodology echo similar concerns. Hammersely 
(1989) points out that the grounded theory approach precludes any hopes of 
moving toward the cumulative development of science since the researcher 
must ignore previous theories at the beginning of the research and start each
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study from scratch (a criticism which could be sidestepped through reference to 
the discussion of formal and substantive theory presented in the Discovery). 
Katz (1983) and Emerson (1983), also arguing within the framework of 
traditional scientific method, believe that grounded theorists tend to exaggerate 
the distinction between discovery and verification and suggest that this 
approach is not as rigorous as quantitatively-based investigations. Not 
surprisingly, these researchers seem to equate rigor with quantification.
None of these criticisms, I would argue, are damaging enough in and of 
themselves to discredit grounded theory as viable tool for educational research, 
although there are specific types of inquiry for which grounded theory may not 
be appropriate, and times when this methodology may be misused by 
researchers. Interestingly, even some of the staunchest critics of grounded 
theory seldom argue that this methodology is completely without worth. For 
instance, Brown's (1973) forceful critique of grounded theory also contains this 
disclaimer in a footnote:
There is a danger in a short discussion, of doing injustice to other 
people's ideas. I accept much of Glaser and Strauss" general position: 
that close contact with data is desirable in every kind of research; that 
naive acceptance of general sociological theory and premature concern 
with verification will often stulify (sic) research. I do not wish to suggest 
that their assurance about what they call grounded theory is necessarily 
unwarranted. It is difficult to believe, for example, that their ideas 
developed during their work with dying patients will be entirely 
superseded, (p. 15)
With regard to criticisms leveled against Glaser and Strauss' use of the term 
theory as well as the attendant process of category development and search for 
patterns in the data, Woods (1992) replies:
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As for the confusion over theory and the identification of categories and 
their properties, the emergence of concepts and the formulation of 
hypotheses represent a well tried route. The fact is that many qualitative 
studies do not cover all of these stages. This does not mean that they are 
not without worth. Detailed ethnographic description and theory-testing 
(of reasonably grounded theories) are equally legitimate pursuits for the 
qualitative researcher, (pp. 391-392)
Charmaz (1994a) addresses many of the criticisms of grounded theory 
outlined above, and believes that most reflect "an incomplete understanding of 
the logic and strategies of the method" (p. 71). She contends that Bulmeris 
(1979) attack on Glaser and Strauss' presumed tabula rasa view of inquiry was 
based on the tatter's belief that literature in the field should only be consulted 
following development of categories when the research is well under way. 
These researchers, she stresses, were not suggesting that this literature be 
overlooked or ignored but only that potentially relevant literature would not 
serve to bias the researcher upon entering the field. This technique prevents 
the researcher from becoming locked into a preconceived theoretical framework 
and thereby enables him or her to develop a new set of categories based only 
on the emerging data. With regard to Katz (1983) and Emerson's (1983) 
critique of grounded theory, she points out that Glaser and Strauss drew an 
important distinction between discovery and verification in the research process 
because they were particularly interested in the generation of new avenues of 
theoretical development in the social sciences. She argues that Katz and 
Emerson's logico-deductive (i.e., positivist) slant ignores the fact that qualitative 
research in general and grounded theory in particular is derived from vastly 
different canons than traditional quantitatively-oriented models, stresses
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inductive, intuitive approaches to data collection and analysis, and is a 
particularly rigorous form of qualitative research.
Charmaz (1994a) goes on to point out that many critics of grounded 
theory confuse potential weaknesses in using grounded theory with 
weaknesses inherent in the method. She suggests that many of these 
weaknesses are associated with other forms of qualitative research and most 
other forms of quantitative research as well. These include premature 
commitment to analytic categories, use of unnecessary or esoteric jargon, and 
confusion over key terms such as theory, category, or saturation. According to 
her, premature commitment to categories suggests that researchers have not 
fully explored the events and issues specific to the research problem or setting 
and have probably not developed a close relationship with the data. Use of 
ambiguous or esoteric jargon in the labeling of categories, she suggests, can 
be avoided by using simple and straightforward terms, and can also be 
minimized through the use of in-vivo codes. Finally, it is helpful if researchers 
have a solid understanding of key concepts associated with grounded theory as 
well as other terms important to the research process.
Taken together, the criticisms raised above seem to underscore the 
importance of conducting thorough and systematic qualitative research, and are 
not altogether convincing in terms of illuminating specific flaws that may be 
unique to grounded theory as a qualitative methodology. As emphasized 
earlier, this methodology must remain flexible enough to accommodate the 
needs of individual researchers who must take responsibility for their 
interpretation of the myriad of grounded theory principles and practices. It is 
also their responsibility to explain and articulate the choices they make during 
the course of their research. Throughout the course of this manuscript, these 
issues will be revisited within the context of research specific to education.
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Grounded Theory and Adult Education
Historically, few attempts have been made to assess the overall utility of 
grounded theory as a research tool in adult education or to outline its potential 
for restructuring practice settings. This inquiry takes steps in this direction 
through the juxtaposition of the grounded theory and adult education literature 
to ultimately provide an operational structure useful for researchers and 
practitioners interested in conducting grounded theory analyses. In addition to 
work on the origin, theoretical development, and use of grounded theory by 
Glaser, Strauss, and Corbin, as well as research by other scholars interested in 
grounded theory methods and techniques, studies employing this methodology 
to explore educational issues were compiled and serve as the data pool for this 
study. In the attempt to specifically highlight adult education research, and to 
develop a comprehensive bibliography of grounded theory studies in the field, a 
literature search spanning over 15 years of the Adult Education Quarterly 
(1979-1995), the Proceedinos of the Adult Education Research Conference 
from the same period (1979-1995), and all years of the Proceedings of the 
Midwest Research-to-Practice Conference in Adult, Continuing, and Community 
Education (1982-1995), was conducted. Articles from these publications, from 
other journals in adult and continuing education (e.g., Adult Basic Education. 
International Journal of Lifelong Education^ and from related educational 
journals (e.g., The Review of Higher Education. Journal of Teacher Education, 
etc.) were also located and incorporated into the pool and are referenced when 
appropriate. This data pool also forms the basis for the development of the 
"Grounded Theory Time Line" and the "Grounded Theory Studies in Education" 
tables mentioned in the Statement of Purpose above.
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In the remainder of this section, a brief outline for subsequent dissertation 
chapters is provided. Chapter Two frames this research through further 
discussion and elaboration of the data pool used in this study, organized 
through a series of tables focusing on both the methodological and educational 
research mentioned above. Chapters Three through Six outline specific 
methodological concepts or techniques pertaining to grounded theory analysis 
as viewed by Glaser and Strauss and the other methodologists. This 
discussion is followed by a critical assessment of how researchers in education 
approached these methodological issues. This process allows for the gradual 
unfolding of a series of tables delineating the methodological development of 
grounded theory over time ("Grounded Theory Time Line") and its use in 
educational research ("Grounded Theory Studies in Education"), and provides 
a backdrop for suggestions or guidelines for grounded theory analysis specific 
to adult education. Chapter 7 focuses on major findings which have emerged 
throughout this research, guidelines for conducting grounded theory analyses 
in adult education, and future directions of this method. Specific topics include: 
Chapter 2. Framing the Study (studies focusing on methodology, 
grounded theory studies in education, the data pool).
Chapter 3. Basic Considerations (why use grounded theory for 
research, choosing a research problem or area, the use of literature in 
grounded theory).
Chapter 4. Theoretical Sampling (theoretical sampling versus more 
traditional forms of sampling, saturation, inductive/deductive aspects of 
grounded theory).
Chapter 5. Coding Procedures (constant comparison, open, axial, and 
selective coding, core categories, final product or end result of grounded 
theory research).
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Chapter 6. Other Considerations (memos and diagrams, grounded 
theory as collaborative dialogue, evaluating grounded theory research). 
Chapter 7. Conclusions (major findings, guidelines for conducing 
grounded theory analyses in adult education, future directions).
Significance of the Research
This study is important in several ways to the field of adult and continuing 
education, and may also have a more global significance within the continually 
expanding framework of the qualitative research paradigm. In terms of its 
significance for interdisciplinary research efforts, it both informs and is informed 
by research from sociology, the health care professions, and various types of 
educational inquiry, and is not without value to those in other disciplines which 
focus on the study of human behavior and interactional processes. It can 
contribute to the body of knowledge surrounding qualitative research in general 
and grounded theory in particular through further development and refinement 
of this methodology via consideration of its operational properties and range of 
applications in a new and meaningful way. It continues past traditions of social 
and educational research and feeds back into these traditions through a critical 
analysis and exploration of theoretical and methodological issues affecting both 
research and practice over time and across disciplines.
In terms of its value for educationally-based inquiry and for the field of 
adult and continuing education, it holds important implications for how scholars 
and practitioners view the research enterprise and its relationship to the world 
of practice. Through detailed consideration of studies situated primarily within 
education and adult education, first-hand experiences with this methodology, 
and a thorough knowledge of the history and theoretical development of 
grounded theory, this research will act as a resource for adult educators
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interested in learning more about one specific type of qualitative approach to 
the study of issues important to the field. This inquiry can act to guide future 
research through in-depth consideration of the specific application of grounded 
theory principles, strategies, and techniques to educational problems and 
concerns, and provides a holistic, contextually-specific, and collaboratively 
designed and implemented avenue for improving practice settings in adult 
education.
I
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CHAPTER TWO 
FRAMING THE STUDY 
Introduction
The historical background and theoretical development of grounded 
theory over time and across disciplines has been organized in this study into 
two major areas of inquiry. The first represents a compilation of works which 
focus on the origin, development, and critique of grounded theory principles 
and practices by its co-founders as well as by other theorists interested in this 
method. The second area involves over twenty-five years of research which has 
employed this methodology to study a wide range of problem areas and 
practice settings.
This chapter sets the stage for the analysis of grounded theory and adult 
education research by graphically organizing these two major areas of inquiry 
through the development of several tables depicting the evolution of grounded 
theory over time. First, research dealing with methodological issues and 
concerns is pulled together and serves as the basis for a "Grounded Theory 
Time Line," which chronologically arranges this literature base. Second, 
research which specifically focuses on the use of grounded theory to explore 
educational problems and concerns is also illustrated in Table form. This data 
pool is condensed and organized in a manner which allows for meaningful 
analysis of grounded theory research in adult education in subsequent 
chapters. Selected characteristics of these studies (i.e., area of inquiry, 
theoretical basis, data collection methods, and other methodologies used in 
conjunction with grounded theory) are reported which provide background 
information useful for the analysis which follows.
i
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Studies Focusing on Methodology
The origins, development, and critique of grounded theory in terms of the 
major works dealing with methodological issues and concerns are outlined in 
Table 1. As shewn, the first part of this table focuses specifically on the origin 
and development of grounded theory as outlined by Glaser, Strauss, and 
Corbin, and begins with Becker Geer, Hughes, and Strauss' (1961) study of the 
perspectives of medical students in medical school at the University of Kansas. 
This work is a milestone in this tradition in that the foundation for the emerging 
principles and practices of grounded theory are loosely intertwined in this 
qualitative analysis. For example, they discuss the discovery of theory, the 
variables themselves, the relationship among variables, unstructured 
techniques of data gathering, and the building of tentative models of systematic 
relationships. Their "Design of the Study" (Chapter Two) begins as follows:
In one sense, our study had no design. That is, we had no well-worked 
out set of hypotheses to be tested, no data-gathering instruments 
purposely designed to secure information relevant to these hypotheses, 
no set of analytic procedures specified in advance. Insofar as the term 
design" (author's italics) implies these features of elaborate planning, our 
study had none. If we take the idea of design in a larger and looser 
sense, using it to identify those elements of order, system, and 
consistency our procedures did exhibit, our study had a design, (p. 18). 
They continue:
For instance, we did not assume that we knew what perspectives the 
doctor would need in order to function effectively in practice, for we 
believed that only a study of doctors in practice could furnish that 
information and such studies were not available. We did not, 
furthermore, assume that we knew what ideas and perspectives a
i
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Table 1. Grounded Theory Tim e Line: Methodological Issues and Concerns.*
R esearcher(s) Year Focus of Study
Origin and Development of Grounded Theory
Becker, H.S., Geer, B„ 
Hughes, E.C., & Strauss, A.L.
1961 A qualitative study of perspectives of medical students 
as they went through medical school is one of the early 
works which begins to lay the foundation for many of the 
principles of grounded theory which would later emerge.
Glaser, B.G. 1962 Early article discusses the potential of secondary analysis 
of pre-existing quantitative and qualitative data.
Glaser, B.G. 1963 Another early article which explores the potential of 
secondary analysis of data which was originally collected 
for other purposes.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. 1964 One of Glaser and Strauss' first collaborative works 
dealing with dying patients at the University of California 
medical center.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. 1965 Classic collaborative qualitative study in which Glaser and 
Strauss develop a substantive sociological theory of 
awareness contexts pertaining to patients dying in 
hospitals.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. 1967 Grounded theory methodology is formally introduced 
and its central components (e.g., constant comparison, 
theoretical sampling, coding, development and 
integration of categories and properties) are outlined.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. 1968 Another classic collaborative study on problems 
confronted by terminally ill patients dying in hospitals.
Glaser, B.G., & Strauss, A.L. 1971 Development of a formal theory of status passages 
provides further elaboration of substantive and formal 
theory and other principles of grounded theory such as 
constant comparison and theoretical sampling.
Fagerhaugh, S.Y., & 
Strauss, A.L.
1977 Extension of earlier work on dying deals with pain 
managementof terminally and non-terminally ill patients 
and provides a brief discussion of some of the central 
concepts of the grounded theory approach in its 
Appendix.
Glaser, B.G. 1978 One of grounded theory's central works written as a 
supplement to the Discovery (1967) in order to "update 
the original publication’ (p. 1) on a number of points 
(e.g., theoretical sensitivity, coding, theoretical sampling, 
memoing, etc.).
Corbin, J. 1986 Two chapters in an edited volume provide a general 
overview of the grounded theory approach as 
conceptualized by Juliet Corbin.
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Table 1. Continued.
Strauss, A.L. 1987 Important text in the grounded theory tradition outlining 
Strauss' take on this approach and its application for 
"anyone interested in learning or improving his or her 
ability to do qualitative analysis of data" (p. xi).
Corbin, J., & Strauss, A.L. 1990 Article dealing with epistemological issues in terms of 
grounded theory procedures and techniques with a 
particular focus on the specification of evaluative criteria 
useful for assessing grounded theory studies.
Strauss, A., & Coibin, J. 1990 Next to the Discovery (19671. Drobablv the most cited 
grounded theory text which systematically outlines 
Strauss and Corbin's interpretation of this methodology.
Glaser, B.G. 1992 Scathing critique of Strauss and Corbin's (1990) and 
Strauss’ (1987) works which provides Glaser's 
interpretation of the grounded theory approach.
Glaser, B.G. 1994 Edited volume consisting of past and current articles by 
Glaser, Strauss, and others on methodological issues 
pertaining to grounded theory analysis.
Strauss, A.L., & Corbin, J. 1994 Concise overview of the history and use of the grounded 
theory approach.
M ethodological Advancement and Critique
Brown, G.W. 1973 Critique of the grounded theory approach as outlined in 
The Discovery f19871.
Smith, L.M., & Pohland, P.A. 1976 Systematic critique of several of the major components 
of grounded theory (e.g., theoretical sampling, constant 
comDarative method, etc.1 presented in The Discoverv 
(1967) in terms of its potential for educational field-work.
Williams, R. 1976 Grounded theory's connection to symbolic 
interactionism is considered.
Mullen, P.D., & Reynolds, R. 1978 Overview of grounded theory method and its potential 
for health education research.
Bulmer, M. 1979 Critique of the grounded theory approach as outlined in 
The Discovery (1967) in relation to the use of concepts 
in the analysis of qualitative data.
Darkenwald, G.G. 1980 The potential of grounded theory for adult education 
research is considered in this book chapter.
Conrad, C.F. 1982 Excellent overview of key features of the grounded 
theory approach with a particular emphasis on its 
potential for research in higher education.
Stem, P.N., Allen, L. M„ 
& Moxley, P.A.
1982 History, description, and use of grounded theory for 
nursing research, education, and practice is discussed.
■»
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Table 1. Continued.
Merriam, S.B., Beder, H., 
& Ewert, M.
1983 Symposium paper reporting on several qualitative 
methodologies including ethnography, case study, and 
grounded theory and their use in adult education.
Stem, P.N. 1985 Overview of methodological issues and the description 
of the research process characterizing this approach.
Hutchinson, S. 1986b Overview of specific features of grounded theory 
focusing on its use and potential for nursing research.
Stem, P.N., & Pyles, S.H. 1986 Description and analysis of the potential of grounded 
theory to study cultures or the "understanding and 
explaining human experience as it is lived" (p. 3)
Heaney, T.W. 1988 Grounded theory discussed in terms of its 
epistemological relationship to other qualitative and 
quantitative research designs.
Altrichter, H., & Posch, P. 1989 Systematic critique of some of grounded theory's central 
assumptions intended to "cast doubt over its worth as a 
guiding paradigm for teacher research" (p. 21)
Hammersley, M. 1989 Grounded theory considered within the overarching 
framework of naturalistic research.
Woods, P. 1992 As part of the symbolic interactionism school of 
qualitative research, several issues pertaining to 
grounded theory analysis are discussed.
Babchuk, W.A., Courtney, S. 1994 
& Jha, L.R.
Paper directed at exploring the potential of grounded 
theory for research and practice in adult education.
Charmaz, K. 1994b Fairly comprehensive and succinct treatment of the 
qrounded theory approach as outlined in The Discovery 
(1967) and Theoretical Sensitivity (1978).
Stem, P.N. 1994 Description and appropriate uses of grounded theory for 
nursing research are presented.
Babchuk, W.A. 1996 Glaser-Strauss debate examined in terms of its 
implications for use in adult education settings.
Knapp, S. ms Review of Glaser's (1992) text. Basics of Grounded 
Theory Analysis.
*A number of other artides and books have been written by Glaser and Strauss which have not been 
included in this table because they had little influence on the present research. Some of these include 
Glaser's Qmanizational Scientists: Their Professional Careers f1964). Organizational Careers: A Source 
Book for Theorv (1966). Exoerts Versus Lavmen: A Studv of the Patsv and the Subcontractor (1976).
Strauss' Imaaes of the American Citv (1961). The American Citv (1968). *Discoverina New Theory from 
Previous Theory" (1970). The Contexts of Social Mobility (1971). Professions: Work and Careers (1971). 
Chronic Illness and the Qualitv of Life (1975). N?Q9tiat!9n§ (1978). "Interorqanizational Negotiation" (1982).
"Work and the Division of LaboF" (1985). Creating Socioloaical Awareness (1991). Strauss and Corbin's 
Shaoina a New Health Care Svstem (1988). Strauss and Glaser's Anguish: A Case Historv of a Dvina
Traiectorv (1970). and Corbin and Strauss' "Collaboration: Couples Working Toqetherto Manaae Chronic 
Illness" (1984). and Unendina Work and Care: Manaaina Chronic Illness at Home (1988).
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student acquired while in school. This meant that we concentrated on 
what students learned as well as on how they learned it. Both of those 
assumptions committed us to working with an open theoretical scheme in 
which variables were to be discovered rather than with a scheme in 
which variables decided on in advance would be located and their 
consequences isolated and measured. This commitment raises both 
theoretical questions and questions of method. To start with the latter, we 
necessarily had to use methods that would allow us to discover 
phenomena whose existence we were unaware of at the beginning of 
the research; our methods had to allow for the discovery of the variables 
themselves as well as relationships between variables. We were 
committed, therefore, to the use of unstructured techniques, particularly at 
the beginning (p. 19)
Of particular interest in terms of the methodological development of 
grounded theory over time, however, are several works written by Glaser and 
Strauss which will be used to help frame this analysis. In addition to the 
Discovery (1967) are Glaser's Theoretical Sensitivity (1978) and Basics of 
Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), Strauss' (1987) Qualitative Analysis for 
Social Scientists (1987), and Strauss and Corbin's Basics of Qualitative 
Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques (1990), "Grounded 
Theory Research: Procedures, Canons, and Evaluative Criteria" (1990), and 
"Grounded Theory Methodology: An Overview" (1994). Other works are
referenced when appropriate and also serve to inform this inquiry.
The second part of Table 1 lists research efforts by those other than the 
co-founders concerning methodological advancement and critique of grounded 
theory over time. Here several articles are particularly helpful for furthering an
*
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understanding of this methodology. In terms of succinct descriptions of 
grounded theory procedures and techniques, several articles should be noted. 
Conrad's (1982) article, "Grounded Theory: An Alternative Approach to
Research in Higher Education", is an insightful overview of key features of the 
grounded theory approach with a particular emphasis on its potential for 
research in higher education. Stem, alone and with others (Stem 1985, 1994; 
Stem, Allen, & Moxley, 1982; Stern & Pyles, 1986), provides several excellent 
accounts of this method as it relates to nursing research, education, and 
practice, as do Mullen & Reynolds (1978), and Hutchinson (1986b). Charmaz 
(1994b) article, "The Grounded Theory Method: An Explication and
Interpretation" also presents a fairly comprehensive and succinct treatment of 
the grounded theory approach as outlined in the Discovery (1967) and 
Theoretical Sensitivity (19781. In terms of critique, Smith and Pohland's (1976) 
analysis of several major components of grounded theory as outlined in the 
Discovery is potentially damaging to this method, and is framed in terms of its 
potential for educational field-work. In a similar vein, Altrichter and Posch 
(1989) offer a systematic critique of grounded theory's central assumptions, also 
within the context of teacher research.
Grounded Theory Studies in Education
In an attempt to highlight grounded theory research in educational 
settings - particularly those pertaining to adult education - a literature search 
was conducted spanning over 15 years of the Adult Education Quarterly (1979-
1996), the Proceedings of the Adult Education Research Conference from the 
same period (1979-1996), and all years of the Proceedings of the Midwest 
Research-to-Practice Conference in Adult, Continuing, and Community 
Education (1982-1985). Articles from these publications, from other journals in
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adult and continuing education, and from other educational journals, were 
located and are part of this analysis. These articles are listed in Table 2. As 
shown, the first part of Table 2 lists Proceedings papers from the Adult 
Education Research Conference and from the Midwest Research-to-Practice 
Conference. The second part lists journal articles from various subdisciplines of 
education, including adult education.
As analysis of this research base progressed, it became apparent that 
the journal articles provided more comprehensive and detailed information than 
did the Proceedings articles. Although the Proceedings articles are, for the 
most part, specific to adult education and therefore initially seemed ideal for 
analysis, this lack of critical information ultimately resulted in the decision to 
focus primarily on the journal articles. Moreover, in spite of the fact that the 
journal articles were not limited to adult education settings and extend into other 
educational arenas, they represent a fairly robust data pool in and of 
themselves and were judged to be adequate to serve the needs of this study. It 
is important to note, however, that the Proceedings papers were subjected to 
analysis and provided the framework (i.e., a kind of pseudo pilot study) for the 
more detailed review of the journal articles which followed (see Appendix A for 
description of selected characteristics of both the Proceedings and journal 
articles in Table form).
The Data Pool
Area of inquiry, setting, and theoretical basis of the journal articles are 
listed in Table 3. Of the 30 articles which make up this data pool, eleven were 
in higher education, seven were in adult education, six were in secondary 
education, four were in elementary education, and two were classified as K-12. 
The eleven higher education articles were classified as such because they took
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T a b l e  2 .  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  E d u c a t i o n .
R esearch er(s) Year Focus of Study
Proceedings Papers
Pennington, F.C. 1979 Grounded theory study of approaches to program 
development used by those planning continuing 
professional education programs.
Nolan, R. 1980 Grounded theory used in conjunction with other 
qualitative methods to locate and describe the Mexican- 
American population of a small city as well as assess their 
integration into the larger community.
Nolan, R. 1981 Qualitative and descriptive study borrowing logic from 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) to study conditions by which 
adults learn second languages.
Heaney, T.W. 1981 Grounded theory used in conjunction with assumptions 
of participatory research to investigate the failure of 
liberatory education (i.e., its failure to be liberatory and to 
maintain public funding).
Hiemstra, R. 1982 Grounded theory study of shared attributes or 
characteristics of ’successful* older learners.
Bova, B.M., & Phillips, R.R. 1985 Grounded theory study of adulthood (i.e., what it means 
to be an adult in terms of perceptions of others, transition 
to adulthood, and perceptions of selves as adults).
Keneipp, R.B. 1985 Grounded theory within the framework of naturalistic 
inquiry used to explore adult development among mid­
life childless women.
Rosing, B.E. 1985 During course of the research project, researchers 
shifted from a framework testing approach to a grounded 
theory discovery approach to investigate learning about 
group participation and leadership through experience.
Baskett, H.K. 1986 Grounded theory used to develop an emergent model of 
professional learning among social workers.
Gadbow, N.F. 1986 Systematic procedures modeled after Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) were utilized to study learning experiences of full­
time adult undergraduates.
DeVries, R.C. 1988 Grounded theory used to describe basic characteristics 
of a mentoring program which involved mentor-prot§g£ 
relationships functioning at independent work sites.
Wagner, P.A. 1988
1989
Grounded theory analysis of factors influencing lifelong 
learning of professional nurses.
Fisher, J.C. 1990 Grounded theory utilized to study developmental 
learning needs of older adults across the lifespan (see 
also Fisher, 1993,1995).
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T a b l e  2 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Quam, K.F. 1990 Grounded theory study of how family physicians leam to 
teach and acquire the needs and skills required for 
effective teaching.
Stein. P. 1990 A qualitative design utilizing the constant comparative 
method for the development of major categories was 
used to help determine how judges become expert 
about contemporary issues.
Adair, S.R. 1991 Grounded theory analysis used to explore meanings of 
learning during the transition to retirement.
Chovanec, D.M. 1993 Qualitative methods drawing upon feminist research, 
participatory research and grounded theory, are used to 
explore consciousness-raising among abused women.




"Post-hoc" grounded theory analysis of students’ 
experiences in an ABE/GED classroom.
Scott, S.M., Chovanec, D.M , 
Young, B.
1993 Grounded theory used to study the relationship & 
between espoused philosophies of teaching and their 
practice in the classroom.
Sheared, V. 1993 Africentric feminist epistemology and grounded theory 
analysis used to study marginalization and Africentric 
feminism and to provide a critique of African-American 
women's experiences within the welfare program, 
education, and work.
Wiese, D. 1993 Procedures of grounded theory analysis used in 
conjunction with phenomenology to examine 
perceptions of success and the power and control over 
change in Soviet professional women’s lives.
Ziegahn, L. & Hinchman, K.H. 1993 Constant comparative method of Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) employed to study undergraduate tutors working 
in literacy education classrooms.
Elkins, S.G. 1994 Grounded theory design used to describe how 
registered nurses leam ethical behavior in their practice.
McKnight, J.S. 1994 Grounded theory used to develop a substantive theory 
of the control of learning within the context of grassroots 
initiatives.
Sissel, P. 1994 Grounded theory used in conjunction with ethnographic 
domain analysis to study parent involvement and adult 
education in Project Head Start (see also Sissel, 1996).
Devney, A.M. 1995 Grounded theory used to help health care providers and 
adult educators identify and understand the learning 
process associated with intense crisis situations.
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Feny, N.M. 1995 Data analyzed according to Strauss and Corbin's (1990) 
coding process to document use of reflection-in-action 
by adutt extension educators faced with problematic 
situations.
Olson, D.R. 1995 "A discursive approach to generate grounded theory" 
(p. 141) was used to examine faculty members' 
perceptions of scientific literacy and the methods they 
employed for learning science.
Sheared, V. 1995 Constant comparative method of Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) and Afrocentric Feminist Epistemology employed 
to determine factors which contribute to or prevent 
African American adults participation in ABE programs in 
California.
Journal Articles
Conrad, C.F. 1978 Grounded theory used to study academic change 
processes in higher education.
Mazmanian, P.E. 1980 Grounded theory employed to describe needs 
assessment and objective setting strategies in 
continuing medical education.
Gehrke, N.J. 1981 Grounded theory utilized to collect and analyze data to 
explain reference group socialization among beginning 
secondary school teachers.
Blase, J.J. 1982 A data-based grounded theory approach provides the 
basis for the development of a social-psychological 
model of teacher stress and burnout among secondary 
school teachers.
Gehrke, N.J. 1982 Grounded theory approach used to gather and analyze 
data on conflicting roles and coping strategies of 
beginning secondary school teachers.
Janesick, V.J. 1982 A case study design was used to "allow for the discovery 
of grounded theory" (p. 21) to explain a professor of 
architectural design's philosophy of teaching to third year 
architecture students.
Kozma, R.B. 1985 Grounded theory analysis used to propose a theory of 
instructional innovation in higher education.
Spector, B.S. 1985 "A discursive approach to qualitative research" (p. 328) 
in the form of grounded theory served as the basis for 
the development of a model of a desired state for 
master's degree programs in science education.
Mellon, C.A. 1986 Grounded theory used to study library anxiety among 
university students.
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Parker, W.C., & Gehrke, N.J. 1986 Grounded theory study of teachers' "interactive 
decisionmaking" (p. 227) or the means by which they 
make decisions durina the instructional Drocess rather 
than before or after instruction.
Blase, J.J. 1987 Data collected and analyzed on secondary school 
teachers' perspectives of effective school leadership via 
a grounded theory approach.
Mitchell. M.B. 1987 Grounded theory study of departmental leadership or 
chairperson management strategy.
Rennie, D.L., & Brewer, L. 1987 Grounded theory used to study thesis blocking among 
graduate social science students.
Blase, J.J. 1989 Principles of grounded theory used in conjunction with 
the Inventory of Teacher Influence Strategies (ITIS) 
instrument to describe teachers' perceptions of politics 
in schools.
Caffarella, R.S., & O'Donnell, 1991 Constant comparative method of Glaser and Strauss J.M. 
(1967) used in data analysis to explore how training 
professionals describe the quality of work-based self­
directed learning activities.
Cooper, J. & Dunlap, D. 1991 Concepts generated through Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) 
method of comparative analysis to examine the practice 
of journal keeping by university administrators.
Gumport, P.J. 1991 An "iterative" (p. 13) grounded theory analysis of 
interview data used to study structural-cultural 
dimensions of academic organizations (e.g., 
departments, institutions).
Spector, B.S., & Gibson, C.W. 1991 Grounded theory analysis employed to explore middle 
school students' perceptions of factors facilitating the 
learning of science.
Creswel!, J.W., & Brown, M.L. 1992 Grounded theory methods employed within "a 
phenomenological paradigm of research" (p. 42) to study 
how departmental chairs contribute to the research 
performance of faculty members.
Koemer, M.E. 1992 Data analysis guided by procedures for discovering 
grounded theory in the study of cooperating elementary 
school teachers' views of their experiences supervising 
student teachers.
Parkay, F.W., Currie, G.D., 
& Rhodes, J.W.
1992 Grounded theory and case study used to describe the 
process of professional socialization among first-time 
high school principals.
Thompson, D. 1992 Constant comparative method of Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) used to explore registered nurses' participation in 
baccalaureate nursinq programs.
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Cruikshank, J. 1993 Grounded theory used to study critical issues 
experienced by social change-oriented university 
extension staff members in Canada.
Curtiss, P.K.M. 1993 Grounded theory, constant comparison, and analytical 
induction used in conjunction with other qualitative 
methods to study the effects of a Human Technologies 
in Teaching (HTT) course on students and graduate 
student mentors in an Extended Elementary Teacher 
Education Program (EETEP).
Dana, N.F., & Pitts, J.H. 1993 A case study of an elementary school principal serves to 
generate “two assertions constituting grounded theory" 
(p. 323) to help explain his process of reflective thinking 
and change over a two year period.
Fisher, J.C. 1993 Data analysis via a grounded theory approach to describe 
developmental changes of older adults (see also Fisher, 
1990, 1995).
Hermann, B A , & Sarracino, J. 1993 Constant comparative method of Glaser & Strauss (1967) 
was used to track the effects of a preservice literacy 
methods course designed to encourage reflective 
inquiry and practice among prospective literacy 
instructors.
Courtney, S., Jha, L.R. 
Babchuk, W.A.
1994 Grounded theory study of student experiences in an & 
ABE/GED classroom (see also Courtney, Jha, & 
Babchuk, 1993, and Courtney, Babchuk, & Jha, 1994).
Padilla, R.V., & Pavel, D.M. 1994 Procedure for identifying grounded concepts derived 
from Glaser and Strauss (1967) and used in conjunction 
with other qualitative designs to “conceptually refine" (p. 
143) Tinto's model of institutional departure.
Sissel, P.A. 1997 Ethnographic method used in conjunction with the 
grounded theory technique of constant comparison to 
investigate adult participation and learning in Head Start 
(see also Sissel, 1994).
place in university settings and focused on issues pertaining to different aspects
of college or university teaching such as academic change or faculty 
leadership, philosophy of teaching, instructional innovation, library anxiety 
among university students, departmental leadership, etc. (refer to Table 2 for 
brief descriptions of these articles). Adult education articles were those 
specifically focusing on adult learners, and although there is obviously some 
overlap with those studies conducted in higher education, these studies drew 
upon the adult education literature, were published in adult education journals,
9
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Table 3. Area of Inquiry and Theoretical Basis of Grounded Theory Studies in 
Education.
R esearcher/D ate Area o f Inquiry/Setting Theoretical Basis
Conrad (1978) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Mazmanian (1980) Adult Education (Continuing 
Medical Education)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Gehrke (1981) Secondary Education 
(High School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Blase (1982) Secondary Education 
(High School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Gehrke (1982) Secondary Education 
(High School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Janesick (1982) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Kozma (1985) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Spector (1985) K-12, Higher Education 
(K-12, University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Mellon (1986) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Elementary Education 
(Elementary School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Blase (1987) Secondary Education 
(High School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Mitchell (1987) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Blase (1989) K-12, Higher Education 
(K-12, University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Caffarella& O'Donnell (1991) Adult Education 
(ASTD Chapter)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Cooper& Dunlap (1991) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Gumport (1991) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
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Spector & Gibson (1991) Secondary Education 
(Middle School-Students)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Creswell& Brown (1992) Higher Education 
(University)
Strauss & Corbin (1990)
Koemer (1992) Elementary Education 
(Elementary School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Parkay, Currie, & Rhodes (1992) Secondary Education 
(High School)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Thompson (1992) Adult Education 
(University-Nursing)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Corbin (1986)
Cruikshank (1993) Adult Education 
(University Extension)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Curtiss (1993) Elementary/Higher Education 
(Elementary, University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Dana& Pitts (1993) Elementary Education 
(Elementary-Principal)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Fisher (1993) Adult Education (Senior 
Centers, Nursing Home)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Hermann & Sarradno (1993) Elementary, Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Courtney, Jha, & Babchuk (1994) Adult Education 
(ABE/GED Classroom)
Strauss (1987), Strauss 
Corbin (1990), others
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Higher Education 
(University)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Sissel (1997) Adult Education 
(Head Start Centers)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Strauss & Corbin (1994)
and represented a range of different settings (i.e., continuing medical
education, an ASTD chapter, a university, senior centers and a nursing home, 
university extension, an ABE/GED classroom, and Head Start Centers). The six
secondary education articles were based on studies which took place in middle 
or high schools, and for the most part, pertained to issues relating to teaching 
among secondary education teachers. There were four studies in which the 
elementary school was the setting and various aspects of this environment was
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the focus. Two articles were concerned with issues pertaining to K-12 teaching. 
One of these (Spector, 1985) was a study of graduate training among K-12 
teachers leading to a master's degree in science and education, while the other 
(Blase, 1989) was a study of teachers' perceptions of politics in schools among 
teachers taking graduate courses in education.
Table 3 also documents the "theoretical basis” for the study, referring to 
which of the grounded theory publications was used to guide the research. Of 
these, nearly all of the journal articles appeared to be conceptually based on 
grounded theory principles outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in the 
Discovery. Several of the articles (i.e., Kozma, 1985; Blase, 1987; Mitchell, 
1987; Blase, 1989; Parkay et al., 1992) also appeared to draw specifically on 
Glaser's (1978) work. One article (Creswell & Brown, 1992) was 
methodologically based on Strauss and Corbin's (1990) Basics of Qualitative 
Research, and another (Courtney f ila L  1994) relied primarily on this text and 
Strauss' (1987) Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists for analysis. One 
article (Thompson, 1992) used Glaser and Strauss' original work in conjunction 
with Corbin's two 1986 book chapters, while another (Sissel, 1997) seemed to 
draw on Strauss & Corbin's (1994) article and the Discovery. Interestingly, 
Glaser's (1978) Theoretical Sensitivity did not seem to play a major conceptual 
role in most of the studies, yet only one study (Conrad, 1978) was published 
prior to this publication. Among those seventeen articles which post-date 
Strauss’ (1987) text, only one (Courtney fital., 1994) appeared to derive much 
of its conceptual framework and modus operandi from this work, and this 
research also relied heavily on the view of grounded theory outlined in Strauss 
and Corbin's (1990) text. In fact, only one other article (Creswell & Brown, 
1992) appeared to utilize or implement the version of grounded theory 
espoused in Strauss and Corbin's text in spite of the fact that 16 of these articles
»
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post-date this work. Glaser's (1992) Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis, did 
not seem to play a significant role in this research base among those articles 
which chronologically follow this work.
One caveat that should be mentioned in this type of analysis, however, 
is that several of the articles which post-date the grounded theory books in 
question were probably conducted before the researchers could have had 
knowledge of these publications. Nevertheless, it seems obvious that 
researchers were either unaware of the other grounded theory literature or were 
content with the principles outlined in the Discovery when they conducted these 
studies. Similarly, the Proceedings papers reflect this pattern (Appendix A).
Table 4 reports how data were collected in this research, as well as other 
methodologies used in conjunction with grounded theory either in terms of data 
collection or analysis, or in reference to a guiding epistemological or conceptual 
framework. As might be predicted by those familiar with the grounded theory 
literature, most of the studies reported here utilized interviews either as their 
only data collection technique, or as integral part of data collection in their 
research. Of the 30 articles, 26 used interviews either alone or in conjunction 
with other forms of data collection. Participant observation, questionnaires, and 
document review were also employed to collect data in a number of the studies. 
Some form of triangulation of data was achieved in many of the studies through 
the use of multiple data collection techniques. In a similar fashion, in all cases 
reported in the Proceedings papers, interviews were used at least as one of the 
data collection techniques.
Journal articles were classified as grounded theory studies for purposes 
of this inquiry if they used grounded theory either in data collection or analysis, 
or a major component of grounded theory such as constant comparison as 
outlined in one of the grounded theory publications. Over half of these studies
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Table 4. Data Collection Technique and Other Methods Used In Conjunction 
with Grounded Theory.




Conrad (1978) Interviews, written documents 
(primary, secondary sources)
Mazmanian (1980) Interviews (20). Peer review
Gehrke (1981) Interviews, observations (11) 
5-year longitudinal study
Blase (1982) Interviews/questionnaires (43), 
non-participant observation
Gehrke, N.J. (1982) Ongoing Interviews and 
observations (11)
Janesick (1982) Ongoing interviews (1), 
participant observation, field notes
Case study, 
ethnography
Kozma(1985) Interviews (145), other sources 
(e.g., reports, documents, etc.)
Survey from earlier 
work impetus for study




Mellon (1986) Analysis of students' journals and 
in-class essays
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Interviews (12) using a simulated 
recall technique
Blase (1987) Series of interviews in two phases 
(75-80+ 40), field notes, etc.
Case study
Mitchell (1987) Interviews (19)
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Interviews (16)




Caffarella & O’Donnell (1991) Focus group interviews (33) Focus groups for data 
collection.
Cooper & Dunlap (1991) In-depth, semi-structured 
interviews (12)
Gumport, P.J. (1991) Interviews (27) drawn from larger 
study, case study
Case study
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Spector & Gibson (1991) Document review (572), Participant 
observation (112), interviews (8)
■Discursive approach to 
emergent design" (p. 
469).
Creswell & Brown (1992) Semi-structured interviews (33) Phenomenological
paradigm





Series of interviews (12), on-site 
visits, document review
Multiple case study 
design
Thompson (1992) In-depth, unstructured interviews (12)
Cruikshank (1993) Series of interviews (35)
Curtiss (1993) Participant observation, series of 
interviews, documents, etc.
Ethnographic paradigm





Fisher (1993) Interviews (74) at five sites
Hermann & Sarracino (1993) Questionnaires, journals, essays, 






Post-hoc analysis of interview 
data (13)
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Interviews (24) in two rounds Triangulate data 
through a number of 
methods
Sissel (1997) Participant observation, document 
review, interviews, etc. (over 90)
Ethnographic approach
exclusively used grounded theory principles and practices for data collection
and analysis. Other researchers either used grounded theory in conjunction 
with other methods or drew from other paradigms such as phenomenology 
when conceptualizing their study. Several studies claimed to be rooted in a 
symbolic interactionist perspective, and this perspective is also at the core of
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grounded theory’s epistemological origins and development. This table may be 
somewhat deceiving in that it reports the use of other methods in conjunction 
with grounded theory if the researcher mentioned using another method, yet 
techniques such as case study or ethnography can be either considered 
methods in their own right (e.g., Yin, 1989; Spradley, 1979, 1980), or simply 
terms used in a more general sense. For example, case study may only refer to 
the study of one individual, setting, or case, and ethnography may refer to the 
study of a "culture" without the researcher intending to suggest any type of 
methodological affinity with the specific educational research strategies often 
associated with these terms.
In conclusion, analysis of this literature base reveals that grounded 
theory has been used in several major areas of inquiry within education in a 
number of different settings. In the vast majority of cases, Glaser & Strauss' 
(1967) pioneering work, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, was the theoretical 
basis used for guiding and implementing the research. Researchers seemed to 
rely on some form of interviews as the primary data collection technique in their 
studies, and were often willing to use grounded theory in conjunction with other 
(primarily qualitative) research methods (see Glaser, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 
1994). The use of multiple data collection techniques and overlapping research 
methodologies provided a means of data triangulation in many of these studies. 
These topics will be addressed again in subsequent chapters.





Chapter Two of Strauss and Corbin's (1990) text, Basics of Qualitative 
Research, and Chapter Four of Glaser's (1992) Basics of Grounded Theory 
Analysis, each start with the identical claim that "one of the most difficult parts of 
doing research is getting started” (Glaser, 1992, p. 21; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 
p. 33) due to the difficulty many researchers have in choosing a research 
problem that is operational in the field. This chapter considers these and other 
issues important for initiating a grounded theory study. Each issue is explored 
in terms of what Glaser and Strauss believe to be important about this topic, 
comparing and contrasting their various works. These comparisons are 
supplemented through consideration of other grounded theorists' views on the 
same methodological issues. Following this discussion, the research literature 
is consulted to see how the various educators representing a range of 
subdisciplines have approached these topics in the field. This literature base is 
then used as a backdrop for the discussion of research identified in the last 
chapter as falling within the domain of adult education and implications for 
research and practice are presented.
This chapter begins by exploring reasons why grounded theory has been 
or should be chosen as methodology for educational inquiry. A review of the 
literature indicates that a number of researchers in education are committed to 
utilizing the qualitative paradigm for exploring educational problems and 
issues. Within this context, they see grounded theory as having great potential 
for theory generation with its procedural emphasis on discovery over 
description. Many of these researchers cite the importance of constant 
comparison as a particularly useful technique for establishing relationships
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among variables, for helping facilitate discovery, and for comparing and 
organizing data through emergent categories. I argue that grounded theory is 
well-suited for use in adult education for exploring areas of interest or topics 
where little is known or little substantive theory exists, and for improving practice 
through a greater understanding of the basic social processes inherent in 
educational settings which can help facilitate meaningful interventions. 
Grounded theory also provides a viable means of tracking the success of these 
interventionist strategies on an ongoing basis.
Second, this chapter examines the process of beginning a grounded 
theory study by considering whether it is more appropriate to enter the field with 
a specific research problem or question clearly in mind, or if it is potentially 
more advantageous to begin with only a general interest in a phenomenon, 
perspective, or area of inquiry. This topic is hotly debated by grounded theorists 
interested in methodological issues and begins to set the stage for the 
seemingly inevitable clash between Glaser and Strauss, between discovery 
and description, between theory generation and verification. In contrast, most 
educators seem unconcerned or unaware of this issue, choosing to begin their 
research with a specific research problem or question, unable or unwilling to 
trust in emergence. Ideally, however, the grounded theorist may be better off to 
let the research problem or question emerge from analysis, or be prepared to 
abandon it in favor of another if analysis leads in this direction.
Finally, the use of literature in grounded theory is explored. Whereas this 
topic has been the subject of much criticism directed at grounded theory (see 
Chapter One), it has been blown out of proportion by its critics. Although It may 
be overly naive, unrealistic, or even undesirable to expect the analyst to enter a 
research setting without prior knowledge related to the pertinent area of interest, 
this isn't necessary in a grounded theory study. All that can be asked is that the
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analyst remain as open as possible to the emerging data irrespective of the 
literature on the topic, progressively increasing comparisons with this literature 
base as the research evolves.
Why Use Grounded Theory for Research?
The choice of grounded theory as a research design should be 
predicated on unique features or attributes of this methodology which offer 
potential advantages over other methods. Ideally, these advantages relate to 
the nature of the research, the research question, and the researcher, and 
should both reflect potential strengths of qualitative research in general and 
extend this paradigm in new and meaningful directions. Along these lines, 
early formulations of grounded theory were strongly driven by a polemic against 
Merton (1948, 1957) and more traditional modes of inquiry which involved the 
forcing of data into preconceived theoretical categories reflective of "an 
overemphasis in current sociology on the verification of theory, and a resultant 
de-emphasis on the prior step of discovering what concepts and hypotheses 
are relevant for the area that one wishes to research" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, 
pp. 2-3). To Glaser and Strauss, grounded theory represented a systematic 
means of generating concepts, hypotheses, and theory throughout the course of 
a research project which would more closely mirror the reality of a social setting 
than traditional (positivist) modes of research. In the Discovery (1967), they not 
only emphasized the generation of substantive theory from data collected in the 
field and the potential of qualitative research for studying "many areas of social 
life not amenable to the techniques for collecting quantitative data" (p. 17), but 
also the usefulness of general comparative analysis in qualitative research, the 
compatibility of quantitative and qualitative forms of inquiry particularly for 
theory generation, and the implications of this method for improving practice.
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Moreover, they claimed that their principal aim was to “to stimulate other 
theorists to codify and publish their own methods for generating theory" (p. 8).
Subsequent work by Glaser and Strauss extended these arguments and 
underscored other design attributes which, taken together, distinguish this 
method from others aligned with the qualitative paradigm. According to these 
researchers, most important among these differences centers on grounded 
theory's emphasis on theory development or generation over verification, and 
the primacy of discovery over description (Corbin, 1986; Glaser 1978, 1992; 
Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994). As stated by Glaser
(1979), grounded theory allows the researcher "to discover what is going on 
rather than assuming what is going on, as required in preconceived type 
research (p. 159, and see Stem & Pyles, 1986, p. 4). To him, grounded theory 
involves the analysis of an emerging issue, problem, or process rather than an 
exhaustive analysis of descriptive data (Glaser, 1992).
Glaser and Strauss build the argument for the role of theory generation in 
the social sciences in a series of publications, and drive home other design 
features important for the use of grounded theory in the field (Table 5). Their 
argument begins with reference to generically-framed advantages of qualitative 
research which hinge on the premise that certain aspects of social life are more 
appropriately studied through qualitative methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), 
specifically those which do not lend themselves easily to quantification (Corbin, 
1986). Focusing on distinctive features of grounded theory, these researchers 
emphasize the unique combination of constant comparison, theoretical 
sampling, and the use of a coding paradigm (Strauss, 1987) built on a 
systematic set of procedures for generating concepts and exploring 
relationships to ultimately generate theory from data (Glaser, 1992) which is 
"faithful to and illuminates the area under study" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 24).
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Table 5. Reasons to Use Grounded Theory for Research (Key Methodological 
Articles)
R esearch er/D ate Why Use Grounded Theory for Research?
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Posit importance of grounded theory as a qualitative research 
methodology useful for the generation of substantive 
categories, hypotheses, and theory via comparative analysis of 
data collected in the field. Stress importance of qualitative 
research to 'obtain data on many areas of social life not amenable 
to the techniques of collecting quantitative data’ (p. 17). 
Emphasize the juxtaposition of qualitative and quantitative 
methods particularly for the generation of theory. They argue 
their principal aim was to "stimulate other theorists to codify and 
publish their own methods for generating theory" (p. 8).
Glaser (1978) Discusses importance of the development of substantive theory 
for the study of social life and the applicability of grounded theory 
as method useful for generating theory which "makes sense in 
the world it purports to apply” (p. 14). Argues that, "More and 
more people wish to discover what is going on, rather than 
assuming what should be going on, as required in preconceived 
type research" (p. 159).
Corbin (1986) Emphasize potential of grounded theory for generating, rather 
than testing, theory. Method "offers an alternative or 
supplementary means for generating and exploring problems 
through the use of data which does not easily lend itself to 
quantification’ (p. 91). Also discusses grounded theory as "a 
process requiring direct interaction between the analyst and the 
data’ (p. 91).
Strauss (1987) Argues for attributes of qualitative research in general and 
grounded theory in particular. Believes that social phenomena 
are complex "and require complex grounded theory" (p. 1) to 
study them. Claims grounded theory is useful for researchers 
across a wide range of disciplines calling it "a style of doing 
qualitative analysis that includes a number of distinct features’ (p. 
5) such as constant comparison, theoretical sampling, and the 
use of a coding paradigm.
Corbin and Strauss (1990) Discuss specific procedures and canons of grounded theory 
which make it unique as a research methodology. Stress 
importance of grounded theorists specifying their procedural 
operations so that "readers are then in a better position to judge 
the overall adequacy of their research" and so they can "be more 
aware of how this particular research differs from research 
employing other modes of qualitative research" (p. 20).
Strauss & Corbin (1990) Mention the importance of building theory in social research "that 
is faithful to and illuminates area under study" (p. 24). Discuss 
reciprocal relationship between data collection, analysis, and 
generation of theory and this methodology's emphasis on 
discovery over description.
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Glaser (1992) Claims that grounded theory as a research method reduces bias 
of researchers through constant comparison and saturation. 
States that "Generating theory by the systematic collection and 
analysis of data is a very powerful way to bring concepts of reality 
to a substantive area both to others and subjects in the area 
itself” (p. 14). Method is unique in its procedures for generating 
concepts, exploring relationships, and building theory from data. 
Unique qualitative strategy which avoids exhaustive analysis of 
descriptive data.
Strauss & Corbin (1994) Discusses similarities of grounded theory with other forms of 
qualitative research as well as differences. Claim that, "The major 
difference between this methodology and other approaches to 
qualitative research is emphasis on theory development" (p. 
274). Emphasize importance of developing substantive theory 
and other distinguishing features such as constant comparison, 
theoretical sampling, systematic coding, flexibility, etc.
Other Theorists
Mullen & Reynolds (1978) Develops argument for use of grounded theory for contributing 
to systematic knowledge and theory and its practical applicability. 
Advantages of this method are close fit with practice, 
understanding developed from data, generality, and control.
Darkenwald (1980) Argues for unique attributes of grounded theory stating, 
"Perhaps the major distinction between grounded theory and 
traditional fieldwork is that grounded theory is less concerned 
with detailed descriptions and holistic interpretation than with 
generalized explanations of the social phenomena under study” 
(p. 64). Claims that this method seeks explanations with 
verification "subordinated to discovery" (p. 68). Also points out 
that the major advantage of grounded theory over other 
qualitative methods such as case study is its use of comparison 
groups. Also emphasizes grounded theory's adaptability to be 
used in conjunction with other methods and its potential for 
improving professional practice in adult education.
Stern (1980) Also lists unique attributes of grounded theory such as a) the 
conceptual framework is generated from data rather than from 
other studies, b) emphasis on processes inherent in a social 
setting rather than detailed description, c) data compared via 
constant comparison throughout research, d) data collection 
modified in accordance with emerging theory, and, e) employs 
matrix of overlapping activities rather than a sequence of steps.
Conrad (1982) Underscores strength of comparative method which involves 
ongoing modification or adaptation of research as concepts 
emerge and relationships between variables come into focus. 
Claims that it is a particularly good methodology for use in higher 
education because of its emphasis on the creative development 
or generation of theory and its potential to be used in tandem 
with other research strategies.
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Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982) Discuss advantages of grounded theory which include the 
ongoing redesigning of analysis, its potential for the creative 
generation of ideas, and that the emerging theory is grounded in 
the data. Emphasize importance of constant comparison, 
simultaneous overlap of processes rather than a linear series of 
steps, and perfect fit with the study of practice settings.
Merriam, Beder, Ewert (1983) Methodology allows for simultaneous collecting and analysis of 
data and is particularly useful in fields or areas where little is 
known (i.e., the need exists to generate rather than test theory.
Stern (1985) Points out in grounded theory researchers seek to discover 
processes in social settings rather than descriptions of static 
conditions. Claims "at no time does the investigator attempt to 
impose a theory from another study onto the study data* (p. 150). 
Also argues because of the sociological jargon used in the 
Discovery different interpretations of this method have evolved 
"which bear only faint resemblance to the original work’ (p. 149).
Hutchinson (1986) Contends that grounded theory is particularly useful for theory 
generation in fields where little is known about a topic or for 
approaching old problems in new ways. Makes case that 
grounded theory is an ideal choice for applied research for the 
design of interventions for improving practice (i.e., because it a 
ground up, rather than top down, approach).
Stem & Ftyles (1986) Notes potential of grounded theory to move beyond description 
to explanation. Develops idea this methodology is well-suited 
for the study of cultural similarities and differences via constant 
comparison: "The constant comparative processes that guide 
grounded theory methodology are ideal for defining cultural 
concepts generated through examination of the data." (p. 1).
Babchuk, Courtney, 
& Jha (1994)
Discuss unique attributes of grounded theory such as its 
formalized structure compared to other qualitative designs which 
makes it a good transition methodology for quantitatively-trained 
researchers, its suitability for collaborative forms of research, 
and its potential for improving practice through applied research.
Charmaz (1994a) Argues grounded theory is unique for many reasons including 
the use of emergent theoretical categories to guide data 
collection and analysis in the field, its flexibility in application, and 
potential for theory development. Enables analyst to focus on 
what is important rather than broad description.
Charmaz (1994b) Extends work on unique attributes of this method. It can lead 
researchers in unanticipated directions, and *a) data collection 
and analysis proceed simultaneously, b) process and products of 
research informed by data, not preconceived theoretical 
frameworks, c) involves systematic, rigorous comparisons, and; 
d) involves study of process and assumes that making theoretical 
sense of social life in itself is also a process’ (p. 97).
Haddan & Lester (1994) Stresses potential link of grounded theory with other qualitative 
research methodoloqies, particularly ethnomethodoloqy.
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This systematic set of procedures relies on direction interaction between analyst 
and data (Corbin, 1986) involving a reciprocal relationship between data 
collection and analysis (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). These procedures also have 
the potential to reduce bias and bring inductively-derived concepts of a 
substantive area both to others in the research enterprise and to subjects in the 
area itself (Glaser, 1992). In sum, Strauss and Corbin's most recent article lists 
a number of these distinguishing features which they attribute to grounded 
theory. These include the making of comparisons, the systematic asking of 
generative and concept-relating questions, theoretical sampling, systematic 
coding procedures, guidelines for attaining conceptual density, variation and 
integration, flexibility in application and, in their view at least, the use of the 
conditional matrix (pp. 273-274).
Other theorists have reinforced these claims and offer new insights into 
the potential of grounded theory (Table 5). As above, the most important 
attribute of grounded theory which distinguishes it from other methods is its 
unique potential for theory development and its focus on the discovery of the 
processes at work in social settings rather than on detailed descriptions of 
social phenomena (Charmaz, 1994a; Stem, 1980, 1985). As stated by 
Darkenwald (1980): "Perhaps the major distinction between grounded theory 
and traditional fieldwork is that grounded theory is less concerned with detailed 
description and holistic interpretation than with generalized explanations of the 
social phenomena under study" (p. 64). Therefore, grounded theory is 
designed to move beyond description to explanation (Stem & Pyles, 1986) in 
order to generate rather than to test theory (Merriam et aJ., 1983). It works under 
the assumption that not everything within the social setting has already been 
discovered (Stern, 1985). Further, the conceptual framework of grounded is 
generated from data and therefore does not impose theory from other studies
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onto the study data (Stem, 1980,1985). Data collection is continually modified 
in accordance with the emerging theory whereby both the process and products 
of research are informed by data rather than preconceived theoretical 
constructs (Charmaz, 1994b).
These researchers stress the fact that grounded theory involves the 
simultaneous collection and analysis of data (Charmaz, 1994b; Merriam et al., 
1983) which employs a matrix of overlapping processes rather than a linear 
series of steps (Stem, 1980; Stem et al., 1982). At the heart of these processes 
is grounded theory's reliance on constant comparison, a technique in which 
data are systematically and rigorously compared to each other throughout the 
research (Charmaz, 1994b). Constant comparison enables ongoing 
modification or adaptation of the research as concepts emerge (Conrad, 1982), 
can help facilitate comparison of cultural similarities and differences (Stem & 
Pyles, 1986), and has the potential for reducing ethnocentrism by allowing for 
the emergence of culture-specific concepts independent of etically derived pre­
determined frameworks (see Spradley, 1980). Some argue that this process 
serves as a point of demarcation between grounded theory and other 
qualitative research methods such as case study (Darkenwald, 1980).
Another point that has been repeatedly emphasized in the literature is 
the potential of grounded theory for use in practitioner fields. In nursing, for 
example, experienced grounded theorists claim that one of grounded theory's 
strongest attributes is its close fit with practice (Mullen & Reynolds, 1978; Stern 
et al., 1992). These theorists claim that grounded theory offers a means of 
discerning important processes at work in practice settings which helps facilitate 
the design of meaningful interventions (Hutchinson, 1986b). Grounded theory 
is particularly well-suited for this task because it allows for ongoing and up-to- 
date feedback on the dynamic activities inherent in practice settings as well as
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the success of the intervention. In adult education, researchers also stress the 
potential of grounded theory for improving practice through applied research 
(Darkenwald, 1980). In both nursing and in education, researchers claim that 
grounded theory’s emphasis on theory generation is extremely useful for fields 
such as these which often do not have a well developed theoretical foundation 
(Hutchinson, 1986b; Merriam et al., 1983).
Other advantages of grounded theory that can be gleaned from this 
literature base include its adaptability to be used in conjunction with other 
methods (Darkenwald, 1980; Haddan & Lester, 1994), a strategy which some 
claim is particularly productive in higher education (Conrad, 1982). Further, it is 
has been argued that grounded theory allows researchers to see the same 
process and problems in new ways through the systematic elaboration of core 
variables (Charmaz, 1994b), cite its flexibility of application (Charmaz, 1994a), 
consider it to be a potentially powerful transition methodology for quantitatively- 
trained researchers interested in experimenting with qualitative research due to 
its reliance on a codified, systematic set of rules and procedures, and argue that 
it is particularly amenable to collaborative forms of inquiry because of its 
emphasis on team meetings, constant comparisons, memoing, and other group- 
oriented techniques. (Babchuk et al., 1994). Finally, grounded theory involves 
the study of process and at the same time assumes that the study of social 
phenomena is itself a process (Charmaz, 1994b).
From this analysis of methodologically-based reasons to use grounded 
theory as a research design, a number of categories or themes can be 
discerned. These include a consideration of broad, overarching advantages of 
qualitative research for the exploration of social phenomena, an emphasis on 
theory generation and discovery over theory verification and description, use of 
the comparative method at all phases of the research, reliance on a codified set
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of procedures or techniques which are simultaneously conducted and cannot 
be viewed as a linear series or steps, direct interaction between analyst and the 
data, data collection molded by the emerging theory, compatibility of this 
method to be used in conjunction with other research designs, its potential for 
improving practice through the design and continuous monitoring of 
interventionist strategies, and, of course, its propensity for the generation of 
categories, themes, hypotheses, and theory from data collected in the field.
A number of major themes emerge from a comprehensive analysis of 
reasons cited by researchers as to why they chose grounded theory as a 
research design to explore educational problems and issues which mirror those 
outlined in the overview presented above (Table 6). Many of these researchers 
focused on the overall potential of qualitative designs to explore a specific 
process (e.g., innovation) in-depth in order to better understand informants' 
perspectives, citing these and other advantages of inductively-designed 
analyses or qualitative research strategies as reasons why they employed 
grounded theory (Blase, 1989; Courtney et al., 1994; Dana & Pitts, 1993; Fisher, 
1993; Hermann & Sarracino, 1993; Koemer, 1992; Kozma, 1985; Mellon, 1986; 
Padilla & Pavel, 1994; Thompson, 1992).
A second more frequently cited reason why many of these researchers 
chose grounded theory was because of its potential for theory generation 
(rather than verification) from data collected in the field, and its concomitant 
emphasis on discovery over description. Reasons given by researchers which 
relate to this theme include grounded theory's potential to generate rather than 
verify theory (Conrad, 1978), to find order in the data rather than test specific 
hypotheses or fit findings to an existing theoretical model (Mazmanian, 1980), to 
generate theory from observed data rather than verifying existing components 
(Gehrke, 1981; 1982), to focus on the discovery of new insights and
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Table 6. Reasons Grounded Theory Was Chosen fo r Research (Research 
Articles).
R esearcher/D ate Why Grounded Theory?
Conrad (1978) Researcher states several reasons for selecting grounded 
theory, particularly the comparative method. Argues that method 
is "well-adapted to the task of generating, not simply verifying 
theory," and that it is a "development theory" because it "is 
constantly being delimited and modified in light of the 
phenomenon under investigation" (p. 112).
Mazmanian (1980) Grounded theory selected because researcher wanted a method 
to develop theory "usable in practical situations"; one which 
allows for the establishment of "relationships among and 
between variables." Believed traditional approaches (i.e., 
experimental, correlational, survey, etc.) "are not fully appropriate 
since the relative emphasis on each is on verificationof theory," 
and that grounded theory enables researcher to "find order in 
the data, rather than to test specific hypotheses or fit the findings 
to an existing theoretical model" (p. 6).
Gehrke (1981) Selected grounded theory because "it is designed specifically to 
allow for the generation of theory from observed data, not for the 
verification of existing components" (p. 34).
Blase (1982) Wanted a research approach which allows for the emergence of 
categories from data that earn way into the theory. Concluded 'it 
should be re-emphasized that value of grounded theory 
research rests not on the (statistical) validation of existing theory 
but, rather in the discovery of new understandings and insights 
as well as the development of data-based theory" (p. 110).
Gehrke (1982) States that grounded theory was selected "because it specifically 
allows for the generation of theory from observed data, rather 
than the verification of existing theory components" (p. 41).
Janesick (1982) Grounded theory allowed for the "construction of theory from 
data grounded in the daily experience and activities of the 
subject" (p. 16).
Kozma (1985) Goal was to "examine the innovation process in more depth than 
was possible from survey data," and to "apply the constant 
comparative method to build a grounded theory of the process of 
instructional innovation in higher education" (p. 302).
Spector (1985) Argued that "the qualitative method used required collecting and 
simultaneously analyzing data to develop grounded theory" (p. 
328). Cite Glaser and Strauss' (1967) emphasis on categories, 
properties, and theory which are grounded in the data, and the 
need for hypothesis generation rather than hypothesis testing.
Mellon (1986) Much emphasis placed on the value of qualitative research for 
"viewing experiences from the perspective of those involved" (p. 
160), and other potential advantages of this approach. Appears 
that researcher selected grounded theory because she wanted 
to "produce a unique theory grounded in the situation or event 
under study" (p. 161).
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Parker & Gehrke (1986) Researchers used principles of grounded theory research in an 
"attempt to take a fresh look" (p. 228) at the problem.
Blase (1987) Appears that grounded theory was chosen "to produce 
description and theoretical ideas’ and because it "permits 
categories, themes, and theory to be constructed directly from 
the data" (p. 591).
Mitchell (1987) Researcher wanted to identify and analyze factors impacting 
departmental (chairperson) effectiveness. States: "For this 
reason, I chose grounded theory research (the constant 
comparative method of naturalistic inquiry), a systematic 
approach to data collection and analysis which facilitates both the 
discovery and verification of theory" (p. 163).
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Researchers spend time describing grounded theory in some 
detail but are not explicit as to why they chose this method for 
research. Imply, however, that they were interested in 
constructing a theory of thesis blocking and wanted a "research 
approach that emphasizes theory generative phase as opposed 
to the theory-verificational phase of induction" p. 11).
Blase (1989) Researcher implies research goals were to "generate description 
and grounded theory" (p. 381) of phenomenon studied. This 
involved describing and discussing teacher strategies, their 
reasons/purposes for using them, feelings associated with their 
use, and their effectiveness (see abstract, p. 377). They wanted 
an inductive approach.
Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) Researchers appeared to select grounded theory-in particular 
the constant comparative method-for forming data categories 
because: "The intent was to focus, abstract, compare, and 
organize the data through the emerging categories" (p. 21).
Cooper& Dunlap (1991) Appears that researchers thought grounded theory was 
appropriate because the study was "descriptive and exploratory 
in nature" and wanted to derive “the concepts generated here 
through a process of comparative analysis (p. 70). Thus, they 
emphasize conceptual categories were grounded in the data.
Gumport (1991) Used grounded theory to discern "patterns that reflected a 
complex process of finding intellectual affinity and forming 
intentional networks that cross-cut structural lines of 
departments" (p. 13) but to not provide any other clues why this 
method was chosen.
Spector & Gibson (1991) Appeared to be interested in generating "categories, themes, 
hypotheses, and subsequent theory " (p. 469) grounded in the 
data (i.e., in particular, to generate grounded theory).
Creswell & Brown (1992) Researchers appear to want to generate a grounded theory of 
how chairpersons enhance faculty research, "derived inductively 
from the data" (p. 42).
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Koemer (1992) Researcher appeared to favor inductive analysis - in this case 
grounded theory - to discover themes and patterns in data.
Parkay, Currie, & 
Rhodes (1992)
Not specified, but phase 1 of data analysis 'involved the 
identification of patterns of experience and perception* (p. 52).
Thompson (1992) Purpose of study was to 'explore participation as an holistic 
phenomenon” and *to understand participation from the 
participants' perspective” (p. 95). Researcher appeared to 
believe grounded theory would be a good method to meet these 
goals and for the generating categories, themes, and a model of 
participatory behavior.
Cruikshank (1993) Not specified.
Curtiss (1993) Researcher wanted to 'confirm or disprove the questions * (p. 
143) she was investigating, and to identify topics and emergent 
themes through constant comparison.
Dana & Pitts (1993) Researchers mention that two assertions which constitute 
grounded theory emerge from this case study. Other than an 
obvious commitment to a qualitative approach, they do not 
specify the role of grounded theory in this research.
Fisher (1993) Researcher states that: 'In  order to increase understanding of 
developmental change among older adults and to create 
substantive theory about this topic, a qualitative research design 
was used* (p. 78). Appears that grounded theory was qualitative 
method of choice because of its ability *to generate a substantive 
theory capable of describing the developmental changes which 
occur in a systematic way during the older adult years" (p. 79).
Hermann & Sarracino (1993) Chose grounded theory (i.e., constant comparison) "to develop 
a better understanding of presen/ice students' movement toward 
reflective inquiry and practice" (p. 98). Researchers apparently 
believed this method was appropriate to achieve this goal.
Courtney, Jha, & 
& Babchuk (1994)
Researchers interested in qualitative approach in general and 
grounded theory in particular due to a number of reasons they 
identify in this study. Include understanding actions and 
interactions of social actors, potential for generation of theory 
from data collected in the field, flexibility in design, and a research 
problem which demanded qualitative interpretation and analysis.
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Researchers interested in a qualitative approach which "drew 
additional design features from a variety of methodological 
sources" (p. 145). One of these was grounded theory which was 
used for "identifying grounded concepts."
Sissel (1997) Used grounded theory (i.e., constant comparison) for describing 
and explaining "the patterns and interrelationships related to this 
phenomenon in comparative settings." Stress "grounded 
theory's continuous process of analysis of field-based data" for 
description and theoretical interpretation.
9
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understandings and allow for the emergence of categories from data that earn 
their way into the theory (Blase, 1982), to construct theory from data grounded 
in the daily experiences of the informants (Janesick, 1982), to generate rather 
than test hypotheses (Spector, 1985), to produce a unique theory grounded in 
the situation understudy (Mellon, 1986), to facilitate discovery (Mitchell, 1987), 
to emphasize the theory-generative rather than theory-verificational phase of 
induction (Rennie & Brewer, 1987), to discover categories, themes, and patterns 
grounded in the data (Blase, 1987; Cooper & Dunlap, 1991; Koemer, 1992; 
Parkay et al., 1992; Spector & Gibson, 1991; Thompson, 1992), to generate 
substantive theory of a phenomenon (Fisher, 1993), and to generate theory 
from data collected in the field (Courtney et al., 1994; Creswell & Brown, 1992).
Another widely cited reason that grounded theory was chosen by 
educators for their research related specifically to the use of constant 
comparison to establish relationships between variables (Mazmanian, 1980), to 
facilitate discovery (Mitchell, 1987), to compare and organize data through 
emerging categories (Caffarella & O’Donnell, 1991), to derive concepts from the 
data (Cooper & Dunlap, 1991), to better understand a phenomenon (Hermann 
& Sarracino, 1993), to identify topics and emergent themes (Curtiss, 1993), and 
for describing and explaining relationships in comparative settings (Sissel,
1997). In addition, several researchers also cited grounded theory's potential to 
improve practice settings and to look at old problems in new ways (Courtney et 
al., 1994; Mazmanian, 1980; Parker & Gehrke, 1986).
A specific focus on the articles in this data pool that were classified in 
Chapter Two as falling within the domain of adult education reflects this pattern 
as do findings from the adult education proceedings articles summarized in 
table form in Appendix A. Among the journal articles, for example, Mazmanian
(1980), in the study of needs assessment and objective setting strategies in
l
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continuing medical education, selected grounded theory because he wanted a 
method to develop a theory "usable in practical situations" which allowed for a 
comparison of the relationship among variables and which enabled the 
researcher "to find order in the data, rather than to test specific hypotheses or fit 
the findings to an existing theoretical model" (p. 6). Caffarella and O'Donnell
(1991), in their study of self-directed learning, used the constant comparative 
method of grounded theory for the formation of categories in order to "focus, 
abstract, compare and organize the data through the emerging categories" (p.
21). They believed this method would "allow the important dimensions to 
emerge without presupposing in advance what those important dimensions will 
be" (p. 21). Thompson (1992), in a study of registered nurses' participation in 
baccalaureate nursing programs, selecting grounded theory so that she could 
"explore participation as a holistic phenomenon" as well as "understand 
participation from the participant's perspectives, and to seek their individual 
stories about the pursuing the baccalaureate degree" (p. 95). She used 
constant comparison to develop categories and themes which ultimately served 
as the basis for her model of participation.
In the study of the role of critical theory in university extension in Canada, 
Cruikshank (1993) did not specify why she chose grounded theory, but it 
appears she thought that it was the most appropriate method for discovering 
critical issues experienced by extension staff in their work. Fisher (1993), in his 
research on developmental change among older adults, was interested in 
generating substantive theory useful for "describing the developmental changes 
which occur in a systematic way during the older adult years" (p. 79). In their 
analysis of student experiences in adult basic education classrooms, Courtney 
et al. (1994) selected grounded theory for a number of reasons including their 
desire to take a non-traditional approach to the study of classroom
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environments, to generate theory from data collected in the field, and to better 
understand the perspectives of the participants to "provide a more complex and 
integrated picture of the ABE/GED student in a social setting" (p. 173). Finally, 
Sissel (1997), in her study of Head Start, employed the constant comparative 
method because she wanted to describe and explain "patterns and 
interrelationships related to this phenomenon in comparative settings" (p. 125).
Getting Started: Choosing a Research Area or Problem
Glaser and Strauss hold different views with regard to getting started in a 
grounded theory study. A review of the methodological literature written by 
them (Table 7) reveals four ways of beginning the research, three of which are 
similar:
1. Begin with a research area and let analysis dictate the research
problem;
2. Begin with a research problem or question and look to test,
conceptually refine, modify, or extend this problem;
3. Begin with a research problem or question and abandon it in favor
of another if data analysis leads you in this direction;
4. Begin with an extant grounded theory and further test, refine, and
expand upon it.
The central difference between these four approaches hinges on 
whether the analyst begins a grounded theory study with a specific research 
problem or question to explore, refine, extend, modify, or abandon if analysis 
leads in this direction, or whether he or she enters the field armed only with an 
area of interest or general sociological perspective judged by the researcher to 
be potentially worthy of study. In Glaser's view, this has never been a subject 
for debate; initial decisions which guide theoretical sampling should be based 
only a general sociological perspective or problem area so the researcher can 
enter the field with as open a mind as possible. He states:
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Table 7. Getting Started: Research Area or Problem? (Key Methodological 
Articles).
R esearch er/D ate Area or Problem?
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Claims data collection is guided by the emerging theory and 
"initial decisions for theoretical collection of data are based only 
on a general sociological perspective and on a general subject or 
problem area" (p. 45). Argues these decisions not based on pre­
conceived theory: "problem must emerge" (p. 45) from analysis.
Glaser (1978) Extends Discovery, arauina analvst should enter the research 
setting with as open an attitude as possible "to remain sensitive 
to the data by being able to record events and direct happenings 
without firsthaving them filtered through and squared with pre­
existing hypotheses and biases" (pp. 2-3). Believes commitment 
to pre-conceived hypotheses limits the type of observations and 
insights which can be discovered. States: "The initial decisions in 
theoretical sampling are based only on a general sociological 
perspective about a substantive area within a population, not on 
a preconceived problem or hypothesis" (p. 36).
Corbin ((1986) Little mention of this issue but claims that first of the conditions 
influencing the research process is "the perspective used to 
approach the problem” (p. 93). Seems implicit in her approach 
she believes research should start with a research problem.
Strauss (1987) Stresses grounded theory is not synonymous with induction and 
the actions which lead to the discovery of an hypothesis because 
other aspects of inquiry (i.e., deduction and verification) are 
essential. Mentions "extant grounded theory" can be used as a 
starting point for testing and refinement. From this theory, 
deductions, theoretical questions, and hypotheses can be 
derived. Also mentions the "original generative question” of a 
research project which "opens up questions about other 
phenomena or other aspects of the same phenomena" (p. 17).
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Believes: "Each investigator enters the field with some questions 
or areas for observation, or will soon generate them. Data will be 
collected on these matters throughout the research endeavor, 
unless the questions prove, during the analysis, to be irrelevant" 
(p. 6). Claims: "When a project begins, the researcher brings to it 
some idea of the phenomenon he or she wants to study" (p. 8).
Strauss & Corbin (1990) Argues "the sources of research problems in grounded theory 
are no different from those of other approaches to qualitative 
research’ (p. 33). These include suggested or assigned 
research problems, the technical literature, and personal and 
professional experience. Poses the question whether the 
research question should dictate the method or if the research 
question should be framed to fit the method. Also believes:
"The research method in a grounded theory study is a statement 
that identifies the phenomenon to be studied. It tells you what 
you specifically want to focus on and what you want to know 
about the subject...  It gets the researcher started and helps him 
or her stay focused throughout the research project" (p. 39).
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Glaser (1992) Rebuffs Strauss & Corbin (1990) text, arguing that selecting a 
research problem or question in advance forces the data. 
Believes the grounded theory researcher 'moves into an area of 
interest with no problem* (p. 22); the research problem and 
question are discovered or emergent which allows the analyst to 
uncover the subjects' or informants' problem, rather than own 
preconceived problem. In this manner, the grounded theorist will 
less likely miss the true relevance of the data. States that; The  
methodology processes out the emergent problem and all data 
of whatever type is grist for the mill of constant comparison to 
develop categories and their properties” (p. 24).
Strauss & Corbin (1994) Araues the Discovery overplayed inductive asDects of a rounded 
theory and the potential role of extant grounded theories. 
Believes previous theory can be extended through the process 
of theoretical elaboration: "In this methodology, theory may be 
generated initially from the data, or, of existing (grounded) 
theories seem appropriate to the area of investigation, then 
these may be elaborated and modified as incoming data are 
meticulously played against them .. .  Researchers can also 
usefully carry into current studies any theory based on their 
previous research, providing that it seems relevant to these - but 
again the matching of theory against data must be rigorously 




Believes that in grounded theory the research problem is derived 
from analysis stating; ”ln using the grounded theory approach 
the problem is allowed to emerge from the data and is thus 
defined by the actors in the situation...  However, some 
established research strategies force pre-structured questions 
and interview schedules upon people without asking them how 
they define their situations and problems" (p. 289).
Darkenwald (1980) Does not specify how to begin a grounded theory study in terms 
of research problem or area, mentions start with search for 
categories.
Stem (1980) Claimed that she initially chose grounded theory as a research 
method because she wanted "to discover which problems 
existed in the social scene, and how the persons involved 
handled them" (p. 117).
Conrad (1982) States that: "Data collection is guided initially by the major 
research question(s) and later by the requirements of theoretical 
sampling, the process of collecting data for comparative analysis 
in order to facilitate the generation of theory. The researcher 
begins by collecting and recording a wide range of data that are 
pertinent to the research question (p. 242). Organized own 
research on academic change around two major research 
questions (i.e.. What are the major sources of academic change?, 
What are the major processes through which academic change 
occurs?).
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T a b l e  7 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982) Believes research problem should emerge from analysis stating: 
'Carefully comparing all data as they are received, the 
investigator makes a choice regarding the importance of the 
problems presented in the scene under study. Although many 
problems emerged, discussions concerning the discipline of 
children brought forth an emotional response from families, 
whereas other processes could be discussed in a relatively bland 
manner. Therefore, at this stage, the discipline of children 
emerged as the central focus of this study" (p. 207).
Merriam, Beder, & 
Ewert (1983)
Explains that grounded theorists begin with a phenomenon or 
situation and a set of data.
Stem (1985) Argues in a grounded theory study the research question 
should emerge from analysis; one of the purposes of the study is 
to identify problems and discover what informants perceive as 
solution to them. States: ’ Problem identification cannot take 
place prior to the study; therefore, a problem statement is 
impossible to make, and a truly accurate research question is 
impossible to ask prior to the study'*. Claims the “final refined 
research question comes at the end of the study, when you have 
discovered the factors with which the problem is involved, and 
perhaps have related those factors to solutions* (p. 153).
Hutchinson (1986b) Argues that the research problem should emerge from analysis. 
She states: ’ Initial observations are used to understand and 
describe the typical social structure and observed patterns of 
behavior in the environment. These observations form the matrix 
from which the basic social psychological problem and process 
are derived. Initially, the researchers* observations are tentative 
and become focused only after a problem and basic social 
psychological process emerge’ (p. 115).
Stem & Pyles (1986) Posits that analyst should discover the research problem 
throughout the course of the research process. They believe 
that grounded theorists should notice a problem through initial 
observation and then decide to find out more about it.
Charmaz (1994a) Believes that grounded theorists should "begin with general 
research questions rather than tightly framed pre-conceived 
hypotheses” (p. 68). These research questions, she argues, 
should be abandoned if they are found to be ’ irrelevant in the 
field* (p. 68). In these cases, the grounded theorist should 
develop new research questions consonant with the emerging 
data. Also believes that analysts can begin w ith’a set of 
experiences they wish to explore (p. 78).
Charmaz (1994b) In a somewhat contradictory fashion to her statements above, 
Charmaz points out that emerging data should guide research 
and suggest research questions.
Haddan & Lester (1994) Argues in their own research, they "had not formed a sociological 
problem, no hypothesis to test, no paradigmatic frameworks...  
Although one might begin with a general phenomenon of 
interest in a grounded theory, the relevant core process is still 
not preconceived" (d. 163).
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As we said in the Discovery, initial decisions for theoretical sampling are 
based only on a sociological perspective and on a general problem area, 
such as what happens to students in a medical school that turns them 
into doctors, or how milkmen keep housewives from canceling their 
service and using super markets or how do lawyers develop a solo 
practice.. .The analyst can in most cases enter the field with complete 
openness. He can go anywhere and talk and listen to anyone and read 
anything with.virtually no problem in mind and little training in a 
perspective, provided he is capable of conceptualization. He can do this 
because relevant problems and processes quickly emerge-almost too 
fast-sufficiently enough to start theoretical sampling for the emerging 
theory. (1978, p. 44)
In Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), Glaser repeatedly emphasizes the need 
for the analyst to be "theoretically sensitive" to data collected in the field, both a 
characteristic of the researcher and a process contingent on not filtering these 
data through pre-conceived or pre-existing hypotheses. According to him, use 
of pre-existing hypotheses all too often limit the types of observations, insights, 
information, and theory which can be discovered. In a grounded theory study, 
the analyst begins with a general sociological perspective or interest from which 
the research problem emerges.
In Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), Glaser emphatically 
stresses this point, arguing that selection of a research problem in advance 
forces the data and results in ignoring potentially important data not viewed as 
relevant. He believes that:
The underlying principle in grounded theory which leads to a 
researchable problem with high yield and relevance is that the 
researchable problem and its delimitation are discovered or emergent as
I
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the open coding begins on the first interviews and observations. They 
soon become quite clear and structured as coding, collection, and 
analyzing begin and a core variable emerges and saturation starts to 
occur. In short, getting started in a grounded theory research and 
analysis is as much a part of the methodological process as are the 
ensuing phases of the research", (p. 21)
True to the assumptions of qualitative research, Glaser upholds that if the 
research problem and question are allowed to emerge, the analyst can discover 
the informants' problem rather than force the data to fit the researcher's own 
preconceived problem. In effect, the methodology processes out the emergent 
problem from an area of interest or general sociological perspective.
Conversely, Strauss and Corbin are less consistent in their beliefs about 
getting started in a grounded theory study, but tend to uphold that research 
usually begins with a more specific focus in terms of a predetermined research 
problem or question. Strauss (1987), for example, mentions that the "original 
generative question" of a research project is one which "opens up questions 
about other phenomena or other aspects of the same phenomena" (p. 17). in 
Basics of Qualitative Research (1990), Strauss and Corbin continue this theme 
and outline three sources of researchable problems in a grounded theory study, 
1) suggested or assigned (by a professor or a funding source), 2) the technical 
literature on a subject, and 3) personal or professional experience. It is not 
clear from this list if a researchable problem can also emerge from data 
collection or analysis, although in another article published in the same year, 
Corbin and Strauss (1990) claim that "Each investigator enters the field with 
some questions or areas for observation, or will soon generate them" (p. 6).
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Overall, however, in Basics of Qualitative Research. Strauss and Corbin 
seem to clearly support the idea of a beginning a grounded theory study with a 
research problem or question, stating:
The original research question is a directive that leads the researcher 
immediately to examine a specific performance, the site where events 
are occurring, documents, people acting, or informants to interview. It 
gets the researcher started and helps him or her stay focused throughout 
the research project. Whenever he or she begins to flounder of get lost 
in the masses of data, the original question can always be returned to for 
clarification. Then, through analysis of data, which begins with the first 
collection of data (the first interview or observation), the process of 
refining and specifying the question will begin." (1990, pp. 39-40).
Thus, Strauss and Corbin stress that the research question may start out 
broadly but "becomes progressively narrowed and more focused during the 
research process, as concepts and their relationships are discovered to be 
relevant or irrelevant" (1990, p. 37-38). They also believe that research 
questions can be abandoned in favor of others if analysis proves that these 
questions are irrelevant (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Moreover, extant grounded 
theory can be used a starting point for further testing and refinement (Strauss, 
1987) as "incoming data are meticulously played against them" (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1994, p. 273). In this manner, "a grounded substantive theory could be 
greatly extended, leading either to a more elaborate substantive theory or to 
formal theories developed in conjunction with multiarea data" (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1994, p. 282).
Other researchers interested in grounded theory methods provide little 
additional insight which can help resolve the differences between Glaser and 
Strauss in their views concerning how one should begin a grounded theory
■i
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study. There is support for all of the positions outlined above. Conrad (1982), 
for example, argues: "Data collection is guided initially by the major research 
question(s) and later by the requirements of theoretical sampling, the process of 
collecting data for comparative analysis in order to facilitate the generation of 
theory. The researcher begins by collecting and recording a wide range of data 
that are pertinent to the research question" (p. 242). Similarly, Charmaz (1994a) 
states grounded theorists should "begin with general research questions rather 
than tightly framed pre-conceived hypotheses" (p. 69). She adds, "If perchance, 
those research questions are irrelevant in the field, then they develop new, 
suitable ones or find another field" (p. 69).
Most methodologists, however, seem to feel that a grounded theory study 
should begin with only an area of interest or general sociological perspective as 
Glaser (1978, 1992) has argued, allowing the problem to emerge from the data. 
In a series of publications, Stem upholds this view suggesting that the analyst 
need to discover the problems which exist in a social scene and how the 
participants handled them (Stern, 1980, 1985; Stem et al., 1982; Stem & Pyles,
1986). She states:
In a grounded theory study, the scientists develops the research question 
from the data. This means that the purpose of the study is to identify 
problems, and discover what the actors themselves see as solutions. 
Problem identification cannot take place prior to the study; therefore, a 
problem statement is impossible to make, and a truly accurate research 
question is impossible to ask prior to the study.. .  The final research 
question comes at the end of the study, when you have discovered the 
factors with which the problem is involved, and perhaps have related 
those factors to solutions." (1985, p. 153)
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Other researchers have lent credibility to this view including Mullen and 
Reynolds (1978), who posit that the problem should emerge from the data and 
be defined by the actors themselves, and Hadden and Lester (1994), who 
initially were not guided by a sociological perspective, hypothesis, or 
paradigmatic framework in their own research beginning only with "a general 
phenomenon of interest." Hutchinson (1986b) also argues for this position, 
stating: "Initial observations are used to understand and describe the typical 
social structure and observed patterns of behavior in the environment. These 
observations form the matrix from which the basic social psychological problem 
and process are derived" (p. 115).
Several patterns emerge from a review of the research articles in 
education, although treatment of this issue needs to be approached with 
caution. The process or choosing a research problem or question is rarely 
discussed in detail by these researchers, and it is often not altogether clear if, 
when a research question serves as the basis for the study, it emerged from 
analysis or was in place at the beginning of the study. Further, it is sometimes 
not easily discernible if the guiding frameworks should be classified as research 
problems, or whether they should be considered areas of interest within an 
academic discipline from which a more specific problem or question is drawn. 
A topic such as "teacher socialization", for example, should in all probability be 
classified as an area of interest, whereas the study of teacher socialization 
through reference group relations is a researchable problem, a subset of this 
more general area of interest. Given this reasoning, most of the studies in 
education reviewed here appear to begin with a focus on a research problem or 
question rather than an area of interest, in contrast to what Glaser (1978, 1992) 
and others have recommended.
i
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In fact, an examination of this literature base reveals that many educators 
began their studies with a specific research question in mind, a finding which is 
not surprising given the nature of academic research in general and the 
demands of research committees, tenure requirements, and funding 
opportunities (Table 8). For example, Conrad (1978) states that his study was 
guided by two major research questions: 1) What are the major sources of 
academic change?, and 2) What are the major processes which academic 
change occurs (p. 102). Gehrke (1981) explains that she begin "not to prove or 
disprove any of the earlier research but with an interest in generating theory 
about new teachers' thinking and behavior in the face of socialization efforts by 
all the potential school reference groups" (p. 34). She adds that: "The question 
was-what are the patterns of teacher interaction with the potential reference 
groups in the school" (p. 34). Janesick (1982) began her research with the 
following questions: 1) What elements are involved in the enterprise of 
teaching architectural design at the university by a professional architect turned 
teacher? and, 2) How does an individual implement a design curriculum? (p.
22). Blase (1987) attempted to answer the general question, "What does 
teaching do to teachers?" (p. 590), and Mitchell's (1987) study was guided by 
two major research questions: 1) What management strategies do effective 
departmental chairpersons use to enhance faculty productivity and department 
effectiveness? and, 2) What factors are essential for effective departmental 
leadership?" (pp. 161-162). Blase (1989) states that his research tried to 
answer the general question, "What strategies do teachers use to influence and 
protect themselves from school principals?" (p. 379), while Gumport (1991) 
framed her analysis by two questions: 1) How do faculty seek and find 
intellectual community?, and 2) How do patterns of association differ in different 
organizational settings?" (p. 12). Koerner's (1992) study was designed to
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Table 8. Getting Started: Research Area or Problem? (Research Articles)
R esearch er/D ate Area or Problem?
Conrad (1978) Research question appears to have emerged from the technical 
literature. Research is guided by two major pre-coneeived 
research questions: "What are the major sources of academic 
change? What are the major processes through which academic 
change occurs (p. 102). Believed that data collection, theoretical 
sampling, etc., initially guided by these questions.
Mazmanian (1980) Research problem appears to have its origins in the analyst's 
familiarity with the technical literature. Goal was “to describe 
educational needs assessment and objective setting strategies 
in continuing medical education (CME) program development. 
States that in grounded theory th e  researcher goes to the field 
with a minimum of predetermined assumptions* (p. 6).
Gehrke (1981) Researcher was interested at onset of study ’not to prove or 
disprove any of the earlier research but with an interest in 
generating theory about new teachers' thinking and behavior in 
the face of socialization efforts by all the potential school 
reference groups" (p. 34). However, she begin her research with 
a pre-determined research question stating: "The question w as- 
what are the patterns of teacher interaction with the potential 
reference groups of the school?" (p. 34).
Blase (1982) Research problem and questions seem to have its origin in the 
technical literature and researchers' own previous experiences. 
These questions appear to have been modified throughout the 
course of the study according to emergent data.
Gehrke (1982) An earlier study conducted by this researcher appears to have 
focused on the general research area of teacher socialization and 
role personalization. Subsequent research set out to generate 
more theory about teacher role personalization which ultimately 
led to hypotheses about teachers' role conflicts. Thus, general 
research area (teacher socialization) served as the basis for the 
generation of research problem on role conflicts, the subject of 
this inquiry.
Janesick (1982) Begin research with exploratory questions which, according to 
the author, emerged from the "basic premises of symbolic 
interactionism" (p. 22). Questions were: "What elements are 
involved in the enterprise of teaching architectural design at the 
university level by a professional architect turned teacher?, How 
does an individual implement a design curriculum?
Kozma (1985) This research represents a follow-up study to a survey which 
compared the impact of four instructional improvement programs. 
On the basis of the results of this study, the researcher wanted to 
"examine the innovation process in more depth than was 
possible from survey data’  to build a grounded theory of this 
through use of the constant comparative method. Research 
problem centers on identifying "conditions that facilitate, alter, or 
inhibit the course of innovation" (p. 301).
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Spector (1985) Researcher interested in using qualitative methods to assess 
training needs of science teachers. Problem appears to be 
rooted in technical literature and was used to guide analysis.
Mellon (1986) Researcher wanted to look at the research problem (i.e., the 
feelings of students using the library for research) from a 
qualitative perspective. Theory of library anxiety emerged from 
this analysis.
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Wanted to take "a fresh look" (p. 228) at interactive 
decisionmaking (i.e., decisions teachers make during instruction 
rather than before or after) through the principles of grounded 
theory.
Blase (1987) Interested in looking dimensions of effective school leadership 
from a qualitative perspective. States that "this research followed 
a tradition initiated by Waller (1932) in addressing the general 
question What does teaching do to teachers?" (p.590)
Mitchell (1987) Study was guided by two major research questions: 1) What 
management strategies do effective department chairpersons 
use to enhance faculty productivity and department 
effectiveness?, 2) What factors are essential for effective 
department leadership? (pp. 161-162).
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Research problem emerges from one of the researcher's own 
personal experiences and served as the basis for this study. 
They state: "The study was initiated by the second author, who, 
as an outcome of her own travail in completing a thesis, decided 
to convert her predicament into a thesis in her own right" (p. 11).
Blase (1989) Research problem/question has origin in researcher's previous 
case study of socialization effects on teachers. States that: "The 
study focused on a general question: What strategies do 
teachers use to influence and protect themselves from school 
principals?" (p. 379).
Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) Research problem emerged from technical literature and 
researchers'own interest in topic. Wanted to explore problem 
(i.e., quality in self-directed learning) from a qualitative 
perspective.
Cooper & Dunlap (1991) Set out to examine the practice of journal keeping by senior-level 
administrators and designed interview protocols accordingly.
Gumport (1991) Analysis framed by two questions: 1) How do faculty seek and 
find intellectual community?, 2) How do patterns of association 
differ in different campus organizational settings?* (p.; 12).
Spector & Gibson (1991) Researchers state: "The purpose of this study was to explore 
middle school students’ perceptions of what factors facilitated 
their learning of science.. .  Studies dealing with students' 
perceptions of such factors were not found in the literature ” (p. 
468).
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Creswell & Brown (1992) Need exists in literature to study the role of chairpersons in 
enhancing faculty research performance. This study set out to 
examine this phenomenon and ultimately develop a model of 
chairperson impact.
Koemer (1992) Researcher points to need in the literature for this study which 
was guided by three questions: 1) What are the consequences 
of having an adult student in the elementary school classroom, 2) 
How do dassroom teachers construe the role of cooperating 
teacher, 3) How does this role affect the professional 
development of the cooperating teacher? (p. 47).
Parkay, Currie, & 
& Rhodes (1992)
Study designed to answer the following questions: 1) What are 
the perceptions, experiences, and concerns of high school 
principals during the 3-year period following their appointment as 
a new principal?. 2) Do these perceptions, experiences, and 
concerns change over time and if so, is there an identifiable 
pattern to these changes?" (p. 48).
Thompson (1992) Need exists in literature for qualitative studies of participation. 
Author states: "The purpose of this study was to explore 
partidpation as an holistic phenomenon, focusing on one group 
of adult learners (registered nurses) involved in a specific type of 
educational activity (a formal degree granting program). Further 
aims of this study were to understand participation from the 
participants' perspective, and to seek their individual stories 
about pursuing the baccalaureate degree" (p. 95).
Cruikshank (1993) Study framed by two research questions: 1) What critical issues 
do social change-oriented university extension staff experience 
in their work?, 2) How can we raise awareness of the importance 
of these issues in our everyday practice? (p. 173).
Curtiss (1993) Study designed to assess success of new teacher education 
program.
Dana & Pitts (1993) A series of research questions guided this collaborative inquiry 
into principal and school change: 1) Why does the principal 
believe change is necessary, 2) What does the principal believe 
successful change to be, 3) What metaphors does the principal 
use to conceptualize his roles, 4) Is change reflected in the 
principal's behavior, 5) How do historically anchored metaphors 
constrain the change process, 6) How do principals make sense 
of their roles during this change process?" (p. 328).
Fisher (1993) States: "Present conceptualizations of older adulthood fail to 
address the research question of this study, that is, whether a 
framework exists which describes developmental change among 
older adults. None of the approaches describes incorporates the 
richness and the heterogeneity of the older adult experience 
into a systematic framework" (p. 78).
Hermann & Sarradno (1993) Research focuses on the redesign of a preservice literacy 
methods course.
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Courtney, Jha, & 
Babchuk. (1994)
Researchers begin studying an area of interest (dropout from 
Adult Basic Education Classrooms) from which a specific 
research focus (student perceptions of their experiences in the 
classroom)emerged.
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Goal was to conceptually refine Tinto's model of institutional 
departure.
Sissel (1997) Research question centered on the investigation of Head Start 
as a setting for adult education.
answer three questions: 1) What are the consequences of having an adult
student in the elementary classroom, 2) How do classroom teachers construe 
the role of cooperating teacher? and, 3) How does this role affect the 
professional development of the cooperating teacher? Parkay et al. (1992) 
asked two questions in beginning their research: 1) What are the perceptions, 
experiences, and concerns of high school principals during the 3-year period 
following their appointment as a new principle? and, 2) Do these perceptions, 
experiences, and concerns change over time, and if so, is there an identifiable 
pattern to these changes?" (p. 48). Finally, Dana and Pitts (1993) explored a 
series of research questions in their collaborative inquiry into principal and 
school change.
Other researchers that did not explicitly articulate a specific research 
question or questions which they wanted to explore and tended to frame their 
analyses in terms of researchable problems most often derived from their 
knowledge of the technical literature and their experience in the field (Cooper & 
Dunlap, 1991; Creswell & Brown, 1992; Curtiss, 1993; Herman & Sarracino, 
1993; Mellon, 1986; Parker and Gehrke, 1986; Padilla & Pavel, 1994; Rennie & 
Brewer, 1987; Spector, 1985; Spector & Gibson, 1991). Spector (1985), for 
example, used qualitative methods to assess training needs of science 
teachers, Parker and Gehrke (1986) were interested in taking "a fresh look" (p.
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228) at interactive decisionmaking (i.e., the decisions teachers make during 
instruction rather than before or after) through the principles of grounded theory, 
Spector and Gibson (1991) set out to explore which factors facilitated middle 
school students' learning of science, Creswell and Brown (1992) studied the 
role of chairpersons in enhancing faculty performance, and Padilla and Pavel 
(1994) goal was to conceptually refine Tinto's model of institutional departure. 
Still others (Blase, 1982, 1989; Gehrke, 1982; Kozma, 1985; Rennie & Brewer,
1987) continued their own previous research efforts and interests through 
grounded theory analyses.
The articles classified as within the domain of adult education generally 
reflect this pattern as well. Mazmanian (1980) appears to base his 
development of a research problem on his familiarity with the technical 
literature, claiming that the purpose of his study was to "describe educational 
needs assessment, objective setting strategies in continuing medical education 
(CME) program development" (p. 3). Cafarella and O'Donnell's (1991) research 
problem (i.e., quality in self-directed learning) emerged from the research 
literature as well as their interest in this topic, while Cruikshank's (1993) study 
was framed by two research questions: 1) What critical issues do social 
change-oriented university extension staff experience in their work, and 2) How 
can we raise awareness of the importance of these issues in everyday practice? 
(p. 173). Similarly, Fisher (1993), in his study of older adults, states: "Present 
conceptualizations of older adulthood fail to address the research question of 
this study, that is, whether a framework exists which describes developmental 
change among older adults. None of the approaches described incorporates 
the richness and the heterogeneity of the older adult experience into a 
systematic framework" (p. 78). The purpose of Sissel's (1997) study was "to 
explain and characterize adult education as it functions in the Head Start
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parental involvement component, including issues of participation, ownership 
issues, and outcomes; and to discern the patterns and relationships between 
the norms, values, meanings, and expectations of parents involved in Head 
Start activities as these factors relate to the individual, the group, and the 
organization" (p. 124).
In somewhat of a departure from the studies discussed above, Thompson
(1992) sought to "explore participation as an holistic phenomenon" (p. 95) from 
the participants’ perspective "to seek their individual stories about pursuing the 
baccalaureate degree" (p. 95). In this study, Thompson begin with a research 
area (participation) which yielded a more specific research problem from 
analysis centering on factors which contribute to continued participation or 
persistence in these programs. Similarly, Courtney et al.'s (1994) study begin 
with a general area of interest (persistence and dropout from adult basic 
education programs) and gradually shifted to the study of the experiences of 
students in ABE/GED classrooms as perceived by them. They state:
Over time, the focus shifted from a concern for the causes of dropout to 
describing life in the ABE/GED classroom as seen through the students' 
eyes. This focus enabled us to gain a deeper understanding of adult 
student experiences in the classroom and to explore how learning is 
interpreted and negotiated by students in this setting. As the study 
progressed, many related questions suggested themselves: How does it 
feel to be a student in an ABE/GED class? What do students do with their 
time? What does the teacher do? in such an environment, what 
constitutes learning? How does teaching take place? How might the 
learning environment be characterized?" (pp. 172-173).
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Uncharacteristic of most of these studies in education discussed above, these 
researchers systematically outlined the choices they made throughout their 
research, thereby providing one take on howto use this method in the field.
Overall, however, a review of this literature indicates that the research 
problem or question is most often used to guide research, and has its origins in 
the researchers’ field or area of expertise, and is in place and the beginning of 
the study. Moreover, it is often rooted in the technical literature of the field, a 
topic to which we now turn.
The Use of Literature in Grounded Theory
Throughout the Discovery (1967), Glaser and Strauss repeatedly assert 
that "researchers often stifle personal insights by virtue of too strict adherence to 
existing theory" (p. 253). They stress that it is overly naive to expect researchers 
to go into the field without knowledge of some of the pre-existing theory 
associated with their disciplines and that this knowledge can serve as one of 
the sources of personal insights which can be further cultivated through what is 
found in the data. They caution, however, that these insights should not take 
precedence over insights generated through qualitative research. Most 
importantly, they warn against conducting an extensive literature review before 
going into the field because this "increases the probability of brutally destroying 
one's potentialities as a theorist" (p. 253). As the theory begins to emerge, 
however, this literature can play an increasingly important role and become 
integrated into the analysis. Ultimately, Glaser and Strauss recommend that the 
researcher compare his or her emergent theory with existing theory to ascertain 
how it fits within the broader framework of the discipline.
Both Glaser and Strauss have revisited the use of literature in grounded 
theory analysis in some detail since the Discovery, further refining their thoughts
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on this issue and providing a series of guiding principles from which to work 
(Table 9). Relatively speaking, there appears to be less of a chasm between 
them regarding their views on this particular topic than many of the others that 
are examined in this inquiry. This section explores the role of the literature in 
grounded theory from the perspectives of Glaser and Strauss and the other 
methodologists who have worked in this area. Following this discussion, the 
research articles in education are consulted to see how these educators have 
approached this issue. In Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), Glaser contrasts the 
use of literature in grounded theory with more traditional deductive forms of 
analysis. In deductive research, he explains, the analyst begins by reading the 
literature in the field as thoroughly as possible from which he or she derives a 
framework which is often theoretical in nature. Data is then collected in 
accordance with the concepts associated with this framework. Conversely, in a 
grounded theory study, data collection and analysis begin before consulting the 
literature. Only after the theory begins to emerge and become more developed 
is the literature in the relevant field reviewed and integrated into the analysis. 
Glaser states:
When the theory seems sufficiently grounded and developed, then we 
review the literature in the field and relate the theory to it through 
integration of ideas. Indeed the analyst may be hard put to know which 
conceptual field until a theory emerges. If there is a particularly good 
theory in the field, one may cover this earlier and look for emergent fits. 
The result is usually extending and transcending the extant theory rather 
than verifying a deducted hypothesis or replicating an earlier one. Thus 
scholarship in the same area starts after the emerging theory is 
sufficiently developed so the theory will not be preconceived by 
preempting concepts." (p. 31)
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Table 9. The Use of Literature In Grounded Theory (Key Methodological 
Articles).
R esearch er/D ate Use of Literature
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Believe that researchers can ’stifle” insight into data through 
strict adherence to existing theory. Analysts must balance pre­
existing knowledge with what they find in the field. Argue that 
some handle this "precarious balance between the two sources 
by avoiding much that relates to the relevant area after returning 
to the field" (p. 253) in order that they do not let it interfere with 
personal insights. Add that carefully covering all of the literature 
before beginning research 'increases the probability of brutally 
destroying one's potentialities as a theorist" (p. 253). They do 
feel, however, that one should return to this literature later in the 
study to compare their emergent theory against existing theory.
Glaser (1978) Discusses the recurrent theme that the use of preconceived 
concepts has the potential to force data and stifle creativity. 
Argues that deductive research begins with a thorough literature 
review used to construct a framework to be tested . He points 
out that in grounded theory the analyst collects data in the field 
before consulting the literature. States that: "When the theory 
seems sufficiently grounded and developed, then we review the 
literature in the field and relate the theory to it through integration 
of ideas. Indeed the analyst may be hard put to know which 
conceptual field until a theory emerges.. .  Thus scholarship in 
the same area starts after the emerging theory is sufficiently 
developed so the theory will not be preconceived by preempting 
concepts" (p. 31).
Corbin (1986) Claims that literature provides background for interpretation and 
comparison and helps theoretically sensitize the researcher. 
She warns against experience and knowledge having the 
potential to doud the researcher's ability to see what is really 
occurring in the field.
Strauss (1987) Outlines rive means for the researchers to relate own work to the 
literature. These are: (1) Researchers'knowledge of the 
literature in their discipline provides a sensitivity to features of the 
phenomenon under study, (2) Papers and monographs that 
directly deal with the phenomenon of the study need to be read 
primarily for the raw data they contain to supplement one's own 
data base, (3) If the publications deal with other phenomena than 
you are studying, then the raw data as well as the ideas 
expressed there may stimulate comparative analysis, (4) The 
reading of publications about the same or related phenomena 
under study is best avoided until the main analytic story or core 
category has emerged so as to not reduce creativity. After the 
core category has emerged, it should be compared to the 
literature, (5) When someone else uses the researchers' 
published theory, they must relate their findings to those of the 
Drecedina study (pp. 280-282).
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Strauss & Corbin (1990) Draw a distinction between technical and nontechnical literature 
and claim both play an important role in grounded analyses. 
Compares use of literature in grounded theory and quantitatively- 
based studies stressing the former's emphasis on discovery 
rather than reliance on previously developed theory. Believe 
that as theory evolves, it can be compared to elements of 
previous theories. Stresses that technical literature can be used 
(1) to stimulate theoretical sensitivity of analyst, (2) as a 
secondary source of data, (3) for stimulating questions, (4) to 
help direct theoretical sampling, and (5) for supplementary 
validation.
Glaser (1992) Outlines three types of literature and their relationship to 
grounded theory: (1) non-professional or popular, (2) 
professional related to substantive area under study, and (3) 
professional that is unrelated to the substantive area. Forcefully 
argues that the grounded theorists should not review literature 
in the substantive area under study because it can contaminate, 
inhibit, stifle "or otherwise impede the researcher's effort to 
generate categories, their properties, and theoretical codes from 
the data’ (p. 31). Believes, that: "When the theory seems 
sufficiently grounded in a core variable and in a n emerging 
integration of categories and properties, then the researcher may 
begin to review the literature in a substantive field and relate the 
literature to his own work in many ways* (p. 32).
Strauss & Corbin (1994) Mention that analysts bring to their research their training, 
knowledge, and research experience, along with explicit theories 
which ’ might be useful if played against systematically gathered 
data, in conjunction with theories emerging from analysis of 
these data’  (p. 277).
O ther Theorists
Mullen & Reynolds (1978) Stresses ability of grounded theory to bring together a wide 
range of literature and organize a large number of separate 
studies through the development of substantive theory.
Stem (1980) Mentions that it may be important to review research before a 
study is began and as the theory begins to evolve. At this point, 
"the existing literature, used as data, is woven into the matrix 
consisting of data, category, and conceptualization” (p. 121).
Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982) As in the article above, these authors discuss selective sampling 
of the literature as the theory evolves.
Stem (1985) Claims in this article that: ”a prestudy literature search is 
disadvantageous for three reasons: (1) the search may lead to 
pre-judgment and effect premature closure of ideas and research 
inquiry, (2) the direction may be wrong, and (3) the available data 
or material used may be inaccurate’  (p. 153). Stresses that 
researcher does not go into the field with a tabula rasa posture 
but does not previous theory or knowledge lead to ’premature 
closure" of a concept or focus. Returns to notion of selective 
samplinq of the literature as study (and theory) evolves.
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Hutchinson (1986b) Compares use of literature in grounded theory with that 
characteristic of verifcational research. Claims that in verificational 
research extant literature is used to support rationale for the 
proposed research whereas in grounded theory the literature is 
used to support the emerging theory derived from observations 
in the field.
Stem & Pyles (1986) Stem suggests that the analyst will want to review related 
literature as the formal part of the study is begun. This enables 
the researcher to know if someone else has answered the 
question(s) you want answered and to help you better 
understand your data and concepts. Maintains, however, that 
this literature may not prove to be relevant as study progresses. 
Discusses importance of selective sampling of the literature 
"once emerging theory is sufficiently developed* (p. 13). This 
process can be used for comparison and support for emerging 
theory.
Charmaz (1994a) Believe that grounded theory analysis is not a form of pure 
induction (i.e., a tabula rasa approach )but instead requires only 
that analysts delay the literature review to a later point in the 
study. This enables them to avoid being locked into 
preconceived conceptualizations and allows for the exploration 
of various ways of analyzing data. Once researchers develop a 
set of categories they can compare them with concepts from the 
literature and begin to assess how their study fits into the broader 
framework within their field.
Charmaz (1994b) Argue that grounded theorists do not use the literature to shape 
their ideas; these should emerge from data collection. Suggest 
that researchers should also avoid using their data primarfly in 
support of others' theoretical frameworks because this adds 
'little innovation and also may perpetuate ideas that could be 
further refined, transcended, or discarded* (pp. 96-97).
Glaser does not recommend completely forsaking the literature before the study
but suggests instead the analyst read in a substantive field different from the 
research area to help make him "theoretically sensitive," a term used to 
describe the researcher's ability to generate concepts from data and better 
understand how these concepts relate to each other (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Glaser extends his treatment of the use of literature in grounded theory in 
Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), where he distinguishes between 
three types of literature: (1) non-professional, popular, and pure ethnographic 
descriptions, (2) professional literature related to the substantive area under
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research, and (3) professional literature unrelated to the substantive area (p. 
31). In this classification scheme, the nonprofessional, popular and 
ethnographic literature consist of pure descriptions generally found in 
biographies, diaries, manuscripts, ethnographies, records, etc. These materials 
can be related to the substantive area under study and are considered 
additional sources of data which can be constantly compared and helpful in the 
generation of categories, properties, concepts, and hypotheses. The unrelated 
professional literature, he argues, is read to help theoretically sensitize the 
researcher, can stimulate theoretical sampling, and can help the analyst 
understand how his or her research fits into the literature of the profession.
Most of his discussion in this volume, however, pertains to the 
professional literature which is related to the substantive area under research. 
As in his earlier works, Glaser (1992) stresses that grounded theory is not like 
quantitative research which often depends upon the literature to provide 
specific hypotheses to test. Instead, he argues, it is based on the fundamental 
dictum that: "There is a need not to review any of the literature in the
substantive area under study" (p. 31). To him, knowledge of this literature has 
the potential to contaminate, constrain, inhibit, stifle, or otherwise impede the 
researcher's efforts toward the generation of categories and their properties. 
He believes that grounded theory is designed for the discovery, not verification, 
of concepts and hypotheses. As noted previously, when the emerging theory 
appears to be grounded in a core variable and the integration of categories and 
properties begins to take shape, the analyst may consult the literature in the 
substantive field under study and relate it to his or her own work in a number of 
ways. Through constant comparison, the researcher can show differences and 
similarities in concepts and patterns and may add to or extend existing theory.
i
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Ultimately, the analyst integrates his or her theory with the broader literature of 
the profession and assesses its contribution to this body of knowledge.
Strauss also focuses on the role of the literature in grounded theory in 
subsequent publications since the Discovery. In Qualitative Analysis for Social 
Scientists (1987), he discusses five modes of relating one's work to the existing 
literature. First, he argues that the researcher's knowledge of this literature 
provides a basic substratum to the discipline’s perspective, which helps provide 
sensitivity to the phenomenon under study or can initially lead the researcher to 
this phenomenon as he or she senses the relevance of the research. Further, 
this perspective can help raise questions about the data. Second, raw data 
from papers and monographs that directly deal with the phenomenon under 
study can be used to supplement one's own data base and can sen/e as a 
basis of comparison. Third, if publications deal with other phenomena than 
what is being studied, then the raw data as well as the ideas expressed in them 
can be used for comparison to help foster additional ways of approaching the 
data. Fourth, publications dealing with related phenomena to what is being 
studied often contain theories, views, or analyses different from your analysis 
and are best avoided until the main analytic story or core category has emerged 
and stabilized. According to Strauss, this helps prevent reducing your own 
creativity. After the theory begins to emerge sufficiently (i.e., categories and 
concepts become interrelated around a core category), then the literature can 
be integrated into this theory and compared to what is being found in the data. 
At this point, the study should be placed within the larger framework of 
preceding studies. Fifth, if someone sets out to further explore your published 
theory, it is important that his or her findings are specifically related to the 
preceding study.
■i
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In Basis of Qualitative Research (1990), Strauss and Corbin also 
distinguish between different types of literature and their use in grounded 
analyses. Technical literature, they argue, includes reports from research 
studies and theoretical and philosophical papers which characterize the writing 
of a professional discipline, and are used as background materials for 
comparison against the findings of grounded theory studies. Nontechnical 
literature includes biographies, diaries, manuscripts, reports, records, and other 
materials which can be used either as primary data or to supplement interviews 
and observations. According to them, this literature can be used for all the 
same purposes as the technical literature. They stress that both types of 
literature are important when conducting grounded theory analyses.
Like Glaser (1978, 1992), Strauss and Corbin (1990) compare the use of 
literature in traditional forms of quantitative research to its use in grounded 
theory. They argue that in quantitative research, knowledge of the literature 
enables the analyst to identify previous research in an area, identify gaps in 
understanding, and suggest theoretical and conceptual frameworks that can be 
used to guide research and interpretation. This literature can also help the 
researcher identify important variables for study and their relationships between 
them. Grounded theory, on the other hand, is designed to discover relevant 
categories and their relationship to each other rather than for the testing of 
these relationships. In contrast to more deductively-oriented investigations, 
grounded theorists attempt to explain phenomena in terms of the emerging 
theoretical framework that evolves from analysis rather than be confined to 
adapting the findings to pre-existing theory. As the theory evolves, important 
elements of previous theories can be incorporated into the analysis if they prove 
to be relevant to the data. They uphold there should be "some searching out of
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the literature (but not just technical) during the research itself, an actual 
interplay of reading literature and data analysis" (p 56).
Strauss and Corbin (1990) also explicitly outline five uses of technical 
literature in grounded theory which overlap somewhat with Strauss' (1987) five 
modes of relating a grounded theory study to the literature discussed above. 
First, technical literature can be used to stimulate theoretical sensitivity by 
providing concepts and relationships which can be compared against the data. 
Earlier theory can be extended, amended, added to, and modified depending 
on the situation. Second, the technical literature can be used as secondary 
sources of data by utilizing the descriptive materials they contain. Third, this 
literature can be used to stimulate questions for interviews or to guide initial 
observations. Fourth, the technical literature can help direct theoretical 
sampling by providing ideas where the researcher might look for phenomena 
important to the development of theory. Fifth, this literature can be used as 
supplementary validation to help bolster findings of the study within the 
framework of the discipline. In effect, they uphold that the literature can make 
one theoretically sensitive to the conditions, strategies, and consequences 
associated with the phenomenon under study. They state:
By choosing the right literature in tandem with doing analysis one can 
leam much about the broader and narrower conditions that influence a 
phenomenon . . .  Of course, any categories, hypotheses, and so forth 
generated by the literature have to be checked out against real (primary) 
data. The interplay of reading the literature and doing analysis of it. then 
moving into the field to verify it against reality can yield an integrated 
picture and enhance the conceptual richness of the theory." (p. 55)
As mentioned in Chapter One, a common criticism leveled at grounded 
theory concerns Glaser and Strauss' purported tabula rasa approach to inquiry.
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Bulmer (1979), for example, believes that this is a form of naive inductivism 
which is "open to serious doubt" (p. 667) primarily because it is unrealistic to 
expect that a seasoned researcher can enter the field free from presuppositions 
ora priori conceptualizations, especially in previously well-researched areas in 
his or her field. Similarly, Altrichter and Posch (1989) build a rather persuasive 
argument that in some areas of education such as teacher research, it is 
actually undesirable for the analyst to try and enter the field without previous 
knowledge or theory of the area under study. Instead, they argue that educators 
are better served through critical reflection on one's own theoretical 
preconceptions, a process which "facilitates the definition and clarification of a 
starting point for research and enables the researcher to select carefully the 
data needed" (p. 23). Teacher-researchers, they argue, cannot enter the field 
free of these preconceptions because they already work within it and have 
acquired this knowledge through experience gained in practice. To Altrichter 
and Posch, these preconceptions or "prejudices" are an important source of 
motivation for the research in the first place. Moreover, they claim that 
grounded theory contains an inherent institutional bias which separates 
professional research from professional practice, a bias which is in sharp 
contrast with the collaborative nature of teacher research.
A review of other methodologists' views on the use of grounded theory 
yields several themes reflective of Glaser and Strauss' treatment of this issue 
(Table 9). One of these themes concerns the purported tabula rasa approach to 
research criticized above. Stem, for example, argues that: T h e  researcher 
hardly goes into the field to discover something with a tabula rasa posture. 
Either natural curiosity or the researcher's committee forces the investigator to 
read something about the subject before hand" (p. 153). She believes that the 
analyst's foremost task is not to ignore related literature before the study begins,
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but to avoid reaching "premature closure" on a topic or refusing to change 
direction as the analysis proceeds. In a manner similar to what Glaser and 
Strauss have argued above, Charmaz (1994a) also rejects the notion of pure 
induction and a tabula rasa approach to research. She maintains that 
grounded theory does not advocate ignoring, overlooking, or failing to use this 
literature, but only delaying the literature review until the research is sufficiently 
under way. She states: "Delaying the literature review decreases the likelihood 
that the researcher will already be locked into preconceived conceptual 
blinders upon entering the field and in interpreting the data. Once the 
researcher has developed a fresh set of categories, he or she can compare 
them with concepts in the literature and can begin to place his or her study 
appropriately within it" (pp. 71-72).
Stem also argues against conducting a pre-study literature search, 
believing that it is disadvantageous for three reasons: (1) the search can bias 
the researcher in a manner that leads to premature closure of ideas on a topic, 
as discussed above, (2) the direction of the search might be wrong in the first 
place, and, (3) the available data or materials may not be accurate. Hutchinson 
(1986b), mirroring Glaser's (1978, 1992) and Strauss and Corbin's (1990) 
earlier point, mentions that in verificationai research (i.e., hypothetico- 
deductive), the literature review is conducted and written prior to data collection 
and analysis. Grounded theorists, on the other hand, turn to the literature to 
support emerging theory based on observed patterns in the data Charmaz 
(1994b) stresses that grounded theorists do not depend on the literature to 
shape their ideas and should therefore be expected to develop their own 
analyses independently.
Another prominent theme that emerges from these works can be 
described as "selective sampling of the literature" (Stem, 1980; Stem et al.,
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1982; Stern & Pyles, 1986). Once again, this refers to the process of consulting 
the literature for concepts that relate to the theory as it begins to emerge. Stern 
and Pyles (1986) state:
Through integration of ideas, the existing literature is used as supporting 
data for the emerging theory, and is woven into its matrix of data, 
category, and conceptualization. In other words, if concepts in the 
literature fit the emerging theory, use them to tell your story; if they are not 
relevant and don't really work, leave them out. Otherwise, data can be 
forced in the wrong direction. By the same token, if the literature is 
reviewed before the generated theory is sufficiently developed, 
preconceived concepts can lead you astray or contaminate your efforts to 
generate concepts in the data. (p. 13)
Finally, several of these researchers have stressed the importance of 
grounded theory's potential to organize a large number of existing studies 
around a core variable (Mullen & Reynolds, 1978; and see Merriam et al, 1983). 
This point is similar to the one made by Glaser (1992), who argues grounded 
theory can be used transcend, organize, and synthesize a wide range of 
literature especially in areas where a great deal of research can be found.
Taken together, Glaser and Strauss and the other methodologists 
discussed above believe that in grounded theory the analyst should have 
general knowledge of his or her discipline before the research is undertaken to 
help enhance theoretical sensitivity, avoid conducting a thorough literature 
review prior to going into the field, consult the literature for comparative 
purposes for the elaboration of concepts as the theory begins to emerge (the 
literature review should be delayed, ultimately examine the emerging theory 
within the context of the researcher's discipline, and potentially draw on both 
technical and nontechnical literature during analysis.
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Some ambiguity seems to exist, however, regarding the role the literature 
should play at the beginning of the research, as discussed in the last section 
(i.e., "Choosing a Research Problem or Area"). In Glaser's more dogmatic view, 
the literature of a profession should be used only to sensitize the analyst at the 
onset of the research and should not be consulted beforehand in the 
substantive area under study. He upholds the researcher should not even 
know the substantive area of study prior to the research thereby precluding the 
possibility of conducting a literature review in this area in the first place.
Conversely, Strauss and Corbin seem to take a less extreme position on 
this subject suggesting that the researcher can use the literature to help 
stimulate questions for interviews, guide theoretical sampling, extend or modify 
existing theory, and even lead the researcher to the phenomenon he or she 
wishes to study. Examination of the research articles in education (Table 10) 
suggests that these researchers, with few exceptions, tend to lean toward the 
approach advocated in the writings of Strauss and Corbin.
The majority of educators using grounded theory examined here appear 
to have conducted fairly extensive literature reviews prior to their research, 
although it is hard to know just how extensive these reviews were without 
further information than what is provided in these articles. However, as detailed 
in the last section, many researchers began their study intending to explore a 
specific research question or questions derived from their knowledge of the 
literature and their experience within their discipline (Blase, 1987, 1989; Dana 
& Pitts, 1993; Gehrke, 1981; Gumport, 1991; Janesick, 1982; Koerner, 1992; 
Mitchell, 1987; Parkay et al., 1993). A number of researchers who did not 
articulate a specific research question(s) appeared to frame their analyses in 
terms of researchable problems, also derived from their knowledge of the 
technical literature and their experience in their respective fields (Cooper &
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Table 10. The Use of Literature in Grounded Theory (Research Articles).
R esearch er/D a te Use of Literature as a Source fo r Study
Conrad (1978) Technical literature used to frame the problem and is the basis for 
two research questions upon which the study is based. 
Specifically compares emergent model of academic change to 
alternative models previously advanced in literature.
Mazmanian (1980) Study guided by ’ relevant literature’ (p. 4) on topic which is 
explicitly outlined at the beginning of the article. Uses literature 
as a springboard for research and for development of research 
problem.
Gehrke (1981) Begins article with literature review and claims that her goal was 
not to prove or disprove previous research but to explore 
potential patterns of teacher interactions with potential reference 
groups in secondary school settings. Results of interviews and 
observations used to develop two categorical statements or 
premises and a series of hypotheses which are explicitly 
compared to the theoretical literature (p. 37).
Blase (1982) Frames present study through discussion of a *a variety of 
approaches to the study of teacher stress* (p. 93) found in the 
technical literature. Consults literature as study progresses, 
stating: ’Although data collection, coding, and analysis led to 
what was considered to be an integrated and detailed set of 
variables and hypotheses about teacher performance, stress, 
and burnout, the professional literature was consulted for models 
and paradigms to express the emerging theory more elegantly 
and abstractly" (p. 97).
Gehrke (1982) Article begins with and informative literature review which is used 
to help set the stage for this study. However, this research was 
part of a larger ongoing study in which the topic "teacher's role 
conflicts* emerged. Author states: ’Although role conflicts were 
present during the first year, they were not examined closely until 
the teachers’ comments in the third year alerted the investigator 
(p. 42).
Janesick (1982) Although findings centered on "means whereby curriculum 
construction in architectural design may be achieved" (p. 21), this 
study's secondary goal was to address several major issues 
related to ethnographic research including: (1) Developing 
grounded theory, (2) Posing questions appropriately in 
ethnographic inquiry, and (3) Understanding the epistemological 
and historical roots of ethnographic techniques. This latter 
discussion was framed within the relevant professional literature.
Kozma (1985) Researcher reviews literature on innovation and discusses the 
role of this literature in grounded theory analyses in some detail. 
Explains how he used the literature in present study claiming that 
"contrasts between frameworks were useful for initial 
comparisons during theory development’  (p. 304). Adds that 
extant theory, along with early survey findings of own previous 
study helped guide the development of categories which were 
"refined, connected, and integrated to form a grounded theory" 
(P -304).
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Spector, B.S. (1985) A literature search was undertaken to locate "relevant 
publications” (p. 328). Compares study findings with this 
literature as study progressed. States: Throughout the 
duration of the research, insights are gleaned from the 
experience of respondents and from existing theory in current 
literature" (p. 331).
Mellon (1986) Study based on analysis of nontechnical literature (i.e., student 
Journals). Findings of study compared to extant literature, 
although not in direction originally anticipated by this researcher 
(p. 163).
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Research rooted in professional literature relating to teachers' 
thinking, decisionmaking, and interactive decisionmaking. 
However, analysts interested in taking a fresh look at this 
phenomenon through a qualitative approach. Grounded 
hypotheses compared to extant literature. Researchers state: 
"Nevertheless, it is important to the ongoing development of 
theory to identify points of convergence between the 
propositions generated and the existing literature” (p. 237).
Blase (1987) Although article begins with literature review, researchers are 
careful to point out: Tw o dimensions of leadership identified in 
the professional literature were used as an organizing 
framework. It should be stressed that this framework was 
selected as a logical way to organize and present the data after 
they were collected; it was not used to control data collection’ (p. 
594).
Mitchell (1987) Uses literature in conjunction with results of a pilot study to help 
frame research. States that: "A preliminary study of chairperson 
faculty development practices and a review of chairperson and 
academic leadership literature indicated that chairperson 
effectiveness could not be fully explained by personal 
characteristics, roles, and or leadership styles” (pp. 162-163).
Rennie & Brewer (1987) A literature review sets the stage for this study and authors' 
findings are ultimately compared to this literature base.
Blase (1989) Literature provides some background information to help set the 
stage for outlining the "research problem and procedures' (p. 
379). Findings (i.e., pertaining to six major political strategies 
gleaned from the data) were discussed and compared to the 
relevant literature. Concludes through consideration of how this 
study relates to broader exchange and reciprocation literature.
Caffarella& O'Donnell (1991) Research problem emerges from researchers'knowledge of the 
literature on the topic (i.e., the quality of self-directed learning). 
Findings ultimately compared to relevant literature. Researchers 
state: The description of how quality was determined was 
consistent with the predominate research on quality of formal 
adult education programs, that is, what is being judged is the 
process and product or outcomes of those learning 
experiences" (d. 25).
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Cooper & Dunlap (1991) Researchers explicitly state that their 'study on the use of 
personal journal by administrators draws from the work" (p. 67) of 
major theorists in this area. Implications of this study also framed 
in terms of the related literature.
Gumport (1991) Article begins with a discussion of the relevant literature from 
which the research questions emerge. Findings also compared 
to this literature and some of its basic assumptions are 
challenged.
Spector & Gibson (1991) Researchers begin article by claiming that need exists in literature 
for this study. However, this research is not discussed in detail 
and the beginning of this article but is later used for comparative 
purposes with study findings. They state that: “A theoretical 
base for the factors that the middle school students in this study 
identified as facilitating their learning of science can be found in 
the literature underpinning the middle school movement, in 
effective schools literature, in psychological literature, in 
psychotherapy theory, in theories of creativity, and in STS 
literature' (p. 480).
Creswell & Brown (1992) Authors begin study by drawing attention to need in the 
literature for this research claiming that: 'An unexplored factor is 
the role of chairpersons' (p. 41). Briefly refers to literature when 
discussing implications of this study.
Koemer (1992) Study focuses on need in the literature for such research. Article 
begins with literature review which yields three research 
questions. Nontechnical literature (i.e., journals, diaries) used for 
analysis. Findings framed within relevant literature and challenge 
traditional assumptions.
Parkay, Currie, & 
Rhodes (1992)
Knowledge of literature serves as basis for this study. Authors 
state: 'In  spite of the dearth of studies on the socialization 
experiences of those who assume a new principaiship, a rich 
array of research and theory (some of it conducted in nonschool 
settings) informed the design of the present inquiry into the 
professional socialization of 12 first-time high school principals' 
(p. 44). Findings compared to literature in 'Discussion* and 
'Recommendations' sections at end of article.
Thompson (1992) Article begins with fairly extensive literature review and this study 
points to a need in this literature base (i.e., 'exploring 
participation as a holistic phenomenon*). Discussion of 
categories and themes, and the development of a participation 
model, are cleverly interwoven with comparisons to relevant 
literature. Researcher explains: 'In order to discover how the 
seven themes fit together, the investigator developed a model 
reflecting both the emerging themes and the literature dealing 
with participation, persistence/dropout, and reentry women in 
higher education” (p. 97).
Cruikshank (1993) Research framed within existing literature on adult education and 
social chanqe and findings are discussed in this context.
>
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Curtiss (1993) Study assesses the success of a course (i.e., Human 
Technologies in Teaching) as part of a experimental program 
called the Extended Elementary Teacher Education Program. 
This program is discussed within the context of the literature in 
the field.
Dana & Pitts (1993) Researchers point to need in literature for this research stating: 
"Yet there has been little work devoted to the thinking process of 
principals who are interested in school change and teacher 
empowerment" (p. 325). However, researchers also claim 
literature was sought in response to emerging themes of the 
study. They state: "As themes emerged, searches for relevant 
were conducted to further inform this study” (p. 328). Also, 
nontechnical literature in the form of dialogue journal writing was 
utilized as part of the data collection techniques.
Fisher (1993) Article begins with exhaustive review of the literature which sets 
the stage for exploration of the research question regarding 
developmental change among older adults. Researcher findings 
systematically and comprehensively analyzed and discussed 
within the context of this literature base.
Hermann & Sarracino (1993) Need pointed to in literature for this study. Authors explain that: 
"Encouraging prospective teachers to become reflective 
practitioners is a high priority in virtually every teacher education 
program in the United States, but many unanswered questions 
remain regarding what they should be reflective about and how 
best to encourage and support reflective teaching. In this article 
we address these issues as they relate to literacy teacher 
education at the preservice lever (p. 96).
Courtney, Jha, & 
Babchuk (1994)
Although researchers "were familiar with classic studies of adult 
literacy and "the more general body of literature that emphasizes 
the study of adult learning in a social context," they explicitly state 
that "at first we were not guided by a theoretical framework" (p. 
173). Emergent findings (i.e., theory, themes, and hypotheses) 
were ultimately framed within the context of the relevant literature 
of the field.
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Explicit purpose of study "was to conceptually refine the well- 
established Tinto model of institutional departure (Tinto 1975, 
1987) using qualitative research methods and minority students 
(Hispanics and Native Americans) as subjects" p. 143).
Findings compared to relevant literature in "Discussion and 
Implications" (pp. 154-156).
Sissel (1997) Study framed within context of relevant literature. Discussion of 
findings draws heavily on this literature base as well.
Dunlap, 1991; Creswell & Brown, 1992; Curtiss, 1993; Hermann & Sarracino,
1993; Mellon, 1986; Padilla & Pavel, 1994; Parker & Gehrke, 1986; Rennie & 
Brewer, 1987; Spector, 1985; Spector & Gibson, 1991). Still others extended
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their own previous research through grounded theory analyses (Blase, 1982, 
1989; Gehrke, 1982; Kozma, 1985; Rennie & Brewer, 1987). Only rarely did 
researchers appear to let the substantive area of study emerge from analysis 
(Courtney et al., 1994; Mellon, 1986; Thompson, 1992) as Glaser (1978, 1992) 
has suggested.
In spite of the fact that most researchers seemed to rely primarily on the 
technical literature, several researchers employed nontechnical literature in 
their work. For example, Mellon's (1986) study of library anxiety was based on 
analysis of student journals, Cooper and Dunlap (1991) studied the practice of 
journal keeping via interview data, Koemeris (1992) research on student 
teaching involved analysis of journal and diary entries, and Dana and Pitts' 
(1993) study of an elementary school principal involved dialogue journal writing 
as one of the data collection techniques. In this study, nontechnical literature 
served to supplement analysis in their attempt to triangulate data.
in terms of selective sampling of the literature, the majority of analysts 
appeared to utilize the technical literature as their research evolved, using it for 
comparative purposes with their own findings to help frame their results, and to 
develop concepts, generate categories, or refine or extend emerging theory. 
For example, Conrad (1978) specifically compared his emergent model of 
academic change to alternative models previously advanced in the literature, 
Gehrke (1981) drew from interview and observational data to develop two 
categorical statements or premises and a series of hypotheses that were 
explicitly compared to the technical literature, and Blase (1982) consulted the 
literature as the study progressed "for models and paradigms to express the 
emerging theory more elegantly and abstractly" (p. 97). Similarly, Kozma 
(1985) turned to the literature on innovation to help guide the development of 
categories and emerging theory, Spector (1985) compared study findings to
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those in the literature claiming that insights were "gleaned from the experience 
of respondents and from existing theory in current literature” (p. 331), and 
Mellon (1986) compared her findings to extant literature but not in the direction 
she originally anticipated. Koemer (1992) framed her findings within the 
relevant literature to challenge traditional assumptions, Dana and Pitts (1993) 
consulted the literature in response to emerging themes to "further inform the 
study" (p. 325), and Parker and Gehrke (1986), Blase (1989), Gumport (1991), 
and Spector and Gibson (1991) also used the literature for comparative 
purposes as their studies evolved.
Not surprisingly, nearly all of these researchers also tended to ultimately 
conceptualize their findings within the broader literature of their professions in 
their "Conclusions," "Implications," "Implications for Research and Practice," 
"Discussion," and even "Basis in Existing Literature" sections. Clearly, these 
researchers appreciated Glaser and Strauss' request that grounded theory 
should be developed and assessed within the larger framework of the 
discipline, as would be the case in other forms of research.
A focus on the articles in adult education tends to reflect these patterns 
as well. Mazmanian (1980), in his research on needs assessment and 
objective setting in continuing medical education, began his article with a 
review of the "Relevant Literature" which he used to help frame the research 
problem. Although this literature seemed critical to the conceptualization of this 
problem and the direction of the research, it was rarely mentioned in 
subsequent sections. Caffarella and O'Donnell (1991) also based their 
development of a research problem on the technical literature, stating that "the 
review of the literature reinforced the idea that what was needed was a basic 
understanding of how the learner defines quality" (p. 18). Ultimately, the 
discussion of major themes which emerged from the data were grounded in the
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relevant literature. Cruikshank (1993) explored two questions derived from the 
literature and her knowledge of change-oriented adult educators working in 
university extension in Canada. In this research, analysis of interview data was 
closely interwoven with the related technical literature which helped inform the 
arguments that were developed as the study unfolded. This research was place 
squarely within the broader framework of the discipline. Fisher's (1993) study of 
developmental change among older adults began with a fairly comprehensive 
"Review of the Literature" which set the stage for the study and served to 
introduce the research problem. Fisher goes on to systematically and 
comprehensively compare and inform his findings with this literature as the 
study progressed. Both the individual stages of older adult development and 
the general model which emerged were assessed within the wider body of 
literature on adult development. Sissei's (1997) sociopolitical study of adult 
learning in Head Start was framed within the relevant literature and her findings 
were compared to this literature as she discussed implications of her research.
In what appears to represent somewhat of a deviation from the studies 
discussed above, Thompson (1992) appeared to begin her research with an 
interest in a general area (i.e., nurses' participation in baccalaureate nursing 
programs) from which a more specific focus on factors affecting participation 
and persistence among nurses emerged. An extensive review of the literature 
on participation set the stage for this study, drawing from both the adult 
education literature and studies specifically focusing on participation in nursing 
programs. Discussion of emerging categories, themes, theory, and the 
development of a participation model were presented through comparisons to 
the literature. Thompson states: "In order to discover how the several themes fit 
together, the investigator developed a model reflecting both emerging themes 
and the literature dealing with participation, persistence/dropout, and reentry
1
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women in higher education" (p. 97). The article concludes with an assessment 
of how this research fits into the larger picture of participation.
In their study of life in an ABE/GED classroom, Courtney et al. (1994) 
explained that although they were familiar with classic studies of adult literacy, 
they were initially not guided by a specific theoretical framework. As analysis of 
their data progressed, their interest shifted from the causes of dropout from 
these programs to the study of students' perspectives of their experiences in the 
ABE/GED classroom. Categories, stages, themes, hypotheses, and a theory of 
how students make sense of their experiences emerged from the data and were 
ultimately assessed in light of the broader research on adult literacy. In other 
words, these researchers began with a focus on a specific topic (dropout) which 
was abandoned in favor of another (student experiences) in accordance to what 
they found in the data.
A review of the research articles in education suggest, at least in a 
general sense, that these analysts followed the procedures associated with use 
of the literature in grounded theory as outlined by Glaser, Strauss, and the other 
methodologists. These researchers appeared to consult the literature as their 
research progressed for comparative purposes and for the purpose of enriching 
their analyses through the further development and elaboration of categories, 
themes, and theory. Moreover, the vast majority of these analysts assessed 
their research within the broader framework of the discipline.
From a more critical perspective, however, it seems that most 
researchers do not delay the literature review until the core category begins to 
emerge as is generally recommended by the methodologists. Instead they 
appear to possess a fairly thorough knowledge of the subject area before the 
research begins, often deriving their research question(s) from this knowledge 
base and their experience in their field. As mentioned in the introduction to this
9
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chapter, this approach is acceptable within the framework of grounded theory 
provided the researcher is flexible enough to abandon the original question(s) 
or problem in favor of another if analysis leads in this direction.
Another criticism relates to the observation that although these analysts 
tend to discuss their findings in the context of the relevant literature, one gets 
the impression that they do not often use this literature to further inform their 
categories or theory. It seems that instead they often restrict this process to 
comparing their findings to the literature when writing their research. Further, it 
is not easy to ascertain from these articles what other materials or methods 
might have been used to help "sensitize" the analyst for this type of qualitative 
research. Unfortunately, analysis of these procedures is hindered from the lack 
of information provided by these researchers regarding the choices they must 
have made throughout the course of their research.
*





Theoretical sampling is the grounded theory technique which guides the 
collection and analysis of data throughout the research project in order to 
develop the emerging theory. In contrast to more traditional forms of statistical 
sampling, theoretical sampling is concerned only with the collection of 
theoretically relevant data representative of categories, properties, and their 
interrelationships rather than with pre-established groups believed to be 
representative of a larger population. Theoretical sampling reduces the amount 
of information that needs to be collected through the grounded theory process 
of saturation, is initially guided by a general sociological perspective or problem 
area which gradually evolves into more theoretically salient sampling 
procedures, and makes possible the continual interplay between inductive and 
deductive forms of analysis. In light of these considerations and those 
discussed below, theoretical sampling is an integral part of grounded theory 
which helps distinguish it from other qualitative and quantitative methodologies.
This chapter provides an overview of theoretical sampling procedures 
beginning with the original formulations of this technique found in the Discovery 
(1967). Subsequent work by Glaser and Strauss which further elaborates 
theoretical sampling procedures and points to other differences between these 
two methodologists' conceptualizations of grounded theory are considered, as 
is the work of other theorists interested in this method. This discussion is 
followed by an examination of the use of theoretical sampling techniques for 
educational research, with a particular focus on articles classified within the 
domain of adult education. In the field, a great deal of flexibility in sampling
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methods is evident, once again pointing to rather profound differences between 
researchers in their interpretations of grounded theory research.
Studies Focusing on Methodology
In the Discovery. Glaser and Strauss devote an entire chapter to a 
detailed discussion of theoretical sampling which begins with their often-cited 
definition of this procedure. It reads: "Theoretical sampling is the process of data 
collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes, and 
analyzes his data and decides what to collect next and where to find them, in 
order to develop his theory as it emerges" (1967, p. 45). Here, they stress that 
theoretical sampling is the interrelated process of data collection and analysis 
which is controlled by the emerging theory, and reinforce the point made earlier 
that initial sampling or data collection procedures are based only on a general 
sociological perspective or problem area rather than on a preconceived 
theoretical framework. This initial lack of a preconceived theoretical framework 
from which to work, they argue, makes it easier for analysts to be "theoretically 
sensitive" to the data, a term which describes a cluster of insightful 
characteristics which allow for a more theoretically salient conceptualization of 
the emerging theory. In short, the “right stuff" of theory-building.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) repeatedly assert that grounded theorists 
must select comparison groups based only theoretical criteria. In other words, 
comparison groups are chosen on the basis of their theoretical relevance to the 
development and elaboration of emerging categories, properties, and their 
interrelationships. The use of comparison groups, they argue, allows for 
theoretical control over similarities and differences of the data that bear on the 
categories which is "vital" to discovering these categories, developing their 
properties, and elaborating the emerging theory. They stress that minimizing
■i
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differences among comparison groups increases the possibility that analysts 
will both collect similar data on specific categories and identify important 
differences which may have been missed in earlier data collection. Conversely, 
maximizing differences among comparison groups makes it more likely that the 
analyst will collect a wide range of data bearing on a category while at the same 
time finding "strategic similarities among the groups" (p. 56).
Another theme that crosscuts Glaser and Strauss' (1967) chapter on 
theoretical sampling is their comparison of this process with other well- 
established forms of qualitative research, as well as with traditional forms of 
statistical or random sampling. They explain that grounded theorists should 
never lose sight of the fact that they are concerned only with collecting 
theoretically relevant data rather than data collection aimed at the fullest 
possible coverage to produce detailed description of a group or situation, 
characteristic of traditional ethnographic methods. Similarly, theoretical 
sampling differs from statistical sampling in that it is conducted to discover 
categories and their properties and to suggest their interrelationships in order to 
build theory, while statistical sampling is more concerned with obtaining data on 
pre-established groups or samples which are representative of some larger 
population. As alluded to above, theoretical sampling reduces the amount of 
information that needs to be collected on any single group by focusing only on 
theoretically relevant data. Moreover, analysts do not know the number and 
types of groups from which they will collect data until the research is completed. 
In this method, sampling stops when categories become saturated (i.e., no 
additional data are being found which further develop the properties of the 
category). The adequate statistical sample, on the other hand, is determined 
before the study begins through techniques of random or stratified sampling in 
relation to the nature of the predetermined research problem.
■»
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In subsequent work, Glaser (1978; 1992) elaborates on the ideas 
advanced in the Discovery (Table 11). In Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), he 
begins his discussion of theoretical sampling by citing the definition above from 
the Discovery, followed by his description of this procedure. He explains that 
theoretical sampling is the process of data collection via constant comparison 
whereby the analyst begins by eliciting codes from raw data which are used to 
direct subsequent data collection. These codes are then theoretically 
developed in terms of their various properties and interrelationships until 
saturation occurs. Stated somewhat differently, the analyst starts with open 
coding in which he or she samples indiscriminately in all directions which 
initially seem important. When core variables focusing on a basic social 
problem and process begin to emerge, the researcher becomes more selective 
and starts to sample in the direction of the emerging theory. As Glaser reiterates 
throughout his work, initial sampling decisions are based only on a general 
sociological perspective or problem area rather than on a preconceived 
problem or hypothesis.
Glaser also drives home the point that grounded theory is both a 
deductive and an inductive method. It is deductive, he argues, in that through 
theoretical sampling the analyst uses theoretically derived codes to guide 
sampling decisions in order to make more comparisons for the discovery--not 
verification--of theory. It is also an inductive method that demands that ideas 
arrived at deductively must be abandoned if they are not grounded in the data. 
This approach differs from more "conventional" treatments of the inductive- 
deductive relationship between theory and research in that in conventional 
approaches researchers derive hypotheses from a pre-existing theoretical 
framework before the study begins. In his view, this commitment to pre- 
established hypotheses limits the type of observations and insights that the
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Table 11. Theoretical Sampling Procedures (Key Methodological Articles).
R es ea rch er/D a te Theoretical Sampling
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Define theoretical sampling as "the process of data collection 
whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes and analyzes his data 
and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in 
order to develop his theory as it emerges” (p. 45). Compare with 
traditional (statistical) sampling methods. Stress that comparison 
groups are chosen according to theoretical criteria to further 
develop categories, properties, and their interrelationships in 
terms of theoretical relevance. Theoretical relevance of data 
collection can be controlled by minimizing or maximizing 
differences among comparison groups. Also emphasize 
theoretical sampling does not require "the fullest possible 
coverage* (p. 69) but only the collection of data on categories in 
service of the theory. Maintain that theoretical sampling ends 
(i.e., saturation) when no additional data are being collected 
which can be used to further develop categories or properties.
Glaser (1978) Cites definition of theoretical sampling in Discovery. Discuss 
deductive aspect of grounded theory involving use of codes as 
conceptual guides to sample comparison groups for more data 
for the generation of theory. Claims theoretical sampling is a way 
of "checking on the emerging conceptual framework rather than 
being used for the verification of preconceived hypotheses” (p. 
39). Stresses that analyst begins with open coding in which 
sampling goes in all directions which seem relevant, a technique 
that gradually gives way to more selective sampling according to 
issues central to the emerging theory. Discusses saturation.
Corbin (1986) States that one strategy for building and densifying categories is 
theoretical sampling in which the researcher samples from the 
next population or site in accordance with the emerging theory. 
Builds the argument that the analyst doesn't control for 
demographic variables unless analysis leads in this direction, and 
that sampling on theoretical grounds ends when categories 
become saturated (i.e., the major variables which have emerged 
from the data have been explored).
Strauss (1987) Points out that theoretical sampling is the process of sampling 
populations, incidents, events, and activities which is guided by 
the emerging theory. Cites definition from The Discoverv. 
Maintains theoretical sampling differs from sampling procedures 
most often associated with quantitative forms of research and is 
not subject to the same canons.
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Argues that sampling in grounded theory is not directed by such 
factors as the need to draw samples of specific groups of 
individuals or units of time but in terms of concepts and their 
properties and dimensions. In other words, they stress that in 
grounded theory representativeness of concepts instead of 
persons or groups is critical. Also emphasize theoretical 
sampling in the context of building theoretical explanation in 
consideration of conditions, action/interaction, and 
consequences surrounding phenomenon of interest.
■»
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T a b l e  1 1 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Strauss & Corbin (1990) Exhaustive treatment of theoretical sampling, defined as 
’ sampling on the basis of concepts that have proven theoretical 
relevance to the evolving theory" (p. 176). Claim that ultimate 
goal of theoretical sampling is to sample events, incidents, etc., 
that enable the analyst to develop and conceptually relate 
categories, properties, and dimensions. Stress that incidents, 
not persons per se are sampled in relation to the coding 
paradigm. Discuss sampling in terms of open, axial, and selective 
coding. Mention deductive aspect of grounded theory and 
explain theoretical saturation. Also compare theoretical sampling 
to sampling associated with quantitative research. Emphasize 
the concern of theoretical sampling is representativeness of 
concepts rather than of a population.
Glaser (1992) Restates definition of theoretical samDlina from The Discoverv . 
Explains theoretical sampling is the process which guides data 
collection to further develop categories until each category is 
"saturated, elaborated, and integrated into the emerging theory" 
(p. 102). Claims grounded theory is an inductive method which 
relies minimally on deductive procedures (i.e., theoretical 
sampling) for elaborating the emerging theory. After his 
explanation of theoretical sampling procedures, he critiques 
Strauss' use of the coding paradigm and the means by which 
theoretical sampling is purportedly used to accommodate it. He 
maintains Strauss' use of theoretical sampling becomes 
increasingly forced as the analyst moves from open to axial and 
selective coding.
Strauss & Corbin (1994) Claim that coding procedures- including theoretical sampling, 
constant comparison, concept development and theoretical 
questioning help to ’protect" the analyst from accepting any 
voices (of informants) on their own terms and forces the 
researcher's own voice to be "questioning, questioned, and 
provisional* (p. 280).
Other Theorists
Mullen & Reynolds (1978) References Glaser's (1978) text and the comparison between 
theoretical and statistical sampling. Reinforces point that the 
purpose of theoretical sampling is to discover concepts, 
hypotheses, and interrelationships to build theory. States goal 
of grounded theory is not in-depth description of a social 
phenomenon but "theoretical completeness" (pp. 284-285). 
Discusses saturation as process of reaching closure on data 
collection.
Darkenwald (1980) Cites Glaser and Strauss' (1967) definition of theoretical sampling 
and contrasts it to statistical sampling. Argues that the emerging 
theory dictates data collection via theoretical sampling 
techniques. Mentions that at the beginning of a grounded 
theory study analysts are never sure how many groups or 
situations they will need to comoare.
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T a b l e  1 1 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Stern (1980) Explains that theoretical sampling is a selective process of 
collecting additional data once main concepts have emerged in 
order to develop hypotheses and identify properties of the 
categories. Uses term 'selective sampling" interchangeably 
with theoretical sampling and stresses it is both a deductive and 
an inductive process. It is deductive in that the conceptual 
framework is tested by collecting data in support of emerging 
hypotheses and inductive in that data are also collected to 
identify and elaborate properties of the categories Saturation 
occurs when no information is emerging which further explains 
aspects of the hypotheses. Maintains selective sampling of the 
literature and of the data are important to the integration of 
categories, variables, and theory.
Conrad (1982) States that: 'Collecting data by theoretical sampling means that 
as a set of concepts is delineated and a primitive theory emerges, 
this theory controls further data collection. That is, the 
researcher collects, analyzes, and codes the data then decides 
what data to collect next and where to find them solely on the 
basis of the emerging theory' (p. 242). Mentions that the 
universe of data is delimited through theoretical criteria.
Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982) Reinforces point made above that selective sampling is a process 
of collecting additional data to further develop the hypothesis 
and identify the properties of the categories. Discusses 
saturation.
Stern (1985) Explains that as the conceptual framework of the study begins to 
emerge, missing or incomplete pieces are evident. At this point, 
more data need to be collected in a systematic fashion to build on 
what the analyst already knows about the phenomenon of 
interest. This is done through the process of selective 
(theoretical) sampling.
Hutchinson (1986b) Compares theoretical sampling to traditional forms of sampling in 
experimental research. Points out that in grounded theory, 
sampling decisions are made theoretically throughout the 
research by purposefully seeking out relevant data (i.e., 
determined by theoretical codes). States: 'One engages in a 
constant dialogue with the data in order to establish direction for 
further sampling" (p. 124). Claims product of theoretical sampling 
is dense data which helps illuminate theoretical constructs.
Stem & Pyles (1986) Once again, stresses idea that selective sampling is a systematic 
process used to guide additional data collection once main 
concepts or core variables become apparent. Also discusses 
deductive-inductive aspects of selective sampling arguing that 
this process is deductive in that previously formed hypotheses 
are tested and verified and inductive in that it helps identify 
properties of the categories or core variables and aids in the 
development of emerging hypotheses. States that saturation of 
a category is reached when no new information is being gleaned 
from the data that further elaborates the category.
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T a b l e  1 1 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Charmaz (1994a) Argues that in grounded theory, theoretical development is 
contingent on theoretical sampling which helps fill out and 
extend emergent categories. Mentions that unlike Strauss, she 
only conducts theoretical sampling after key concepts have been 
defined to foster "an in-depth understanding of the realities and 
issues at hand’ (p. 69). Claims theoretical sampling occurs much 
later in a grounded theory study then the initial sampling of sites, 
people, or documents. Underscores the idea that theoretical 
sampling is a process which occurs after the analyst has derived 
hunches and hypotheses from the data. Simply stated, 
theoretical sampling shapes further data collection around the 
development and refinement ofconceptual ideas.
Charmaz (1994b) Defines theoretical sampling as "sampling aimed toward the 
development of the emerging theory" (p. 111).  Argues that 
grounded theory differs from traditional forms of research in that 
theoretical categories are developed through the analytic 
process rather than established prior to research. Maintains 
theoretical sampling is an inductive technique for systematically 
building theoretical frameworks from data. Mentions that it is also 
deductive in that inductively derived conceptual categories are 
systematically tested against the data. Also discusses 
elaboration of categories through theoretical sampling and 
saturation of categories.
researcher can make. In contrast, he argues: "When the strategies of theoretical
sensitivity are employed, the researcher can make shifts of plan and emphasis 
early in the research process so that the data gathered reflects what is occurring 
in the field rather than speculation about what cannot or should have been 
observed. He can follow his emerging theoretical sensitivity" (p. 38). Therefore, 
he sees theoretical sampling as a means of checking an emerging theoretical 
framework rather than as a procedure useful for the verification of pre­
conceived hypotheses.
In Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), Glaser once again cites 
the definition of theoretical sampling found in the Discovery, and explains that 
theoretical sampling is the process which guides data collection to further 
develop categories until each category is "saturated, elaborated, and integrated 
into the emerging theory" (p. 102). After stressing that grounded theory is an 
inductive method which relies on deductive procedures (i.e., theoretical
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sampling) for elaborating categories and the emerging theory, he continues his 
critique of Strauss' use of the coding paradigm and the means by which 
theoretical sampling is purportedly used to accommodate it. In a nutshell, he 
argues that Strauss' approach to theoretical sampling has drifted back to a 
more conventional form of sampling, it is designed to produce full conceptual 
description rather grounded theory, and it becomes increasingly forced as the 
analyst moves from open to axial and selective coding.
As alluded to above Strauss (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Strauss, 1987; 
Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994), also continues to build on early formulations of 
theoretical sampling found in the Discovery, in Quantitative Analysis for Social 
Scientists (1987), Strauss describes theoretical sampling as a procedure 
"harnessed to making comparisons according to various subdimensions" (p. 16) 
in which the researcher samples "incidents, events, activities and populations" 
guided by the emerging theory. In his words, "The basic question in theoretical 
sampling is: What groups or subgroups of populations, events, activities (to find 
various dimensions, strategies, etc.) does one turn to next in data collection. 
And for what theoretical purpose?" (pp. 38-39). Theoretical sampling, he 
argues requires "much calculation and imagination on the part of the analyst" 
(p. 39) and differs from the type of sampling found in quantitative research and 
therefore is not subject to the same canons.
Similarly, Corbin and Strauss (1990) emphasize that theoretical 
sampling does not involve the sampling of specific groups of individuals or units 
of time characteristic of statistical sampling methods, but instead requires 
sampling of concepts, properties, dimensions, and variations which are relevant 
to the emerging theory. They believe that in grounded theory, 
representativeness of concepts rather than of persons is critical. To them, the 
aim of theoretical sampling is to "ultimately build a theoretical explanation by
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specifying phenomena in terms of the conditions that give rise to them, how they 
are expressed through action/interaction, the consequences that result from 
them, and variations of these qualifiers” (p. 9).
Strauss' most exhaustive treatment of theoretical sampling since the 
Discovery, however, can be found in Basics of Qualitative Research (1990) 
which devotes one chapter to a detailed discussion of this procedure. Here, 
Strauss and Corbin define theoretical sampling as "sampling on the basis of 
concepts that have proven theoretical relevance to the evolving theory" (p. 176). 
By proven theoretical relevance they mean the sampling of concepts which are 
deemed significant by the researcher because they are "repeatedly present or 
notably absent" when comparing incidents and, through coding procedures, are 
sufficiently important to earn the status of categories. They emphasize the 
sampling of incidents and not persons perse which evolve during analysis. As 
in their earlier work, they frame theoretical sampling in terms of gathering data 
in terms of the coding paradigm involving action/interaction, conditions, 
consequences, and strategies. Moreover, they emphasize that theoretical 
sampling and data collection should be constructed to allow for discovery, the 
central aim of grounded theory.
To Strauss and Corbin (1990), theoretical sampling is directed by the 
three types of coding procedures (i.e., open, axial, and selective) and is closely 
linked to the concept of theoretical sensitivity mentioned above. The aim of 
sampling in open coding, they argue, is to discover as many potentially relevant 
categories as possible - as well as their properties and dimensions, in open 
coding, sampling of persons, places, and situations is geared to collecting the 
most potentially relevant data about the phenomenon under study. Unlike 
sampling associated with axial and selective coding, open sampling allows for 
the selection of informants or sites on a relatively indiscriminate basis because
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the analyst does not have a well-developed theory or set of hypotheses from 
which to work. The theory has not yet emerged and therefore analysts do not 
know specifically what they want to sample. Their primary responsibility is to 
remain flexible and allow the potentially relevant categories to emerge which 
can be further developed or abandoned through subsequent data collection 
and analysis.
Sampling in axial coding, they argue, becomes more focused and more 
theoretically relevant, and involves the process of relating categories in terms of 
the coding paradigm involving conditions, context, action/interaction, and 
consequences. In relational and variational sampling associated with axial 
coding, the analyst tries to find as many differences as possible at the 
dimensional level by systematically moving from situation to situation to collect 
data on theoretically relevant categories, or by purposefully choosing persons, 
sites, or documents to elicit variation among the dimensions of the categories. 
At this point, the analyst proceeds deductively to hypotheses about the 
relationships of the dimensions and properties to further develop the categories. 
Importantly, selection of sites, informants, and documents are conducted on the 
basis of theoretically relevant concepts.
In selective coding, sampling is designed to integrate categories 
according to their interrelationships along the dimensional level to form a 
theory, validate statements of relationship, and further develop the categories. 
Sampling becomes more directed, deliberate, and discriminate. For this 
reason, Strauss and Corbin (1990) call this process discriminate sampling 
emphasizing that the analyst must chooses sites, persons, and documents 
which help maximize opportunities for verifying the story line (i.e., theory). This 
process, they claim, can involve returning to previously visited sites, documents,
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and persons, or choosing new ones to collect more data in the service of the 
emerging theory.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) also emphasize several other points in this 
chapter. First, they mention that testing is an integral part of grounded theory 
built into each step of the process. By this, they mean the technique of 
constantly comparing hypotheses against the data, modifying these 
hypotheses, and testing them again. Hypotheses which repeatedly stand up to 
such scrutiny ultimately become part of the theory. Second, they discuss 
theoretical saturation. As mentioned above, in grounded theory the analyst 
samples until saturation of each category is reached. Saturation occurs when 
no new data are emerging relevant to a category, all of the coding paradigm 
elements (i.e., strategies, conditions, action/interaction, and consequences) are 
accounted for, and the relationships between categories have been established 
and validated (through testing). Finally, Strauss and Corbin compare 
theoretical sampling to sampling methods most often associated with 
quantitative research. They stress that sampling in quantitative research is 
based on selection of part of a population which is believed to be representative 
of a larger population to which one can generalize. In this method, the primary 
concern is representativeness of that sample in terms of specific characteristics. 
In grounded theory, on the other hand, the concern is representativeness of 
concepts germane to the emerging theory.
A review of the other methodologists' treatment of theoretical sampling 
can be grouped into several organizing concepts addressing different aspects 
related to this procedure. These methodologists tend to explain theoretical 
sampling in accordance with Glaser and Strauss' (1967) pioneering work on 
this subject, adding little creative insight or, if the work post dates Strauss' 
(1987; 1990) more recent efforts, failing to explicitly address his "coding
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paradigm" version of theoretical sampling (Charmaz, 1994a, 1994b; Conrad, 
1982; Darkenwald, 1980; Hutchinson, 1986; Merriam et al., 1983; Mullen & 
Reynolds, 1978; Stern, 1980, 1985; Stem & Pyles, 1986; Stern et al., 1982).
Mullen and Reynolds (1978), for example, argue that the purpose of 
theoretical sampling is to discover concepts, hypotheses, and the 
interrelationships between them, while Conrad (1982) suggests that in a 
grounded theory study the universe of data to be collected is delimited by 
theoretical criteria. In her series of articles on grounded theory methodology, 
Stem (1980, 1985; Stern & Pyles, 1986; Stern et al., 1982) uses the term 
selective sampling interchangeably with theoretical sampling and describes this 
process as a selective means of collecting data for the purpose of developing 
hypotheses and identifying the properties of the categories. She explains that 
as the conceptual framework of the study begins to emerge, missing or 
incomplete pieces are evident. At this point, more data are needed to be 
collected in a systematic fashion through theoretical sampling techniques to 
build on what the analyst already knows about the phenomenon of interest. 
Theoretical sampling she claims, involves data collection in "advance of the 
theory" (1980, p. 122). Importantly, Stern maintains that both selective sampling 
of the data and of the literature are important to the integration of categories, 
variables, and theory. In a similar vein, Charmaz (1994a, 1994b) views 
theoretical sampling as sampling designed to further the development of the 
emerging theory. However, she does advocate the use of delayed and focused 
theoretical sampling after key concepts have been defined. In other words, she 
sees theoretical sampling as technique for checking "hunches" or hypotheses 
the analyst gleans from the data. She also maintains that theoretical sampling 
differs from sampling procedures common to other forms of qualitative research
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in that grounded theorists do not in know what they will be sampling before the 
study is begun.
Most of these methodologists also discuss saturation, the process by 
which the analyst knows when to stop sampling in a grounded theory study 
(Charmaz, 1994b; Conrad, 1978; Hutchinson, 1986; Mullen & Reynolds, 1978; 
Stem, 1980; Stern & Pyles, 1986; Stem et al., 1982). Mullen and Reynolds 
(1978) explain that data collection ceases in a grounded theory study when no 
new categories or their related aspects are appearing in the data. Conrad 
(1982) views the criterion of saturation as the point when no additional data are 
being discovered that further embellish the theory, while Stern stresses that 
saturation occurs when analysts are satisfied that no new information is being 
found regarding a category which elaborates that particular part of the emerging 
hypotheses. To Hutchinson (1986) saturation occurs when the theoretical 
codes (i.e., categories) are complete in that the researcher has a thorough 
understanding of the cause, context, and consequences of the relevant codes.
Like Glaser and Strauss in their various works, several of these 
methodologists also compare theoretical sampling to sampling associated with 
more traditional quantitative forms of research. Mullen & Reynolds (1978) 
specifically reference Glaser's (1978) comparison of theoretical and statistical 
sampling, pointing out that the primary purpose of statistical sampling is to 
obtain accurate evidence on the distributions among categories which are used 
in descriptions and verifications and based on a predetermined sample. 
Conversely, they argue the purpose of theoretical sampling is to discover 
concepts, hypotheses, and their interrelationships in order to build theory. In 
grounded theory, closure occurs when categories become saturated whereas in 
statistical sampling the analyst is generally confined to the predetermined 
sample. They state: "The aim of grounded theory is not complete coverage in a
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descriptive, logico-deductive or scholarly sense-its goal is theoretical 
completeness, that is, the explanation of a social phenomenon in relevant 
terms" (p. 285). Darkenwald (1980) also reinforces the point made by Mullen 
and Reynolds that in quantitative research a statistical sample is drawn before 
the research is conducted, while in grounded theory the emerging theory 
dictates where analysts will collect relevant data. For this reason, they argue, 
grounded theorists do not know in advance how many groups, individuals, or 
situations they will need to compare. Hutchinson (1986) also makes this same 
point, stressing that experimental research focuses on predetermined groups 
and specified variables. In contrast, in grounded theory sampling decisions are 
made throughout the research process.
Another organizing concept pertaining to theoretical sampling concerns 
the inductive-deductive aspects of grounded theory. Stem (1980), for example, 
underscores that selective (theoretical) sampling is a deductive process 
because the conceptual framework which has been analytically derived from 
the data is tested through data collection for the purpose of testing emerging 
hypotheses. In this manner, concepts, categories, or theory which cannot be 
supported by the data are dropped, altered, or expanded. Theoretical sampling 
also as an inductive aspect, she argues, in that data are collected not only to 
substantiate the importance of the variables but also to identify and elaborate 
the properties of the variables (she also Stern & Pyles, 1986). Charmaz 
(1994b) also emphasizes both the inductive and deductive aspects of 
theoretical sampling. She claims this technique exemplifies the inductive logic 
of the grounded theory approach because grounded theorists inductively and 
systematically build theory out of their observations throughout their analyses, 
progressively sharpening their focus. Once the inductively constructed 
conceptual categories become sufficiently developed, theoretical sampling
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becomes a deductive tool for checking out hunches, raising specific questions, 
and checking the scope and depth of the categories.
According to grounded theory methodologists, theoretical sampling is the 
process or technique which helps guide data collection and analysis through 
the sampling of incidents, actions, events, variations, etc. in relation to the 
emerging theory. As stressed by them, it is concerned with the meaningful and 
inclusive representation of concepts important to the ongoing development of 
theory rather than, accurate representation of selected characteristics of 
populations or groups. It involves the use of constant comparison to identify 
categories and their properties and to establish the uniformity, variation, and 
interrelationships within the data which ultimately become part of the emerging 
theory. Importantly, it is the means by which analysts decide where to sample 
next as the study progresses.
Grounded theory methodologists, however, are somewhat ambiguous in 
their explanation of theoretical sampling in terms of just what exactly is being 
sampled. In a somewhat limited sense, it has been argued that theoretical 
sampling pertains only to the sampling of incidents or events pertinent to the 
emerging theory, and not the sampling of persons per se (see for example, 
Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Consistent with this view, theoretical sampling is seen 
as the means by which incidents or codes are identified and constantly 
compared and elaborated to further develop categories and to ultimately refine 
the emerging theory. In a similar fashion, but conceptualized more broadly, 
theoretical sampling involves the sampling of incidents in relation to the explicit 
selection of sites, organizations, populations, groups, and individuals selected 
according to theoretical criteria for the basis of comparison.
For the purposes of this inquiry, theoretical sampling is viewed as the 
purposeful sampling of incidents or events according to theoretical criteria
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which often involves the selection of organizations, sites, groups, and 
individuals for comparison on the basis of the emerging theory. Whereas it can 
be argued that theoretical sampling could also be used to compare incidents 
within a certain predetermined data set or sample, ideally it is the process of 
constructing or building the study sample progressively on theoretical grounds. 
As pointed out by the methodologists, grounded theorists do not know at the 
beginning of their research the nature or scope of the comparison groups that 
will ultimately be used. This is not to say that incidents or events are not being 
sampled but only that this sampling tends to involve the selection of sites or 
individuals chosen on the basis of theoretical criteria. In other words, theoretical 
sampling is the means by which concepts and their interrelationships are more 
fully developed through constant comparison of theoretically relevant 
comparison groups selected throughout the research process.
Grounded Theory Studies in Education
With a few notable exceptions, a review of the research articles in 
education (Table 12), reveals that many of these analysts do not appear to view 
theoretical sampling as central to the utilization of grounded theory, in sharp 
contrast to the primacy given to these sampling procedures by the 
methodologists in their treatment of grounded theory. These researchers either 
did not feel that it is was necessary to employ theoretical sampling procedures 
as outlined by the methodologists to conduct a grounded theory study, did not 
fully understand these procedures and therefore avoided them, or simply were 
unaware of their purported importance to the use of this method. Perhaps more 
often, researchers chose only to operationalize certain aspects of grounded 
theory methodology in their studies, believing the flexible adaptation of selected
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characteristics of this methodology would provide the most parsimonious and 
situation-specific explanation of the phenomenon being studied.
Of the research articles, approximately half of the researchers did not 
specifically mention the term theoretical sampling in their research (Caffarella & 
O'Donnell, 1991; Cruikshank, 1993; Curtiss, 1993; Dana & Pitts, 1993; Fisher, 
1993; Gumport, 1991; Hermann & Sarracino, 1993; Koemer, 1992; Padilla & 
Pavel, 1994; Parkay et al., 1992; Sissel, 1997; Spector & Gibson, 1991). 
Janesick (1982), for example, ignores theoretical sampling in his case study of 
an architect which employed selected aspects of grounded theory methodology, 
while Mellon (1986) also fails to mention theoretical sampling in her article. 
Gumport (1991) did not address theoretical sampling in her study but explains 
that her sample included 27 full-time women faculty drawn from a larger sample 
of 75. Unfortunately, she does not specify how these particular women were 
selected. Koemer (1992) identified themes from the data and looked for 
instances reflective of those themes in the interviews, but does not discuss 
specifically how participants were selected other than that they were enrolled in 
a 15-week seminar involving effective supervision of student teachers. Parkay 
et al. (1992), in their study of professional socialization of high school principals 
attempted to maximize variability in sites (i.e., selecting principals representing 
five states and four geographical regions), although these sites were not 
selected specifically on theoretical grounds. Curtiss (1993) does not mention 
theoretical sampling but argues that data collection involving students placed 
into triads were analyzed according to the principles of constant comparison. 
Dana and Pitts (1993) also fail to mention theoretical sampling in their case 
study employing elements of grounded theory, Hermann & Sarracino (1993) 
seemed to ignore theoretical sampling as means of selecting their sample of 13 
preservice students who had completed a preservice literacy methods course,
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Table 12. The Use of Theoretical Sampling in Grounded Theory (Research 
Articles).
R esearch er/D a te Theoretical Sam pling
Conrad (1978) Provides succinct overview of theoretical sampling procedures. 
Explains that comparison groups were selected on the basis of 
theoretical relevance. In this case, four institutions were chosen 
that met the sample criterion (i.e., had utilized different vehicles 
of academic change).
Mazmanian (1980) Explains theoretical sampling procedures in "Research 
Methods" (p. 6) section but is not dear as to how he followed 
these procedures in sample selection. States that 20 interviews 
representing individuals from 10 universities were conducted 
without specifying why these particular individuals or institutions 
were selected.
Gehrtce (1981) Footnotes a brief explanation of theoretical sampling after the 
following statement: T h e  11 beginning secondary teachers who 
were selected for participation in this study were chosen on the 
assumption that differences among the participants would 
facilitate the discovery of theoretical categories, properties, and 
interrelationships" (p. 34). Goes on to explain differences (i.e., 
sex, age, experience, school, etc.).
Blase (1982) Discusses theoretical sampling and claims that: Theoretical 
sampling proceeded around discovered emergent themes and 
related categories in the data which appeared to explain major 
processes and changes overtime” (p. 97). Although he is explicit 
that themes were established through data collection which 
continued until all major categories were saturated, his sample 
"was limited to the 43 teachers in one division of the high school" 
(p. 96). Not clear as if teachers were selected on the basis of 
delimiting the categories, expanding the theory, etc.
Gehrke (1982) As in earlier article, explains that: The eleven beginning high 
school teachers who participated in the study varied in age (22- 
35), sex, teaching area, background, and school environment. 
They were selected following the principles of theoretical 
sampling-that is, on the assumption that the differences among 
the participants would facilitate the discovery of theoretical 
categories, properties, and interrelationships" (p. 41).
Janesick (1982) Does not mention theoretical sampling. Of two names suggested 
to researcher, one architect was selected for this case study 
because of "his willingness to participate in the study and his 
ability to articulate what architecture meant to him" (p. 24).
Kozma (1985) Discusses theoretical sampling procedures in "Methodology" 
section (pp. 304-305). Theoretical sampling used to guide 
"collection and coding of data from subsequent cases" (p. 306).
Spector (1985) Analyst states: "Data were collected and simultaneously analyzed 
by this researcher in three successive stages. Each stage added 
new respondents. This provided opportunity to compare 
incidents among different groups and make comparisons 
between diverse and similar evidence" (p. 329).
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T a b l e  1 2 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Mellon (1986) Does not discuss theoretical sampling.
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Developed and integrated categories via constant comparison of 
of incidents, etc. Sample cases (12 inservice, elementary 
teachers) selected randomly. States in "Conclusion’ section (p. 
239) that: 'Now that categories have been developed, however, 
the next selection of teachers must proceed not randomly but 
theoretically.'
Blase (1987) Claims that: 'In  accord with theoretical sampling guidelines for 
grounded theory inquiry, a  second phase of the project (1985) 
was planned to probe more deeply the dimensions of school 
principals' effectiveness and ineffectiveness from the teachers' 
standpoint.. .  Research procedures were designed to produce 
the widest possible range of substantive categories and themes 
regarding the leadership phenomenon under investigation* (p. 
591).
Mitchell (1987) Initially interviewed five chairpersons in the first round of 
interviews; theoretical sampling extended to the selection of 
additional chairpersons and sites in the second round. 
Discusses data collection via theoretical sampling and constant 
comparison until all of the major categories and their 
interrelationships were saturated.
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Theoretical sampling not discussed per se, but mentions that: 
'As the conceptual structure develops, new data sources are 
selected that promise to illuminate the nature of the structure* (p. 
11). However, researchers analyzed each interview transcript 
before moving to the next interview stating: T h e  analysis of 
transcripts and selection of interviewees continued until the 
categories and their properties saturated* (p. 12).
Blase (1989) Explicitly states that data collection instrument (The Inventory of 
Teacher Influence Strategies) was refined "according to 
theoretical sampling criteria" (p. 380). In other words, the 
questions administered on the second round of the ITIS 
reflected the general categories that emerged from the first 
round. Researcher wanted to collect data from as wide range of 
groups as possible to maximize variation, and subsequently 
administered this instrument among 770 individuals.
Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) Theoretical sampling not mentioned; original sample selected 
randomly.
Cooper & Dunlap (1991) Theoretical sampling not mentioned; sample nominated by 
peers.
Gumport (1991) Theoretical sampling not mentioned; sample based on 27 full­
time women faculty drawn from a larger two-year study involving 
75 randomly selected women faculty members. Not clear how 27 
were selected but they are ultimately grouped into four patterns.
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T a b l e  1 2 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Spector & Gibson (1991) Theoretical sampling not mentioned. However, researchers 
state that: "In Phase 2, the researchers were participant 
observers looking for evidence for what students said was 
occurring and what was important to them." And, later "Open- 
ended questions derived from and reflecting the categories, 
themes, emerging hypotheses, and emerging theoretical model 
guided the interviews’  (p. 470)
Cresweli & Brown (1992) Do not specifically mention theoretical sampling but it is implicit 
selection of sample, drawn from a larger study based on 
theoretical criteria. They state: "From among the two hundred 
cases, we identified thirty-three chairs who had, in response to 
one line of questioning in the interview protocol, discussed a 
specific instance where he or she helped a faculty member grow 
professionally.
Koemer (1992) Does not mention theoretical sampling. Participants were 
enrolled in a 15-week seminar on effective supervision of 
student teachers. Researcher identified tentative themes from 
the data and looked for instances reflective of those themes in 
the interviews.
Parkay, Currie, & 
& Rhodes (1992)
Theoretical sampling not discussed. Researchers select 12 first­
time high school principals representing five states and four 
geographical regions. State: "The research team sought to have 
one rural, one suburban, and one urban school in each of the 
five states. The eventual sample of schools represented this 
range of types; however, in some states there were no sites that 
fully met the sample criteria’  (p. 49). Although researchers 
wanted to maximize variability in sites, these do not seem to have 
been selected on theoretical grounds.
Thompson (1992) Cases (individuals and sites) selected before study began on the 
basis of socio-demographic factors. Researcher explains: The  
sample consisted of 18 registered nurses. In order to obtain 
diverse perspectives, subjects were selected who varied in age, 
marital status, socioeconomic status, work setting, type of basic 
nursing program, and point in pursuing the BSN." (p. 96). Does 
not discuss theoretical sampling procedures.
Cruikshank (1993) Does not discuss theoretical sampling. Only criterion for 
sample/site selection was that "participants in this study are 
adherents of the social change side of the debate described 
above’ (p. 174).
Curtiss (1993) Theoretical sampling not mentioned. Students who had been 
placed in different learning cohorts according to year of 
enrollment were grouped into triads generally consisting of one 
Cohort One and two Cohort Three students. Data were collected 
from these groups and analyzed according to principles of 
constant comparison.
Dana & Pitts (1993) No mention of theoretical sampling. Case study of a principal that 
was one of the authors.
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T a b l e  1 2 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Fisher (1993) Does not discuss theoretical sampling. Sites and informants 
selected on basis of demographic criteria only. Researcher 
states: These sites were selected in order to increase the 
probability that persons available for interviewing would 
represent a broad age spectrum with diverse backgrounds and 
experiences. All older adults present at the various senior 
centers were invited to participate in the study by being 
interviewed; all residents of the nursing home who were judged 
by the staff to be able to participate in an hour-long interview 
were invited to participate in the study” (pp. 78-79).
Hermann & Sarracino (1993) Theoretical sampling not mentioned. Participants were 13 
preservice students who had completed all four phases of a 
preservice literacy methods course.
Courtney, Jha, & 
& Babchuk (1994)
Discuss theoretical sampling in detail. They state: "We began 
the process of theoretical sampling from this pool after jointly 
reading and discussing three of the interviews” (p. 175). After a 
relatively lengthy overview of how theoretical sampling was used, 
authors conclude: 'In summary, our approach to sampling was 
shaped by (a) the emerging categories, resulting from open 
coding, (b) our desire to obtain as rich a data source as possible; 
and, (c) our need to represent various sites, settings, teachers, 
and hours spent in the classroom as represented by students 
who had completed a program, those who were still in class and 
those who had dropped out of the program” (p. 176).
Padilla & Pavel (1994) No mention of theoretical sampling. Interviewed 24 junior and 
senior Hispanic and Native American students who were enrolled 
in a large Southwestern university. States: "We selected juniors 
and seniors in good academic standing to make sure that the 
subjects had been college students for a significant length of 
time and thus had an experiential basis for their observations" (p. 
145).
Sissel (1997) Theoretical sampling not discussed. Two different sites were 
selected prior to the study in order to utilize "the comparative 
approach to data collection* (p. 125). Forty staff and 50 parents 
interviewed from these two sites.
and Padilla and Pavel (1994) were not concerned with theoretical sampling in
the selection of their sample, choosing subjects who "had been college 
students for a significant length of time and thus had an experiential basis for 
their observations" (p. 125).
Spector (1985), like the researchers above, did not explicitly refer to 
theoretical sampling in her article but collected and analyzed data in three 
successive stages in which each stage added new respondents, providing the
»
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"opportunity to compare incidents among different groups and make 
comparisons between diverse and similar evidence" (p. 329). Parker and 
Gehrke (1986) did not use theoretical sampling procedures for selection of their 
sample but conclude: "Now that categories have been developed, however, the 
next selection of teachers must proceed not randomly but theoretically. Thus 
data will be relevant to refining the categories. . . Although we had no 
compelling need to select particular teachers for category-induction data base, 
we now have an emerging substantive theory and need careful theoretical 
sampling" (pp. 239-240). Rennie and Brewer (1987) do not explicitly discuss 
theoretical sampling, but like Spector (1985) above, they appeared to employ 
this technique in their study. They state: "The analysis of transcripts and 
selection of interviewees continued until the categories and their properties 
saturated” (p. 12). Similarly, Cresweli and Brown do not discuss theoretical 
sampling per se but select their sample of 33 from a larger study of 200 hundred 
cases on the basis of theoretical criteria. In this study, only those who 
responded to a specific line of questioning in the interview were selected.
Blase (1982), on the other hand, explicitly discusses his use of 
theoretical sampling which "proceeded around discovered emergent themes 
and related categories in the data which appeared to explain major processes 
and changes over time" (1982, p. 97). In this research, he is clear that themes 
were established through data collection which continued until all major 
categories were saturated. Yet he also explains that his sample was limited to 
43 teachers in the high school where his study was conducted. Thus, it appears 
that he sampled concepts until saturation of categories occurred from a pre­
existing sample which was not selected according to theoretical criteria. In his 
1987 article, Blase explicitly discusses theoretical sampling as a grounded 
theory technique used "to probe more deeply the dimensions of school
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principals' effectiveness and ineffectiveness from the teachers' standpoint" (p. 
591). To do this, he conducted a series of three interviews with 40 teachers. 
The first 30, he claimed, were selected randomly whereas the last 10 were 
selected on the basis of recommendations from this first group. In his 1989 
article, Blase explains that the data collection instrument (The Inventory of 
Teacher Influence Strategies) was refined according to theoretical sampling 
criteria. In this study, questions administered on the second round of this 
instrument reflected categories which emerged in the first round.
Several other researchers also discussed their use of theoretical 
sampling in their research. Conrad (1978) provides a succinct overview of 
theoretical sampling procedures claiming that comparison groups were 
selected on the basis of theoretical relevance. In this case, four institutions were 
chosen that met the sample criterion (i.e., had utilized different vehicles of 
academic change). Gehrke (1981) provides a brief explanation of theoretical 
sampling described as the "choice and use of participants who meet the criteria 
of theoretical purpose and relevance rather than random representation" (p. 38) 
in his article. Interestingly, this footnote comes after the following statement: 
"The 11 beginning secondary teachers who were selected for participation in 
this study were chosen on the assumption that differences among the 
participants would facilitate the discovery of theoretical categories, properties, 
and interrelationships" (p. 34). As seems to be somewhat common in grounded 
theory research, this analyst believed that selection of the sample based only 
on variation of demographic characteristics would automatically lend itself to 
meaningful comparison and analysis within the framework of the emerging 
theory. Not surprisingly, her 1982 article reinforces this assumption. She 
explains: "The eleven beginning high school teachers who participated in this 
study varied in age (22-35), sex, teaching area, background, and school
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environment. They were selected following the principles of theoretical 
sampling-that is, on the assumption that the differences among the participants 
would facilitate the discovery of theoretical categories, properties, and 
interrelationships" (p. 41).
Kozma (1985) outlines theoretical sampling in the "Methodology" section 
of his article, explaining that it "provides comparisons that identify categories 
and their properties and that subsequently establish the uniformities, variations, 
and relationships that are integrated into theory" (p. 305). From analysis of initial 
interviews, theoretical sampling was used "as to guide the collection and coding 
of data from subsequent cases" (p. 306). Subsequent cases involved two 
programs, 28 institutions, and 145 individuals. Although the researcher used 
theoretical sampling procedures to guide data collection, it was not clear if 
these cases were selected on the basis of theoretical sampling criteria. This 
research seemed to include all who were involved in the innovations studied, 
compared on theoretical grounds. Mitchell (1987), in her study of departmental 
leadership, initially interviewed five chairpersons in the first round. Theoretical 
sampling procedures were then employed for the selection of additional 
chairpersons and sites in the second round of interviews. In this article, Mitchell 
discusses data collection via theoretical sampling and constant comparison 
until all of the major categories and their interrelationships were saturated.
Turning to the articles in adult education, Mazmanian (1980) discusses 
theoretical sampling procedures in his "Research Methods" section, explaining 
that it is continuous process which "enables the researcher to select 
comparison groups on the basis of their theoretical relevance" (p. 6). Whereas 
he specifies that "categories that emerged during interviews were tested, 
expanded or dropped during subsequent analysis," (p. 7) it is unclear how or if 
he followed theoretical sampling procedures in sample selection which
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involved twenty interviews with individuals representing 10 universities. 
Caffarella & Olson (1991) fail to mention theoretical sampling in their qualitative 
analysis of self-directed learning which employed the constant comparative 
method "for the formation of data categories." In this research, the study sample 
consisted of 33 subjects who agreed to participate in the focus group interviews, 
drawn from a larger randomly selected pool of 100. Thompson (1992) did not 
mention theoretical sampling in her study of registered nurses' participation in 
baccalaureate nursing programs, appearing to select "several techniques" (p. 
97) associated with the constant comparative method of data collection and 
analysis, including the interrelated processes of developing codes, writing field 
notes and memos, and diagramming. Their sample consisted of 18 nurses who 
were selected to represent a wide range of demographic characteristics (i.e., 
age, marital status, socioeconomic status) and other factors, such as work 
setting and type of basic nursing program. Cruikshank (1993) also failed to 
mention theoretical sampling procedures in her study of university extension 
work in Canada. Participants in this study appeared to be selected 
theoretically, however, in that all were "adherents of the social change side of 
the debate” (p. 174) which she outlines in this article. In his research on 
developmental change among older adults, Fisher (1993) also does not discuss 
theoretical sampling procedures. In this research, he selected five sites for 
comparative purposes "in order to increase the probability that persons 
available for interviewing would represent a broad age spectrum with diverse 
backgrounds and experiences" (p.78). Within these sites, all older adults were 
invited to participate in the study. Sissel (1997), in her study of Head Start as a 
setting for Adult Education, does not specifically mention theoretical sampling 
but is explicit that two Head Start centers were selected for study on the basis of 
the "comparative approach to data collection" (p. 125).
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In a departure from most of the studies reviewed above, Courtney et al. 
(1994) discuss the use of theoretical sampling procedures in grounded theory 
research and specifically outline how they used these procedures in their study 
of student experiences’ in ABE/GED classrooms. They explain that they began 
theoretical sampling by progressively selecting sites and students on the basis 
of theoretical criteria following the joint reading and analysis of three interview 
transcripts, drawn from a pre-existing pool of 45. Following the ongoing 
discussion of competing themes which emerged from the data over time as 
analysis progressed, these researchers began to select cases according to 
level of student participation and degree of integration within the class (i.e., 
relating to how involved or connected students were to the class and with each 
other). Through the process of expanding and refining major categories until 
saturation was reached, these analysts ultimately based their theory on 14 
cases. They conclude: "In summary, our approach to sampling was shaped by
(a) the emerging categories, resulting from open coding; (b) our desire to obtain 
as rich a data source as possible; and (c) our need to represent various sites, 
settings, teachers, and hours spent in the classroom as represented by students 
who had completed a program, those who were still in class and those who had 
dropped out of the program" (p. 176).





Coding procedures are at the heart of grounded theory and involve a 
host of features most often associated with this method. These include 
theoretical sampling techniques discussed in the last chapter, as well as use of 
constant comparison, and open, axial, and selective coding. In the Discovery 
(1967), Glaser and Strauss outline coding procedures through a fairly detailed 
discussion of the constant comparative method. In Theoretical Sensitivity 
(1978), Glaser elaborates on these procedures and presents his eighteen 
coding families designed to help the analyst generate grounded theory from the 
data. Strauss (1987) also writes his own addendum to grounded theory 
research in Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists, in which he draws heavily 
on Glaser’s (1978) earlier work and coins the term "axial coding" to denote the 
elaboration of categories, subcategories, properties, and dimensions through 
use of the coding paradigm. This coding paradigm is based on one of Glaser's 
theoretical coding families which he calls the "six C family" consisting of causes, 
contexts, contingencies, consequences, covariances, and conditions. Strauss 
further embellishes grounded theory, axial coding, and the coding paradigm in 
his later work, Basics of Qualitative Research (1990), with Juliet Corbin.
Strauss’ use of axial coding and the coding paradigm serves as point of 
demarcation between Glaser and Strauss concerning their respective 
conceptualizations of the grounded theory methodology. In Basics of Grounded 
Theory Analysis. Glaser (1992) relentlessly drives home what he believes are 
important differences between grounded theory as conceived by him, and 
Strauss' diversionary method which he argues would be better labeled "full 
conceptual description." To Glaser, Strauss' insistence on the primacy of the
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coding paradigm forces grounded theory full circle back into the realm of 
Merton's positivist doctrines they had tried to get away from in the Discovery. 
with their overemphasis on hypotheses testing, verification, and the forcing of 
data into pre-conceived frameworks.
Following this discussion, the research articles in education are 
examined to ascertain how these analysts operationalized coding procedures 
in the field. This analysis helps shed light on the wide range of interpretative 
strategies employed by these researchers which involve one or more of the 
basic tenets of grounded theory as outlined by Glaser and Strauss in their 
various works. Even among the researchers whose publications post-date any 
or all of Glaser or Strauss subsequent discussions, the vast majority of these 
analysts turn to the Discovery when in need of guidance. It is argued 
throughout this inquiry that Strauss' use of axial coding and the coding 
paradigm does in fact force the data while appearing to place a misguided 
emphasis on verification and description at the expense of generation and 
explanation, few researchers in education drew upon this paradigm in their 
research. Ironically, the two studies that were influenced most heavily by 
Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin's (1990) work (i.e., Creswell and 
Brown, 1992; Courtney et al. 1994), appear to be among the most theoretically 
rich and conceputally illuminating in the data set. Nevertheless, it is argued 
here that the six in the "six C family" should be inverted and this coding family 
should be amended and more appropriately called the "nine C family" adding 
"confusing, contradictory, and convoluted" to its descriptors. Based on this 
analysis of grounded theory and first-hand experiences with this method, it is 
argued that the use of axial coding and the coding paradigm provides a false 
sense of security to qualitative researchers with positivistic roots in their 
background when using grounded theory in the field. As pointed out by Glaser,
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the grounded theorist must "trust in emergence" rather than rely on pre­
determined rules and dictums to produce a theory that is grounded in the data.
Studies Focusing on Methodology
Glaser and Strauss begin Chapter Five of The Discovery. The Constant 
Comparative Method of Qualitative Analysis," by suggesting a new approach to 
qualitative analysis designed to systematically generate theory through explicit 
coding and analytic procedures (see Table 13). They stress that grounded 
theory is not to be used for both the provisional testing and discovery of theory 
because, "in theoretical sampling, the data collected are not extensive enough 
and, because of theoretical saturation, are not coded extensively enough to 
yield provisional tests" (p. 103). Instead, they argue, the constant comparative 
method is concerned with the generation of categories, properties, and 
hypotheses about social problems and the coding of data in such a way as to 
generate or "suggest" theory. In other words, constant comparison is closely 
tied to the theoretical saturation of data geared toward discovery, and is 
therefore relatively unconcerned with issues of proof or the consideration of all 
available data. According to them, constant comparison involves a series of 
four overlapping stages which are used concurrently throughout analysis. Each 
stage is transformed gradually into the next, although earlier stages continue to 
remain in operation.
In Stage One, "Comparing Incidents Applicable to Each Category," the 
analyst begins by coding each incident into as many categories as possible, as 
the categories emerge or as data emerge that can be assigned to an existing 
category. Here, Glaser and Strauss present the first rule of constant 
comparison: "While coding an incident for a category, compare it with previous 
incidents in the same and different groups coded in the same category (p. 106).
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Table 13. Coding Procedures (Key Methodological Articles).
R esearch er/D ate Coding Procedures
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser and Strauss suggest a new approach to qualitative 
analysis of data based on the constant comparative method of 
joint coding and analysis. This method's purpose is to generate 
theory through explicit coding and analytic procedures. They 
stress that grounded theory cannot be used for provisional 
testing and is concerned only with suggesting categories, 
properties, and hypotheses. Points out that corrtant comparison 
involves a series of overlapping stages which are used 
concurrently throughout analysis.
Glaser (1978) Maintains that the essential relationship between data and theory 
is predicated upon conceptual codes. Discusses two types of 
ideational codes: substantive and theoretical. Discusses open 
coding in which the analyst codes for as many categories as 
possible, and selective coding involving the systematic coding 
around a core variable. Outlines the concept-indicator model and 
discusses theoretical sensitivity in detail. In his discussion of 
theoretical coding he presents 18 coding families designed to 
help "give the grounded theorist a powerful approach to 
generation of theory" (p. 73) by better enabling him or her to 
conceptualize how substantive codes are related as hypotheses 
and integrated into a theory. One of these coding families is the 
"Six C's" family which is relied upon heavily by Strauss in his 
subsequent works.
Corbin (1986) Emphasizes that categories are the major unit of analysis in 
grounded theory research and are related to each other via 
theoretical linkages in the form of conditions, strategies, and 
consequences. Categories are discovered through asking 
questions, breaking the data down into pieces, and making 
comparisons between incidents. Linking the categories is a 
means of conceptually ordering the data. Identifying the core 
category is done through recognizing the main theme which 
reoccurs throughout the data. To determine the core category, 
she argues, the analyst should arrange categories into 
hierarchical order; all other categories are subsequently made 
subservient to this category.
Strauss (1987) Discusses main elements of grounded theory analysis by 
drawing heavily from Glaser's (1978) text. Following Glaser, he 
suggests that grounded theory employs a concept-indicator 
model based on constant comparison of indicators to indicators 
and indicators to concepts. Deviates from Glaser's work by 
introducing the coding paradigm, a tool to be used to code data 
for relevance according to conditions, actions/interactions, 
strategies, and consequences. To him, open coding is the initial 
type of coding in grounded theory analysis involving the 
unrestricted coding of data, axial coding is conducted in terms of 
relating categories to their subcategories by means of the coding 
paradigm, and selective coding involves the systematic coding 
around the core category. Discusses criteria for judging core 
categories.
•t
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T a b l e  1 3 .  C o n t i n u e d .
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Stress data collection and analysis are interrelated processes. 
Note that concepts related to the same phenomenon can be 
grouped to form categories and that categories can therefore be 
considered a higher level of abstraction than the concepts they 
represent. Discuss use of constant comparison, the conditional 
matrix, and the coding paradigm. View coding as of three types: 
open, axial, and selective. During open coding, incidents are 
compared with others for similarities and differences and 
grouped together as categories and subcategories. Axial coding 
involves relating categories to their subcategories through the 
coding paradigm of conditions, context, strategies, and 
consequences. Selective coding involves relating all categories 
to the core category which represents the central phenomenon 
under study.
Strauss & Corbin (1990) One of most detailed works on coding procedures, devoting 
entire chapters to open, axial, and selective coding. Open 
coding viewed as process of breaking down, examining, 
comparing, and conceptualizing data. Two analytic procedures 
involving the making of comparisons and the asking of questions 
seen as key to the coding process. Axial coding defined as *a 
set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new 
ways after open coding, by making connections between 
categories' (p. 96). Argues this is accomplished through the 
coding paradigm involving conditions, context, 
action/interactional strategies, and consequences. Discuss use 
of paradigm model in detail emphasizing axial coding as a process 
of relating subcategories to a category. Define selective coding 
as process of selecting the core category and systematically 
relating it to the other categories. Also discusses theoretical 
sensitivity and use of the conditional matrix in detail.
Glaser (1992) Relentless attack on Strauss’ (1987,1990) work, especially in 
terms of his use of the coding paradigm within the context of axial 
coding. Views open coding as the initial step of theoretical 
analysis pertaining to the discovery of categories and properties 
ending when a core category emerges. Claims two analytic 
processes-the making of comparisons and asking what category 
or property of a category does an incident indicate-are basic to 
the constant comparative method of analysis. Argues Strauss' 
approach has evolved into a different method aimed to produce 
full scale forced conceptual description. Cites Strauss' use of the 
Six C Coding Family, the paradigm model, and axial coding as the 
most prevalent examples. Maintains selective coding begins 
after a core variable has emerged and is not the process of 
selecting a core variable as Strauss has claimed.
Strauss & Corbin (1994) Stress unique attributes of grounded theory which include the 
constant making of comparisons, systematic asking of questions, 
reliance on theoretical sampling procedures, systematic coding, 
and use of the conditional matrix. They explain that the 
conditional matrix can be viewed as an analytic aid or diagram 
which helps the analyst conceptualize a wide range of conditions 
and consequences related to the phenomenon under study.
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T a b l e  1 3 .  C o n t i n u e d
Other Theorists
Mullen & Reynolds (1978) Briefly summarizes origins of constant comparison (i.e., 
comparative analysis) and grounded theory and provides 
synthesis of coding procedures. Points out that in the early 
stages of research, the analyst attempts to code for as many 
categories as possible. These codes are either discarded or 
elaborated upon as the analysis unfolds. Views coding as a 
three-level process involving the comparison of indicator to 
indicator, concept to indicator, and concept with concept. These 
comparisons eventually leads to emergence of major categories 
and conceptual reorganization. Core variables become the 
organizing focus of the study; these are most often social 
processes because qualitative studies frequently involve a time 
dimension. Stress ultimate goal of theoretical completeness.
Darkenwald (1980) Defines categories as basic theoretical concepts that explain and 
predict behavior and properties as conceptual elements of 
categories which help define or elaborate categories. Point out 
that grounded theorists identify categories by searching for 
strategic commonalties and differences in the data. As the 
research unfolds, groups and events are constantly compared to 
"elaborate and test the validity of emergent categories and 
hypotheses" (p. 73). These categories are subsequently 
discarded or reconceptualized to achieve greater analytical 
power. Also argue that in grounded theory, verification is 
subordinated to discover y and is used primarily for establishing 
the existence of categories and the validity of propositions.
Stem (1980) Maintains grounded theory involves a combination of deductive 
and inductive approaches with the goal of generating theoretical 
constructs to explain action in a social context Sees grounded 
theory as a series of linked hypotheses which explain social 
phenomena. Discusses coding, categorizing, concept 
formation, and concept development. Points out that data are 
examined line by line to form categories which she defines as 
coded data which appear to cluster together. From this process, 
a conceptual framework is generated based on the main 
problems in a social scene from the point of view of the 
interactants. Conceptual development, she argues, consists of 
reduction (i.e.. the process of looking for core variables by 
seeing how categories connect), selective sampling of the 
literature, and theoretical sampling. These interrelated 
processes lead to the emergence of the core variable.
Conrad (1982) Emphasizes that "a number of researchers have not unjustly 
criticized Glaser and Strauss for failing to explicate their method 
adequately so as to guide research" (p. 241). Provides synthesis 
of Glaser and Strauss* four overlapping stages of the comparative 
method. First, he argues, the researcher collects and codes data 
into as many categories as possible via constant comparison of 
incidents with incidents. Next, the analyst begins to compare 
data with properties of the concepts that emerged from the 
comparison of incidents. Third, this ongoing analysis and 
development of concepts leads to the development of theory 
which, in the final stage, is presented as a set of propositions.
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Stem, Allen, & Moxley (1982) Emphasize that the grounded theorist works within a matrix 
involving several overlapping processes rather than a series of 
linear steps. Discusses concept formation as a process of 
generating a tentative conceptual framework from the data by 
deciding the relative importance of problems inherent in a social 
scene. Maintains that coding is the process of applying a system 
of 'substantive codes' to the data, so called because these 
codes describe the substance of the data. Categorizing is 
viewed by them as the process of taking coded data and 
comparing it with more incoming data and grouping it into clusters 
or categories according to criteria of obvious fit. Concept 
development is a three-step process of expanding and 
densifying the emerging theory involving reduction, selective 
sampling of the literature, and theoretical sampling techniques. 
Through these processes, the core variable emerges.
Merriam et al. (1983) Views grounded theory as a series of interrelated stages. In the 
first, the analyst compares incidents, generates tentative 
categories and properties, and codes incidents into these 
categories. In the second stage, the comparison of incidents 
evolves into the comparison of incidents with the properties of 
the categories. Third, the theory is delimited through the 
reduction of similar categories into a smaller number of highly 
conceptual categories, the generation of hypotheses, and 
further analysis of data as to their fit into the emerging framework. 
The fourth and final stage involves the writing of the theory from 
coded data and memos that have been generated throughout 
the research.
Stem (1985) Emphasizes that grounded theory involves the collection of 
empirical data from interviews, observations, and documents. In 
concept formation, the analyst begins to label, hypothesize, and 
cluster data based on coding (i.e., generation of substantive 
codes) and hypothesizing and categorizing (i.e., the constant 
comparison and coding of data into categories). As above, 
concept development involves reduction of categories into 
higher-order categories, selective sampling of the literature, and 
selective sampling of the data (theoretical sampling) which lead to 
emergence of the core variable.
Hutchinson (1986b) Stresses that grounded theory is an applied research method 
which takes a 'ground up* (practice to theory) approach. 
Traditional methods based on the use of existing theory take a 
top down (theory to practice) approach. Maintains that grounded 
theory requires the simultaneous collection, coding, and analysis 
of data. Level 1 coding, she explains, involves open coding or 
the coding of each incident into as many codes as possible to 
describe actions in the social setting. Level 2 codes or coding is 
the process of grouping or condensing level 1 codes into 
categories and the discarding of irrelevant codes. Level 3 codes 
are theoretical constructs which make up the theory. The 
development of the theory rests on the discovery of core variable 
which illuminates the main theme of the actors within the setting. 
Once this core variable emerges, the analyst selectively codes 
only the data that relate to it.
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Stem & Pyles (1986) As in her other articles listed above, Stem discusses the
collection of empirical data, concept formation based on coding 
and categorizing, concept development involving reduction, 
selective sampling of the literature, and selective sampling of the 
data, and the emergence of the core variable. In this article,
Stem and Pyles also emphasize advantages of collaboration in 
the coding process.
Charmaz (1994a) Point out that the codes and categories don't just describe topics
but reflect emerging ideas of the researcher. Recommends line 
by line coding during initial coding procedures which "prompts 
the researcher to study the data, to dispel earlier preconceived 
assumptions about the data, and to begin viewing the data 
analytically" (p. 81). Discusses the process of raising terms to 
concepts in which the researcher defines and analyzes it, 
specifies its properties, notes its consequences, and relates it to 
other conceptual categories. Two analytic processes are 
involved, constant comparison (i.e., data with data, category with 
category, concept with concept) and continued questioning.
Charmaz (1994b) Defines coding as the process of categorizing and sorting data.
Codes are used by the researcher to categorize otherwise 
discrete events, statements .and observations in the data.
Argues that coding is a two-phase process involving an initial 
searching phase followed by a later phase of focused coding. In 
the initial phase, the researcher attends to general aspects of the 
social scene (context, roles of participants, structuring of events, 
etc.), construct codes based on what is evident or absent in the 
data, looks for in-vivo codes, and identifies processes in the 
data. In focused coding, the researcher selectively chooses a 
limited set of codes identified in the initial coding phase and 
applies them to a large amount of data. This forces the 
researcher to develop categories, subcategories, and their 
properties. Focused coding leads to a processual analysis or the 
development of framework which illuminates the complexities of 
___________________________everyday_life._______________________________________
This procedure quickly begins to yield theoretical properties of the categories,
and the analyst begins to think in terms of the full range of attributes which are
present or absent for the category including its dimensions, the conditions
under which it is maximized or minimized, it consequences, its relationship to
other categories, and its properties. These emerging categories and properties
can be viewed as one of two kinds, those that are constructed by the social
scientist and those which are derived from the language of the informants (i.e.,
in vivo codes). Also in Stage One, Glaser and Strauss put forth the second
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basic rule of constant comparison which needs to begin early in the analysis: 
"Stop coding and record a memo on your ideas" (p. 107).
In Stage Two, "Integrating Categories and Their Properties," constant 
comparative analysis begins to shift from the comparison of incident to incident 
to the comparison of incident with properties of the category which were 
discovered in stage one. Eventually, even diverse properties become 
integrated through constant comparison as the story line begins to emerge. 
Glaser and Strauss emphasize that if data collection is guided by theoretical 
sampling procedures and analyzed at the same time as is repeatedly 
recommended through this text, the theory is more likely to become integrated 
or emerge "by itself; the in vivo patterns present in the data are more easily 
discovered because theoretical questions guide data collection in order to more 
fully extend and integrate the theory.
Stage Three, "Delimiting the Theory," occurs at two levels: the theory and 
the categories. First, the theory solidifies in that modifications to it continue to 
become fewer and fewer through the ongoing comparison of the next incident 
of a category to its properties. In this manner, non relevant properties are 
eliminated, details of the properties of are integrated into the emerging outline 
of interrelated categories, and reduction occurs. According to Glaser and 
Strauss, reduction is the process whereby the analyst discovers uniformities in 
the original set of categories or properties and can then formulate the theory 
with a fewer number of high level concepts. This process leads to parsimony of 
variables as well as to increased scope in that the theory can be applied to a 
wider range of situations. The second level for delimiting the theory involves the 
reduction of the original list of categories for coding through the discovery and 
commitment to the theory, a process which subsequently results in the 
"selective" collection and analysis of data that pertains only to the story line.
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One other factor which further delimits the final number of categories is that they 
become theoretically saturated, enabling the analyst to easily access whether 
the next incident leads to a new aspect. Thus, the universe of data explored 
through constant comparison is based on the reduction of the theory as well as 
the delimitation (and saturation) of categories. Collection and analysis of data 
according to emergent theoretical criteria reduces the vast amount of data, 
categories, and properties that can be realistically managed and avoids the 
potential for a more arbitrary delimitation of the sample.
Before grounded theorists begin "Writing the Theory," the final stage in 
the constant comparative method, they must be convinced that they have 
discovered a systematic substantive theory which reasonably reflects the 
phenomenon under study. Drawing upon this theory, the coded data, and the 
memos which have been generated throughout the study, researchers can write 
the theory for publication. As stated by Glaser and Strauss (1967): "One can 
return to the coded data when necessary to validate a suggested point, pinpoint 
data behind a hypothesis or gaps in the theory, and provide illustrations" (p. 
113). Through the use of constant comparison, they argue, the analyst "makes 
probable" the development of a complex and integrated theory which is closely 
tied to the data.
As is clearly stated on the cover of Theoretical Sensitivity. Glaser puts 
forth "Advances in the Methodology of Grounded Theory" that were "glossed 
over or completely neglected" (p. 1) in the Discovery. Not surprisingly, the 
chapter on theoretical coding attempts to further clarify coding procedures that 
were laid out in the earlier book. Glaser begins this chapter by explaining that 
the "essential relationship between data and theory is a conceptual code" (p. 
55) which acts to "conceptualize" the underlying pattern of empirical indicators 
discovered in the data. A grounded theory, he argues, is generated through the
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development of hypothetical relationships between conceptual codes (i.e., 
categories and their properties) which have been gleaned from the data (via 
constant comparison) as indicators.
Importantly, there are two types of ideational codes which serve as the 
building blocks of grounded theory: substantive and theoretical. Substantive 
codes act to conceptualize the empirical substance of the data, while theoretical 
codes conceptualize how the substantive codes relate to each other in the form 
of hypotheses which ultimately become integrated into the theory. Substantive 
and theoretical coding, he explains, are often conducted simultaneously and 
should be brought out in memos.
Substantive coding focuses on the generation of categories and 
properties which can be ultimately integrated into the emerging theory, ft 
begins through the process of open coding in which the analyst codes for as 
many categories that may eventually fit the theory as possible, a process he 
describes as "running the data open" (p. 56). Open coding allows the analyst to 
begin to see what direction he or she might want to proceed through theoretical 
sampling by testing the waters before selective coding is undertaken around a 
particular problem. It involves a minimum of preconception and is governed by 
a set of rules Glaser outlines as follows:
(1) "Ask a set of questions of the data which must be kept in mind from the 
start." This involves the continual asking three questions, (a) "What is 
this a study of?," (b) "What category does this incident indicate?," and;
(c) "What is actually happening in the data?"
(2) "Analyze the data line by line, constantly coding each sentence." To 
Glaser, this is necessary in order to achieve "full theoretical coverage 
which is thoroughly grounded" (p. 57).
(3) "The analyst must do his own coding." Although he points out that this is 
a time consuming and often painstaking process, the grounded theory 
method of simuftaneous data collection and analysis precludes a 
theoretically insightful or meaningful division of labor in this area.
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(4) "Always interrupt coding to memo the idea." In Glaser's view, this will 
enable the analyst to reap the benefits of reading the data closely and 
asking the questions listed in rule #1 above.
(5) "Stay within the confines of this substantive area and the field of study." 
This rule, he explains, is directly related to theoretical sampling in that the 
analyst can get derailed from his quest for relevance, fit, and workability if 
he goes outside his data too soon.
(6) "The analyst should not assume the analytic relevance of any face sheet 
variable (e.g., age, sex, social class, race, skin color, etc.) until it emerges 
as relevant." These variables are often of minor or no relevance to 
grounded theory studies and are relevant only if they earn their way into 
the theory.
Eventually, open coding ceases with the saturation of categories and the 
selection of a core variable. This begins the process of selective coding in 
which data are coded around the core variable. The other variables (i.e., 
categories and their properties) become subservient to it. As stated by Glaser: 
"To selectively code for a core variable, then, means that the analyst delimits his 
coding to only those variables that relate to the core variable in sufficiently 
significant ways to be used in a parsimonious theory. The core variable 
becomes a guide to further data collection and theoretical sampling" (p. 61).
In this section, Glaser also discusses the concept-indicator model on 
which grounded theory (and the constant comparative method) is based. This 
model specifies the critical link between data and concept, resulting in a theory 
which is generated from the data. It employs constant comparison of (1) 
indicator to indicator, and then after a conceptual code emerges, (2) the 
comparison of indicators to the emerging concept. This comparison of indicator 
to indicator literally forces the analyst to explore similarities, differences, and 
degrees of consistency of meaning between indicators, helping generate coded 
categories and their properties. Ongoing comparison of indicators to the 
conceptual codes helps elaborate these codes which are verified and saturated 
through development of their properties.
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As mentioned above, theoretical codes conceptualize how substantive 
codes relate to each other in the form of hypotheses which become integrated 
into the theory. In Glaser's view, theoretical coding is important not only in that it 
is designed to help "weave the fractured story back together again" but also in 
that it through this process of making new connections between substantive 
codes that new perspectives are gleaned from the data. According to Glaser, 
this process of "grounded integration" helps facilitate the generation of theory 
which is the hallmark of this method. Moreover, theoretical codes elucidate the 
subtleties of the relationships found in the data, help prevent the researcher 
from getting bogged down in the data, and can be used as an evaluative tool for 
assessing the work of others by pointing to what may or may not have been 
included in theoretical explanations of social phenomena.
Given this background to theoretical coding, Glaser proceeds to list his 
often overlooked 18 coding families including his Six C Family (i.e., Causes, 
Contexts, Contingencies, Consequences, Covariances, and Conditions) on 
which Strauss (1987) based his development of the coding paradigm. The 
other seventeen families, however, have not seemed to work their way into 
subsequent analyses as Glaser may have hoped. Glaser ends this chapter by 
mentioning that the reader can, with the right combination of theoretical 
sensitivity, use these theoretical coding families to put his own theory together. 
Almost prophetically, his last sentence anticipates the debate that is on the 
horizon, ft reads, "He can also develop his own coding families and never 
again be trapped into just writing about "pet" (authors italics) codes, as so many 
learn to do in training" (p. 82).
Like Glaser (1978), Strauss (1987) also writes his own addendum to the 
Discovery titled Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists. To a historian of this 
method, this text marks the point of divergence between Glaser and Strauss
i
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although the reader would not have known this at the time of its publication. It 
begins innocently with Strauss explaining both in the Preface and in a footnote 
in Chapter One that the second part of this chapter titled "Grounded Theory 
Analysis: Main Elements" has been "reproduced almost wholly from Barney 
Glaser's Theoretical Sensitivity 1978, with some editing and supplementation" 
(p. 22). This "supplementation" it seems, involves Strauss' fateful introduction of 
his coding paradigm, which he first mentions on page five when he is 
describing grounded theory as "a style of doing qualitative analysis that 
includes a number of distinct features, such as theoretical sampling, and certain 
methodological guidelines, such as the making of constant comparisons and 
the use of a coding paradigm, to ensure conceptual development and density." 
Somewhat later in this chapter, he explains that the excellence of qualitative 
research rests largely on the analyst’s abilities to code well and easily. In order 
to help the researcher best accomplish these tasks in grounded theory analysis, 
he suggests the use of the coding paradigm which he formally introduces as 
follows:
So we suggest the following coding paradigm. It is central to the coding 
procedures. Although especially helpful to beginning analysts, in a short 
time this paradigm quite literally becomes part and parcel of the analyst’s 
thought processes. Whether explicit or implicit, it functions as a reminder 
to code data for relevance to whatever phenomena are referenced for a 
given category, for the following: conditions, interaction among the 
actors, strategies and tactics, and consequences, (pp. 27-28)
In other words, this paradigm can be conceptualized as a tool to be used to 
code data for relevance according to conditions, actions and interactions, 
strategies, and consequences surrounding the each category under study.
i
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Without inclusion of the paradigm items, he argues, "coding is not coding" (p. 
28). To him, coding consists of three types: open, axial, and selective.
As with the Discovery (19671 and Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), Strauss 
views open coding as the initial type of coding conducted during a research 
project which involves the unrestricted coding of data. In addition to his 
synthesis of the six guidelines pertaining to open coding outlined by Glaser 
listed above, Strauss adds his own "rules of thumb" to help the student of 
grounded theory. These include: (1) Look for use of in-vivo codes or terms used 
by the subjects of the research, (2) Give a provisional name or label to each 
code, regardless if it has its origins in the researcher's language or the 
language of the informants, (3) Ask specific questions about words, phrases, 
sentences, actions, etc., in the line-by-line analysis, (4) Move rapidly to the 
dimensions that may seem relevant to given words, phrases, etc., (5) These 
dimensions should quickly evoke comparisons and if they don’t, the analyst 
should try and find them, and; (6) Pay attention to the coding paradigm (p. 30).
It is “axial” coding, however, that provides the greatest contrast to the 
Glaserian view of the coding process. To Strauss, axial coding is an essential 
aspect of open coding and consists of focused analysis around each category 
in terms of the paradigm items mentioned above. Axial coding is so named 
because analysis revolves around the "axis" of each category in turn, an 
operation which purports to build cumulative knowledge concerning the 
relationships between the category under scrutiny and other categories and 
subcategories. It is done, he explains, by first specifying the properties of a 
category and dimensionalizing it. Second, the analyst begins to hypothesize 
about the varieties of conditions, interactions, strategies, and consequences 
that can be associated with the phenomenon attributable by the category
»
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through use of the coding paradigm. Third, relationships between the category 
and other categories are made increasingly more explicit.
Strauss (1987) believes that this entire process can be conducted before 
the researcher has decided on a core category or categories which are central 
to the research. Upon selection of a core category, the analyst begins selective 
coding which involves focused and systematic coding around the core variable. 
In selective coding all other categories, subcategories, and properties become 
subordinate and systematically linked to the core category with subsequent 
theoretical sampling, data collection, and analysis directed at elaborating these 
relationships. According to Strauss, a core category accounts for most of the 
variation found in the data, acts to integrate the theory, and renders it dense and 
saturated. In Strauss' view, there are several criteria for judging which of the 
categories that emerged from analysis should ultimately achieve the status of 
the core category. These criteria include the fact that the core category must be 
central to the data (i.e., related to as many other categories and properties as 
possible in theoretically meaningful ways), should appear frequently in the data, 
relate easily to the other categories, and hold implications for the construction of 
a more generate theory.
Strauss and Corbin's (1990) text, Basics of Qualitative Analysis, was 
designed to serve as a guide for beginning qualitative researchers interested in 
conducting grounded theory analyses. In the Preface, they state: "It is intended 
primarily to provide basic knowledge and procedures needed by persons who 
are about to embark upon their first qualitative analysis research project and 
who want to build theory at the substantive level" (p. 8). Here, they present their 
version of the grounded theory methodology extending Strauss' (1987) earlier 
work and providing the most detailed examination to date of coding procedures. 
Seven chapters are devoted to this topic including individual chapters on open,
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axial, and selective coding. Here, Strauss and Corbin more fully develop the 
use of the coding paradigm and the notion of axial coding, as well as a host of 
other topics germane to the study of this method. In their own words: "This book 
does spell out the procedures and techniques (the subtitle of this book) in 
greatest detail and in the step-by-step fashion that we now believe is most 
useful for learning qualitative analysis" (p. 8). Ironically, Strauss reciprocates 
Glaser's earlier dedication to him of his text Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), by 
dedicating this work to Barney Glaser "with admiration and appreciation."
Strauss and Corbin (1990) begin their section on coding procedures 
through a fairly thorough discussion of open coding procedures. They define 
open coding as "the process of breaking down, examining, comparing, 
conceptualizing, and categorizing data" (p. 61). In other words, this analytical 
procedure is specifically concerned with the labeling and categorization of 
phenomena through detailed examination of data. In open coding, data are 
broken down into discrete parts and closely examined as the analyst compares 
these data for similarities and differences. Like the other two forms of coding, 
open coding involves both the making of comparisons and the asking of 
questions of the data, although Strauss and Corbin point out that these 
procedures are not identical in all three types of coding.
The first step of analysis, according to Strauss and Corbin, involves 
conceptualizing the data in terms of taking apart an observation, sentence, or 
paragraph and labeling each discrete incident, event, or idea that represents a 
phenomenon. Similar incidents are given the same the name or conceptual 
label and through the process of categorizing, concepts that appear to pertain 
to the same phenomenon are grouped together in potentially meaningful ways. 
As was mentioned in earlier works, categories can be named along the lines of
n
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borrowed concepts from the technical language of the researcher's discipline, 
or can be "in-vivo" codes derived directly from the language of the informants.
In Strauss and Corbin's view, categories are developed in terms of their 
properties (i.e., the attributes or characteristics of a category) and their 
dimensions (a term that refers to the locations of a property along a continuum). 
Open coding, they argue, is geared toward the discovery not only of categories 
but also of their properties and dimensions. The identification and systematic 
development of properties and dimensions are particularly important to 
grounded theory research in Strauss and Corbin's opinion because they are at 
the heart of establishing the relationship between categories and 
subcategories, and between major categories later in the analysis. Open coding 
can undertaken through line-by-line analysis, analysis of a sentence or 
paragraph, or analysis of an entire document such as an interview or 
observation. Not surprisingly, line-by-line analysis provides the most detailed 
and potentially rewarding approach.
Whereas in open coding the analyst breaks down the data and identifies 
categories, properties, and dimensions, axial coding is Strauss and Corbin's 
method of "putting the data back together in new ways by making connections 
between a category and it subcategories" (p. 97) through use of the coding 
paradigm. Strauss and Corbin state: "In axial coding our focus is on specifying 
a category (phenomenon) in terms of the conditions that give rise to it; the 
context (the specific set of properties) in which it is embedded; the 
action/interactional strategies by which it is handled, managed, and carried out; 
and the consequences of those strategies" (p. 97). These features of a 
category, they maintain, are referred to as subcategories. Subcategories are 
categories that are related to a specific category in some way and help give the 
category its precision.
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As mentioned above, axial coding is the process by which the 
subcategories are related to a category through use of the paradigm model 
denoting causal conditions, phenomenon, context, intervening conditions, 
action/interactional strategies, and consequences. Use of this model, they 
argue, helps the analyst think systematically about the data and begin to relate 
them to each other in complex ways. Conversely, failure to use this model will 
result in the emergence of a grounded theory that lacks density and precision.
Within the paradigm model, the phenomenon is the central idea or event 
around which actions/interactions are directed at carrying out or managing, or to 
which a set of actions/interactions are related. The phenomenon is identified by 
asking questions of the data such as: "What is this data referring to: What is the 
action/interaction all about?" (p. 100). Causal conditions refer to the events or 
incidents that "cause" the development of the phenomenon and can be 
identified in the data by use of terms such as when, while, because, since, due 
to, and on account of. Without these cues, the analyst can sometimes identify 
causal conditions by looking at the events or incidents that precede the 
phenomenon. Context denotes a "specific set of properties that pertain to a 
phenomenon" (p. 101) in terms of the locations of events or incidents 
associated with its dimensional range. This term also refers to the set of 
conditions within which action/interactional strategies are performed. 
Intervening conditions are considered by Strauss to be the broad and general 
conditions or structural context pertaining to a phenomenon. They act to either 
facilitate or constrain the actions and interactions performed within a given 
context and include such factors as time, space, economic status, history, and 
culture. Action/interactional strategies refer to "strategies devised to manage, 
handle, carry out, or respond to a phenomenon under a specific set of 
perceived conditions" (p. 97). Action/Interactional strategies are processual in
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that they can be studied in terms of sequences, movement, or change over time, 
and are purposeful or goal oriented. Further, absence of action/interactional 
strategies in a situation where they should be expected to occur should be 
noted by the analyst as well as the intervening conditions affecting it. Finally, 
consequences are the outcomes or results of action/interaction. As pointed by 
Strauss and Corbin, "consequences of action/interaction at one point in time 
may become part of the conditions in another" (p. 106).
Strauss and Corbin (1990) maintain that categories are linked and 
developed through the analytical processes of the asking of questions and the 
making of comparisons of the data. They emphasize axial coding is often quite 
complex because it is contingent on performing four distinct and often 
overlapping analytical steps including: (1) the relating of subcategories to a 
category by means of statements denoting the nature of their relationship 
through the use of the coding paradigm; (2) the verification of those hypotheses 
against actual data; (3) the search for the properties of categories and 
subcategories as well as the dimensional locations of the data indicative of 
them; and (4) exploration of variation in phenomena by comparing each 
category and its subcategories for different patterns (see page 107).
Strauss and Corbin define selective coding as: The process of selecting 
the core category, systematically relating it to other categories, validating those 
relationships, and filling in categories that need further refinement and 
development" (p. 116). To them, selective coding is similar to axial coding only 
it is conducted at a more abstract or higher level of analysis, involving several 
overlapping steps. The first step, "explicating the story line," involves the 
development or conceptualization of a descriptive story line about the central 
phenomenon under investigation through the identification of a core category. 
As was discussed in Strauss (1987), the core category should be central to the
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integration of the theory, capturing the essence of the data. Step two involves 
relating the other categories to the core category by means of the coding 
paradigm (i.e., through consideration of conditions, context, strategies, and 
consequences). Once the core category is identified, all other categories 
become subservient to it and are then considered subsidiary categories, or 
subcategories of the core. The core category, as pointed out by Glaser (1978), 
is often a basic psychosocial process but, at least in Strauss and Corbin's 
opinion, does not have to be psychosocial or even a process. Third, selective 
coding involves relating the categories at the dimension level. In this step, 
properties are ordered in various combinations along their dimensional ranges 
to identify patterns in the data This leads to the grouping of categories by the 
analytical procedures mentioned earlier, the asking of questions and the 
making of comparisons. Fourth, the analyst validates relationships against the 
data by presenting the theory through the use of memos that have been written 
throughout the analysis either diagrammatically or narratively. This completes 
the grounding of the theory. Fifth, categories that are in need of further 
development are filled in with data. This process allows the analyst to double 
back and account for details that might have been missing earlier in the 
analysis, and gives the theory conceptual density and conceptual specificity.
In sum, Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) view open coding 
as the initial coding conducted in a research project which involves the asking 
of questions and the making of comparisons, and the writing of theoretical 
memos which help in the analysis. In open coding, incidents (events, actions, 
interactions) are compared and given conceptual labels; conceptually similar 
incidents are grouped together to form categories. Categories are then broken 
down into properties, and dimensions of those properties, which provide a more 
in-depth analysis of these relationships. Properties are considered to be
*»
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attributes of a category whereas dimensions represent locations of these 
properties along a continuum. The second type of coding, axial coding, 
consists of a detailed analysis of each category through a coding paradigm 
involving a consideration of the conditions that gave rise to it, the context in 
which it takes place, the strategies in which it is carried out or managed, and the 
consequences of those strategies. This process results in the delineation of 
hypothetical relationships between a category and its subcategories and 
between the category and other categories. Whereas open coding allows for 
the identification of categories, properties, and dimensions, axial coding further 
elaborates the connections between a category and its subcategories. The 
third type of coding, selective coding, is the process by which all categories are 
related to the core category. The core category is a category which links all the 
other categories together and is therefore central to the integration of the theory. 
The core category should appear frequently in the data, relate easily to the 
other categories, and hold implications for the construction of a more general 
theory. In other words, selective coding is the process by which all categories 
are integrated around the core category, and these relationships are validated 
against the data. Ultimately, the core category serves as the basis for the 
emerging theory.
Needless to say, Glaser (1992) did not dedicate Basics of Grounded 
Theory Analysis to Anselm Strauss, instead recognizing his wife "whose trust in 
emergence is fundamental to our life together." In his discussion of coding 
procedures, he continues to drive home his relentless criticisms of Strauss' 
work, and further elaborates upon some of the points he made in Theoretical 
Sensitivity (1978) regarding the specifics of coding techniques. As mentioned 
in Chapter One of this inquiry, the main thrust of Glaser's argument against 
Strauss centers on his claim that Strauss’ approach has deviated so completely
»
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to what was originally set out in the Discovery that it has evolved into a different 
method of analysis he describes as full conceptual description. Among his 
many criticisms of Strauss’ texts, none are perhaps more damaging or to the 
point than his critique of Strauss’ approach to coding, particularly his purported 
misuse of the six C coding family, axial coding, and the paradigm model.
Glaser (1992), whose text follows the outline of Strauss and Corbin’s 
(1990) Basics of Qualitative Research, also begins his discussion of coding 
procedures through a chapter devoted to open coding. Open coding, he 
explains, is the first step of theoretical analysis devoted to the discovery of 
categories and their properties. In open coding, the researcher begins without 
preconceived codes categorizing incidents found in the data through the 
constant comparative method of analysis. During this process, incidents are 
compared for similarities and differences while the analyst constantly asks the 
question, "What category or a property of a category does this incident 
indicate?" (p. 39). Constant comparison, as above, consists of two analytic 
procedures, the making of comparisons of incident to incident and incident to 
concept, and the asking questions of the data. Even in the beginning stages of 
analysis, Glaser believes the grounded theory researcher should trust in 
emergence for the remainder of the study, as categories and their properties, as 
well as theoretical codes, emerge naturally and with relatively little effort 
through the coding process.
Glaser (1992) emphasizes that conceptualizing the data is the first step in 
grounded theory analysis and involves comparing incident to incident and 
incident to concept as the data is carefully examined for similarities, differences, 
and emergent patterns. Grouping of incidents into patterns of similar incidents 
become conceptually linked to form categories while dissimilar incidents often 
become properties of the category. Categories are named either through the
i
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use of sociological constructs from the language of the discipline, or by drawing 
upon in vivo words derived from the language of the informants. Categories are 
developed in terms of their properties and their theoretically coded relationship 
to other categories and their properties. In this chapter on open coding, Glaser 
critiques Strauss on several counts including what he describes as Strauss’ 
method of labeling and then grouping categories, his purported use of 
preconceived questions or concepts in the service of full conceptual description, 
and his insistence, on developing dimensions of the properties before 
emergence (i.e., before dimensions have been shown to be relevant to the 
study) thus forcing the data. What is relevant, he argues, is discovered as part 
of the grounded theory method.
Strauss and Corbin's (1990) chapter on axial coding represents to 
Glaser Strauss' "lack of scholarship in his entire book" (p. 61), referring to 
Basics of Qualitative Analysis. To Glaser, Strauss ignores the notion of 
theoretical coding placing an undue and misguided emphasis on axial coding, 
and the use of the coding paradigm involving conditions, context, 
action/interactional strategies, intervening conditions, and consequences. He 
stresses that this technique does not allow the analyst to trust to emergence and 
instead requires the forcing of data into preconceived conceptual categories. 
Here, Glaser reminds the reader that in Theoretical Sensitivity in detailed 18 
coding families designed to help the analyst be sensitive to possible 
connections between categories and properties. Conversely, Strauss’ forces 
analysis according to the six C family without regard for whether this is the 
appropriate coding family to use which is relevant to the emerging theory. In so 
doing, he argues, Strauss derails the theoretical analysis by sacrificing 
emergence--the hallmark of the grounded theory method--for description, the 
anchor of Strauss's outlaw method of full conceptual description. Importantly, in
I
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grounded theory the analyst has no way of knowing beforehand which of the 18 
coding families (or others that might emerge) should be employed in analysis.
The heart of this chapter on axial coding, like the rest of this text, is 
devoted to a thorough and systematic critique of Basics of Qualitative Analysis 
rather than the further development of grounded theory principles and 
techniques. This should not be considered surprising, however, since Glaser 
does not recognize axial coding as a legitimate aspect of grounded theory 
analysis. Throughout the chapter, he repeatedly re-emphasizes in grounded 
theory the analyst does not link properties and categories to each other by 
means of causal conditions, phenomena, context, intervening conditions, 
action/interactional strategies, and consequences for this involves 
preconception and forced theoretical coding on the data, ignoring whether the 
systematic links generated through the coding paradigm are relevant.
Among his other criticisms of Strauss' notion of axial coding include the 
latteris definitions of each of the elements of the paradigm model (i.e., the six 
C's) and his Strauss' sections on "Linking and Developing Categories Through 
Use of the Paradigm", Relating Subcategories to a Category", and Verification 
of Statements Against Data." These he groups into an overarching critique in 
which he maintains that Strauss’ forced relationships on the data should be 
verified. In a nutshell, he argues that Strauss’ method of verifying or testing 
emergent hypotheses with data has taken him full circle back into the realm of 
quantitative research and is exactly what they had tried to distance themselves 
from in the Discovery. To Glaser, grounded theory is simply "an interrelated set 
of hypotheses grounded in the data and emerged from it by constant 
comparative coding and analysis." Verificational studies, he argues, can be 
used to test such hypotheses. Grounded theory -  as many researchers who 
have used this method have discovered -  is "difficult enough just following the
i
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direct simple rules we wrote in previous books, principally the constant 
comparative method" (p. 71).
In his discussion of selective coding, Glaser (1992) re-emphasizes that 
his type of coding marks the transition from open coding to coding only for 
variables that relate to the core variable. In contrast to Strauss' view that 
selective coding is the grounded theory process of selecting a core category, 
Glaser maintains that selective coding begins only after the analyst has 
identified a core variable or category. A grounded theory depends on the 
development of the core category which accounts for much of the variation in 
the social process under study. As was the case in Strauss’ discussions of 
open and axial coding, Glaser criticizes Strauss' steps of integration associated 
with selective coding (i.e., explicating the story line, identifying the story line, 
moving from description to conceptualization, making a choice between two or 
more salient core variables, and determining the properties and dimensions of 
the core) as necessary processes for full conceptual description and not for 
grounded theory. Describing Strauss and his 1990 text, Glaser states:
One wonders to what degree he understood grounded theory from the 
first. His tack has clearly been grounded in full conceptual description 
covering variables that ought to be in any description. In consequence, 
his book is a low level, detailed (even fractured) verificational effort at 
qualitative description using a quantitative mentality. This mentality uses 
preconceived paradigms that force the data to arrive at integration of a 
story. Whereas grounded theory uses emergent sorting by theoretical 
codes to relate categories and their properties into an integrated theory 
around a core category, (p. 80).
A review of the other methodologists’ discussions of coding procedures 
provides little additional little insight to the works of Glaser and Strauss outlined
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above, although some interesting points were raised (Table 13). Mullen and 
Reynolds (1978) briefly summarize the origins of the constant comparative 
method of analysis, and provide a synthesis of coding procedures. They view 
coding as a three-level process involving the comparison of indicator to 
indicator, concept to indicator, and concept to concept ultimately leading to 
emergence of major categories, conceptual reorganization, and the 
development or core variables. They emphasize the goal of grounded theory is 
not complete coverage or description, but theoretical completeness involving 
both relevant and meaningful explanations of social phenomena. Darkenwald 
(1980) explains that categories are basic theoretical concepts which allow for 
the explanation and prediction of behavior, while properties are conceptual 
elements of categories that help elaborate and define these categories. A 
grounded theory, they argue, involves the development of categories, 
properties, and a series of propositions woven together in an analytical scheme. 
To them, verification is concerned with establishing the existence of categories 
and the rigor of the propositions, not the testing of hypotheses as in 
experimental investigations. In other words, in grounded theory verification is 
subordinated to discovery.
In her work, Stem (Stern, 1980, 1985; Stern & Pyles, 1986; Stern, Allen, 
& Moxiey, 1982) maintains that grounded theory involves a combination of 
deductive and inductive approaches which serve to link hypotheses in such a 
manner as to explain social phenomena. She explains that in data collection 
and analysis, the grounded theorist must work within a matrix involving several 
overlapping processes rather than a series of linear steps. These processes 
include the collection of empirical data, concept formation, concept 
development, and concept modification. The collection of empirical data 
involves data collection from interviews, observations, or documents, or a
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combination of these three sources. Concept formation is described as a 
process of generating a tentative conceptual framework from the data by 
deciding the relative importance of problems inherent in the social scene. It 
involves coding, viewed as the process of applying substantive codes to the 
data, so called because they codes describe the substance of the data, and 
categorizing, the technique of taking coding data and comparing it with more 
incoming data and grouping it into clusters or categories according to criteria of 
obvious fit. Categories denote coded data which cluster together. Concept 
development is a three-step process of expanding and densifying the emerging 
theory involving reduction, selective sampling of the literature, and selective 
sampling of the data (i.e., theoretical sampling) which lead to the emergence of 
the core variable. Concept Modification involves theoretical coding which 
allows the analyst to move from the descriptive to the theoretical, and memoing, 
a systematic and ongoing note taking process by which the analyst records 
hypotheses, analytical schemes, hunches, and abstractions. Memoing helps 
the analyst clarify the integration of the emergent concepts to each other and 
ultimately become the basis of the written research report.
Conrad (1982) argues that "a number of researchers have not unjustly 
criticized Glaser and Strauss for failing to explicate their method adequately so 
as to guide research” (p. 241). In this article, he provides a synthesis of Glaser 
and Strauss' (1967) four overlapping stages of the comparative method. First, 
he argues, the analyst collects and codes data into as many categories as 
possible via constant comparison of incidents to incidents. Next, he or she 
begins to compare data with properties of the concepts that emerged from 
comparison of the incidents. Third, this ongoing analysis and development of 
concepts leads to the formation of a theory, presented in the final stage as a set 
of propositions.
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Merriam et al. (1983) provides a brief but succinct overview of the 
grounded theory method, viewed as a series of interrelated stages. In the first of 
these stages, the analyst compares incidents, generates tentative categories 
and properties, and codes incidents into these categories. In the second, the 
comparison of incidents to each other evolves into the comparison of incidents 
with properties of the categories. Third, the theory is delimited through the 
reduction of similar categories into a smaller number of highly conceptual 
categories, the generation of hypotheses, and further analysis of data as to their 
fit into the emerging framework. The fourth stage involves the writing of theory 
from coded data and memos generated throughout the research.
Hutchinson (1986) stresses that grounded theory is an applied method 
which takes a "ground up" practice to theory approach, as opposed to most 
traditional methods with take a top down theory to practice approach to 
research. She explains that grounded theory involves the simultaneous 
collection, coding, and analysis of data which can be structured according to 
three levels. Level 1 coding involves the open coding or the coding of each 
incident into as many codes as possible to describe actions in a social setting. 
Level 2 coding is the process of grouping or condensing level 1 codes into 
categories and discarding the irrelevant codes. Level 3 codes are theoretical 
constructs derived from academic and clinical knowledge and help make up the 
theory. The development of the theory rests on the discovery of the core 
variable which illuminates the main theme of the actors within the setting.
Finally, Charmaz (1994, 1994b) also provides a review of coding 
procedures emphasizing that codes and categories don't just describe topics, 
but reflect emerging ideas of the analysis. She recommends line-by-line coding 
during initial coding procedures to help the analyst study the data in detail and 
view the data more analytically. Charmaz views coding as two-step process
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involving an initial searching phase followed by a later phase of focused 
coding. In phase one, the researcher attends to the general aspects of the 
social scene (i.e., context, roles of participants, structuring of events, etc.), 
constructs codes based on what is evident or absent in the data, looks for in- 
vivo codes, and identifies processes in the data. In focused coding, the analyst 
selectively chooses a limited set of codes identified in the initial coding phase 
and applies them to a large amount of data. This forces the researcher to 
develop categories, subcategories and their properties and ultimately leads to 
the development of framework which illuminates the complexities of everyday 
life. As has become apparent throughout this inquiry, Charmaz also drives 
home the point that grounded theorists have not yet developed or explicated a 
shared set of epistemological premises to help guide their research. She 
concludes, however, that given the immense diversity of researchers and their 
research problems and settings, that perhaps none should be developed.
Grounded Theory Studies in Education
A review of articles employing grounded theory for the study of 
educational problems and issues again illustrates the great deal of flexibility of 
interpretation by these analysts in the application of this methodology to their 
research settings. Table 14 provides a brief summary of the coding procedures 
employed by these researchers, while Table 15 specifies the final product or 
end result of their research. Even a cursory review of these tables quickly 
reveals that a number of different approaches adhering at least in some way to 
the basic tenets of grounded theory (e.g., constant comparison, open coding, 
etc.) were utilized across problem areas and practice settings, and a number of 
different products (e.g., theory, themes, patterns, hypotheses, descriptive 
categories, propositions, etc.) emerged. Of major interest to this inquiry, the vast
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Table 14. The Use of Coding Procedures In Grounded Theory (Research 
Articles).
R e s ea rch er/D a te Coding Procedures
Conrad (1978) Provides overview of constant comparative method. Data 
collected via interview and analysis of other primary and 
secondary material to assess process of academic change. 
Analyst focused on emerging variables "including their central 
properties and conditions under which they were maximized and 
minimized, their consequences, and their relation to other 
variables" (p. 104). From these data, theoretical properties 
gradually emerged. Certain concepts were further developed, 
modified, and refined, while other concepts and propositions 
were disconfirmed in accordance with ongoing interpretation of 
data.
Mazmanian (1980) Twenty interviews designed to describe needs assessment and 
objective setting in continuing medical education were 
conducted. Initial interviews were recorded verbatim; each was 
coded and analyzed before moving on to the next. Emerging 
categories were "tested, expanded or dropped during 
subsequent analysis" (p. 7). They were then used to form 
models of needs assessment, objective setting, and program 
development. These models were compared for similarities and 
differences and merged into a general model.
Gehrke (1981) Analyst claims to have used constant comparative method of 
analysis "developed in several interlocking stages during the 
research process” (p. 35) in a longitudinal study of teachers' role 
personalization through reference group relations. During the 
first stage, each incident was coded into tentative conceptual 
categories. Comparison of similarities and differences in 
perceptions and behaviors were used to identify properties of 
the categories and interrelationships among categories. As 
coding, categorizing, and data collection continued, analysis 
begin to focus on these interrelationships and delimitation of the 
properties. Emergent hypotheses were formulated and 
explored through later interviews and observations and were 
modified accordingly.
Blase (1982) Structured and unstructured interviews, questionnaires, and 
non-participant observation were employed in this study of 
teacher stress and burnout. Collection, coding, and analysis of 
data was conducted in accordance with criteria for constant 
comparative analysis and theoretical sampling. Open coding of 
initial interviews and observations yielded a number of tentative 
categories which were subsequently refined or discarded. Major 
categories, hypotheses, and themes emerged and more 
focused research proceeded. Themes became established and 
data collection was delimited to elaborating the categories and 
hypotheses and continued until saturation was reached. This 
process yielded "an integrated set of variables and hypotheses" 
(p. 97). The professional literature was consulted "for models and 
paradigms to express the emerging theory more elegantly and 
abstractly (p. 97).
■»
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Gehrke (1982) Interviews and observations were conducted to explore role 
conflicts of eleven beginning high school teachers. Interview 
transcripts and observation notes were reviewed and incidents 
were coded into tentative conceptual categories and properties. 
These categories served as the basis for the development of 
additional interview questions and focused observations. These 
led to further coding, categorization, and refinement of the 
tentative categories. Analyst explains that this return to the data 
source and ongoing generation and modification continued until 
a "theory-in-process’ (p. 42) emerged.
Janesick (1982) Data analysis of this case study (incorporating participant 
observation and interview) of a professor of architecture's 
philosophy of teaching design to third year students was 
"depicted as an ongoing activity that included selection of 
categories based on statements and actions; finding recurrent 
incidents; checking indices of conflict, tension, frustration; 
developing interviews based on observations; checking 
frequency and distribution of statements and actions by 
category; constructing hypotheses and testing them; 
constructing a  model of the above; rechecking and rebuilding 
the model as the data warranted" (p.19).
Kozma (1985) Existing theory and survey findings from an earlier study 
generated several categories which were used for the collection, 
coding, and analysis of a second set of data. These categories 
were refined, connected, and integrated via constant 
comparison to form a grounded theory of instructional innovation 
in higher education. After a first round of interviews was 
conducted, data were coded and analyzed and used to guide 
the collection and coding of subsequent cases.
Spector (1985) Participant observation and interviews were used to assess 
training needs of science teachers. As stated by the researcher; 
"The steps followed in this study were: simultaneously collect 
and analyze data, suggest properties and categories from the 
data, hypothesize relationships between categories, and 
present the analysis back to sample respondents and to 
additional subjects as a pilot test to insure that the properties, 
categories, and hypotheses fit and worked, were clearly 
indicated by the data, and explained significant needs of the 
subjects" (p. 329). Data were collected and analyzed in three 
successive stages, each of which added new respondents for 
comparison.
Mellon (1986) Analyst explains that data were collected from twenty English 
instructors who had assigned and collected personal writing 
examples from students in composition classes over a period of 
two years to assess student perspectives of using the library for 
research.These data were analyzed via constant comparison for 
recurrent themes. These themes were used to generate three 
general concepts from which a grounded theory of library anxiety 
was constructed.
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Parker & Gehrke (1986) Interviews with twelve in-service elementary teachers using a 
simulated-recall technique were analyzed and ideational units 
identified in the study of interactive decision making (i.e., 
decisions teachers make during instruction). From these, 
categories were identified and hypotheses were generated. 
After the first round of analysis, protocols were revisited for 
further comparison of ideational units, additional categories were 
identified, previous categories were refined, and hypotheses 
were re-examined. In a third delimiting phase of the study, the 
focus of the emerging theory was narrowed around several 
propositions yielding three hypotheses.
Blase (1987) Research was based on a case study of factors teachers 
identified with effective school principals over time. Initial 
research employed open coding procedures to analyze data 
from in-depth taped interviews, questionnaires, and 
observations. In a second phase of the project, a series of three 
interviews with 40 teachers were conducted, designed to elicit 
th e  widest possible range of substantive categories and 
themes regarding the leadership phenomenon under 
investigation" (p. 591).
Mitchell (1987) Provides brief overview of constant comparison, coding, 
theoretical sampling, etc. Study of chairperson management 
strategies was guided by two research questions which set the 
tone for the interview protocols. Analyst interviewed five 
chairpersons in the first round of data collection which helped 
define the initial categories. A second round of interviews 
yielded additional categories, properties, and relationships of the 
categories. A third round of interviews filled out and verified the 
categories, properties, and relationships until saturation reached.
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Researchers provide overview of grounded theory approach and 
outline the procedures they followed in some detail. In the first 
phase, a number of descriptive categories were identified. In the 
second phase, an underlying theme was identified and 
expanded into a core category which subsumed the other 
categories. In Phase 3, these researchers went back to the 
categories identified in Phase 1 and re-analyzed this data until 
saturation occurred. Each interview transcript was analyzed 
before the next interview was begun; selection of interviewees 
continued until the categories and properties were saturated.
Blase (1989) Two versions of the Inventory of Teacher Influence Strategies 
(fTIS), an open-ended questionnaire, was administered to public 
school teachers. The first round of data collection asked 
teachers to describe strategies they used to influence or protect 
themselves from school principals. Analyses of these data 
yielded several general categories which were reflected in the 
development of questions in the second round or version of the 
questionnaire. Researcher used constant comparative method 
of analysis to code these data in order to establish substantive 
categories and their relationship to each other. This process 
yielded seven factors and six major political strategies.
■>
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Caffarell O'Donnell (1991) Data were collected via focus groups to determine quality of self­
directed learning among adults. The constant comparative 
method of Glaser and Strauss (1967) was used to formulate 
categories for each focus group. The researchers’ intent was to 
locus, abstract, compare, and organize the data through the 
emerging categories" (p. 21). As a team, the researchers met and 
compared findings and finalized the categories. Patterns and 
themes were determined from the participants' comments.
Cooper & Dunlap (1991) Semi-structured interviews were conducted with twelve 
administrators to study their journaling practices. Analysts claim 
that study was "descriptive and exploratory in nature’  (p. 70). 
Glaser and Strauss' (1967) method of comparative analysis was 
employed—in conjunction with Miles & Huberman (1984)— to 
derive concepts and conceptual categories.
Gumport (1991) Interviews with 27 full-time faculty members and case study data 
were used to explore how faculty find intellectual communities 
and reconstitute their campus environment. Researcher 
discerned patterns in the data through "an iterative, grounded 
theory analysis of interview data’  (p. 13) based on the work of 
Glaser and Strauss (1967).
Spector & Gibson (1991) In their study of factors facilitating middle school students' 
learning of science, document review, participant observation, 
and open-ended interviews were used to collect and triangulate 
data in five phases. The constant comparative method of Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) was used to categorize the data, to support 
or refute the categories, establish relationships among the 
categories, and to generate hypotheses.
Creswell & Brown (1992) Interviews with 33 departmental chairpersons were conducted to 
explore their role in enhancing faculty performance. Open 
coding procedures were used to organize data into categories 
which were arranged into a typology of seven roles. Axial coding 
was then employed to relate these roles to contextual factors to 
develop a story line. The story line varied for faculty at different 
career stages so, as a result, four stories were developed. From 
these, propositions and hypotheses were formed and a visual 
model was developed. Empirical tests of the model were 
proposed, as were propositions for future studies.
Koemer (1992) Journals of eight elementary school teachers were analyzed to 
explore their perceptions of their role as supervisors of student 
teachers. Data analysis was guided by "procedures for 
discovering grounded theory" (p. 48)of Glaser and Strauss 
(1967). Researcher explained that she first marked the content 
of each journal in accordance with the three research questions 
which guided the study. Next, entries in each category were 
reviewed for possible patterns or themes in the categories. In 
this manner, tentative themes were identified. Entries in each 
category were then recorded according to these tentative 
themes and the frequency by which the teachers referred to 
them was noted. Each theme was judged as significant if it was 
mentioned in at least half of the journals.
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Parkay, Currie, & 
Rhodes (1992)
Professional socialization of first-time high school principals were 
studied by these researchers who employed grounded theory 
procedures to analyze interviews, documents, and field notes in 
the first phase of data analysis, while the second phase of data 
analysis was based on Yin's multiple-case-study design. During 
Phase 1, researchers also drew upon Miles and Huberman's 
(1984) three steps of data analysis. Eight tentative themes 
or patterns were identified; these were subsequently reduced to 
five categories and two unifying themes.
Thompson (1992) Eighteen in-depth unstructured interviews were conducted to 
explore nurses' participation in baccalaureate nursing programs. 
Data were analyzed according to the constant comparative 
method of Glaser and Strauss (1967). Analysis of taped 
interviews of the first few tapes yielded eight major categories 
each with 1-12 minor categories. The first seven interviews were 
then coded to explore the usefulness of these categories and to 
search for patterns in the data. This process continued with 
additional interviews; patterns within and across categories were 
discerned. Seven themes identified via constant comparison.
Cruikshank (1993) Researcher conducted interviews to elicit information regarding 
issues social change-oriented university extension experience in 
the workplace. Claims to have used a grounded theory approach 
but details not discussed (issue, two factors emerge).
Curtiss (1993) Several data sources (e.g., interviews, journals, field notes) were 
utilized in this qualitative study of the effects of a Human 
Technologies in Teaching course on elementary education 
students and graduate student mentors. Researcher transcribed 
audiotapes of the interviews verbatim and coded them to 
determine emerging themes. Other sources were also subject to 
"systematic and intensive analysis" (p. 141) via the constant 
comparative method of Glaser and Strauss (1967).
Dana & Pitts (1993) Participant observation, ethnographic interviewing, and dialogue 
journal writing were employed in this study of principal thinking 
and change processes. Data analysis and generation of 
interpretations was conducted through reading of field notes, 
journal entries, and interview transcripts and was an ongoing 
process throughout the research. Emergent themes were 
compared with the relevant literature to further inform study.
Fisher (1993) Interviews conducted with 74 individuals to study developmental 
change among older adults. Data analysis was conducted 
through a grounded theory approach; coding procedures 
identified common events, clusters of experience, and changes 
viewed as significant by participants. Tentative categories 
relating to pivotal events resulting in significant transitions 
emerged first and data were recorded in accordance with these. 
Categories describing non-transitional periods of adulthood were 
also incorporated into the emerging sequential framework. 
Interview data were used to verify and refine sequential 
categories until properties of each category could be isolated 
and compared with each of the other categories.
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Hermann & Sarradno (1993) Research focused on restructuring a preservice methods course 
and utilized several techniques (i.e., questionnaires, journals, 
reflective essays, field notes). Five step process derived from 
constant comparative analysis of Glaser & Strauss (1967) was 
used to reduce data into categories and properties and further 
explore emergent hypotheses.
Courtney, Jha, & 
Babchuk (1994)
Open, axial, and selective coding used in data collection and 
analysis of fourteen post-hoc interview transcripts focusing on 
student experiences in an ABE/GED classroom. Ten categories 
and subcategories emerged and the core category "like 
school/not like school* was used as an organizing framework. 
Findings were discussed in the context of the relevant literature.
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Purpose of research was to conceptually refine Tinto's model of 
institutional departure using qualitative research methods. 
Analysis of interview data involved identifying, coding, and 
sorting a large number of informants' assertions in response to 
specific interview questions pertaining to academic advising. 
Authors claimed that this procedure was 'similar to the constant 
comparative method of Glaser and Strauss* (p. 146). Ultimately, a 
set of concepts emerged from the data that served as a model of 
academic advising useful for integrating into Tinto's model.
Sissel (1997) This study of participation and learning in Head Start involved 
participant observation, examination of program documents, and 
interviews wiith both staff and parents. Constant comparative 
method of Glaser and Strauss (1967) used to generate a 
grounded theory of teaching-learning transactions. Detailed 
explanation of methods not provided.
majority of these analysts appeared to rely almost exclusively on the original
formulations of grounded theory outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) when 
employing one or more aspects of this method in their own research, even 
among the articles that post date one or more of Glaser or Strauss' subsequent 
works. This section provides an overview of these studies in terms of the coding 
procedures and practices reported by these researchers, underscoring 
contextual and researcher-specific differences in interpretation and application 
of grounded theory in the field. Identification of criteria which must be included 
for research to be classified as grounded theory remains problematic, as does 
the potential development or specification of a universal set of guidelines for 
educators interested in this method, regardless of their area of expertise or
**
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Table 15. Final Product or End Result o f Grounded Theory Studies (Research 
Articles).
R esearch er/D ate End Result (Categories, Them es, Hypotheses, 
T h eo ry)
Conrad (1978) Emerging variables, theoretical properties, concepts discussed. 
Five premises presented as basis for a grounded theory of 
academic change outlined through a series of theoretical 
statements-ultimately subsumed into five overlapping stages.
Mazmanian (1980) Three major theoretical categories emerged. A substantive 
theory of the relationship of needs assessment to objective 
setting in continuing education expressed in terms of a four- 
phase model is presented.
Gehrke (1981) Results summarized in two categorical statements or premises; 
Formal hypotheses developed which relate elements of the two 
premises.
Blase (1982) Major categories, hypotheses, themes, concepts emerge. 
Analyst reports that "data collection, coding, and analysis led to 
what was considered to be an integrated and detailed set of 
variables and hypotheses about teacher performance, stress, 
and burnout..."  (p. 97). Ultimately, major interrelated concepts 
made up of the major categories, concepts, and their 
interrelationship) form the basis of a substantive grounded 
theory or social-psychological model of teacher stress and 
burnout.
Gehrke (1982) Tentative categories and hypotheses generated and influence 
subsequent data collection. This process leads to refinement of 
four categories and the development of a series of formal 
hypotheses constituting theory.
Janesick (1982) Series of statements and actions derived from field notes were 
categorized, lead to seven principal findings. Model of 
architectural design curriculum developed. "Beginning of 
grounded theory about the teaching of design at the university 
level" (p. 23) suggested.
Kozma (1985) Six categories from extant theory and earlier survey findings were 
used in the collection, coding, and analysis of a second set of 
data. Researcher states: "Using comparative analysis of cases, 
these categories were refined, connected, and integrated to 
form a particular type of innovation within a particular 
organizational context: instructional innovation in higher 
education" (p. 304).
Spector (1985) Seven categories consisting of thirty-three characteristics. 
Theoretical model explaining desired state for master's degree 
program advanced.
Mellon (1986) Three descriptive concepts, several themes, and a grounded 
theory of library anxiety discovered.
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Parker & Gehrke (1986) Unspecified number of categories and properties emerged.
Three major grounded hypotheses advanced. Analysts describe 
this research as The essence of theory-as process" (p.239), or a 
theory which not fully developed at this time. They suggest that 
subsequent research can "add depth to these categories, their 
properties, and the relationships among them” (p. 239).
Blase (1987) Nine prominent task-related themes or factors and five prominent 
consideration-related themes or factors emerged from the data. 
According to the analyst, these factors "and the hypotheses that 
delineate their impact represent major elements of the teachers’ 
perspective on effective school leadership" (p. 594).
Mitchell (1987) Categories, properties, and their relationships "developed and 
verified" by the researcher. Grounded theory stated in terms of 
two theoretical propositions and sub propositions, incorporating 
five interrelated factors.
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Eight descriptive categories were identified as was an underlying 
theme (i.e., control over the thesis) or core category. Once the 
core category emerged, the other categories became properties 
of it. These properties were arranged into a hierarchical structure 
involving the core category (level 1) and two other levels. These 
relationships are in this way integrated into a grounded theory of 
thesis blocking.
Blase (1989) Two major dimensions of the data presented in this study of 
teachers'perceptions of their political relationships with 
principals. These teachers described their principals' working 
styles in terms of seven factors and the political strategies they 
employed to deal with them in terms of six major items and three 
minor ones. "Descriptive and conceptual statements derived 
directly from the data’ (p. 379) were outlined.
Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) In this study of work-related, self-directed learning among adults, 
five major themes were identified from the participants' 
comments. These themes and factors are outlined and issues 
and implications for research are discussed.
Cooper & Dunlap (1991) Unspecified number of conceptual categories and concepts 
derived from the data in this study of journaling among 
administrators. These researchers outline three major journal- 
keeping functions identified in the data and discuss their 
implications.
Gumport (1991) Four major patterns which "reflected a complex process of 
finding intellectual affinity and forming intentional networks that 
cross-cut structural lines of departments" were identified. 
Researcher presents two significant findings from her research.
Spector & Gibson (1991) At least twelve major factors (or categories) gleaned from the data 
were used to "generate a series of hypotheses which were 
woven into a theoretical model" (p. 467) regarding students' 
perceptions facilitating the learning of science. This model is 
made up of three major interrelated elements (i.e., trust, learning 
immersion, and induction).
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Creswell & Brown (1992) In this study of the role of chairpersons in enhancing faculty 
effectiveness, seven roles or categories and attendant 
properties and dimensions were identified through open coding. 
These were subsequently classified into three unifying roles. 
Through axial coding, these roles were related to contextual 
factors providing the basis for the development of the story line 
or descriptive narrative (through selective coding). From this 
story line, four individual stories framed by differing career stages 
of individuals were discussed. From these, series of 
propositions (and sub propositions) or hypotheses and a visual 
model was presented.
Koemer (1992) Categories, tentative themes initially developed in this study of 
cooperating teachers' views of student teaching. Ultimately, five 
themes emerged from the data which the analyst categorized as 
consequencesof having student teachers in the classroom.
Parkay, Currie, & 
& Rhodes (1992)
Eight tentative themes or patterns emerged which, upon review 
in Phase 1 were reduced to five. Further examination of these 
categories resulted in the identification of two unifying categories 
which linked the five categories. Phase 2 of data analysis relied 
on Yin's multiple-case-study design and led to the development 
of a five-stage professional socialization hierarchy of first-time 
principals.
Thompson (1992) In this study of registered nurses' participation in baccalaureate 
nursing programs, initial data analysis yielded eight major 
categories, each of which subsumed 1-12 minor categories. 
Subsequent analysis directed at ascertaining the relationship of 
these categories yielded seven themes. Themes were 
incorporated into two phases and served as the basis for a model 
of participation.
Cruikshank (1993) One critical issue, two contextual factors emerge from this study 
of social change-oriented adult extension educators in Canada.
Curtiss (1993) A number of themes emerged in this dissertation based research 
on a Human Technologies in Teaching course. One of the 
"stronger and more predominant" themes discussed by 
participants was feedback, which became a focal point of this 
research.
Dana & Pitts (1993) Case study of the process of principal thinking and change 
yielded two "assertions constituting grounded theory’  (p. 323).
Fisher (1993) Tentative categories and properties identified and subsequently 
refined and integrated this research on developmental change 
among older adults. This process helped generate a theoretical 
framework consisting of five developmental stages and two major 
periods of transition.
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Hermann & Sarradno (1993) From this research focusing on restructuring a preservice literacy 
methods course a number of categories and hypotheses were 
generated. Researchers explain that these categories were 
collapsed and properties integrated. Categories were then 
further refined and modified via collaborative efforts of 
comparison and consensus. Three major categories were 
selected with their attendant properties which served as an 
overarching framework for discussion.
Courtney, Jha&  
Babchuk (1994)
Two major phases consisting of ten categories and their 
properties emerged from this study of student experiences in an 
ABE/GED classroom. A grounded theory, themes and 
hypotheses advanced around the data.
Padilla & Pavel (1994) Researchers identified and coded assertions, classified them 
into categories (exemplars) which ultimately produced three 
grounded concepts related to academic advising.
Sissel (1997) Constant comparative method used to generate three 
interrelated concepts which frame this socio-political analysis of 
Head Start as a setting for adult education.
research interests. Perhaps not surprisingly, the intense debate between Glaser
and Strauss regarding coding principles and practices is not played out in the 
research articles, with educators appearing to be content with their own 
understanding of what constitutes grounded theory research.
In his study of academic change, Conrad (1978) provides a fairly
comprehensive overview of the constant comparative method followed by an 
explanation of procedures he followed in data collection and analysis. 
According to this researcher, data were examined in detail as they were 
collected while he simultaneously took note of the emerging variables from 
which theoretical properties gradually emerged. As the research project 
evolved, analysis began to more closely follow the guidelines of theoretical 
sampling as some concepts were further developed, modified, and refined,
while others were disconfirmed in accordance with the emerging theory.
Ultimately, five premises were presented as the basis for a grounded theory of
r
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academic change outlined through a series of theoretical statements. The 
theory itself comprised of five overlapping stages.
Gehrke (1981) conducted a grounded theory study of the socialization 
processes of new teachers through reference group relations. She employed 
the constant comparison method in several interlocking stages "to gather and 
analyze data for hypothesis generation about teacher role socialization and 
personalization” (p. 34). In the initial stages of her research, tentative 
conceptual categories were generated from the data. Comparison of 
similarities and differences in perceptions and behaviors were used to identify 
properties of the categories as well as interrelationships among the categories. 
Analysis then began to focus more on these interrelationships and the 
delimitation of the properties. Hypotheses were formulated from this process 
which were further explored through subsequent interviews and observations. 
Rather than a grounded theory, Gehrke's research yielded two categorical 
statements or premises which served as the basis for a series of formal 
hypotheses pertaining to reference group socialization. In a related study of 
role conflicts of beginning high school teachers, Gehrke (1982) coded incidents 
from interview transcripts and observation notes into tentative conceptual 
categories and properties. These categories served as the basis for 
development of additional interview questions and focused observations which 
required further coding, categorization, and refinement of the tentative 
categories. As in the earlier study, analysis resulted in the development of a 
series of formal hypotheses.
Blase (1982) utilized structured and unstructured interviews, 
questionnaires, and non-participant observation in his study of teacher stress 
and burnout. He explains that the collection, coding, and analysis of data were 
conducted in accordance with the criteria for constant comparative analysis and
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theoretical sampling. Open coding to "allow for maximum variation in the data" 
(p. 96) yielded several tentative categories which were subsequently refined or 
discarded during later stages of the analysis. Theoretical sampling became 
more focused as major categories, hypotheses and themes emerged. As these 
themes began to become established, data collection was delimited to 
elaborating the categories and hypotheses until saturation was reached. An 
"integrated and detailed set of variables and hypotheses about teacher 
performance, stress, and burnout" (p. 97) resulted, which was compared to the 
professional literature. In the end, overarching concepts made up of the major 
categories, concepts, and their interrelationships formed the basis of a 
substantive grounded theory or model of teacher stress and bumout. In a 
subsequent study of teachers' perspectives of effective school leadership, Blase 
(1987) initially analyzed teacher work histories through open coding of in-depth 
interviews, questionnaires, and observations. In a second phase of the project, 
theoretical sampling was designed to explore in more detail the dimensions of 
principal's effectiveness from the point of view of the teachers. In this phase, a 
series of three interviews with 40 teachers were conducted "to produce the 
widest possible range of substantive categories and themes regarding the 
leadership phenomenon under investigation" (p. 591). Constant comparative 
analyses was employed for coding and analysis of data with the intent of 
generating the maximum number of categories and their properties. To 
triangulate data, Blase conducted informal interviews with other teachers in the 
school, consulted a panel of four experts concerning questions relating to the 
coding and interpretation of data, and corroborated findings with 12 teachers 
regarding the substantive categories and hypotheses which were generated. 
Nine prominent task-related themes or factors and five prominent consideration- 
related themes or factors emerged. In a third grounded theory study, Blase
*
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(1989) explored teachers’ perceptions of politics in schools. In this study, two 
versions of the Inventory of Teacher Influence Strategies (ITIS), were 
administered to public school teachers which, according to this researcher, was 
refined through theoretical sampling procedures. The first round of data 
collection asked teachers to describe strategies they used to influence or 
protect themselves from principals. Analysis of these data yielded several 
general categories which were reflected in the development of the second and 
final version of the questionnaire. Data were coded according to the principals 
of constant comparison to establish substantive categories and their 
relationships to each other. From this analysis, two major dimensions of the 
data are presented. Within this framework, teachers described their principals’ 
working styles in terms of seven factors, and the political strategies they 
employed to deal with them in terms of six major and three minor items.
Janesick (1982) incorporated participant observation and interview in her 
case study of a professor’s of architecture’s philosophy of teaching design to 
third year architecture students. It is not clear from her article how she 
specifically conducted her research other than the following the statement: "My 
data analysis process could be depicted as a ongoing activity that included 
selection of categories based on statements and actions; finding recurring 
incidents; checking indices of conflict, tension, and frustration; developing 
interviews based on observations; checking frequency and distribution of 
statements and actions by category; constructing hypotheses and testing them; 
constructing the a model of the above; rechecking and rebuilding the model as 
the data warranted" (p. 19). As suggested, her research produced a model of 
architectural design curriculum and, in her view, "the beginning of grounded 
theory about the teaching of design at the university level" (p. 23).
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In his study of instructional innovation in higher education, Kozma (1985) 
drew upon extant theory and survey results from his earlier work on the impact 
of four instructional improvement programs to generate a set of six categories 
which guided initial collection and analysis of data. Through constant 
comparison, these categories were refined and integrated into a grounded 
theory of instructional innovation. Analysis of in-depth interviews with two 
project directors and with other administrators, colleagues, and staff members, 
helped refine earlier concepts which guided subsequent collection and coding 
of data. Ultimately, 145 people were interviewed and data were triangulated 
through review of other printed sources such as project proposals, reports, 
institutional catalogs, and other documents.
Spector (1985) utilized participant observation and interviews to assess 
training needs of science teachers in her research. Grounded theory was the 
method of choice because it "is particularly useful to change agents in 
designing effective strategies to bring about desired changes in science 
education" (p. 328). She explains that her research involved the simultaneous 
collection and analysis of data, the generation of categories and properties from 
data, the formation of hypotheses which specified relationships between the 
categories, participant feedback and pilot testing regarding the categories, 
properties, and hypotheses in terms of a number of attributes (i.e., whether they 
fit or worked, were indicated by the data, and explained needs of the 
participants). As noted, data were collected and analyzed in three successive 
stages with each stage adding new respondents. The first stage involved 
participation in open-ended group discussions and individual interviews 
regarding training needs of science teachers which yielded through constant 
comparison a number of properties, categories, and hypotheses about their 
interrelationships. Additional data was collected in this stage through
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participant observation of several meetings as well as interviews with other 
individuals related to the program. Emerging categories and hypotheses were 
cross-checked with participants as to their viability. The second stage of 
analysis involved even more categories of respondents than stage one and 
employed "a variety of qualitative research techniques which proved to be 
mutually validating" (p. 330) including participant observation, case studies, and 
interviews. Stage three incorporated a wide range of data from the state of 
Florida and national task forces, the Florida legislature, and the National 
Science Education Curriculum Update Conference at the University of Iowa. 
Seven categories consisting of thirty-three characteristics and a theoretical 
model explaining a desired state for a master's degree program were 
advanced. In all, hundreds of individuals participated in this study which 
incorporated some of the basic tenets of grounded theory analysis.
Mellon (1986) studied the perceptions and feelings of students using the 
library for the first time for research in her grounded theory analysis. In this 
study, twenty English instructors assigned and collected personal writing 
examples from students in composition classes in the form of journals and in- 
class essays addressing four pre-established research questions dealing with 
their use of the library. Data were analyzed through constant comparison for 
recurrent themes; these themes formed the basis of three general concepts on 
which a grounded theory of library anxiety was based. Research questions and 
sample were determined prior to the study.
Parker and Gehrke (1986) randomly interviewed twelve in-service 
elementary teachers using a simulated-recall technique in their research on 
interactive decisionmaking (i.e., relating to the decisions teachers make during, 
rather than before, instruction). In phase one of the research, joint coding and 
analysis of data and memo writing yielded a number of categories and
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properties. In phase two, categories and properties were integrated according 
to theoretical criteria. In a third delimiting phase, the emerging theory was 
elaborated and refined around a few central propositions and their attendant 
categories and properties, while other unrelated or marginally related 
categories and properties were discarded. According to the researcher, these 
three phases overlapped into a circular and dialectic pattern of coding, analysis, 
and theorizing. From this process, three major grounded hypotheses emerged 
which were believed to "suggest a plausible relationship among IDM, learning 
activities, time, decision rules, and routines" (p. 232). In effect, these 
researchers claim that they produced a "theory-in-process" (p. 239) which could 
be further refined and modified through further research and the use of 
theoretical sampling procedures. Whereas they seemed to follow the original 
guidelines of grounded theory outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967), 
theoretical sampling appears only as an afterthought.
Mitchell's (1987) study of departmental leadership was guided by two 
major research questions which served as the basis for the design of the 
interview protocol. Five departmental chairpersons were interviewed in the first 
round of data collection and analysis which helped define the initial categories. 
Five additional chairpersons were interviewed in the second round in which the 
analyst identified additional categories were identified, conceptualized the 
properties of the categories, and began to note relationships among the 
categories. Theoretical sampling extended the research to a third round of nine 
interviews which served to further develop and verify the categories, properties, 
and their interrelationships until saturation was reached. From this research, a 
grounded theory was advanced consisting of two theoretical propositions and 
three subpropositions which incorporated five interrelated factors.
»
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in their study of thesis blocking, Rennie and Brewer (1987) interviewed 
sixteen individuals who consented to be part of their research. After presenting 
an overview of the grounded theory approach, these researchers outlined the 
procedures they used in some detail. They explain that common categories 
emerged as data analysis progressed, causing them to divide subsequent 
interviews into two parts. In the first, participants accounts and their responses 
to specific structuring questions were elicited, while in the second emergent 
categories were presented to participants for their feedback as to the relevance 
of these categories to each interviewee. Each interview transcript was analyzed 
before the next interview was conducted. Analysis continued until saturation 
among the categories was reached. Stated differently, Rennie and Brewer 
organized their research process into three phases. In phase one, a number of 
descriptive categories were identified. In the second phase, an underlying 
theme was identified and expanded into a core category to which the other 
categories were related. In Phase 3, the categories identified in Phase 1 were 
re-analyzed until saturation occurred. Finally, the core category and its 
properties were arranged into a hierarchical structure involving three levels 
constituting a grounded theory of thesis blocking.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with twelve administrators 
nominated by their peers in Cooper and Dunlap’s (1991) study of jounaiing 
practices of senior-level adminstrators. Researchers claim that they followed 
Miles and Huberman's (1984) qualitative procedure involving data reduction, 
data display and conclusion drawing/verification, coupled with Glaser and 
Strauss' (1967) model of grounded theory, from which they generated concepts 
and categories through comparative analysis. Although it is not clear how this 
research was conducted, three major journal-keeping functions were identified.
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Interviews with 27 full-time female faculty members and case study data 
were used by Gumport (1991) to explore how individuals seek and find 
intellectual communities and reconstitute their campus settings. Like Cooper 
and Dunlap (1991), few details are provided concerning methods other than the 
researcher reported that she used an "iterative" grounded theory to discern 
patterns in the data. Four such patterns were discerned which "reflected a 
complex process of finding intellectual affinity and forming intentional networks 
across structural lines of departments" (p. 13).
In their study of factors facilitating middle school students learning of 
science, Spector and Gibson (1991) utilized document review, participant 
observation, and open-ended interviews to collect and triangulate data in five 
phases. In Phase I, essays (the primary data source) were chronologically 
sorted by year as student statements of what they perceived was important were 
constantly compared across years. This process yielded categories which were 
supported or refuted through a second read. Participant observation was 
employed in Phase 2 in which the analyst sought support for what the students 
had claimed was important to them. In Phase 3, all students and staff members 
of a specific year (1988) were interviewed to further review what the students 
had said in Phase 1. These interviews consisted of open-ended questions 
based on categories, themes, emerging hypotheses, and a theoretical model 
which had been developed from the analysis. These were then presented to 
interviewees for feedback. Phase 4 involved open-ended group interviews with 
staff members to further check the reliability of the findings in terms of the 
categories, hypotheses, and the model, in the final phase of analysis, staff and 
researchers worked together to explore implications of the data for teaching 
science to students and helping educate middle school teachers. This
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theoretical model was made up of three interwoven elements (i.e., trust, 
learning immersion, and induction).
Creswell and Brown (1992) interviewed 33 departmental chairpersons to 
explore their role in enhancing faculty performance. In a deviation from the 
studies discussed above, these researchers conceptualized their approach to 
grounded theory according to that laid out by Strauss and Corbin (1990) within 
a phenomenological paradigm of research. Open coding was used to organize 
data into categories (and their attendant properties and dimensions) which 
were arranged into a typology of seven roles, later subsumed into three unifying 
roles. Axial coding served to relate these roles to contextual factors to develop 
a descriptive narrative or story line. This story line appeared to differ for faculty 
at different career stages in important ways, so Creswell and Brown ultimately 
developed four separate stories to account for this variability. From these, a 
series of propositions and subpropositions were formed and a visual model 
developed. Following Strauss and Corbin (1990), these researchers framed 
their model in terms of the criteria of axial coding: causal conditions, 
phenomena, strategies, contextual factors, and consequences.
Journals of eight elementary school teachers were analyzed by Koerner 
(1992) to explore their perceptions of their roles as supervisors of student 
teachers. First, she marked the content of each journal in accordance with the 
three pre-determined research questions which guided the study. Koerner then 
reviewed entries in each category for possible patterns and themes in the 
categories. In this manner, tentative themes were identified. Entries in each 
category were recorded according to these tentative themes and the frequency 
by which the teachers referred to them. Each theme was judged to be 
significant if it was mentioned in at least half the journals. Five themes 
ultimately emerged from the data which were categorized as consequences of
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having student teachers in the classrooms. Although this researcher clearly 
specifies that she followed procedures outlined by Glaser and Strauss' (1967) 
for the discovery of grounded theory in the analysis of data, the apparent lack of 
theoretical sampling procedures, use of pre-established research questions, 
and dependence on frequency counts to determine relevant themes represents 
yet another variation in this approach.
In the study of professional socialization of high school principals, Parkay 
et al. (1992) employed grounded theory to analyze interviews, documents, and 
field notes in the first phase of analysis, while the second phase of data analysis 
was based on Yin's (1984) case study design. During Phase 1, patterns of 
experience and perception were identified in terms of their uniqueness and 
similarities. In this phase, researchers also drew upon Miles and Huberman's 
three steps of data analysis involving data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion drawing and verification. Data reduction involved pre-study 
"narrowing" of the research questions and the selection of data to be analyzed. 
Data from transcribed interviews, field notes, and documents were coded for 
tentative themes or patterns based on two pre-determined research questions 
and the relevant literature. Eight themes given categorical labels emerged from 
this process. The transcriptions were again scanned and recorded by use of a 
computer text analysis program (The Ethnograph). In data display, the analysts 
refined the categories and reducing the overall number to five. The five 
categories were examined again in the conclusion drawing and verification 
stage. This step left the categories intact but produced to unifying themes that 
linked the categories. External auditors were called to corroborate their 
categories and interrelationships in terms of the data. These findings were also 
confirmed by 10 practicing educational administrators, in Phase 2, Yin's (1984) 
multiple case study design was employed involving the writing of case studies
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for each of member of the sample in light of the five categorical themes 
identified in Phase 1. This process helped identify patterns of concern 
influential in the development of a five-stage professional socialization 
hierarchy or model of first-time principals.
Curtiss (1993) utilized several data sources including taped interviews, 
mentor and student journals, other written documents, and her own reflective 
journal and field notes in this qualitative study of the effects of a Human 
Technologies in Teaching (HTT) course on elementary education students and 
graduate student mentors. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed 
to identify emergent themes. Data from the mentor and student journals, her 
own reflective journal, the written documents (i.e., student analyses of 
videotaped lessons) and field notes which were also subject to "systematic and 
intensive analysis" (p. 141). Through constant comparison, Curtiss identified 
topics deemed important to the students. A number of themes emerged 
including "feedback" which was believed by the researcher to be one of the 
"stronger and more predominant themes" mentioned by participants. In this 
manner, feedback became an organizing construct for subsequent analysis and 
presentation of data.
Participant observation, ethnographic interviewing, and dialogue journal 
writing were employed in Dana and Pitts (1993) case study of principal thinking 
and change. Participant observation involved observations of the teachers and 
principal in classrooms, meetings, and school grounds two to four times a week 
for three to six hours each. Interviews were conducted with the principal 
bimonthly and focused on reflective coaching sessions between teachers and 
principals. These were recorded and transcribed and later reviewed by the 
principal to help identify and focus on the use of metaphors embedded in the 
answers. Collaborative dialogue journal writing was then undertaken by the
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researcher and the principal. In this technique the principal provided insights 
into the research which were discussed with the analyst. Emergent themes 
were then compared with relevant literature to further inform the study. 
Ultimately, "two assertions constituting grounded theory" (p. 323) were
generated to explain the data. In spite of the fact that "grounded" assertions 
were generated, this qualitative study did not appear to adhere to grounded 
theory research procedures and was probably not designed to do so.
Herman and. Sarracino (1993) utilized questionnaires, professional 
journals, informal conversations, reflective essays, and field notes in their efforts 
to study and restructure a preservice literacy methods course for prospective 
teachers. During data collection, each researcher read and jointly discussed 
students' data files on a weekly basis to create and refine hypotheses about 
each student. Following this process, a five-step procedure was employed for 
data reduction into categories and properties and further exploration of the 
initial hypotheses. These researchers explain that they used the initial
hypotheses as a guide to search and code the data for specific change patterns. 
These emerging change patterns were used to independently generate 
theoretical categories and properties which were subsequently collapsed and 
integrated. Coding continued until saturation occurred. Next, Hermann and 
Sarracino discussed and compared the categories which they had
independently generated, collaboratively refining them through consensus. 
Students' data files were then re-analyzed according to these categories which 
were further refined, elaborated, or disconfirmed. After these researchers were 
satisfied that the categories and properties reflected their own interpretations of 
change for each student, they compared these with their field notes. Similarities 
and differences were noted and used to again refine and modify the categories. 
Categories and properties were validated by an external coder and
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interpretations were reviewed by graduate student mentors. Three major 
categories and their attendant properties emerged which were used as a 
framework for discussion.
The stated purpose of Padilla and Pavel's (1994) research was to 
conceptually refine Tinto's model of institutional departure using qualitative 
methods. Researchers claim that they employed a priori theory and additional 
design features from various methodological sources including Glaser and 
Strauss' (1967) constant comparative method for data analysis. Assertions from 
interview data were identified, coded, and sorted. These assertions served as 
exemplars of various categories which constituted concepts which in turn were 
organized and linked together to form of a model of academic advising based 
on three of these grounded concepts. These were used to refine Tinto's model.
An examination of the articles in adult education also underscores 
differences in the way these analysts have operationalized grounded theory in 
the field and both in terms of the coding procedures they used and the 
byproducts of their research. As was the case with the case in the other articles 
in education reviewed thus far, these researchers often found their own 
contextual and situation-specific means of adapting grounded theory to their 
own problems and settings.
Mazmanian (1980) conducted twenty interview with continuing medical 
education planners representing ten medical schools to describe educational 
needs assessment and objective setting strategies they employed in program 
development. In the initial stages of the research, interview responses were 
recorded verbatim; each interview was coded and analyzed before moving on 
to the next interview. In subsequent analysis, categories were further tested, 
modified or discarded. Flow charts from the interviews were prepared which 
represented the planning processes described by each of the planners. These
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data were combined and used to form extensive models of needs assessment, 
objective setting, and program development. Models which depicted various 
relationships among the categories associated with each process were 
compared for similarities and differences and then merged into a more general 
model, inclusive model which depicted the interrelationships of each process. 
The general model was compared with the flow charts of the planners and the 
collective and separate models among and between the processes. Four 
faculty members at one of the institutions periodically reviewed the analyses 
and provided feedback useful for the generation of properties and other insights 
into the research. Three major theoretical categories emerged and a four- 
phase model or substantive theory of the relationship of needs assessment to 
objective setting in continuing medical education were presented.
Caffarella and O'Donnell (1992) utilized focus group interviews to 
determine the quality of self-directed learning among adults. Participants were 
randomly selected from a local chapter of the American Society for Training and 
Development and assigned to one of four focus groups depending on number 
of years experience in the field. Focus group sessions were taped and 
transcribed and the constant comparative method of Glaser and Strauss (1967) 
was used to formulate categories for each focus group. The intent of this 
procedure, they explain, was to "focus, abstract, compare, and organize the 
data through the emerging categories” (p. 21) in a manner that allows important 
dimensions to emerge without presupposing what the dimensions will be. As a 
team, the researchers met to compare content findings and to finalize the 
categories. Data were divided into emergent categories and analyzed for 
patterns and themes related to the quality of self-directed learning. In this 
manner, five major themes were identified from participants' comments. These 
themes and factors are outlined and implications for research are discussed.
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Thompson (1992) conducted eighteen in-depth unstructured interviews 
to explore nurses’ participation in baccalaureate nursing programs. The 
sample varied according to sociodemographic criteria, type of nursing program, 
and longevity in the BSN program. Data were collected until saturation was 
reached and analyzed according to the constant comparative method of Glaser 
and Strauss (1967). This process involved simultaneous data collection and 
analysis centering on developing codes, writing memos and field notes, and 
diagramming. Immediately after each interview, the researcher entered her 
comments on the tape, made comparisons between subjects, and transcribed 
the interviews. The accuracy of these transcriptions was checked through again 
listening to the tapes, a process which provided the opportunity to note ideas 
about emerging categories and patterns in the data. Analysis of the taped 
interviews of the first few tapes yielded eight major categories each with 1-12 
minor categories. The first seven interviews were then coded to explore the 
usefulness of these categories and to search for patterns in the data. This 
process continued with additional interviews; patterns within and across 
categories were discerned. Ultimately, seven themes were identified by 
constant comparison. Two of these themes came to represent phases of a 
participation model while the other five themes identified factors influencing the 
achievement of major tasks. Interestingly, this model was developed through 
comparison of the major themes with the relevant literature dealing with 
participation, persistence/dropout, and re-entry women in higher education 
settings.
Cruikshank (1993) studied the role of advocacy in Canadian University 
Extension work. Interviews with a number of university staff over a three-year 
period were conducted in three phases involving eighteen staff members in 
Phase 1, ten staff members in Phase 2, and seven individuals in Phase 3. This
f
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researcher claimed she used a grounded theory approach within a social 
change perspective but details of this process were not revealed in this article. 
One critical issue and two contextual factors are presented from analysis. 
Categories, properties, coding, and other key aspects of grounded theory are 
not mentioned in this work.
Fisher (1993) conducted interviews with 74 individuals to study 
developmental change among older adults. This sample was drawn from four 
sites in order to represent a wide age range as well as diversity in background 
and experiences. Data analysis utilized a grounded theory approach to 
generate a theoretical framework arranged according to sequential clusters of 
experience. Coding procedures identified common events, clusters of 
experience, and changes viewed as significant by the participants. Interview 
transcripts were analyzed by the interviewers and the principal investigator who 
met weekly as a team to discuss coding issues, processes, and problems as 
they were encountered, and to help insure consistency and accuracy of the 
coding. Tentative categories relating to pivotal events resulting in significant 
transitions emerged first and were recorded in accordance with these. 
Categories describing non-transition periods of adulthood were also 
incorporated into the emerging sequential framework. Interview data were used 
to verify and refine sequential categories until properties of each category could 
be described, isolated, and compared with other categories. This process 
generated a theoretical framework consisting of five developmental stages and 
two major periods of transitions among older adults.
Like Creswell and Brown (1992) above, Courtney et al. (1994) were also 
influenced by Strauss' work (Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) in their 
approach to coding in the study of student experiences in an ABE/GED 
classroom. Through theoretical sampling, fourteen interviews were drawn from
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a post-hoc sample of 45, itself derived randomly from a larger sample of 2,323 
students enrolled in ABE/GED classes. Coding was conducted in four stages. 
In the first open coding stage, each member of the research team took the same 
interview and coded it according to the concept-indicator model outlined earlier 
in this chapter. During this stage, much time was spent beginning to identify 
tentative categories, their properties, and dimensions. In stage two, actions and 
interactions of the students with the teacher and their peers became the focus, 
yielding two major overarching categories. One of these categories, learning 
management was abandoned by the researchers as not being a productive line 
of research to continue for numerous reasons relating to the emerging nature of 
the study. In stage three, analysis returned to an earlier focus on students' 
experiences in the classroom viewed as a two-phase process. This stage 
centered on axial coding in terms of the coding paradigm (i.e., conditions, 
consequences, strategies, and actions/interactions) used to further elaborate 
and refine the categories. The fourth stage of analysis finalized the list of ten 
categories and their properties which was divided into two phases. This 
selective coding phase was driven by the elaboration of a core category which 
framed the data and became the basis for a grounded theory as well as the 
development of themes and hypotheses.
Sissel (1997) employed an ethnographic methodology in her study of 
parental involvement and adult learning in Head Start. Data collection involved 
participant observation, examination of program documents, and interviews with 
parents and program staff. Grounded theory was used to analyzed the data. 
Sissel states: "The combination of ethnography's highly interactive, participant 
observation approach with grounded theory's continuous process of analysis of 
field-based data yielded both descriptive findings and theoretical interpretations 
of the phenomenon of parental involvement in Head Start" (p. 125). However,
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participant observation, along with document analysis and interview, are 
common data collection techniques of grounded theory as well. Her later claim 
that ethnography allows the analyst to share in the meaning of the cultural 
participants from their point of view is a central assumption of qualitative 
research and is also accomplished through other qualitative methods such as 
grounded theory, case study, and phenomenology.
Although Sissel does not provide a detailed description of methodology 
in her article, she does mention that all data were coded soon after they were 
collected and member checking was employed to help control for bias in the 
research setting. She also mentions that data collection was initiated as an 
open-ended process which gradually evolved into more selective probing and 
questioning. Sissel explains that through the constant comparative method a 
substantive grounded theory explaining teaching-learning transactions in this 
setting was developed. This theory was based on the interaction of three 
interrelated concepts: Capacity, Power, and Connection.
In conclusion, a review of the grounded theory articles in education 
reveals a wide range of interpretative strategies utilizing one or more aspects of 
this method to explore educational problems and issues. Some analysts may 
consider their research as falling within the domain of grounded theory if their 
findings are simply grounded in the data, or if they ultimately generate a theory 
from data through qualitative methods. Others attempt to closely follow the 
procedures of grounded theory as outlined by Glaser and Strauss in one or 
more of their defining works. Although it remains problematic as to whether a 
universal set of criteria or unifying principles from which to work can or should 
be developed which cuts across disciplines, contexts, and problem areas, 
examination of this literature tends to point to several aspects of grounded 
theory which appear central to its application in the field. For the most part,
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educators employing grounded theory for their research tend to utilize constant 
comparison to delineate similarities and differences in the data viewed as a 
central aspect of collecting, coding, and analyzing these data in a series of 
overlapping stages. Concepts, categories, and properties are generated and 
compared in the initial stages of data collection and analysis, their 
interrelationships are specified and elaborated in the next stage via one or 
more linking hypotheses, and the byproduct of the research becomes more 
clearly articulated in the final stage. However, a wide range of closely related 
and less frequently cited techniques seem to be left to the discretion of the 
researcher including the use of theoretical sampling procedures, comparison 
with relevant literature throughout the research, use of pre-established research 
questions to guide analysis, and the co-facilitation of grounded theory with other 
qualitative methods (e.g., case study, ethnography) or other epistemological 
frameworks (e.g., phenomenology, symbolic interactionism). Still other 
variability is common in terms of saturation of categories, triangulation of data, 
participant feedback or member checking, a collaborative or team approach to 
the research, the use of memos, diagrams, or other visual models, discussion of 
core categories, and the use of axial coding and the coding paradigm.
Also underscoring this variability or flexibility of interpretation of 
grounded theory is an examination of the end result or ultimate byproduct of the 
research. In spite of the fact that one might assume that a grounded theory 
would naturally be the end product of grounded theory research, analysts in the 
field appear to feel comfortable offering a number of other options or variations 
as a conclusion of their research. These include a series of formal hypotheses, 
theoretical statements, or propositions and subpropositions, themes, factors or 
strategies, theoretical models, assertions, critical issues, descriptive or major
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categories, grounded-theory-in-progress, and the like. These issues will be 
revisited in the next chapter.





Of all of the issues and procedures reviewed in this inquiry, perhaps the 
greatest discrepancy between the methodologists and the educational 
researchers pertains to the use of memoing in grounded theory analysis. Glaser 
and Strauss and the other methodologists repeatedly underscore the primacy of 
this technique to the potential viability of grounded theory and its use in the 
field. As always, Glaser and Strauss' mutual emphasis on memoing is 
tempered somewhat by their differing interpretations of its use, with Glaser 
arguing that Strauss' conceptualization of this important aspect of grounded 
theory has been altered to serve the coding paradigm. These arguments, 
however, fall on deaf ears among most of the educational researchers who 
appear to place little emphasis on memoing throughout their research, 
seemingly skipping this important aspect of grounded analysis.
Collaboration in grounded theory is the subject of the second part of this 
chapter which focuses on the potential costs and benefits of such research 
partnerships. This section begins with a review of the relatively limited 
grounded theory literature on this subject, followed by a brief discussion of 
collaborative aspects of the research articles in education. Given this apparent 
lack of attention to what I view to be a particularly worthwhile avenue for 
conducting grounded theory, a collaborative case study is presented based on 
my own experiences as a member of a grounded theory research team.
The third and final section of this chapter is concerned with evaluating 
the use of grounded theory in the field. Strauss and Corbin's views on this 
subject are contrasted to the systematic development of criteria for this purpose 
that have evolved throughout this research project. It is argued that these
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criteria present a more realistic and operationally grounded means of 
approaching this topic.
Memoing in Grounded Theory Analysis
In The Discovery. Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe four overlapping 
stages and two defining rules of the constant comparative method. The second 
defining rule, "stop coding and record a memo on your ideas" is described by 
them as a process .specifically designed to "tap the initial freshness of the 
analyst's theoretical notions and to relieve the conflicts in his thoughts" (p. 107). 
In Glaser and Strauss' view, this process helps the analyst reflect on his or her 
thinking throughout the research and carry it to its most logical "grounded" 
conclusions. Discussions found in the memos, they explain, serve as a source 
for illustration and provide the conceptual framework behind the categories and 
themes which ultimately form the basis of the emerging theory. In effect, memos 
written about each category are collated and brought together for the writing of 
the theory. In this manner, the analyst can return to the coded data "to validate 
a suggested point, pinpoint data behind a hypothesis or gaps in the theory, and 
provide illustrations" (p.113).
In Theoretical Sensitivity. Glaser (1978) provides a detailed examination 
of memoing in grounded theory analysis and underscores how important this 
process is in helping realize the potential of this method (Table 16). He begins 
his chapter titled "Theoretical Memos" by stating:
The core stage in the process of generating theory, the bedrock of theory 
generation, its true product is the writing of theoretical memos. If the 
analyst skips this stage by going directly from coding to sorting or writing 
he is not doing grounded theory. Memos are the theorizing write-up of
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Table 16. Memoing in Grounded Theory (Key Methodological Articles).
R esearch er/D a te Memos and Diagrams
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Maintain that the second defining rule of the constant 
comparative method is to “stop coding and record a memo on 
your ideas", a process designed to “tap the initial freshness of 
the analyst's theoretical notions and to relieve the conflicts in his 
thoughts" (p. 107). Argue memoing provides an opportunity for 
reflection. Memos and field notes are rearranged for the writing 
of the theory, and provide a source for illustrations. Discussions 
found in the memos are at the heart of the categories and 
become major themes of the theory. Memos are collated on 
each category and brought together in the writing of the theory.
Glaser (1978) Argues that the core stage in the process of theory generation is 
the writing of theoretical memos. Defines as “the theorizing writ- 
up of ideas about codes and their relationships as they strike the 
analyst while coding" (p. 83). Specifies that memoing should be 
ongoing process lasting from the first coding of data through the 
writing of the theory. Discusses four basic goals of memoing 
(i.e., pertaining to ideas, freedom, memo fund, and sortibility) and 
outlines twelve basic rules of this procedure.
Strauss (1987) Provides detailed discussion of the use of memos and diagrams 
in grounded theory. Posits that theoretical ideas are recorded 
and linked through use of theoretical memos which become 
progressively more sophisticated throughout the research. 
Defines memos as "a method of keeping track of coding results 
and stimulating further coding, and also as a major means of 
integrating the theory" (p. 22). Discusses different types of 
memos, rules of thumb for memo writing, collaborative memo 
writing and analysis, and the use of diagrams and other visual 
devices which should be incorporated into follow-up theoretical 
memos as the analysis evolves. These include diagrams, 
matrixes, tables, and graphs and rules of thumb for using them.
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Succinctly states that memos provide a system for the analyst in a 
grounded theory study to keep track of the categories, 
properties, hypotheses, and generative questions that emerge 
during analysis. Believe memoing should be conducted 
throughout the entire research process and incorporate and 
elaborate on not only the code notes but the coding sessions as 
well. Memoing involves a stepwise process in which the nature 
of the memo becomes more sophisticated as the study evolves. 
Argues that if a researcher fails to memo in a grounded theory 
study, much conceptual detail can be lost or not fully developed.
Strauss & Corbin (1990) Another detailed treatment of memoing and diagramming. 
Defines memos as “written records of analysis related to the 
formulation of theory" and diagrams as "visual representations of 
relationships between concepts" (p. 197). Outlines seven 
general features and fifteen specific features of memos and 
diagrams. Divides memos and diagrams into several forms 
including code notes, theoretical notes, and operational notes. 
Discusses sortinq and integration of memos.
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Table 16. Continued.
Glaser (1992) Glaser argues that Strauss (i.e., Strauss & Corbin, 1990) is on the 
mark in the first part of his discussion on memoing pertaining to 
his definition of memos as well as his listing of the seven general 
features and 15 specific features. In the second half of his 
chapter on memos, however, Strauss undermines the simplicity 
of grounded theory by fracturing memoing into various types 
including code notes, theoretical notes, operational notes, 
diagrams, logic diagrams, and integrative diagrams. Glaser claims 
the grounded theorist "just writes memos as formulated by the 
emergent theory" (p. 108). Again argues Strauss’ type of 
memoing is in the service of full conceptual description rather 
than grounded theory. Also argues that Strauss does not need 
to sort memos because he is using the preconceived categories 
associated with the coding paradigm.
O ther Theoris ts
Mullen & Reynolds (1978) Provides overview of the grounded theory method and explains 
that one of the last steps involves sorting memoranda written 
during the analytic process. This helps enable the analyst to 
reduce the original list of categories, order the data, and develop 
a systematic statement of the phenomena under study.
Darkenwald (1980) Argues that grounded theorists rely on research memos to help 
write theory. These memos help provide the underlying logic of 
the analysis in terms of the development of categories, 
properties, and their interrelationships.
Stern (1980) Explains memoing is a means of preserving hypotheses, 
analytical schemes, hunches, and abstractions. Argues that 
although memos are ideational, they are derived from the data 
and, for this reason, are also grounded in the data. The analyst 
should be prepared to memo whenever an idea strikes rather 
than according to some predetermined agenda. Memos help 
enrich conceptual schemes of the analysis and must ultimately 
be sorted. This vital step provides another opportunity to cluster 
concepts and achieve the best possible integration of theory. If 
this step is skipped, she posits, all that is produced is a linear, 
schematic report.
Stern, Allen, & Moxley (1982) As above, explains that memos are the method of preserving 
emerging hypotheses, analytical schemes and the like, and can 
be considered ideational notes grounded in the data. Believe 
the sorting of memos is vital to the analytical process in grounded 
theory because it allows the analyst to tie up loose ends and 
clarify how concepts generated through analysis are integrated. 
These memos form the basis of the research report.
Stern (1985) Explains that memos are written records of the ideas analysts 
have about interrelationships of data throughout their research. 
Memos can be made any time an idea strikes the analyst to help 
"keep track of breakthrough thoughts about the conceptual 
framework" (p. 157). Toward the end of the research project, 
literally hundreds of memos need to be sorted which again 
provides an opportunity to cluster concepts.
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Table 16. Continued.
Hutchinson (1986b) She posits that memoing is a vital part of elevating descriptions of 
empirical events to a theoretical level. Memos are informal notes 
which emphasize the conceptualizations of ideas. In writing 
memos, the researcher asks questions of the data concerning 
the relationship of one code to another. It is both an inductive 
and deductive process, she argues, because the researcher 
inductively conceptualizes while coding and memoing and 
deductively assesses how the emergent concepts fits together.
Stem & Pyles (1986) Again explains that memos are ideational but grounded in the 
data. Argues that memos should be written whenever an idea 
may strike. These notes provide the conceptual groundwork of 
the theory. The sorting and categorization of memos provides 
another opportunity to cluster and integrate concepts and the 
theory.
Charmaz (1994a) States memo-writing is the pivotal step in breaking categories 
into components and in the elaboration of codes. It is the 
process by which the researcher begins to move into the analysis 
of data. Memos provide the researcher the opportunity to take a 
close look at his or her emergent ideas and decide on further 
data collection. In memoing, the researcher can draw on own 
theoretical background and knowledge to "deepen the analytic 
insights of his or her developing grounded theory" (p. 85). Also 
argues that memoing provides the analyst the opportunity to 
engage in a dialogue with self. In this process, data are examined 
and analyzed from a variety of perspectives. This helps separate 
the researcher from the researched and avoids such problems as 
going native or assuming the stance of the practitioner.
Charmaz (1994b) Posits that memos are written elaborations about the data and 
the categories. Systematic memoing allows the researcher to 
further develop and fill out the categories and place questions 
derived throughout the coding process into analytic perspective. 
Memoing also helps shape data collection and narrow the focus 
of the research. Explains the procedures used in writing initial 
memos, and the sorting and integration of memos. To her, 
sorting is simply the grouping of memos together into categories, 
a process which helps the analyst gain insight into the core 
variables. Integrating the memos helps the analyst unveil the 
relationships between categories.
ideas about codes and their relationships as they strike the analyst while
coding, (p. 83)
Glaser argues that memoing is a constant process that begins with the 
first coding of data and continues throughout the entire research project. He 
believes that memoing consists of four basic goals including: (1) the theoretical 
development of ideas or codes (2) with complete freedom (3) that are placed in 
a memo fund, (4) that is highly sortible (p. 84).
i
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The first basic goal concerns the theoretical or ideational development in 
memos which helps accomplish five critical aspects of theory generation 
including: (a) raising the data to a conceptual level, (b) developing the 
properties of each category, (c) presenting hypotheses about the 
interrelationships between the categories and properties, (d) integrating these 
connections with clusters of the other categories to help generate the theory, 
and (e) locating the emerging theory within the framework of other theories with 
potential relevance to the study. Glaser emphasizes that theoretical memos are 
a critical component of generating theory because they serve to explicitly 
connect the data and analysis by raising description to theoretical explanation 
through the conceptual rendering of material. In other words, grounded theory's 
main objective of generating substantive theory is met through the successive 
raising of descriptive data to categories and then to theory through conceptual 
abstraction explicitly developed in memos. He upholds that grounded theory is 
distinct from other qualitative methods in that the latter tend to focus on rich 
description of problems or issues inherent in a social scene rather than a 
conceptual analysis of it. This conceptual analysis, he argues, often gets buried 
within the description rather than emphasized or elaborated at in grounded 
theory. Memos, he claims, "serve as the means of revealing and relating by 
theoretical coding the properties of the substantive codes" (p. 84). Through 
memoing, the analyst begins to uncover the analytic properties of the 
descriptive data and moves toward saturation of the categories by helping 
define their parameters. Stated differently, memoing helps the analyst discover 
and locate each category in terms of its relationship to the other variables.
The second basic rule of memo writing concerns the freedom afforded to 
grounded analysts to express their ideas informally and without concern for 
sentence construction or punctuation. Memoing allows analysts to constantly
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sort, resort, and rework their ideas and examine their relationships before final 
drafts of the theory are written. Here, different ideas are advanced, explored, 
and reworked as the analysis progresses.
The development of highly sortible memo fund is the third basic goal of 
memoing. According to Glaser, the memo fund is the source of all publications 
or lectures which can be generated from a grounded theory study. A memo 
fund, he argues, is built up over time through the ongoing proliferation of 
theoretical memos on all relevant categories. To Glaser, this bank of memos is 
conceptually timeless and not only helps the analyst generate "dense, rich 
theory" but provides the opportunity to re-explore good theoretical ideas and 
connections. In this manner, the analyst can revisit his or her work at any time 
to take it in new directions or look at it from different perspectives.
The fourth goal of the memo fund is that it is highly sortible, meaning that 
these ideas can and will be sorted quickly in accordance with the emerging 
conceptual framework of the analyst. Sorting involves several rules of memo 
writing. Among these are: (1) each memo is introduced by a label or title 
describing which category or property it pertains to, (2) other categories or 
properties which appear in the memo should be flagged in order that the memo 
can also be sorted according to this concept, (3) when two categories or 
properties appear in the memo, the relationship between them should be noted 
or elaborated even in terms of a hypotheses, and (4) the analyst should be 
"psychologically prepared" to sort memos regardless of where they fall.
Glaser also explicates other consequences of memo writing. In addition 
to the four basic goals of memo writing above, memoing helps slow down the 
analysis which allows the researcher to further verify categories and their 
integration in terms of the evolving theory. The writing of memos is a process 
and a source for the further direction of theoretical sampling by helping identify
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gaps in the existing theory and suggesting new related directions for analysis. If 
memoing is skipped or done badly, he warns, there are no theoretical ideas to 
sort or elaborate which are necessary for the integrative richness of the theory.
Glaser (1978) ends this chapter by listing twelve rules of memoing 
including: (1) keep the data and memos separate, (2) always take the time to 
interrupt coding to write an idea, (3) the analyst can bring on a memo by writing 
on a code, (4) memos can be modified accordingly, (5) keep a list of the 
emergent codes on hand, (6) if many memos on different codes seem the same, 
directly compare the codes for differences between them, (7) problematic 
digressions should be followed through on a conceptual basis for the purposes 
of theoretical sampling, (8) run the memos "open" (i.e., do not be selective in 
memoing) as long as possible to develop the rich diversity of codes, (9) memos 
are written about substantive codes as they are theoretically coded, not about 
people, (10) write up two simultaneous ideas one at a time, (11) indicate when 
saturation occurs, and (12) remain flexible while memoing.
In Theoretical Sensitivity. Glaser (1978) also devotes a chapter to the 
theoretical sorting of memos, emphasizing the importance of this process for the 
formulation and writing of theory. He argues theoretical sorting cannot be 
skipped because without it the analyst "will indeed have somewhat of a theory, 
but it will be linear, thin, and less fully integrated" (p. 116). He posits that 
theoretical sorting is not the sorting of data but the conceptual sorting of ideas, 
and results in several crucial benefits for the writing of the theory. These 
benefits relate to the potential for producing an integrated model contingent on 
forcing the connections between the categories and the properties. Theoretical 
sorting generates more memos, theoretical ideas, and connections which also 
contribute to the development of the emerging theory. Finally, Glaser stresses 
that while theoretical coding is concerned with relationships among variables, a
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series of analytic rules guide the construction of the emerging theory. In his 
view, these analytic rules may be modified but should never be entirely 
abandoned (see Glaser, 1978, pp. 120-127, for a discussion of these rules).
Strauss also provides a detailed examination of use of memos in 
grounded theory analysis in his writings (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Strauss, 
1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Of all the publications since the Discovery. 
the most ambitious treatment of memoing and diagramming is provided in 
Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists (1987), based in part on Glaser's 
(1978) earlier text. Here Strauss devotes several chapters to a discussion of 
different types of memos, rules of thumb for memo writing, collaborative memo 
writing, and the use of diagrams and other visual devices which he feels should 
be incorporated into follow-up theoretical memos as the research evolves.
Strauss (1987) defines theoretical memos as: "writing which puts down 
theoretical questions, hypotheses, summary of codes, etc. - a method of 
keeping track of coding results and stimulating further coding, and also a major 
means for integrating the theory" (p. 22). Like Glaser (1978), he believes that 
memos should be written regularly during the course of the research project 
from the early coding through the writing of the theory. As the research evolves, 
he argues, memos should become progressively more sophisticated ranging 
from simply taking notes in the beginning to the eventual conceptual 
organization and re-organization of ideas. In his view, initial memos most often 
pertain to operational matters such as what data to collect, where to collect it, or 
simply reminder notes. Later, memos are geared toward incorporating the 
results of the coding process, focusing on emerging categories and their 
interrelationships, and providing direction for subsequent data collection and 
analysis. All told, Strauss gives examples of a wide range of memo types 
including initial orienting memos, preliminary memos, memo sparks, memos
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that open attacks on new phenomena, memos on new categories, initial 
discovery memos, memos distinguishing between two or more categories, 
memos extending the implications of a borrowed concept, and several others. 
Following Glaser (1978) above, he reiterates the twelve rules of thumb for 
memo writing. In addition, Strauss emphasizes that even when the analyst is 
working alone on a research project, he or she should be engaged in an 
ongoing and continual dialogue about the study. Memoing, he argues, help 
facilitate this internal dialogue through preserving a running record of insights, 
ideas, hunches, hypotheses, and the like.
Strauss (1987) also extends the previous work on memoing in the 
Discovery and Theoretical Sensitivity through his discussion of collaborative 
forms of memo writing and analysis, and the use of diagramming in grounded 
theory analysis. He views collaborative research as an ideal setting for the joint 
exchange of ideas through the memoing process and provides several 
directives and potential consequences of this form of analysis. Strauss also 
takes the initiative to outline the use of various types of visual devices which can 
be incorporated into follow-up theoretical memos including diagrams, matrixes, 
tables, and graphs. These are designed to be used by the analyst to get a 
better understanding of many aspects of the research problem by helping 
suggest ways to move through various stages of research, provide 
visualizations of what is happening in the data, allow for the development of 
working models in visual form, provide summary information in an easily 
accessible manner, help locate visually different settings for the study, suggest 
new concepts, and identify gaps in the analysis.
As was the case for memo writing, Strauss also provides several rules of 
thumb for the use of visual devices or graphic representations including: (1) 
since visual representations can assist greatly in analytical operations,
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grounded theorists should learn and practice how to use them, (2) these 
representations should be incorporated into theoretical memos throughout the 
research to help inform the researcher's thinking and analytical skills, (3) some 
of these visual devices (e.g., tables, diagrams, matrixes) should be cumulative 
so they can contribute to the integrative aspects of the theory, (4) in the final 
stages of the analytic integration, the most recent integrative diagram should be 
used, (5) the final integrative diagram may be too complex for inclusion in 
written publications, and (6) these visual skills should be included when 
teaching or providing talks on your research in order that others can write 
memos on both the visual and verbal exchanges. These rules of thumb are 
followed by two chapters on integrative diagrams and integrative mechanisms, 
replete with their own directives and rules of thumb, as well as examples from 
Strauss' research.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) provide a similar but somewhat different take 
on memos and diagrams in Basics of Qualitative Research. In this text, they 
define memos as "specialized forms of written records: those that contain the 
products of our analysis", and diagrams as, "graphic representations or visual 
images of the relationships between concepts" (p. 197). These can take several 
forms including code notes, theoretical notes, and operational notes, as well as 
sub varieties of these. Code notes are those memos and diagrams that pertain 
to the products of open, axial, and selective coding such as conceptual labels, 
paradigmatic features, and indications of process. Theoretical notes involve 
theoretically sensitizing memos which are based on the analyst's inductive and 
deductive thinking in terms of potentially relevant categories, properties, 
dimensions, and their interrelationships. Operational notes are memos 
pertaining to the operational aspects of the study including directions regarding
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theoretical sampling techniques, questions that come up during analysis, 
possible comparisons, and other procedural issues of importance.
As above, Strauss and Corbin (1990) emphasize that memoing and 
diagramming are essential elements of grounded theory analysis and should 
never be omitted regardless of how pressed for time the analyst might be. If this 
aspect of grounded theory is omitted, they argue, "a theory whose concepts lack 
density and/or are only loosely related" (p. 199) may result. They stress that 
memoing and diagramming should begin in the initial stages of the research 
project and continue through the final write up of the theory. They also list 
seven general features and fifteen specific features of memos and diagrams.
The seven general features include: (1) memos and diagrams vary in 
length and content according to phase of the research and type of coding, (2) 
memos and diagrams may appear awkward or simple in the early stages of 
analysis, (3) memos should not be written next to the field notes for several 
reasons (i.e., it is hard to make a note of any length on the margins, memos 
stored here may be confusing or misleading when viewed at a later date, and it 
may be difficult to retrieve them when needed), (4) each analyst should develop 
their own style of memoing or diagramming they feel comfortable with, (5) 
memos and diagrams have other functions such as affording the analyst the 
opportunity to freely work or experiment with ideas, (6) memoing and 
diagramming helps identify the gaps in the analyst’s thinking or analysis, and 
(7) memos and diagrams provide a memo fund or storehouse for analytic 
information which can be sorted, ordered, and re-ordered according to the 
needs of the analyst.
The fifteen special features of memos and diagrams include: (1) each 
memo or diagram should be dated and referenced, (2) each memo or diagram 
should contain a caption or heading denoting to which concept or category it
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pertains, (3) short quotes or phrases can be included in the memos, (4) memos 
and diagrams should be labeled and broken down into their various forms for 
future reference, (5) references to categories or paradigmatic relationships 
should be italicized or underlined for later review, (6) any theoretical note based 
on a code should be referenced accordingly, (7) when an incident pertains to 
two or more different categories, it should coded only under one to keep the 
categories distinct, (8) memos and diagrams should be modified when 
appropriate throughout analysis, (9) a list of emergent codes should be kept on 
hand, (10) if too many memos on different codes appear to be the same, 
compare codes for differences that may be being missed, (11) keep multiple 
copies of memos for later sorting and organization, (12) indicate saturation of 
categories in memos, (13) if the analyst has two or more important ideas for a 
memo or diagram, jot them down immediately so they will not be lost later, (14) 
be flexible, and; (15) remain conceptual when memoing.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) maintain that for each type of coding (i.e., 
open, axial, and selective), memos and diagrams will look different because the 
purposes of each type differ. As the analysis matures, they argue, so does the 
conceptual sophistication of the memos and diagrams. Following these points, 
Strauss and Corbin provide examples of memoing during open, axial, and 
selective coding, focusing primarily on the uses of code notes, theoretical notes, 
operational notes, and diagrams particular to each form. They also briefly 
discuss the sorting of memos and diagrams, emphasizing this process helps the 
analyst discover how the categories begin to cluster around a core category.
In Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), Glaser argues that the 
first part of the Strauss and Corbin (1990) chapter on memos and diagrams - in 
which Strauss defines memos and outlines seven general features and fifteen 
specific features of memoing - is consistent with grounded theory and "very akin
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to the writings in Theoretical Sensitivity, and probably taken from there in large 
measure" (p. 108). In the second half of the chapter on memos and diagrams, 
however, Glaser believes that Strauss undermines the simplicity of grounded 
theory by fracturing memoing into various types including code notes, 
theoretical notes, operational notes, diagrams, logic diagrams, and integrative 
diagrams. Once again, he forcefully suggests that Strauss’ interpretation of 
memoing undermines the simplicity of grounded theory and is further evidence 
of his purported drift away from this method into full description. He also argues 
that in Strauss’ method of full conceptual description he need not concern 
himself with the sorting of memos (and diagrams) because most categories and 
properties are already pre-sorted according to the elements of the coding 
paradigm. In effect, the sorting which is left can be viewed as merely "straggler 
ideas to the paradigm" (p. 110).
An analysis of the other methodologists' writings on memoing reinforces 
the importance placed on this technique within the conceptual umbrella of 
grounded theory but adds little insight into this process. In their overview of the 
grounded theory method, Mullen and Reynolds (1978) explain that memoranda 
written during analysis are sorted allowing for the reduction of the original list of 
categories, while Darkenwald (1980) claims that grounded theorists rely on 
research memos which "contain the logic of their analysis" (p. 74) together with 
coded field reports in the writing of theory. In her series of articles, Stern (Stern, 
1980; 1985; Stern & Pyles, 1986; Stem, Allen, & Moxley, 1982) posits that 
memoing is a means of preserving emerging hypotheses, analytical schemes, 
hunches, and abstractions, and can be considered ideational notes grounded 
in the data. She argues the analyst should be prepared to memo whenever an 
idea strikes rather than according to some predetermined agenda. In her view, 
memos help enrich the conceptual schemes of the analysis and ultimately need
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to be sorted. This sorting of memos is vital to the analytical process, she 
argues, because it allows the analyst to tie up loose ends and clarify how 
concepts generated throughout the analysis are integrated. In order words, this 
vital step provides another opportunity to cluster concepts and achieve the best 
possible integration of theory. If this step is skipped ail that is produced is a 
linear, schematic report.
Hutchinson (1986) argues that memoing is a vital process of elevating 
descriptions of empirical events to a theoretical level. She suggests that 
memos are informal notes which emphasize the conceptualizations of ideas. In 
her view, memoing is both an inductive and deductive process because the 
researcher inductively conceptualizes while coding and memoing, and 
deductively assesses how the emergent concepts fit together.
In her work, Charmaz (1994a, 1994b) provides a succinct overview of 
memoing in grounded theory analysis. She posits that it is the process by 
which the researcher begins to move into the analysis of data by helping 
provide him or her a means of further developing and filling out the categories 
and placing questions derived throughout the coding process into an analytical 
perspective. In memoing, the researcher can draw upon his or her own 
theoretical background and knowledge to "deepen the analytic insights of his or 
her developing grounded theory" (p. 85). Memoing helps shape data collection 
and narrow the focus of the research. She explains that the sorting is simply the 
grouping of memos together into categories, a process of which helps the 
analyst gain insight into core variables. Integrating the memos, Charmaz 
argues, helps the analyst unveil the relationships between categories. Like 
Strauss (1987), she also believes that memoing provides the analyst the 
opportunity to engage in a dialogue with self. This process "typically helps to 
separate the researcher from the researched, thereby reducing problems of
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immersion in the setting or data, going native, assuming the stance of the 
practitioner and the like" (pp. 85-86). Unfortunately, she does not explain why 
this is would be the case nor why this should be a goal of grounded analyses.
Judging from a review of memoing in grounded theory studies in 
education (Table 17), the vast majority of these researchers either (a) totally 
ignored memoing procedures in their research, (b) did not place a primary 
emphasis on memoing and therefore did not report its use, (c) used memos 
and/or diagrams as outiined above and did not report it in their articles, or (d) 
developed their own forms of note taking during the research process which 
were also left unreported in the published work. Of these research articles, only 
three explicitly stated that they used memoing in their analyses (Courtney et al., 
1994; Parker & Gehrke, 1986; Thompson, 1992) while others either discussed 
the use of memoing in the abstract while providing an overview of grounded 
theory techniques (Kozma, 1985; Rennie & Brewer, 1985), or alluded to the use 
of some form of diagramming technique during the research (Creswell & Brown, 
1992; Mazmanian, 1980).
For example, Parker & Gehrke (1986) emphasized the use of memoing in 
their study of interactive decision making stating:
During the coding and comparing of incidents across protocols, memos 
were made to record ideas and hypotheses about the categories and 
their properties. Memo writing served to capture our speculations during 
joint coding and analysis, preserving what Glaser and Strauss (1967) 
called "the initial freshness of the analysts' theoretical notions" (author's 
italics), and relieving conflicts in their thought processes.. . In summary, 
coding, listing of categories as they were generated, and memo writing 
were the primary concerns of the joint coding and analysis phase, (p. 
231).
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Table 17. Use of Memoing in Grounded Theory Studies in Education  
(Research Articles).
R esearch er/D ate Memos and Diagrams Reported in Research
Mazmanian (1980) Does not explicitly reference memoing or diagramming but does 
state: 'From the interviews, the researcher prepared flow charts 
representing the planning process of each planner" (p. 7).
Kozma (1985) Not dear if researcher used memoing in his study but he does 
state in "Methodology" section: The analysis becomes more 
abstract as data are sorted and condensed and as hypotheses 
are tested, refined, and integrated into theory. The entire 
process continues until saturation is reached, that is, until no 
additional data, coding, or sorting contribute to the extension or 
qualification of the theory" (p. 305).
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Researchers emphasize use of memoing in their analysis. They 
state: "During the coding and comparing of incidents across 
protocols, memos were made to record ideas and hypotheses 
about the categories and their properties. Memo writing served 
to capture our speculations during joint coding and analysis, 
preserving what Glaser and Strauss (1967) called "the initial 
freshness of the analysts’ theoretical notions" (p. 107) (author's 
italics), and relieving conflict in their thought processes.. .  In 
summary, coding, listing of categories as they were generated, 
and memo writing were the primary concerns of the joint coding 
and analysis phase" (p. 231).
Rennie and Brewer (1987) Use of memoing implicit in analysis. In their section, "Overview of 
the Grounded Theory Approach" researchers state:
"Throughout the analysis, the analyst’s hunches and theoretical 
ideas are recorded as memoranda that are kept separate from the 
documents on which the categories are recorded.. .  The analyst 
increasingly draws upon the theoretical memoranda and begins 
to conceptualize more abstract categories that subsume the 
descriptive categories, yet are grounded in them" (p. 11).
Creswell & Brown (1992) Does not specifically refer to memoing in study but does state: 
"As the researcher constructs the theory, he or she 
simultaneously codes the information, categorizes it, and relates 
its parts to a logic diagram for testing and verification" (p. 42).
Thompson (1992) Researcher states: "Data were analyzed according to the 
constant comparative method described by Glaser & Strauss 
(1967). In this method, the researcher begins analysis at the 
same time as data collection, and proceeds with the two 
processes simultaneously. Several techniques were used in this 
process: developing codes, writing field notes and memos, and 
diagramming" (p. 97). She continues: The investigator 
reflected on the interview and entered her comments onto tape 
immediately after leaving each respondent.. .While listening to 
each tape, the investigator noted ideas about the initial 
categories and emerging patterns. When several tapes were 
checked in succession, comparisons were made” (p. 97).
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Table 17. Continued.
Courtney, Jha, & Analysis of data involved the writing of theoretical memos.
Babchuk (1994) Researchers state: T h e  research team met an average of once
a week for the better part of one year. During that period we 
used an "organizing system (Tesch, 1990) for categories, 
compared and debated individual interpretations, and wrote 
theoretical memos (Strauss, 1987), as a way of developing 
___________________________ theory and subjecting it to a critique" (p. 176).______________
Thompson (1992) references both memoing and diagramming in her
research on nurses' participation and persistence in baccalaureate nursing 
programs, explaining that: "Several techniques were used in this process: 
developing codes, writing field notes and memos, and diagramming" (p. 97). 
Unfortunately no additional information was provided. In their study of student 
experiences in an ABE/GED classroom, Courtney et al. (1994) maintain that 
data analysis procedures "involved the writing of theoretical memos" which 
served to help frame all aspects of their research. These analysts coded each 
interview transcript independently and then met as group to discuss their 
findings. In these meetings, team members collaboratively reviewed theoretical 
memos generated by each of them during their coding efforts. This process 
enabled a form of collaborative dialogue and mutual interpretation and 
exchange around the emerging categories, properties, and their 
interrelationships, and ultimately was instrumental in "developing theory and 
subjecting it to a critique" (p. 176).
Somewhat less convincingly, Kozma (1985) does not discuss his use of 
memoing in his research on instructional innovation in higher education, but 
does talk about the "sorting" of data to help test and refine hypotheses. In their 
study of thesis blocking, Rennie and Brewer (1987) provide an overview of the 
grounded theory approach stressing that as analysis progresses, the 
researcher "increasingly draws upon the theoretical memoranda and begins to 
conceptualize more abstract categories that subsume descriptive categories,
>
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yet are grounded to them" (p. 11). Mazmanian (1980) claims that he "prepared 
flow charts representing the planning process of each planner" (p. 7), while 
Creswell and Brown (1992) refer to the use of logic diagram during analysis for 
"testing and verification" (p. 42).
In a potentially related vein, It was not uncommon for researchers to 
present some aspect of their research through the use of visual devices (e.g.., 
tables, figures, graphs, models, diagrams). Of the research articles, Mazmanian 
(1980), Blase (1982), Gehrke (1982), Janesick (1982), Spector (1985), Blase 
(1987), Mitchell (1987), Rennie and Brewer (1987), Spector and Gibson (1991), 
Creswell and Brown (1992), Parkay et al. (1992), Thompson (1992), Fisher
(1993), Hermann & Sarracino (1993), Courtney et al. (1994), Padilla & Pavel
(1994), and Sissel (1997) all provide some use of visual aid(s) in their reports.
Grounded Theory as Collaborative Dialogue
In recent years, there has been a trend toward an increased use of 
qualitative research methodologies in the field of adult education, reflective of a 
broader trend in education and the social sciences. This shift is partly the result 
of a greater appreciation by researchers and practitioners of qualitative forms of 
research for exploring a wide range of issues which are more amenable to this 
approach than more traditional quantitatively-based methods. Embedded 
within this paradigm are a number of fundamental assumptions and associated 
research strategies which highlight differences between qualitatively-based and 
more quantitatively-driven methodologies. One such assumption, I would 
argue, is the seemingly natural affinity between qualitative methods and 
collaborative forms of research. Grounded theory, with its emphasis on 
memoing, theoretical sampling, coding procedures, constant comparison, and 
the generation of theory from data collected in the field, seems particularly
H
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amenable to collaborative techniques for several critical reasons that will be 
outlined in this section. As has been the case throughout this inquiry, this 
section begins with a discussion of the methodologist's views on this issue, 
directly followed by an analysis of how researchers in education approached 
this topic. In light of the fact that few of these researchers who used a team 
approach in their studies elaborate on the operational strategies or potential 
benefits of collaborative research, several key issues pertaining to my own 
experiences as part of a grounded theory research team are discussed, and 
several implications of this collaborative effort are outlined. This section 
concludes by considering broader implications of a collaborative approach.
In terms of the history of grounded theory and of collaborative research 
taken together, several publications stand out which appear to be particularly 
influential to this tradition. The first was the landmark study of the perspectives 
of medical students as they went through medical school at the University of 
Kansas, undertaken in 1961 by Beck, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss called Bovs In 
White. This study is an early classic example of qualitative research which 
emphasized a collaborative approach to data collection and analysis, and set 
the stage for the emergence of grounded theory several years later. This 
research, like grounded theory, can trace its origins to the notion of symbolic 
interactionism, and underscores many of the same principles which are to 
become part of the grounded theory lineage. These principles include the 
importance of recognizing the relationship between action and interaction, the 
discovery of variables themselves as well as the relationship among them 
through "unstructured techniques" (p. 18), the discovery of theory, and the 
building of tentative models of systematic relationships.
Not long after Bovs in White. Glaser and Strauss begin their collaborative 
research when the dean of the first doctoral program in nursing in the U.S. at
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the University of California San Francisco hired them to help guide doctoral 
students in their research efforts. Soon after, Glaser and Strauss obtained a 
grant to study patients dying in hospitals, a project resulting in several joint 
publications most noteworthy of which are Awareness of Dvina (1965), Time for 
Dving (1968), and Status Passage (1971). As they worked together on this 
project, they discovered that their method of researching this setting constituted 
a new approach to scientific investigation they called grounded theory, which 
they first systematically outlined in the Discovery (1967).
Another important text in this tradition is Mezirow, Darkenwald, and 
Knox's (1975) Last Gamble on Education. This represents possibly the largest 
study of a qualitative nature ever undertaken in the history of adult education 
research, focusing on the risks and rewards associated with participation in, as 
well as the organization of, Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs across the 
United States. In this project, the research team collaborated to triangulate data 
on a wide range of sources, sites, events, and processes to help understand 
these phenomena and design a theory of practice. Of particular interest, this 
research team included Glaser and Strauss, along with their students, who 
helped in the collection and analysis of field data. Recognizing some of the 
potential benefits of a collaborative approach, Mezirow et al. state:
Similarly, the use of several analysts, each independently reading the 
same set of field observations, contributed to both the richness and the 
reliability of interpretation. Hence, a way was found to correct for faulty 
presuppositions, distorted inference and concepts and biased analysis.
(P- x)
Strauss and Corbin's (1990) recent text, Basics of Qualitative Research, 
represents another collaborative grounded theory partnership which has 
received considerable attention from social scientists and educators. In this
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work, Strauss and Corbin outline Strauss' now controversial views of the 
grounded theory methodology, systematically detailing the use of axial coding 
and the coding paradigm, and stressing the importance of this framework to the 
overall success of the research.
Turning now to a more detailed these methodologist’s treatment of 
collaborative research in their various works (Table 18), Glaser and Strauss 
emphasize that when one is a member of a research team, it can often be 
beneficial to discuss theoretical ideas with teammates. They emphasize that: 
Teammates can bring out points missed, add points they have run across 
in their own coding and data collection, and crosscheck his points.
They too, begin to compare the analyst's notions with their own ideas 
and knowledge of the data; this comparison generates additional 
theoretical ideas." (p. 107)
Glaser (1978) begins his discussion of collaboration in grounded theory 
research by warning that it is often a "dangerous game" because incompatibility 
of the researchers is typical and "its brutality is often discovered too late to 
revise a project and its findings" (p. 29). No doubt his persistent and cutting 
attack on Strauss’ work is a testament to this. On the other hand, he argues, 
when collaboration works it has great energizing potential, enables researchers 
to stimulate each others' thinking, allows researchers to work on two levels at 
once, helps sensitize researchers to the emerging theory, and the research can 
be done better, faster, and more easily through a well-planned division of labor.
In this text, Glaser (1978) also argues that the best grounded theorists 
are those trained in this methodology. Given the fact that in many places there 
may be no experienced grounded theorist to train those interested in adopting 
this method for their own research, he offers what he calls a "revolving 
collaboration seminar model" for this purpose. Adding that using The Discovery
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Table 18. Collaboration In Grounded Theory (Key Methodological Articles).
Researcher/Date Collaboration
Co-Founders of Grounded Theory
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Suggest that if a grounded theorist is working on a research 
team, it is often beneficial to discuss theoretical ideas with one or 
more members of the team. They emphasize that: 'Teammates 
can bring out points missed, add points they have run across in 
their own coding and data collection, and crosscheck his points. 
They too, begin to compare the analyst's notions with their own 
ideas and knowledge of the data; this comparison generates 
additional theoretical ideas" (p. 107).
Glaser (1978) Claims that collaboration can be a "dangerous game" (p. 29) but 
has many potential advantages over solo research. For example, 
is believes it has great energizing potential, can be done better, 
faster, and more easily, allows researchers to work on two levels 
at once, and helps sensitize researchers to the emerging theory. 
Also discusses his revolving collaboration seminar model of 
grounded theory training, and his "one-uping" principal, referring 
to the process and ability of the analyst to raise empirical data to a 
conceptual level.
Strauss (1987) Discuss collaboration in relation to the memoing in some detail. 
States that a special type of memo writing can occur in 
collaborative or team research. Outlines a few general points 
about this process as well as potential benefits of collaborative 
memoing. Some of these benefits include the possibility that the 
team members help stimulate each other through discussion of 
actual and experiential data contributed by each of them, new 
issues often emerge from the ideas generated through these 
joint discussions, and a shared analytical framework is produced.
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Discuss advantages of a collaboration stating: For many who use 
the grounded theory approach, an important part of the research 
is testing concepts and their relationships with colleagues who 
have experience in the same substantive area. Opening up 
one's analysis to the scrutiny of others helps guard against bias. 
Discussions with other researchers often lead to new insights 
and increased theoretical sensitivity as well. Research projects 
carried out by teams also offer opportunities for increasing the 
probability of collaborative analysis. Where several researchers 
work or live in proximity, occasional or on-going discussion 
groups provide an excellent supportive source" (p. 11).
Strauss & Corbin (1990) Authors occasionally reference collaborative research. In "Some 
Answers to Important Questions" they state: "When working with 
a team of researchers, as we said earlier, each member must 
attend the analytic sessions. Each must also receive copies of 
memos that are written. Data must be brought back to the group 
and shared. The important point is that each knows the 
categories being investigated; so that each can systematically 
gather data on them during their own fieldwork. Equally important 
is that team meets regularly and frequently for analyzing 
portions of the data. Working this way as an analytic unit, they all 
remain firmly within the same conceptual framework" (p. 189).
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Table 18. Continued.
Glaser (1992) Uncharacteristically, Glaser agrees with Strauss and Corbin's
(1990) take on collaboration above, stating: "And teams must 
work together to learn what categories each member is 
generating, reading each other's memos and holding analyzing 
seminars so all can input* (p. 105).
Other Theorists
Stem & Pyles (1986) Mentions that in grounded theory, the analyst generally collects
data alone but ‘coding and categorizing go much better in a 
collaborative situation where a group of researchers review the 
___________________________ data at the same time, and try to identify commonalties" (p. 11).
book alone without systematic training in this method is often inadequate, the
seminar "facilitates and forces" participants to think and analyze in a meaningful
and productive way. This seminar is based on a three-part division of labor
designed to allow participants the opportunity to analyze each others data in a
series of stages. In the seminar, one of the participants handles the note taking
responsibilities so that the other individuals are free to think and talk, another
person presents his or her data from open or selective coding, memos for
sorting, etc., depending on the stage of the research, and the rest analyze and
provide input. These individuals are responsible for both conceptualizing the
data and operationalizing the methodology as analysis proceeds.
In addition, Glaser (1978) argues that his fourth rule of open coding,
"always interrupt coding to memo the idea", is particularly suited for
collaborative ventures. The analytic process of "one-uping" the empirical data
to a conceptual level for theory generation which can be accomplished by a
solo researcher, he argues, is often faster and more theoretically productive
when done by two or more team members. Once again, however, he warns of
the potential difficulties of conflicting personalities and interests in this process.
As mentioned in the last section, Strauss (1987) also discusses potential
advantages of what he refers to as a "special kind of memo writing which can
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occur when two or more researchers are discussing either data or just ideas 
that pertain to joint research" (p. 130). This exchange, he explains, can result in 
coding, the raising of generative questions and hypotheses, and the making of 
comparisons from the data. Although this type of a discussion can occur 
between a solo researcher and another colleague, he believes that it is more 
effective when this type of activity involves repeated efforts among members of 
a research team throughout the course of analysis.
Strauss (1987) provides a series of general points or guidelines as well 
some potential consequences of this team approach to memoing. First, he 
mentions that since these memos are collaborative, their effectiveness is 
contingent on participants' interactions who need to be working together to 
generate ideas, concepts, hypotheses, and the like. Second, he stipulates that 
this collaborative work generally involves some form of division of labor for each 
session. This might involve, for example, a meeting where one participant 
presents data and other participants provide feedback to help collaboratively 
facilitate conceptual analysis of these data. Each team member can use his or 
her own data for comparison. Third, Strauss emphasizes that generally the 
principal investigator of the project most often should take responsibility for the 
organizational leadership of this sessions and help keep the discussions on 
track. Fourth, different viewpoints of participants should not present a problem if 
all interactants remain open to discussion and the principal investigator takes 
the initiative to resolve any discrepancies that may arise. Fifth, compatible 
codes can be generated from different sets of data if team members know how 
to code together, provide comparisons from their own data, and be receptive to 
coding their own data with reference to one another's coding items. Potential 
consequences of this approach include that the participants can help stimulate 
each other's work, new issues emerge from ideas generated during the
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discussion, the discussion itself becomes transcribed and part of the memo fund 
which is then used in the elaboration and write-up of the theory, researchers are 
forced to collaboratively confront team issues, and through this process a 
shared analytical framework is assured. Strauss concludes that: "In short, such 
discussions - although sometimes they may not rise to higher analytic heights - 
are nevertheless an essential ingredient of the finally analyses, which 
eventuate in integrated, dense, and of course grounded theory" (p. 139).
Corbin and Strauss (1990) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) also briefly 
address collaborative aspects of grounded theory analysis. Corbin and Strauss 
(1990) emphasize that for many researchers who use the grounded theory 
methodology, an important aspect of the research process involves exploring 
concepts and their interrelationships with colleagues who have interests and 
experiences in the same substantive area of study. These discussions can lead 
to increased theoretical sensitivity and new insight. Team research projects, 
they argue, also provide an excellent opportunity to benefit from collaborative 
analyses. Strauss and Corbin (1990), in their section titled "Some Answers to 
Important Questions", emphasize that when researchers are working in a team, 
each member must participate in analytic sessions, each must receive copies of 
all memos that have been generated, and data must be shared by the research 
group. They uphold that each participants must be aware of the categories 
being investigated to systematically gather data in their own fieldwork. These 
research teams must meet frequently and on a regular basis to analyze portions 
of the data. Most importantly, all team members must "remain firmly within the 
same conceptual framework" (p. 189).
In his critique of Strauss and Corbin (1990) above, Glaser (1992) 
maintains that their discussion of collaboration in their "Some Answers to 
Important Questions" section is "fine for grounded theory as originally
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developed" (p. 105). He adds that research teams must work closely together 
so that individual members can mutually learn what categories are being 
generated, should each reach each other's memos, and should hold 
analytically-based seminars to solicit input from all members. Finally, Stem & 
Pyles (1986) argue that in grounded theory the researcher most often collects 
data alone, but that "coding and categorizing go much better in a collaborative 
situation where a group of researchers review the data at the same time, and try 
and identify commonalties" (p. 11).
An examination of the research articles in education (Table 19) indicates 
that a number of researchers used a team approach (11 of 30, or 37 percent of 
the articles were co-authored), there are only limited references to the 
collaborative processes they most likely employed. Parker and Gehrke (1986), 
unlike most of the other researchers in this data, specifically mention potential 
advantages of collaboration stating: "This parallax makes collaborative, 
grounded theory work particularly interesting, and the conferences in which 
categories and memos are shared become an integral part of the second and 
third phases of this method" (p. 232). Rennie an Brewer (1987) discussed the 
division of labor they used in their research, mentioning that they employed 
another graduate student to help in the analysis. They explain that two 
graduate students (i.e., one of the co-authors and the one mentioned above) 
conducted independent analyses on the first half of the interview transcripts 
which were then reviewed by the faculty member. When it was demonstrated 
that the two students were producing similar categorizations, the work of the 
second student was no longer needed.
In their research on self-directed learning, Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) 
explain that researchers met to compare findings and to negotiate the final 
categories. As a group, research data were classified according to these
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Table 19. Collaboration in Grounded Theory Studies in Education 
(Research Articles).
R esearch er/D ate Collaboration Reported in Research
Parker & Gehrke (1986) Researcher state: This parallax makes collaborative, grounded 
theory work particularly interesting, and the conferences in which 
categories and memos are shared become an integral part of the 
second and third phases of this method” (p. 232). According to 
them the second and third phases involve the systematic 
integration of categories and properties, and the delimiting of the 
theory phases, respectively.
Rennie and Brewer (1987) Do not specifically address collaboration but state, however, that: 
”We did this work with the assistance of another graduate 
student. For the first half of the transcripts, the two students 
applied independent analyses to each transcript and discussed 
their analyses. The products of this work were then appraised by 
the faculty member. After it was established that the two 
graduate students produced similar categorizations, the work of 
the second student was discontinued" (p. 12).
Caffarella & O'Donnell (1991) Authors state: "The researchers met to compare content findings 
and to negotiate the final categories. The data were then divided 
into the agreed upon categories and analyzed to determine the 
patterns and themes related to the quality dimension of self­
directed learning (p. 21).
Creswell & Brown (1992) Mention that: The two authors independently categorized 
aspects of their chair roles, agreeing on six of the seven 
categories" (p. 44).
Parkay, Currie, & 
Rhodes (1992)
Researchers discuss division of labor briefly stating: "Seven 
members of the research team were assigned 1 or 2 of the 12 
principals during the 1987-1988 school year to observe and to 
document the principal's first year (p. 51).
Fisher (1993) Explains that following training for the use of the interview 
schedule, three graduate students conducted the interviews in 
this study. Goes on to state: "Coding procedures were 
designed to identify common events, clusters of experience, 
and significant changes described by the participants. The 
transcripts were analyzed by the interviewers and the principal 
investigator; coding issues, processes, and problems were 
discussed weekly throughout the data gathering period to insure 
uniformity and accuracy of the coding" (p. 79).
Hermann & Sarradno (1993) Discuss how they worked together as a team, explaining they:
(1) jointly collapsed categories and integrated properties,
(2) discussed the categories and properties that were 
independently generated by each researcher and then refined 
them through consensus, (3) jointly read each student's data file 
to try and modify and refine the categories, (4) compared 
interpretations of categories generated for each student to notes 
recorded during individual conferences (5) further refined the 
categories through more discussion and consensus, and (6) 
examined similarities and differences among students relative to 
types and magnitudes of shifts observed.
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Table 19. Continued.
Courtney, Jha, & Mention how they worked together as a team through the
Babchuk (1994) different stages of their research including coding, categorizing,
memoing, and developing the theory. Begin by stating that:
The research team an average of once a week for the better part 
___________________________ of one year.. .  (p. 176).__________________________________
categories and analyzed to help determine patterns and themes. Parkay et al. 
(1992), like Rennie and Brewer (1987) also discussed the division of labor 
among researchers in their study, stating that seven members of the research 
team helped observe and document one or two of the principals they studied 
actions during one school year. Fisher (1993) mentions that following training 
for the use of the interview schedule, three graduate students conducted the 
interviews in his study. He adds: "The transcripts were analyzed by the 
interviewers and the principal investigator; coding issues, processes, and 
problems were discussed weekly throughout the data gathering period to insure 
uniformity and accuracy of the coding" (p. 79). In their article, Hermann and 
Sarracino (1993) discussed how they worked together as team, explaining that 
they jointly collapsed categories and integrated properties, discussed the 
categories and properties that were independently generated by each 
researcher and then refined them through consensus, jointly read each 
students data file to try and modify and refine the categories, compared 
interpretations of categories generated for each student to notes recorded 
during individual conferences, further refined the categories through more 
discussion and consensus, and examined similarities and differences among 
students relative to types and magnitudes of shifts observed.
Like School?: A Collaborative Case Study
As a member of a research team involving myself and one other 
graduate student working under the direction of Dr. Sean Courtney, we
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conducted a two-year grounded theory study of the adult basic education 
(ABE/GED) classroom experience as seen through the eyes of adult students. 
This project was part of doctoral seminar requirements for the two graduate 
students, designed to provide "hands on" experience with research before they 
began their doctoral dissertations. Specifically, the doctoral seminar was 
designed by Teachers College, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, to get students 
involved in all aspects of a research project under the ongoing supervision of a 
professor experienced in field methods. In addition, it was hoped that this 
research would sen/e as the basis for one or more publications, proceedings 
articles, or conference presentations to provide further invaluable professional 
experience for the graduate students.
Initially, we did not set out to make explicit the collaborative nature of our 
research, but its importance, along with our interest in collaboration as a topic of 
study, gradually evolved throughout the course of the project. Consistent with 
the goals of the doctoral seminar, it was the intention of the supervising faculty 
member to design all aspects of the research to facilitate meaningful and 
productive group interaction among participants. These joint efforts are 
exemplified in both the language and process of the research, reported in our 
article, "Like School?: A Grounded Theory of Life in an ABE/GED Classroom." 
published in the Journal of Adult Basic Education. We state:
The research team met an average of once a week for the better part of 
one year. During that period we used an "organized system" (Tesch, 
1990) (authors italics) for categories, compared and debated individual 
interpretations of the data and wrote theoretical memos (Strauss, 1987) 
as a way of developing theory and subjecting it to a critique. For 
triangulation, classroom observations were conducted by each member 
of the research team. We were aware that the grounded theory approach
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is particularly suited to firsthand observational data and that we would be 
able to see if our emerging categories could be seen in the classrooms. 
Furthermore, we approached each interview transcript and step in the 
categorization process by working independently and meeting as a 
group to discuss our findings (p. 176).
As our interest in the collaborative aspects of our research evolved, team 
members met to discuss and sort memos that had been generated throughout 
the research, and reflected on our developmental processes as a group. These 
efforts culminated in another byproduct of this research project involving several 
refereed proceedings articles and presentations. One such presentation at the 
annual International Qualitative Research in Education Conference (Babchuk, 
Courtney, & Jha, 1995) provided the opportunity for us to formally outline some 
of the specifics of our team approach. Below are several key issues we 
targeted for discussion:
(1) How Did We Make Decisions? (consensus, deferring to expertise) 
Decision-making was most often conducted through two processes. Most often,
(a) consensus was reached among all three group members. We became a 
very tight knit group and were able to "haggle" with each other without bruised 
egos or hurt feelings. This was accomplished primarily by all of us making a 
conscious effort to consider other points of view and not be too stubborn 
regarding our own opinions through a series of compromises and negotiations. 
The second process was initially done by (b) deferring to the supervising 
professor or principal investigator. However, since he was the leader of the 
project and had the most research experience in the group, we looked to him for 
guidance throughout. Later, as we became more knowledgeable and more 
comfortable with each other, we often deferred to the member of the group who 
had the most expertise in a given area.
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(2) How Did We Divide Up the Work? (developing expertise)
We agreed on a course of action which was constantly negotiated throughout 
the research project. Originally, each member took two or three interviews and 
attempted to generate categories, properties, and dimensions. Following 
individual coding, we came back together and compared notes via an on-going 
process of comparative negotiation and internal triangulation. We also wrote 
memos and compared them and engaged in an ongoing dialogue regarding 
the emerging codes, categories, and theory, as well the context, strategies, 
consequences, and conditions of the phenomenon under study. At the same 
time, we read methodological as well as research articles dealing with 
grounded theory and discussed them as a team. Through this process, we 
began to develop expertise in different areas and took the lead in teaching 
these to other team members.
(3) How Did We Stay Focused orOn-Track? (short- and long-term goals)
To stay focused and on-track, we scheduled meetings once a week. We 
planned our meetings collaboratively and came to consensus regarding 
schedules. We also had several short-term goals such as conference proposal 
deadlines, proceedings deadlines, brown bag lunches in our department, etc., 
and long-term goals relating to publications and the doctoral research of the 
graduate students. As a group, it seemed easier to stay on track than it would 
have working alone.
(4) How Did We Achieve Group Cohesiveness? (socializing and shared risk) 
In order to purposively promote feelings of cohesiveness of our research team, 
we jointly participated in informal gatherings including dinners, lunches, 
informal coffees, sessions in our homes, and other rapport building activities. In 
addition to this socializing, we presented papers at conferences and published 
together as a team, thus sharing the risk in our mutual efforts.
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(5) How Did We Deal With Differences in Power? (strategies of negotiation) 
Differences in power among team members were part of the process, since the 
supervising professor was a member of our doctoral committees and was giving 
us grades for the doctoral seminars. However, we became close enough 
friends and colleagues throughout the research project to agree to disagree, 
and power issues never became problematic.
(6) How Did We Decide on Authorship? (natural selection)
Initially, we agreed that the principal investigator or supervising professor, who 
was the leader of the project and had the most extensive research background, 
would be the senior author of the first major publication and conference 
presentation. Following this, we began to rotate the order of the authors 
depending on who was taking the lead role in that particular aspect of the 
research. One person would suggest a topic and begin to follow up on it and 
the other two would provide feedback on his or her work. We described this 
process as "funneling to consensus."
In addition, to these issues, we outlined several implications or 
benefits of a collaborative approach to grounded theory analysis including:
(1) Better Grasp of the Principles of Qualitative Research Through Dialogue 
We were better able to learn principles and practices of qualitative methods 
together, receive feedback on our ideas, and share insights regarding this type 
of research.
(2) Taught Each Other Grounded Theory as the Study Progressed
This approach helped us make better sense of the perceived ambiguity on our 
parts of the specifics of the grounded theory approach. For example, the 
comparison of theoretical memos helped guide research and analysis. 
Researchers were able to learn from each other through the facilitation of peer
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learning strategies. It also enabled us to make sense of a wide range of 
literature dealing with this methodology overtime and across disciplines.
(3) Gave Ourselves "Permission" to Go Forward
A collaborative approach aided our decision-making skills in all phases of the 
project. It helped us go forward when stuck in the various phases, and allowed 
us to "take risks" that we may have been hesitant to take when working alone. 
We were able to share ideas and problems throughout the research process.
(4) Constructed Knowledge About the Phenomenon We Were Studying
A collaborative approach enabled us to generate a more complete picture of the 
research. It helped us better achieve a constructivist view of social reality 
through the development of a grounded theory of life in an ABE/GED classroom 
as seen through the eyes of the students. We believed that studies of social 
phenomena should be conducted in social settings rather than in isolation.
(5) Able to Combine Multiple Perspectives. Abilities, and Interests
We believed a collaborative approach made us better able to understand and 
interpret our data through a unique blend of perspectives. It allowed us to 
incorporate both male and female perspectives and draw upon the experiences 
of the researchers as well as their different areas of expertise. It also helped us 
achieve a form of internal triangulation of data and peer review.
(6) More Productive and Rapid Dissemination of Knowledge
Another benefit of a collaborative effort was realized through a sharing of tasks 
through a division of labor. We were able to cover more ground when working 
as a team.
As was mentioned by Glaser (1978), one can also lists the potential 
disadvantages or costs of conducting collaborative research, centering on such 
factors as personality differences, power differences, differences in motivation, 
goals, ability, perceived lack of fairness in the division of labor, jealousy,
>
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competition for resources, etc. Researchers can also take a more participatory 
approach and actively involve participants in the research process.
Our efforts began to suggest that what was needed was to began to 
locate our notions of collaboration within a larger, more fully developed and 
better articulated framework reflected in the contemporary literature on this 
topic. This framework goes a long way toward seeing collaboration as both a 
means to an end and as critical ideological, epistemoiogical, and philosophical 
position of great importance having implications for how we should both view 
and conduct research as educators in the future. This research appears to be 
taking a turn from the studies mentioned earlier (e.g., Becker et al. 1961; Glaser 
& Strauss, 1967) and our own in which collaboration was viewed within a more 
traditional and less political framework.
More contemporary efforts, such as the recent article in Adult Education 
Quarterly titled the "Democratization of Knowledge" take a different and more 
political view. In this article, the authors bury their individual identity as 
members of the "Group for Collaborative Inquiry," suggesting a sort of 
ideological commitment or kinship to a commonalty of goal or purpose and the 
desire to critically implement change in the very way we construct knowledge. 
Similarly, Schratz's (1S93) recent work uses Schon's notion of the reflective 
practitioner to develop his own principle of collective self-reflection. This works 
centers on making explicit the socio-dynamic aspects of educational research 
by analyzing the research process from a meta-communicative point of view. 
He states:
The experiences with collective self-reflection as a qualitative method of 
researching into the history of the life of an educational research group 
can be regarded as a challenging attempt to analyze educational 
research which demonstrates how the psychosocial context is essential
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to a proper understanding of pedagogical practice.. .  it represents a 
qualitative voice investigating into the social reality of educational 
research in the making" (p. 67).
In other words, his work centers on the notion of consciously embedded 
collective self-reflection as a built in and essential part of the research process. 
Here, the focus is on how the interactions within the research group influence 
the research process itself, and vice versa.
Our efforts, although rather modest in comparison, were an attempt to 
began to ground collaborative research within the framework of practice. It is 
our hope that we can gain not only knowledge of the phenomena under study 
which can help improve practice settings but, at the same time, gain knowledge 
of ourselves in the process.
Evaluating Grounded Theory Research
There are a number of factors to consider when assessing studies 
employing grounded theory to explore social and educational problems and 
issues. One pitfall that readily comes to mind relates to the contradictory 
position taken by both Glaser and Strauss with regard to the rules and 
procedures they outline in their various publications. As outlined throughout 
this inquiry, the main thrust of Glaser's critique of Strauss’ version of grounded 
theory is that it tortures the data through "heaps of rules and fracture methods 
that are hard to remember and follow, and yield low-level abstract description" 
(p. 81). He repeatedly asserts that too many rules impede effective analysis 
and serve only to produce a description of a full range of behavior rather than a 
grounded theory in a substantive area. However, his belief that the analyst 
must simply trust in emergence and "humbly allow the data to control him as 
much as humanly possible" (p. 87), is marred by his insistence that grounded
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theory relies on a series of steps "none of which can be skipped if the analyst 
wishes to generate a quality theory" (1978, p. 16). He posits that "one must 
study thoroughly the methods set forth in The Discovery and Theoretical 
Sensitivity and be prepared to follow them" (1992, p. 17). Similarly, Strauss 
and Corbin advocate flexibility in method stating that "individual researchers 
invent specific procedures" (1994, p. 276), and "while we set these procedures 
and techniques before you, we do not wish to imply rigid adherence to them" 
(1990, p. 59). At the same time, they remind their readers that the procedures 
and canons of grounded theory must be taken seriously. They state:
In writing a detailed account of grounded theory procedures and canons, 
we risk being read as unduly formalistic and perhaps somewhat 
secretarian. Yet these procedures and canons must be taken seriously. 
Otherwise researchers end up claiming to have used a grounded theory 
approach when they have used only some of its procedures or have 
used them incorrectly. Each researcher must tread a fine line between 
satisfying the suggested criteria and allowing procedural flexibility in the 
face of the inevitable contingencies of an actual research project. 
However, to the extent that circumstances permit, following the 
procedures with care gives a project rigor.. .  Just as the grounded theory 
researcher must know these procedures and associated canons to carry 
out a study, so should those who read and evaluate grounded theory 
studies. (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 6).
Strauss and Corbin (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) 
outline these canons and procedures as well as criteria for evaluating grounded 
theory analyses (Table 20). As shown, they list eleven canons and procedures 
including: (1) Data Collection and Analysis are Interrelated Processes,
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Table 20. Corbin and Strauss* (1990) Criteria for Conducting and Evaluating 
Grounded Theory Research.
Canons and Procedures
Data Collection and Analysis are Interrelated Processes
Concepts Are the Basic Units of Analysis
Categories Must be Developed and Related
Sampling in Grounded Theory Proceeds on Theoretical Grounds
• Analysis Makes Use of Constant Comparisons 
Patterns and Variations Must Be Accounted For 
Process Must be Built Into the Theory
• Writing Theoretical Memos Is an Integral Part of Doing Grounded Theory
Hypotheses About Relationships among Categories Should be Developed and Verified As 
Much as Possible During tfte Research Process
A Grounded Theorist Need Not Work Alone
Broader Structural Conditions Must be Analyzed, However Microscopic the Research 
Evaluative Criteria : Judging the Adequacy of the Research Process
How was the original sample selected? On what grounds (selective sampling)?
What major categories emerged?
What were some of the events, incidents, actions, etc. that indicated some of these major 
categories?
On the basis of what categories did theoretical sampling proceed?
What were some of the hypotheses pertaining to relations among categories? On what 
grounds were they formulated and tested?
Were there instances when hypotheses did not hold up against what was actually seen? 
How and why was the core category selected?
Evaluative Criteria: Empirical Grounding of Findings
Are concepts generated?
• Are the concepts systematically related?
Are there many conceptual linkages and are the categories well developed? Do the 
categories have conceptual density?
Is there much variation built into the theory?
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Table 20. Continued.
• Are the broader conditions that affect the phenomenon under study built into its explanation?
Has process been taken into account?
Do the theoretical findings seem significant and to what extent?__________________________
(2) Concepts are the Basic Units of Analysis, (3) Categories Must be Developed 
and Related, (4) Sampling in Grounded Theory Proceeds on Theoretical 
Grounds, (5) Analysis Makes Use of Constant Comparisons, (6) Patterns and 
Variations Must Be Accounted For, (7) Process Must be Built into the Theory, (8) 
Writing Theoretical Memos Is an Integral Part of Doing Grounded Theory, (9) 
Hypotheses About Relationships among Categories Should be Developed and 
Verified As Much as Possible during the Research Process, (10) A Grounded 
Theorist Need Not Work Alone, and (11) Broader Structural Conditions Must be 
Analyzed, However Microscopic the Research (see pp. 6-12).
Criteria for evaluating a grounded theory study pertain to judgments 
about the research process itself as well as the empirical grounding of the 
research findings. Judgments about the research process include seven 
criteria: (1) How was the original sample selected? On what grounds (selective 
sampling)?, (2) What major categories emerged?, (3) What were some of the 
events, incidents, actions and so on that indicated some of the major 
categories?, (4) On the basis of what categories did theoretical sampling 
proceed?, (5) What were some of the hypotheses pertaining to relations among 
categories? On what grounds were they formulated and tested?, (6) Were there 
instances when hypotheses did not hold up against what was actually seen?, 
and (7) How and why was the core category selected? Judgments as to the 
empirical grounding of the research findings also consist of seven criteria 
including: (1) Are concepts generated?, (2) Are the concepts systematically 
related?, (3) Are there many conceptual linkages and are the categories well
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developed?, (4) Is there much variation built into the theory?, (5) Are the 
broader conditions that affect the phenomenon under study built into its 
explanation?, (6) Has process been taken into account?, and (7) Do the 
theoretical findings seem significant and two what extent?
Differences between Glaser and Strauss in how they view the 
procedures or techniques of grounded theory, coupled with each analyst's 
wavering position in terms of its potential adaptability or flexibility of application, 
contribute to the difficulties of assessing researchers' use of this method for their 
research. Another complication in assessing these studies concerns the time 
line of this research. That is, it is difficult to expect researchers to follow the 
guidelines outlined by Strauss (1987) or Strauss and Corbin (1990) if these 
researchers' studies predate these works. Similarly, it is impossible to have 
considered the merits of Glaser's (1992) corrections to Strauss' efforts prior to 
the publication date of his manuscript. Perhaps the most important barrier in 
assessing researchers' use of grounded theory in the field, however, pertains to 
the lack of detail provided by these researchers with regard to the 
methodological choices they must have made throughout their research. Often, 
the reader is left only to wonder how and if key aspects of this methodology 
were used and why one particular technique or strategy was selected over 
another.
Given these considerations, the canons, procedures, and evaluative 
criteria offered by Strauss and Corbin (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990) may provide the analyst with helpful guidelines for the use of 
grounded theory, but are not overly realistic for assessing the vast majority 
grounded theory publications. These publications simply do not provide enough 
detail to allow for this type of fine-grained analysis. Bearing this in mind, this 
inquiry takes steps in the direction of developing a systematic and useful set of
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guidelines for assessing grounded theory studies. In the initial stages of this 
research, several key characteristics of grounded theory were identified and 
used to assess Proceedinos articles from the Adult Education Research 
Conference (1979-1995) and the Midwest Research-to-Practice Conference in 
Adult, Continuing, and Community Education (1982-1995). This process 
ultimately served as a type of pseudo pilot study for this analysis. Criteria that 
were originally used included theoretical basis (i.e., which publications guided 
the research), how data were collected (e.g., interviews, observations, 
document reviews), how sample was selected, why grounded theory was 
selected for the research, whether the analyst began with a research area or 
problem, number of categories, use of constant comparison, theoretical 
sampling, coding procedures, core category, end result or final product, and 
other methodology used in conjunction with grounded theory. The results of 
this effort are documented in Table 21 (Appendix A). Not surprisingly, it was 
quickly found that the Proceedings articles did not contain enough information 
to provide a particularly inclusive assessment of grounded theory procedures 
and techniques. It did, however, set the stage for a more thorough and detailed 
review of the research articles in education that followed.
In the subsequent analysis of the research articles in education, these 
criteria were systematically refined according to the results of the analysis of the 
Proceedings articles, coupled with my evolving notions of what factors are or 
should be most important for conducting and assessing grounded theory 
studies in education that could be realistically assessed in the literature. As a 
result, several of the initial criteria (i.e., how sample selected, number of 
categories, constant comparison, and core category) were subsumed by other 
criteria, and the use of memoing and the literature in grounded theory analysis 
were added. As shown in Table 22 (Appendix A), these criteria included area of
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inquiry, theoretical basis, how collect data, other methods used, why grounded 
theory, area or problem, use of literature, theoretical sampling, coding 
procedures, end result, memoing, and how are data presented. With the 
exception of "how are data presented," which ultimately did not seem overly 
useful for this study, each of the other criteria were discussed in detail 
throughout this manuscript and will not be reviewed again here. Although 
discovered somewhat late in this research, these criteria encompass most of the 
"elements of the main procedures" (p. 23) of grounded theory analysis identified 
by Strauss (1987) in Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists. According to 
him, these main procedures include (1) the concept-indicator model which 
directs the coding, (2) data collection, (3) coding, (4) core categories, (5) 
theoretical sampling, (6) comparisons, (7) theoretical saturation, (8) integration 
of the theory, (9) theoretical memos, and (10) theoretical sorting.
In closing, this analysis represents the most inclusive assessment of the 
use of grounded theory procedures and techniques in research applications to 
date. Although at times plagued by lack of information provided by the 
researchers in their articles regarding methodological issues, this inquiry helps 
illuminate many of the specifics of grounded theory analysis in the field, and 
underscores the wide range of interpretation afforded by these analysts in their 
adaptation of this method.





This chapter begins by restating several major findings that have 
emerged throughout this inquiry. Discussion of these findings provides both a 
synthesis of important points made in previous chapters and sets the stage for 
the development of guidelines for conducting grounded theory analyses in adult 
education. It is argued that grounded theory may be particularly well-suited for 
use in adult education due to several factors which draw on unique procedural 
features of this methodology and provide the opportunity for scholars and 
practitioners interested in strengthening the link between research and practice. 
These include its focus on generating theory from data collected in the field, its 
potential to contribute to the design, implementation, and tracking of systematic 
practice-based interventions, and its potential for exploring a wide range of 
problems and issues germane to the field. This chapter concludes through 
consideration of future directions of grounded theory research.
Major Findings
1. Views of Theory
Since the publication of the Discovery (1967), Glaser and Strauss’ 
interpretation of grounded theory and its use have diverged, yielding two 
similar but arguably distinct methods. Each of these methodologies has 
its own underlying epistemology and attendant properties. The primary 
criterion of demarcation between these approaches centers on Strauss’ 
use of axial coding and the coding paradigm.
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2. Methodological Divergence
Glaser's views on grounded theory are outlined in the Discovery (1967), 
Theoretical Sensitivity (1978), and Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis 
(1992), while Strauss’ divergent methodology is presented primarily in 
Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists (1987) and Strauss and 
Corbin’s (1990) Basics of Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory 
Procedures and Techniques. Importantly, Glaser’s views appear 
consistent throughout, whereas Strauss takes a major turn with his 
introduction of the coding paradigm.
3. Full Conceptual Description vs. Grounded Theory
Even by his own admission, Glaser’s approach outlined primarily in the 
Discovery (1967) and Theoretical Sensitivity (1978) does not provide 
enough guidance for the potential grounded theorist to successfully 
undertake a grounded theory study. His “revolving collaboration seminar 
model” is recommended by him to help provide the necessary systematic 
training in this method. Conversely, Strauss’ version of grounded theory 
outlined in Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists (1987) and Basics of 
Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Technioues 
(1990) does provide such guidance, but may produce full conceptual 
description rather than grounded theory.
4. Operationalizing Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is a complicated method to operationalize in the field, 
and may not be well-suited for an analyst who needs guidance (see
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Glaser, 1992, p. 71). Not only are there a number of procedures and 
practices which its co-founders recommend should be followed to 
produce a grounded theory, these procedures and practices fluctuate 
among researchers and across publications. Glaser’s view that Strauss 
provides too many rules and dictates which stifle the researcher is 
tempered by his own litany of rules he insists should be followed.
5. Appropriate Use of the Coding Paradigm
As Glaser has argued at length, Strauss’ use of axial coding and the 
coding paradigm tends to force data collection and analysis accordingly, 
and may result on an overemphasis on verification and description at the 
expense of discovery and explanation. However, the coding paradigm is 
based on one of Glaser’s (1978) own theoretical coding families 
designed to aid the analyst in grounded research. His insistence that the 
use of the paradigm produces only full conceptual description does not 
take into account situations for which he recommends its use (i.e., when 
suggested by the data). Therefore, one must wonder if in these instances 
Glaser would describe such efforts as yielding full conceptual description 
rather than grounded theory.
6. Theoretical Basis or Guidelines
The vast majority of educational researchers tend to use grounded theory 
procedures and techniques outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in the 
Discovery. A distant second in terms of frequency of use by these 
researchers was Glaser's (1978) Theoretical Sensitivity. Although only 
one of the 30 research studies predated this text, only six articles seem to
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derive insight from it. Similarly, only one of the seventeen articles whose 
date of publication post-dates Strauss’ (1987) Qualitative Analysis for 
Social Scientists mentioned that this work was used as a prime resource. 
Strauss and Corbin's (1990) Basics of Qualitative Research appeared to 
be a factor in only two of the studies reviewed.
7. Use of Grounded Theory in the Various Subdisciplines of Education
An exhaustive review of the research articles revealed no readily
discernible patterns or differences between use of grounded theory by 
adult educators and its use by those representing other sub-disciplines of 
education.
8. Data Collection Techniques
In almost all of the studies examined in this analysis, interviews were 
either the primary data collection technique or one of several means of 
collecting data. Participant observation and document review were used 
far less frequently by these researchers.
9. Grounded Theory Used With Other Methodoloaies/Paradioms
It was not uncommon for the educational researchers to cite the use of 
epistemological principles or operational techniques from other 
paradigms or research methodologies in their work. This lends support to 
the argument advanced earlier that grounded theory can be effectively 
used in conjunction with other qualitative or quantitative methodologies.
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10. Why Use Grounded Theory For Research?
Grounded theory was the method of choice of the educational 
researchers due to several critical factors including the overall potential 
of qualitative designs to explore specific problems or processes, its 
potential for theory generation from data collected in the field, its 
emphasis on discovery over description, and the use of constant 
comparison for data collection and analysis. Several researchers also 
cited this method’s potential for improving practice settings.
11. Lack of Pertinent or Detailed Methodolooical Information 
Unfortunately for an analysis of this nature, and for other potential 
grounded theorists attempting to learn more about this methodology, 
most of the educationa Iresearchers provided little detail concerning the 
specifics of the methodological choices they undoubtedly made 
throughout their research. This lack of pertinent information leaves the 
reader only to guess what choices were made and why.
12. Research Area or Problem
Ideally, a grounded theory study should begin with a general area of 
interest, sociological perspective, or problem area from which a more 
specific research problem or question(s) emerges as the study 
progresses. Unlike what Glaser (1978, 1992) has argued, however, a 
grounded theory study can also effectively begin with a research problem 
or question provided that it is conceptually refined, modified, extended or 
abandoned altogether if suggested by the data. Most educational 
researchers seemed to be either unaware or unconcerned with the
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debate over this issue, choosing to begin their research with a focus on a 
research problem or question rather than an area of interest. Only rarely 
did researchers allow the problem or question to emerge from the data. 
Somewhat problematic, however, are external requirements (e.g., 
funding agencies, doctoral committees) which may stipulate the 
presentation of a research problem before the study begins.
13. Use of the Literature
Although it may be unrealistic to expect grounded theorists to be 
unfamiliar with potentially related literature prior to beginning their 
research, an extensive and thorough literature review should be delayed 
until after data collection and analysis have begun. Conversely, 
educational researchers using grounded theory appeared to have 
conducted fairly extensive literature reviews prior to data collection and 
analysis. This technical or professional literature was often used by them 
to frame the research question or problem explored in their studies. In 
accordance with the methodologists' recommendations, however, many 
of the researchers also used the relevant literature as a basis for 
comparisons with their own findings to help frame their results, and to 
develop concepts, generate categories, and refine and extend their 
emerging theory, themes, or hypotheses. These researchers often 
situated or conceptualized their research within the broader framework of 
the profession. As above, a comprehensive literature review may be 
required in some instances before research is undertaken.
*
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14. Theoretical Sampling
Theoretical sampling is an integral part of grounded theory which helps 
ensure that the analyst stays on the path of discovery and theory 
generation by collecting only theoretically relevant data. With few notable 
exceptions, many of the educational researchers did not appear to view 
theoretical sampling as central to the utilization of this method in the field, 
in sharp contrast to the primacy given to these sampling procedures by 
Glaser and Strauss and the other methodologists. These researchers 
were either unaware of their purported importance to this method or did 
not fully understand these procedures and therefore avoided them. It 
appears these researchers chose only to operationalize certain selected 
characteristics of the grounded theory methodology in their studies, 
perhaps believing that this approach would provide the most 
parsimonious and situation-specific explanation of the phenomenon 
being studied.
15. Flexibility of Interpretation
In a related vein, examination of the research articles in education 
revealed a great deal of flexibility of interpretation by these analysts in 
their application of grounded theory principles and practices in the field. 
This research ranged from the use of only one of the grounded theory 
postulates (e.g., constant comparison) to using selected aspects of this 
methodology which these analysts found convenient or appealing given 
the nature of their research, to utilizing most but not all of the 
recommended techniques outlined in one of the major publications, to
%
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trying to carefully follow the full complement of rules and dictates as they 
perceived them. Of particular interest to this inquiry, it is not altogether 
clear if this flexibility of interpretation should be viewed as one of this 
methodology's strengths or a major shortcoming of this research base.
16. Final Product or End Result
Also underscoring this variability of interpretation or application of 
grounded theory principles in the field concerns the final product or end 
result of the research. Although one might expect that a grounded theory 
would be the ultimate byproduct of grounded theory research, analysts in 
the field appear to feel comfortable offering a number of other options as 
conclusions of their research. These include a series of formal 
hypotheses, theoretical statements, propositions and subpropositions, 
themes, factors or strategies, theoretical models, assertions, critical 
issues, descriptive categories, etc.
17. Memoing
The writing and sorting of memos is another integral part of grounded 
theory analysis. To Glaser and Strauss, memoing serves as a source for 
illustration and provides the conceptual framework behind the categories 
and themes which ultimately form the basis of the emerging theory. 
However, only three of the research articles explicitly mentioned the use 
of memoing in their analyses. This area may represent the greatest 
chasm between suggested guidelines and reported use of all of the 
grounded theory procedures discussed in this inquiry. In Glaser and
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Strauss' view, the analyst may not be able to fully develop a 
theoretically rich and fully integrated grounded theory.
18. Grounded Theory in the Context of Secondary Analysis
Grounded theory can be effectively used in the context of secondary or 
post-hoc analysis to study pre-existing data in new and meaningful ways.
Guidelines for Conducting Grounded Theory 
Analyses in Adult Education
As has been repeatedly emphasized throughout this inquiry, grounded
theory appears to hold considerable potential among qualitative designs for the
study of adult education problems and issues. Although there are a host of
reasons that underscore the potential compatibility of grounded theory and
adult education for research and practice that have been identified in this study
(see for example the section titled "Importance for Educational Inquiry" in
Chapter One), two of these hold a special status.
First, in terms of a historical overview of this discipline, adult education
does not have its own well-established research base or theoretical foundation
from which draw, basing much of its theory and strategies for practice on
psychology and the other social sciences as well as on the other subdisciplines
of education. Because of grounded theory's emphasis on the generation of
theory from data collected in the field, this methodology provides a means for
adult educators to develop theory specific to the discipline rather than extend or
test theory derived from other areas of inquiry. Moreover, qualitative research
with its associated epistemologies and research designs has been rapidly
gaining popularity in recent years in adult education and other related fields
(e.g., Bagnall, 1989; Deshler & Hagan, 1989; Merriam, 1989; Merriam &
Caffarella, 1991; Rockhill, 1982. Grounded theory offers adult educators a time-
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honored and unique qualitative design which had been used with a great deal 
of success across disciplines and research contexts.
Second, and related to the first point, grounded theory has gained 
popularity in fields such as social work, nursing, and adult education because 
its emphasis on the generation of theory from data collected in the field is 
particularly well suited for use in practitioner settings. This methodology 
represents a "ground up" approach to data collection and analysis specifically 
designed to derive its conceptual apparatus and explanatory framework from 
the data, and, for this reason, seeks to situate discovery and explanation in the 
world of practice. Of all qualitative designs, grounded theory’s hallmark 
techniques of theoretical sampling and constant comparison used in tandem 
provide perhaps the most potentially powerful mechanism of collecting and 
analyzing first-hand information derived from the research setting which allows 
for immediate feedback based on this analysis. For these reasons, grounded 
theory holds great promise for the design, implementation, and evaluation of 
practice-based interventions in adult education and other practitioner-driven 
fields.
Consistent with these arguments, grounded theory has been used to 
study a wide range of problem areas and practice settings in the social sciences 
and education. In adult education, it has been used to study the costs and 
benefits associated with participation in adult education programs (Mezirow, 
Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975), needs assessment and objective setting in 
continuing medical education (Mazmanian, 1980), the quality of work-based 
self-directed learning (Caffarella & O'Donnell, 1991), nurses' participation in 
baccalaureate nursing programs (Thompson, 1992), critical issues experienced 
by social change-oriented university extension staff in Canada (Cruikshank, 
1993), developmental change among older adults (Fisher, 1993), life in an adult
t
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basic education classroom (Courtney, Jha, & Babchuk, 1994), and adult 
participation and learning in Head Start (Sissell, 1997).
Based on the procedural guidelines and their underlying assumptions 
outlined by Glaser and Strauss and the other methodologists, examination of 
research articles in education and adult education, and my own experiences 
with this methodology, several suggestions for conducting grounded theory 
analysis are presented below. This list is not intended to be exhaustive nor 
viewed as a complete set of guidelines from which to work; it is offered as an 
initial step in the systematizing of grounded theory research for use in adult 
education. Considerations include:
• Adult educators utilizing grounded theory should clearly specify which of the 
author's publications were used to guide their research. Since both Glaser 
and Strauss acknowledge that "since its introduction 25 years ago, a 
number of guidelines and procedures have evolved" (Strauss & Corbin, 
1994, p. 273), it is important to clearly articulate whose "guidelines" were 
used. Analysts should also explain the reason for their choice(s).
• Grounded theorists need to clearly state the steps they followed in their 
research. As argued by Strauss and Corbin (1990) and elaborated in the 
last chapter, information should be provided for "judging the adequacy of the 
research process" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 17). This includes 
reporting such factors as why grounded theory was selected, if the research 
began with a research area or problem, use of the literature, theoretical 
sampling, coding procedures, memoing, etc. If analysts deviate from the 
procedures they selected in #1 above, they should explain their logic in 
doing so.
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• In a grounded theory study, the researcher should begin with a general 
area, sociological perspective, or problem area from which the research 
problem or question emerges during analysis. It is possible, however, to 
begin with a research question or problem if the analyst is prepared to 
modify or abandon it as suggested by the data.
• Whenever possible, an extensive literature review should be delayed until 
after data collection and analysis have begun. Given externally imposed 
requirements of such groups as funding agencies and graduate committees 
this may not always be feasible, but the grounded theorist should do his or 
her best to gradually and progressively incorporate relevant literature into 
the analytical phases of the study. Study findings should be framed within 
the broader context of the discipline.
• Theoretical sampling should always be used for selection of comparison 
groups whether they be organizations, sites, groups, or individuals. 
Theoretical sampling is critical for the ongoing development of concepts and 
their interrelationships, and helps ground the theory in the data.
• Use of axial coding and other aspects of the coding paradigm advanced by 
Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1994) should be used with caution 
unless suggested by the data. As pointed out by Glaser (1992), this coding 
paradigm can stifle the creativity of the researcher through the forcing of data 
according to pre-determined criteria, a process which appears contrary to 
the epistemological assumptions and associated practices of qualitative 
research. Instead, the grounded theorist should continue with open coding
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until a core category begins to emerge, and then begin the process of 
selective coding around it.
• Never underestimate the importance of memoing in grounded theory. Both 
Glaser and Strauss emphatically stress the importance of this component for 
"raising the description to a theoretical level through conceptual rendering of 
the material" (Glaser, 1978, p. 84). Memos serve as a vehicle for creativity 
and are central to the development of the emerging theory.
• The final product or end result of grounded theory analysis should be a 
grounded theory of the phenomenon being studied. In cases where a 
grounded theory is not produced, it is most likely because the analyst(s) 
skipped critical procedural aspects of this method such as theoretical 
sampling and the writing and sorting of memos.
• Whenever possible, grounded theory should be a collaborative enterprise. 
This methodology appears to be particularly amenable to collaborative 
forms of inquiry, enabling researchers to engage in an on-going and 
systematic dialogue at all phases of the research project. Collaboration 
holds the potential for the development of a more conceptually rich and 
integrated grounded theory than can be derived from working alone.
• When coding interview data it might be helpful to utilize the coding scheme 
or technique illustrated below. This enables the analyst to conceptualize 
data from both an emic and etic perspective (i.e., from the informant's 
perspective and the researcher’s).
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uncoded data > participant’s words or phrases > concepts or classifications
uncoded data > > > in-vivo codes > > > sociological/educational constructs 
___________________________________ (researcher's or participant's terms)
Future Directions
With the passing of Anselm Strauss in the fall of last year, the first generation of 
the Glaser and Strauss debate has come to an end. It is hard to imagine that a 
Glaser-Corbin debate could carry the same weight or ever have the potential to 
fully capture the interest of grounded theorists. I argue in this inquiry that 
Glaser’s version of grounded theory has remained consistent from what was 
originally presented in the Discovery (1967) through Theoretical Sensitivity 
(1978) to Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992), whereas Strauss’ 
approach has deviated from the original work. Unlike Theoretical Sensitivity. 
Glaser's Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis is not intended to be a grounded 
theory primer but is instead an attack on Strauss’ conceptualization of this 
method manifest in a detailed and systematic critique of Strauss and Corbin's 
(1990) Basics of Qualitative Research. Glaser’s text, however, may not yet have 
made its way fully into the mainstream of the grounded theory literature. Today, 
as I was finishing this manuscript, I received an e-mail from a sociology 
professor who had come across on the Internet a Proceedings paper (based on 
the dissertation proposal) from last year's (1996) Midwest Research-to-Practice 
Conference in Adult, Continuing, and Community Education titled “Glaser or 
Strauss: Grounded Theory and Adult Education." He states:
I found a great paper of yours which really answered a question that I 
was researching. Sometimes the Internet is great! A colleague had told 
me about the debate between Glaser and Strauss, but I was unable to 
locate information on it using material at UC-Santa Barbara. Your paper
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nicely laid out what I was looking for. I’ve been unable to locate the 
Glaser books and t though you’d be able to help me. Your references 
cite the Sociology Press in Mill Valley, CA. How do I locate them? I’ll be 
teaching a graduate seminar on Symbolic Interaction next spring and 
want to cover this material, (correspondence dated December 1, 1997) 
There may be several reasons why Glaser's views have not yet been 
fully incorporated into the mainstream literature of grounded theory. First, 
since its publisher, Sociology Press, is owned and operated by Barney 
Glaser it is likely that this book has not been widely distributed throughout 
academe. Second, Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis (1992) is a scathing 
critique of Strauss and Corbin's work which crosses what most members of 
the academic community would consider universally accepted norms of 
professional behavior through its relentless and often petty attacks on the 
scholarship, principals, and morals of both Anselm Strauss and Juliet 
Corbin. In his section titled The Role of Juliet Corbin," for example, he 
states:
Irrespective or her success at her use, she co-authored a book "as if  
(author's italics) she was another co-originator. A clearly immoral act, 
opportunized by the fact that intellectual property is hard to control 
because ownership rights are hard to enforce. Most sociologists who are 
third party to a method would simply write a critique of it, as is proper, or 
write their own method, their own intellectual property, under their own 
name. Why did she not write her own method with another name, under 
her own name? But not for Julie, she mooched in as a co-originator, 
which she is obviously not, because tagging along is where her talents 
lie. They certainly do not lie in origination, (p. 126)
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Third, this is the most recent of the Glaser or Strauss texts, and may have note 
yet had enough time to make its mark on this literature.
From my discussions with graduate students and faculty at the University 
of Nebraska and from other universities, Strauss and Corbin's (1990) Basics of 
Qualitative Research seems to be rapidly gaining momentum among those 
using this method for doctoral and other forms of research. Many contemporary 
students of grounded theory find this book provides enough guidance to set 
them on their way. In addition, Basics of Qualitative Research was published by 
Sage which undoubtedly adds to its credibility and to its distribution. I have also 
heard other graduate students comment that they found that Glaser's book is 
poorly written, inadequate for use as a model for conducting grounded theory, 
and lacks credibility because of his seemingly unprofessional treatment of his 
perceived differences with Strauss. For these reasons, and a general lack of 
awareness of Glaser's text, Strauss and Corbin’s book seems to have been 
uncritically embraced by those interested in conducting grounded theory.
When I first became a member of a grounded theory research team, none 
of the team members had ever conducted a grounded theory study. We 
scanned both the methodological and research literature for guidelines and 
suggestions as to how we should proceed and models to follow, ultimately 
looking to Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) texts for answers. 
We were unaware through most of our study of Glaser's 1992 book and felt 
somewhat uncomfortable with Strauss' approach because it did at times 
require us to force us to fit our data into the coding paradigm. Based on these 
experiences, the overarching goal of this dissertation was to write a manuscript 
that attempted to answer many of the questions that had confronted us along
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the way. I believed this goal could be best met by providing both an 
assessment of the value of grounded theory for research and practice in adult 
education as well as initial steps toward a framework from which adult 
educators could work. In short, I attempted to write the document we had hoped 
to find to help us with our project. Whereas I feel that this inquiry has gone a 
long way in accomplishing this task, a number of questions remain.
I have addressed a number of criteria outlined by Corbin and Strauss' 
(1990) as well those which I have developed throughout this study for 
assessing grounded theory research. These criteria are based on informed 
opinions as to what procedures are needed to assess grounded theory studies 
but do not really answer the question as to whether these type of guidelines or 
systematic criteria are needed at all; some may argue that one of the strengths 
of grounded theory is it potential for flexible adaptation of its associated 
procedures used alone or in conjunction with other methods depending on a 
host of researcher- and situation-specific factors. Although Glaser and Strauss 
discuss (see for example Glaser and Strauss, 1967, or Glaser, 1978) how to 
judge the adequacy or potential worth of grounded theories (i.e., through fit, 
relevance, work, and modifiability), this task seems dubious at best and is 
probably not subject to any type of objective measurement.
Another question that suggests itself regards what type of problems in 
adult education are best suited for grounded theory analyses, or what types of 
problems should be addressed in the future? ft has been argued here that 
grounded theory is a potentially powerful methodology for adult education 
because it has been used with apparent success over time and across 
disciplines, and has been effectively adopted for the study of a wide range of
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issues and problems within adult education. Because of its potential 
compatibility with collaborative forms of research and the nature of the 
methodology which lends itself well to practice-based research applications, it 
is an ideal match for use in adult education. Lacking evidence to the contrary, 
grounded theory may be the qualitative method of choice in adult education for 
those who want to generate theory where little previous theory exists - theory 
which is specific to the discipline and not borrowed from the social sciences - 
and for those interested in implementing and tracking practice-based 
interventions. It also seems well suited for studying social processes involving 
movement or progress from one stage or phase to the next (i.e., what Glaser, 
refers to as Basic Social Processes) due to the continual interplay between data 
collection and analysis required by this method.
A closely related question concerns what should or has been done with 
grounded theories once they have been generated? As above, there is no easy 
answer to this question. On the surface, it appears that very little has been done 
with extant grounded theories in terms of extending, testing, or modifying them 
through subsequent research efforts. In the vast majority of cases where 
grounded theory has been generated, it is of a substantive nature (i.e., that 
developed for a substantive or empirical area of social or educational inquiry). 
With little readily available data across contexts or situations for comparison, 
one can ask if the type of "middle range” theory discovered through grounded 
analyses is needed in adult education. I would argue that it is badly needed 
because it can help frame problems specific to the discipline through the 
generation and elaboration of theory from data and contribute to the 
improvement of practice through careful and systematic research efforts.
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T a b l e  2 1 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  A d u l t  E d u c a t i o n  ( P r o c e e d i n g s  A r t i c l e s ) .
Researcher/Date: Pennington (1979) Nolan (1980) Nolan (1981) Heaney (1981)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect Data: Observations and In-depth 
interviews (32)
Open-ended interviews (60) Interviews (73)
(informal conversations)








Provides "a rationale for this 
type of inquiry’ (p. 268)
Attempt to generate data and 
categories
Broaden and generate adult 
learning theory
Appropriate for research 
question
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Discover /describe approaches 
to program development
From literature Challenge assumptions 
in literature
Number of Categories: Five clusters "analogous to 
notion of categories” (p. 268)
Not specified Narrative grouped to 
form categories
Constant Comparison: Yes
Theoretical Sampling: Unclear, but mentioned Yes




Core Category: One of central categories 
was "migrant workers" (p. 240)
End Result (Theory, 
Themes, Hypotheses):
General model of program 
development constructed
Description and "tentative 
categories" (p. 240)





Participant observation and 
sampling by referral


















Table 21. Selected Characteristics ot Grounded Theory Studies In Adult Education (Proceedings Articles) Continued.
Researcher/Date: Hiemstra (1982) Bova& Phillips (1985) Keneipp (1985) Rosing (1985)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Mezirow et al. (1975)
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect Data: Unstructured Interviews (30) Open-ended Interviews (12) 
Follow-up interviews (58)
Open-ended interviews (18) Observations and open- 
ended interviews
How Sample Selected: Permission granted by 
potential subjects






Develop a "clearer picture" of 
adulthood (p. 39)
Generate grounded theory Emerged during the 
course of the study
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Need exists in literature From literature From literature Need exists in literature
Number of Categories: 10 distinct categories 3 dominant categories
Constant Comparison: Involved comparative 
analysis
Theoretical Sampling: First series of interviews used 
to generate categories
Critical incidents lead 
to shift in focus
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
Core Category:




Tentative categories, analytical 
concepts, conclusions
Three dominant categories 
or themes






















T a b l e  2 1 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  A d u l t  E d u c a t i o n  ( P r o c e e d i n g s  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/Date: Baskett (1986) Gadbow (1986) Devries (1988) Wagner (1988,1989)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect Data: Interviews (24), Participant 
Observation, archival material









Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Need in literature From literature From literature Lack of attention in 
literature
Number of Categories: Six major categories 
emerged
Constant Comparison: Yes Yes
Theoretical Sampling: Yes Implied
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
Coding system devised 
to organize topics and themes
Open, axial, selective
Core Category: Lack of programmatic control 
implied
End Result (Theory, 
Themes, Hypotheses):
Hypotheses with supportive 
descriptions, observations





















T a b l e  2 1 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  A d u l t  E d u c a t i o n  ( P r o c e e d i n g s  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/Date: Fisher (1990) Quam (1990) Stein (1990) Adair (1991)
Theoretical Basis: Not specified Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Bogdan & Biklen (1982) 
etc./secondary sources
How Collect Data: Open-ended interviews (70) Interviews (9), 
surveys (26)
Semi-structured interviews (13) Interviews (7)-two each
How Sample Selected: Selected to represent 
older population
Physicians agreed to interview, 
random selection in survey




Results grounded in the 
praxis of teaching
Allowed researcher to 
explore, discover, etc.
Determine "meanings 
in context" (p. 1)
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Need for study exists 
in literature
Familiarity with literature/ 
literature review
Lack of research in literature Research "responded 
to call in literature" (p. 1)
Number of Categories: Seven categories emerged 5 major categories emerged 7 families of codes; 22 
categories & 30 sub.
Constant Comparison: Implied Yes, saturation achieved Yes Yes
Theoretical Sampling: Survey developed from 
interview data
Implied
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
Coding, but not specified Thematic analysis, open 
and axial coding
Core Category:




7 major categories and 
attendant properties
























T a b l e  2 1 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r l e t l c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  A d u l t  E d u c a t i o n  ( P r o c e e d i n g s  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/Date: Chovanec (1993) Courtney et al. 1993a & 1994 Scott et al. (1993) Sheared (1993)
Theoretical Basis: Strauss & Corbin (1990) Strauss (1987), Strauss 
& Corbin (1990)
Corbin & Strauss (1990) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect Data: Series of unstructured 
interviews (4)
Post-hoc analysis of 
interviews (13)
Pair of Interviews (11), 
observations
Interviews (36)
How Sample Selected: Purposive sampling through 
contact with informants






Umbrella of considerations 
(e.g., informants' perspective)
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Emerged from literature Problem emerged during study 
study
Emerged from literature From lived experiences 
with welfare system
Number of Categories: 3 major categories emerged Two major phases consisting 
of 14 categories
4 categories or phenomena 9 themes
Constant Comparison: Implied Yes Implied
Theoretical Sampling: Implied Yes Implied
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
open, axial coding implied Open, axial, selective Open, axial, and selective
Core Category: "Like School/Not 
Like School
Negotiation between assump­
tions and contextual factors
Right to determine 
own destiny
End Result (Theory, 
Themes, Hypotheses):
3 major categories or 
themes


























Table 21. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Adult Education (Proceedings Articles) Continued.
Rasearcher/Date: Wiese (1993) Ziegahn & Hinchman (1993) Elkins (1994) McKnight (1994)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Strauss & Corbin (1990)
How Collect Data: Interviews (26) Written materials, field notes, 
group exit interviews (51)
Interviews (12) Observation, interviews 
written materials, etc.
How Sample Selected: Women identified as success­
ful in balancing their lives




Qualitative design "seemed 
most appropriate" (p. 349)
Generate theory Generate substantive 
theory
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Interest developed as a 
business professor
Professional experience and 
lack of research in literature
Interest from observations of 
nurses facing ethical situations
From author's own 
experiences
Number ot Categories: Unspecified series of 
categories, reflections
Constant Comparison: Yes Yes Yes
Theoretical Sampling: Yes Yes
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
Coded Transcripts, Open 
axial implied
Sorted through computer 
program "Ethnograph"
Open, axial, selective
Core Category: Yes, tutors as sympathetic, 
caring teachers
2 major propositions Control of learning










analysis of interview data




















Table 21. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Adult Education (Proceedings Articles) Continued.
Researcher/Date: Sissel (1994) Devney (1995) Ferry (1995) Olson (1995)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Strauss & Corbin (1990) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect Data: Observation, written materials 
interviews (over 100), etc.
Interviews with 7 families 
consisting of 18 individuals
Questionnaires (52), open- 
ended interviews (18)
Questionnaires (30) and 
interviews(30)
How Sample Selected: People with injuries Invited 
to participate




"identify and describe 
theoretical constructs" (p. 58)
Wanted to generate 
grounded theory
Choosing a Problem 
or Research Area:
Need exists in literature 
especially with disadvantaged
More completely understand 
the phenomenon




Number of Categories: Five general areas 4 categories emerged via 
constant comparison
3 overlapping and inter­
woven elements
Constant Comparison: Yes Implied
Theoretical Sampling: Yes Implied
Coding (Open, Axial 
Selective):
Open, axial, selective Open, axial, selective 
implied
Core Category: Decision vs. performance 
of duties
End Result (Theory, 
Themes, Hypotheses):
5 major areas, 3 key concepts 3 main themes, 3 testable 
propositions, model




























Table 21. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Adult Education (Proceedings Articles) Continued.
Researcher/Date: Sheared (1995)
Theoretical Basis: Glaser & Strauss (1967)




Choosing a Problem Emerged from field




Coding (Open, Axial Coding, but not specified
Selective):
Core Category:
End Result (Theory, Several major themes
Themes, Hypotheses):
Other Methodology Africentric feminist

















Table 22. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Education (Journal Articles).
Researcher/
Date:
Conrad (1978) Mazmanian (1980) Gehrke (1981) Blase (1982)
Area of Inquiry: Higher Education Adult Education Secondary Education Secondary education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect 
Data:
Interviews, written documents 
(primary, secondary sources)








Method is "welll adapted to the 
task of generating" (p. 112) theory
Develop a substantive theory, 
"find order in the data" (p. 6)
allowed "generation of theory 
from observed data" (p. 34)
Discovery of new insights, develop 
data-based theory " (p. 110)
Area or 
Problem?:
Research guided by two pre­
conceived research questions.
Emerges from analyst's 
familiarity with literature
Pre-determined research question 
from literature




Technical literature frames 
problem, compares to models
Study guided by "relevant" 
literature, research problem
Compares results to technical 
literature
Frames study in technical literature, 
consults as study progresses
Theoretical
Sampling:
Comparison groups selected on 
basis of theoretical relevance
Discusses theoretical sampling 
but now clear how used
Sample chosen on basis of 
demographic characteristics
Discusses theoretical sampling but 
completely clear how used
Coding
Procedures:
Focused on emerging variables 
concepts developed and modified
Collects, codes, analyzes data 
categories, properties emerge
Incidents or bits of data coded 
jnto categories, properties, etc.
Open coding, categories, hypoth­
eses, and themes emerge
End Result: Grounded theory consisting 
of five overlapping stages
General model or substantive 
theory (phases, types, etc.)
Two categorical statements, 
premises, formal hypotheses
Social-psychological theory, 
major categories and concepts
Memoing: Does not mention memoing but 
researcher prepares flow charts
How are Data 
Presented?:
Series of premises, stages, 
theoretical statements discussed
Discuss major phases, types, 
theory or model
Discuss findings in terms of 6 
dominant reference groups


















Table 22. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Education (Journal Articles) Continued.
Researcher/
Date:
Gehrke (1982) Janesick (1982) Kozma (1985) Spector (1985)
Area ol Inquiry: Secondary Education Higher Education Higher Education K-12, Higher Education
How Collect 
Data:
Interviews, observations (11) 
5-year longitudinal study
Ongoing interviews (1), participant 
observation, field notes
Interviews (145), other sources 
(e.g., reports, documents)




Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) 
Glaser (1978)
Glaser & Strauss (1967)
Other Methods 
Used:
Case study, ethnographic 
research methods
Survey used in earlier work which 




"allows for the generation of 
theory from observed data" (p. 41)
Interested in constructing theory 
grounded in the data
Examine innovation in more depth 
than prior research, build theory
Wanted to develop a grounded 
theory, model from data
Area or 
Problem?:
Drawn from own previous research Begin research with exploratory 
questions conducted by researcher
Extends a previous study Appears to have emerged from 
knowledge of technical literature
Use of 
Literature:
Article begins with informative 
literature review
Part of discussion framed in 
relevant literature
Uses literature to help frame 
study
Compares study findings with 
"relevant publications" (p. 331)
Theoretical
Sampling:
Sample varies according to 
sociodemographic criteria
Guides collection and coding 
of data




Incidents or data bits coded into 
categories, properties
Selection of categories based on 
analysis of statements, actions
Categories refined and integrated 
via constant comparison
Collect, code, and analyze data, 
interplay between categries, etc.
End Result: Series of lormal hypotheses 
constituting theory
Model of curriculum, philosophy, 
beginning of a grounded theory
Substantive theory of instructional Model, theory explaining desired 
innovation in higher education state for master's degree programs
Memoing: Discussed sorting of data, but 
not memoing in specific
How are Data 
Presented?:
Outline hypotheses in 
"discussional form" (p. 42)
Illustrates model via examples, 
discussion of major issues
Present process, variations, and 
conditions of innovation


















Table 22. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Education (Journal Articles) Continued.
Researcher/
Date:
Mellon (1986) Parker & Gehrke (1986) Blase (1987) Mitchell (1987)
Area of Inquiry: Higher Education Elementary Education Secondary Education Higher Education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Glaser & Strauss (1967) 
Glaser (1978)




Analysis of students' Journals 
and in-class essays
Interviews (12) using a simulated- 
recall technique
Series of interviews in two phases 







Use a qualitative approach to Wanted to "take a fresh look" 
research problem, generate theory (p. 228) at problem
Allows categories, themes, and 
theory to emerge from data
Identify and analyze factors (i.e., 
through discovery and verification)
Area or 
Problem?:
Wanted to study research problem Research problem from 
from a fresh perspective literature
Research question appears to 
have basis In literature




Based on nontechnical literature, 
findings compared to literature
Rooted in professional literature, 
findings compared to literature.
Literature used initially, not used 
to control data collection
Literature helps frame research
Theoretical
Sampling:
Not discussed No, but researchers recommend 
for follow-up study (p. 240)
Used in second major phase of 
interview process




Data analysis via constant 
comparison for recurrent themes
Categories identiied, refined, 
and hypotheses re-examined
Data coded , categorized, and 
integrated until saturation
Coding identifies and refines cat­
egories, properties, relationships
End Result: Descriptive concepts, several 
themes, grounded theory
Three major hypotheses emerge, 
"theory -as-process" (p. 239)
Nine task-related themes, five 
consideration-related themes
Grounded theory stated as two 
theoretical propositions (5 factors)
Memoing Memo writing integral part of 
analysis
How are Data Discuss themes, theory into Data presented as "running Outline and discuss themes Discuss values, stages, strategies,
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Researcher/
Date:
Rennie & Brewer (1987) Blase (1989) Caffarella & O’Donnell (1991) Cooper & Dunlap (1991)
Area of Inquiry: Higher Education K-12, Higher Education Adult Education Higher Education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967), Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978,
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect 
Data:






Used Symbolic Interactionist 
Perspective
Focus groups for data collection
Why Grounded 
Theory?:
Imply they wanted method or 
approach to generate theory
Wanted to generate description 
and grounded theory
Used constant comparison 
to organize emergent data
Wanted to do explanatory study, 
categories grounded in the data
Area or 
Problem?:
Emerged from literature and one 
of researcher's own experiences
Evolved out of own long-term work 
of socialization effects (p. 377)
Appears to emerge from technical 
literature, interest in topic




Literature helps frame study, 
findings compared to literature
Literature helps frame study, 
findings compared to literature
Problem emerges from literature, 
findings compared to literature
Draws from work of theorists, 
implications compared to literature
Theoretical
Sampling:
Sample guided by emerging 
categories
Refined instrument via theoretical 
sampling for second sample
Coding
Procedures:
Code for categories, properties, 
interrelationships, saturation, etc.
Code and compare incidents, 
categories, and relationships
Constant comparison used to 
compare findings, categories
Analysis followed Miles & Huber- 
man (1984), constant comparison
End Result: Grounded theory of thesis 
blocking
"Descriptive and conceptual 
statements" (p. 379) presented
Five major descriptive and 
explanatory themes
Three major journal-keeping 
functions, implications
Memoing: Use of memoing implicit in analysis
How are Data Carefully outline and describe Outline, discuss questionnaire Discuss major themes or factors, Discuss functions, implications

















Table 22. Selected Characteristics of Grounded Theory Studies In Education (Journal Articles) Continued.
Researcher/
Date:
Gumport (1991) Spector & Gibson (1991) Creswell & Brown (1992) Koerner (1992)
Area ol Inquiry: Higher Education Secondary Education Higher Education Elementary Education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Strauss & Corbin (1990) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect 
Data:
Interviews (27) drawn Irom larger 
study, case study
Document review (572), Partici­
pant obs. (112), interviews (8)




Case study "Discursive approach to emergent 
design..." (p. 469) utilizied
"within phenomenological para­




Used grounded theory to discern 
patterns In data.
Appeared to be interested in 
generating grounded theory
Appeared to want to generate 
theory inductively from data
Appeared interested in discovering 
themes and patterns In data
Area or 
Problem?:
Analysis framed by two questions Part of long-term study Need exists in literature for study 
of role of chairpersons




Research questions from literature Need exists in literature, findings 
and findings compared to literature compared to literature
Need exists in literature, findings 
briefly compared to literature
Research questions from literature, 
findings compared to literature
Theoretical
Sampling:
Emerging data analysis used to 
guide the interviews
Implied in selection of sample
Coding
Procedures
"Iterative" grounded theory 
analysis used to discern patterns
Essay statements coded, themes 
analyzed, categorized, etc.
Open, axial, selective coding Developed categories, identified 
themes, verified choices
End Result: Two significant findings, four 
patterns
Twelve factors, series of hypos 
woven into theoretical model
Model, story lines, propositions 
sub-propositions, hypotheses
Five themes or consequences of 
having student teachers emerged
Memoing: No explicit mention of memoing but 
discusses logic diagrams
How are Data 
Presented:
Discuss four patterns that 
emerged from data
In-depth discussion of findings, 
examples, compare to literature
Discuss categories or roles, stoiy 
lines, model, hypotheses, etc.


















T a b l e  2 2 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  E d u c a t i o n  ( J o u r n a l  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/
Dale:
Parkay, Currie, & Rhodes (1992) Thompson (1992) Cruikshank (1993) Curtiss (1993)
Area of Inquiry: Secondary Education Adult Education Adult Education Elementary/Higher Education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Glaser (1978)
Glaser & Strauss (1967), 
Corbin (1986)
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967)
How Collect 
Data:
Series of interviews (12), on­
site visits, document review
In-depth, unstructured 
interviews (12)
Series of interviews Participant observation, series of 
interviews, documents, etc.
Other Methods Mutliple-case study design Ethnographic paradigm
Why Gounded 
Theory?:
Not specified, but appear to want 
to identify patterns
Implies wanted holistic pespective 
rooted in informants' experiences




Study designed to answer two pre­
determined research questions
Need exists in literature for this 
type of research
Study framed by two research 
questions




Literature helps frame study, 
findings compared to literature
Research progressively inter­
twined with relevant literature
Framed within literature of adult 
education and social change
Study of program discussed within 





Grounded theory used to analyze 
data in phase 1 of analysis
Code, categorize data until 
saturation, themes identified
Claims to have used grounded 
theory but no details given
Coded and refined Interview data 
via constant comparison
End Result: Five-stage socialization hierarchy, Seven themes, two phases, 
for assumptions, two patterns participation model
Issues and factors central to 
practice, increased awareness
Holistic understanding of teacher 
program, implications for training
Memoing: Memoing and diagramming used 
in data collection and analysis
How are Data 
Presented:
Results presented in four sections Outline themes and phases of 
with figures, examples model, compare to other research
Discuss central issue, contextual 
factors, and consequences


















T a b l e  2 2 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  E d u c a t i o n  ( J o u r n a l  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/
Date:
Dana & Pitts (1993) Fisher (1993) Hermann & Sarracino (1993) Courtney, Jha, & Babchuk (1994)
Area of Inquiry: Elementary Education Adult Education Elementary, Higher Education Adult Education
Theoretical
Basis:
Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Glaser & Strauss (1967) Strauss (1987), Strauss & Corbin 





Interviews (74) at five sites Questionnaires, journals, essays, 
conversations, field notes (13)




Case study, symobollc interac- 
tionlsm, constructivist framework
Symbolic interactionism provides 
theoretical basis for study
Why Grounded 
Theory?:
Commitment to qualitative 
research
To increase understanding, 
generate grounded theory
Better understanding of students' 
reflective Inquiry, practice
Number of factors identified which 
influenced choice of method
Area or 
Problem?:
Study guided by series of 
research questions
Need exists in literature for a 
systematic framework
Research focused on redesign 
of a preservice literacy course
Specific research focus emerges 
from general area of interest
Use of 
Literature:
Emerging themes searches for 
relevant literature undertaken
Helps frames research, findings 
compared to literature
Helps frame research Helps frame study, findings 
compared to relevant literature
Theoretical
Sampling:




Analysis ongoing process, themes Coding identifies common events, 
emerged, compared to literature experiences, changes, etc.
Five-step procedure used to code 
data into categories, properties
Open, axial, selective coding
End Result: ’Two assertions constituting 
grounded theory* (p. 323)
Five developmental periods, two 
major transitions, framework
New understanding, restructure 
course based on emergent data
Theory, themes, hypotheses
Memoing: Analysis of data involved writing 
and comparison of memos
How are Data 
Presented:
Running narrative of case study 
data, examples, themes, etc.
Discuss five periods with 
examples, framework
Discuss major categories, 
properties, implications


















T a b l e  2 2 .  S e l e c t e d  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o (  G r o u n d e d  T h e o r y  S t u d i e s  I n  E d u c a t i o n  ( J o u r n a l  A r t i c l e s )  C o n t i n u e d .
Researcher/ PadillaS. Pavel (1994) Sissel (1997)
Date:
Area of Inquiry: Higher Education Adult Education
Theoretical Glaser 8. Strauss (1967) Glaser S. Strauss (1967),
Basis: Strauss & Corbin (1994)
How Collect Interviews (24) in two rounds Participant observation, document
Data: review, interviews, etc. (over 90)
Other Methods Triangulate data with a number of Ethnographic approach
Used: methods
Why Grounded Qualitative approach, wanted to Explain patterns and relationships
Theory?: identify grounded concepts In comparative settings
Area or Wanted to refine Tinto's model of Need exists in literature
Problem?: institutional departure
Use of Study framed by literature,
literature: findings compared to literature
Theoretical
Sampling:
Coding Identified and grouped assertions Open-ended "sequential process of
Procedures: into meaningful categories Inductive analysis", comparison
End Result: Three grounded concepts related Substantive grounded theory of
to academic advising teaching/learning transactions
Memoing:
How are Data Discuss grounded concepts and Discuss sociopolitical context of
Presented: exemplars the three interrelated concepts
